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ABSTRACT
The order in which French clitic pronouns occur is highly 
idiosyncratic. Students of French have to learn to disrupt the normal 
Subject-Verb-Object pattern of declarative sentences, and to insert 
object pronouns directly before the verb. Moreover, the preverbal 
alignment of these clitics does not always reflect the left-to-right 
order of postverbal phrases to which the pronouns correspond. There are 
additionally certain puzzling incompatibilities among clitics.
The purpose of this thesis is to offer an explanation for pre­
verbal clitic order, and not to account for impermissible clitic 
sequences.
The problems posed by French pronouns are approached within the 
framework of generative grammar, especially as exemplified in Kayne’s 
(1975) French Syntax. Certain later developments in this model have been 
incorporated into the arguments presented here, while certain others 
have been rejected as being non-explanatory when applied to the question 
of clitic ordering.
General proposals designed to regulate the order of application 
of transformational rules or to delimit their domain are examined to 
determine their relevance to French pronouns. Proposals specific to the 
grammar of French are also investigated. It will be shown that none of 
the explanations offered to date is entirely satisfactory: supposedly
universal constraints on rules fail to align clitics correctly, and 
language-particular claims require convoluted or otherwise improbable 
sets of rules, make certain dubious assumptions, or simply do not make 
the right predictions.
The claim made here is that important differences in the under­
lying structure of French pronouns motivate their preverbal order.
2
3Elaborate clitic ’templates’ like the one advocated by Perlmutter 
(1971) can therefore be rejected in favour of a single surface filter. 
No new mechanisms are needed, as clitic order follows from the inter­
action of a simple clitic movement rule constrained by the very general 
A-over—A Principle and a filter limiting the surface position of en.
It has been pointed out to me that there are two remaining problems 
in the analysis of clitic order presented in chapter seven*
My claim that the A-over A Principle can successfully distinguish 
underlying Pro forms to which a subject clitic is attached from those first 
and second person Pro forms which I argue are generated without these subject 
clitics is not above suspicion. Whether the Pro mentioned in the structural 
description of the rule of Glitic Placement operates on a syntactic category 
Pro, or on an NP marked with a +PRO feature, it is not clear that the structure 
HP ^~13P,-SGI^7of pag£ 3^6 is affected in the desired manner (i.e., MOT subject 
to Clitic Placement), because the higher HP containing HP* and SOL may well 
not itself be a Pro constituent#
The second problem concerns clitic ordering in cases of non-reflexive 
idiomatic clitics combined with other clitics having a post-verbal source.
My set of rules will not generate, for example, sequences like "XI m'en veut". 
further refinements of the notion "idiomatic clitic"will be required to.obviate 
this lacuna.
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INTRODUCTION
I remember quite distinctly the first time it ever occurred to 
me that another language was something more than a set of new labels 
which simply replaced English words in translation exercises. It sur­
prised me to find out from our Canadianized Whitmarsh French Texts (in 
which boys played ice hockey instead of cricket) that object pronouns 
occupied positions in sentences which were quite strange: they came
directly in front of the verb, in unexpected orders.
I cannot pretend to have been obsessed by this fact for the 
last twenty years, but as a teacher of French, I am constantly made 
aware of how odd it seems to English speakers that the French have pre­
verbal pronouns, often arranged in patterns having nothing to do with 
the order of their possible antecedents. My advice to learners 
encountering object pronouns for the first time is the same as that of 
countless other teachers: memorize the traditional clitic chart, and
make sure that any conjunct pronouns in the sentence are ordered in 
accordance with the chart. There is no rational reason for the pat­
terns; that's just the way it is.
This thesis was written in an attempt to show that there is, 
after all, a reason for the apparently unpredictable patterns of French 
clitics. A particular view of the underlying structure of these pro­
nouns, together with consideration of constraints on rule application, 
account for the idiosyncratic alignment of French clitics. In this 
investigation of pronoun structure and placement, I have tried to 
eliminate as far as possible any proposals of new rules or other descrip­
tive devices, believing that the field of generative grammar is already 
quite crowded enough with mechanisms and constructs, and possesses more 
than enough power to describe language. I have concentrated instead on
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clarifying the structure of pronouns and making explicit what rules, 
and what rule types, must be invoked to explain their preverbal position.
Absolutely no pedagogical benefits, I am sure, will come from 
this work. The set of assumptions lying behind my explanation for 
clitic order would be somewhat more onerous to teach to a high school 
class than the traditional pronoun list. And in any case, generations 
of successful learners of French are evidence enough that an under­
standing of why pronouns pattern in peculiar ways is not necessary for 
skillful manipulation of elements which disrupt normal Subject-Verb- 
Object word order. It seems that brute memory work still has an 
important role to play in education!
The framework within which the problem of clitic order has been 
examined is largely that brand of generative grammar exemplified in 
Kayne's (1975) French Syntax: a hybrid of Standard Theory and Extended
Standard Theory. Additionally, certain later developments within this 
model have been incorporated into the arguments presented here, while 
certain others have been rejected as non-explanatory when applied to 
the question of clitic patterning.
Time constraints and the late availability of materials have 
meant that I have not evaluated a new branch of linguistic theory which 
departs from many of the assumptions of more traditional generative 
grammar, Gazdar’s (1982) Phrase Structure Grammar rejects the need for 
transformations, generating surface word order with phrase structure 
rules and relating structures by relating the rules which generate the 
structures. Gazdar (1982: Section 7:8) in fact suggests that the 
'clitic preposing' transformation for Romance languages can be replaced 
by a metarule, which says that for every rule producing a postverbal 
non-pronominal noun phrase there is a rule producing a preverbal pro­
nominal form. No further suggestions are made about the arrangement of 
clitics before the verb when more than one of these pronominal elements
9are. present. I presume that provision would have to be made in an 
expanded metarule for up to three of these pronouns, and that they will 
be assigned positions on the basis of syntactic features of case and 
person, in the manner described by Grimshaw (1980: 9a).
My reaction to this account of clitic order, if this is indeed 
the way the phenomenon would be described in generalized phrase struc­
ture grammar, is that it amounts to saying that clitic order is essenti­
ally inexplicable, and that French pronouns occupy peculiar positions 
because that is the way it is. Assigning pronouns to certain fixed 
slots determined on the basis of syntactic features seems to imply 
relinquishing any claim that the preverbal order of clitics can be 
explained. If clitics must be generated in front of the verb by a 
phrase structure rule, then the fact that postverbal phrases to which 
they correspond occur in different orders relative to each other than 
their clitic counterparts remains an unsolved problem.
Perhaps my inclination to believe that a transformationless 
grammar will be able to suggest no better an account of clitics than 
the one I offer within a transformational grammar will prove unwarranted 
and premature, in light of the analyses now being put forth for frag­
ments of grammar by supporters of this new development in linguistics. 
But I will leave application of this approach to French pronouns for 
further study.
I owe substantial debts of gratitude to several people, who 
have provided support of all kinds during the time this thesis was 
being planned and written. The greatest is to Ruth Kempson, who in our 
first meeting jolted me with the information that claims I had made in 
previous work were worthless, because they were framed in such a way as 
to be unfalsifiable. Her enthusiasm and willingness to spend many 
hours with a linguistically unsophisticated student, coupled with her 
intellectual acuity and determination to make me follow Popperian
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precepts, made her an ideal thesis supervisor,
I would also like to thank Andrew Radford, who, during my stay 
in London, wrote several encouraging and enlightening letters, and 
provided valuable papers and biliographical material.
Friends in St. John’s have also helped in the writing of this 
thesis. Colleagues in the Linguistics Department of Memorial Uni­
versity have been generous in sharing both their knowledge of syntax 
and their books. Colleagues in the French Department have patiently 
dealt with many requests for grammaticality judgements on sentences 
which often offended their ears 'and sense of Mle bon usage." Thanks 
go too to Mrs. Dallas Strange, who did such a good job of typing the 
final version of the thesis.
I would also like to acknowledge the material support provided 
by both Memorial University and the Canada Council (now, the Social 
Sciences and Humanities Research Council), which made it possible to 
carry on a course of study at the University of London.
My very special thanks go to my wife Jan, who has encouraged 
me every step of the way towards completion of the thesis. For the 
past few years, she has assumed an unfair portion of the domestic 
burden to provide me with writing time, and spent many hours patiently 
seeing me through unproductive dry spells as well as the good times.
Before I had produced a single idea, she gave birth to our son 
Daniel, and somewhere between Chapters 3 and 4, Georgia arrived. Sub­
jectively speaking, of course, I can assert in all confidence that they 
are among the most amazing things on this earth. Their ability to 
internalize the whole grammar of English while their father laboured 
over a tiny fragment of the grammar of French gave some perspective to 
the whole project, and the desire to spend more time with them and 
their mother was a powerful incentive to see the thesis through to its 
conclusion.
CHAPTER 1
1. The Problems of Ordering and Co-occurrence
1.1 The Preverbal Order of French Clitics
Non-topicalized object noun phrases in a French sentence 
normally follow the verb. If the sentence contains an indirect object 
NP, it comes after the direct object NP, as in (1).
(1) Jean a ecrit la lettre a Marie.
’Jean wrote the letter to Mary.’
Under certain conditions, the emphatic or strong form of personal 
pronouns also appears postverbally, observing the canonical direct 
object-indirect object order.
For example, Kayne (1975: 179) notes that sentences containing 
modified dative pronouns after the verb are in some cases considered 
fully grammatical. The choice of modifier is relevant here; with 
neutral intonation, (2)a is fully acceptable, (2)b less acceptable, 
and (2)c doubtful.
(2) a. Elle offrira des bonbons a vous tous.
’She will give sweets to you all.’
b. ?Elle offrira des bonbons a vous deux.
'....................... to you two. ’
c, ??Elle offrira des bonbons a vous autres.
’.......................  to you others. ’
With accusative pronouns, however, such examples seem to be impossible.
(3) a. *Elle aime vous tous.
’She loves you all.1
b. *Elle aime vous deux.
c . *Elle aime vous autres.
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In special contrastive environments, a bare pronoun may be found post- 
verbally, as in (4).
(4) a. J ’ai voulu en parler a toi, mais pas a lui.
'I wanted to speak about it to you, but not to him, r
b. II parait que cette maison plait moins a vous qu’a moi.
’It appears that this house pleases you less than me.’
Again, accusative pronouns resist postverbal position more than datives, 
but in a finger-pointing context, (5) is fairly readily acceptable. 
(Kayne (1975: 174)).
(5) ? Je pr^fere lui h elle.
It is the restrictive ne . . . que construction which provides 
the most natural examples of direct and indirect object personal pro­
nouns occurring after the verb, parallel to full NPs.
(6) a. 
b.
Charles, parait-il, ne va parler qu’a Suzy.
’Charles, it seems, is going to speak only with Suzy,’
Charles, parait-il, ne va parler qu’ii Telle A
J eux /
I elles [
\1m± )
’Charles, it appears, is going to speak only with her/them 
(masc.) /them (fem. ) /him. ’
When a personal pronoun appears following a ’two-place’ object verb, 
the expected order is observed:
(8) a. Elle ne devrait dire ces choses qu’a moi,
’She should say those things only to me.’
(7) a. 
b.
Paul n ’a vu que Marguerite a la librairie.
’Paul saw only Marguerite at the bookstore.’
Paul n ’a vu que ( toi \ a la librairie.
vous J 
J nous > 
j moi
[inx J
’Paul saw only you (sing)/you(p)/us/me/him at the bookstore.’
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b. Elle ne voudrait presenter que moi a ces gens-la.
’She would want to introduce only me to those people.’
Clearly then, in those contexts which allow postverbal object 
pronouns in French, no special mention has to be made about the order in 
which the pronouns appear in the sentence. Just as full NPs do, they 
follow the verb, and if there are two, the direct object comes before 
the indirect object. However, these modified, contrastively stressed 
and restricted pronouns are special cases; with the exception of a very 
small class of penser-type verbs, which require personal pronominal com­
plements to follow them, verbs in French require direct and indirect 
object pronouns to appear preverbally. The ungrammaticality of the 
sentences of (9) is a consequence of the postverbal position of the 
pronoun objects.
(9) a. *Jeanne a vu moi.
’Jean saw me. ’
b. *Jacques parlera a eux demain,
’Jim will speak to them tomorrow.’
Placing the pronouns of (9) into preverbal position does not 
automatically make these sentences grammatical; the strong form is not 
found before the verb:
(10) a. *Jeanne moi a vu.
b. *Jacques h eux parlera demain.
Instead, the pronoun must appear in its weak (or atonic, or clitic) 
form.
(11) a. Jeanne m ’ (=me) a vu,
b. Jacques leur parlera demain.
Table 1 below contains the stressed, strong form personal pro­
nouns and their unstressed, clitic counterparts (omitting the reflexive
14
se, which will be dealt with separately).
TABLE 1 
Personal Pronouns
Strong form Weak form
moi/a moi me 'me/to me'
toi/a toi te 'you/to you' (sing)
lui le 'him', 'it'
elle la 'her', ’it'
a lui lui 'to him', 'to it'
a elle lui 'to her', 'to it'
nous/a nous nous 'us/to us'
vous/a vous vous 'you/to you' 
'them' (m)eux les
elles les 'them' (f)
a eux leur 'to them' (m)
a elles leur 'to them' (f)
One might expect that preverbal clitic order would reflect the 
canonical postverbal order of elements, and indeed, this is the case 
when two third-person pronouns from the above table occur together. That 
is, only (12)b is grammatical;. (12)c, where the indirect pronoun leur 
precedes the direct pronoun la, is ungrammatical.
(12) a. Max a ecrit la lettre a ses cousins,
'Max wrote the letter to his cousins.'
b. Max la leur a ecrite,
c. *Max leur la a ecrite.
Actual !clitic order departs from the expected order when a third-person 
pronoun is combined with a first/second-person clitic. Because of co­
occurrence restrictions which do not concern us here, no third-person 
dative pronoun may appear preverbally along with a first- or second- 
person pronoun (or the reflexive se) . The only permitted combination 
therefore is of a third-person accusative and a first- or second-person 
dative. In other words, le, la or les may co-occur with me, te, nous 
vous; lui and leur may not. And when such permitted combinations occur, 
they are subject to what appears to be a surprising ordering restriction:
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the dative first or second person must come first, with the accusative 
pronoun directly preceding the verb. That is, preverbal order for this 
set of clitics is exactly the opposite of the anticipated order. If 
these clitics behaved syntactically like pairs of third-person clitics, 
or like full NPs and modified, stressed or restricted pronouns post- 
verbally, then we would expect the b sentences of (13)-(16) to be gram­
matical. Instead, these are rejected in favour of the c sentences.
(13) a. Paul me donnera la lettre.
’Paul will give me the letter.1
b. *Paul la me donnera.
c', Paul me la donnera.
(14) a. Marie t ’enverra 1*argent.
’Marie will send you the money.’
b. *Marie le t ’enverra.
c. Marie te l ’enverra.
(15) a. Le facteur nous a remis les paquets.
’The postman handed us the parcels.’
b. *Le facteur les nous a remis.
c. Le facteur nous les a remis.
(16) a. Le concierge vous apportera le journal.
’The caretaker will bring you the newspaper.’
b. *Le concierge le vous apportera.
c. Le concierge vous 1 ’apportera.
Surface structure clitic order seems therefore to be unpre­
dictable, in the sense that when the strong form counterparts of these 
weak pronouns are found postverbally, their position does not differ 
from that of full NPs. Before the verb, however, some, but not all, 
of the clitics seem.' to undergo an ordering switch which produces a 
dative-accusative pronoun order in place of the expected accusative- 
dative order.
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1.2 Co-occurrence Restrictions Among French Clitics
Sentences such as (17) below are grammatical when the indirect 
object is contrasted.
(17) a. Elle le presenters a moi, pas a Paul.
'She will introduce him to me, not to Paul.'
b. Max les enverra h nous, mais pas a Pierre.
'Max will send them to us, but not to Paul.’
If these indirect objects are not contrasted, the pronoun must appear in 
clitic form, as in (18).
(18) a. Elle me le presenters.
’She will introduce him to me.’
b. Max nous les enverra.
'Max will send them to us.'
Similarly, the sentences of (19), where a first-or second-person pronoun 
has replaced the third-person direct object pronoun, are also grammati­
cal when the indirect object is contrastively stressed.
(19) a. Elle vous presenters b. moi, pas a Paul.
'She will introduce you to me, not to Paul.'
b. Max t'enverra a nous, mais pas a Pierre.
'Max will send you to us, but not to Pierre.'
If the indirect objects of (19) are not contrasted, however, no gram­
matical sentences arise by replacing the strong form pronouns with the 
clitics, as shown in (20).
(20). a. *Elle me vous presenters. 
b. *Max te nous enverra.
The only grammatical version of (20) is (21), where the indirect object 
pronouns are not contrastively stressed.
(21) a. Elle vous presenters a moi, 
b. Max t ’enverra a nous.
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If the direct object personal pronouns in (21) are replaced with full 
NPs, as in (22), the results are ungrammatical.
(22) a. -Elle presenters la presidente a moi.
’She will introduce the president to me.’
b. *Max enverra son porte-parole a nous.
’Max will send his spokesman to us.'
Grammatical sentences result though if the indirect objects are cliti- 
cised, as in (23).
(23) a, Elle me presenters la presidente. 
b. Max nous enverra son porte-parole.
So the sentences of (20) are rejected because the first-person pronouns 
appear in clitic form, while the sentences of (22) are rejected because 
these pronouns fail to cliticise. The conclusion to be drawn from this 
observation is that there is some kind of incompatibility between 
certain pronouns when they are in preverbal position.
There are, in fact, no possible combinations,in any order, of 
first- and second-person object pronouns in French when they are both 
in clitic position, despite the fact that if one of these first- or 
second-person indirect objects follows the verb, no incompatibility 
arises. There is therefore no grammatical sentence in standard French 
containing more than one preverbal clitic form from the group of direct/ 
indirect object clitics me, t^e, nous, vous. This last qualification is 
necessary in light of permissible strings of clitics when one or more 
of the pronouns is an ’ethical dative'. These share the morphology of 
indirect object pronouns, but are syntactically and semantically quite 
distinct. They will be discussed later in this chapter.
Another peculiarity of this group of first- and second-person 
pronouns is the co-occurrence restriction they impose on third-person 
dative pronouns when these are cliticisable. Nothing prevents a
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third-person dative from appearing contrastively under stress post- 
verbally when a sentence contains a first- or second-person accusative 
clitic, as in (24).
(24) a. Charles nous a recommandes a elle, pas a lui,
’Charles recommended us to her, not to him.1
b. Paul te presentera a eux, mais pas a elle.
’Paul will introduce you to them, but not to her.’
But when these third-person datives are not contrastive, they may not 
appear in clitic form, as (25) illustrates.
(25) a. *Charles nous lui a recommandds.
’Charles recommended us to her.’
b. *Paul te leur presentera.
’Paul will introduce you to them.’
Again, the only grammatical version of (25) is (26), where the indirect
objects, though not contrastively stressed, nevertheless do not cliticise.
(26) a. Charles nous a recommandes a lui. 
b. Paul te presentera a eux.
And as was the case above, replacing the first- and second-person direct 
objects in (26) with full NPs results in the ungrammatical sentences of
(27).
(27) a. ^Charles a recommande nos cousins a lui.
’Charles recommended our cousins to him.’
b. *Paul presenters sa soeur a eux.
’Paul will introduce his sister to them. ’
The indirect objects here must cliticise.
(28) a. Charles lui a recommande nos cousins,
b. Paul leur presentera sa soeur.
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These facts suggest a conclusion similar to the one drawn on
the basis of sentences (18)-(23): there is an incompatibility between
first- and second-person direct object pronouns, and third-person
indirect object pronouns. No combination, in any order, or one of the
direct object clitics me, te, nous or vous with lui or leur, is allowed,
t
when both are in preverbal position, even though, as (24) and (26) show, 
there is no incompatibility if the strong form of lui or leur occurs 
postverbally.
I have no explanation for these incompatibilities, seeking 
instead to account for the order of pronouns which may co-occur pre- 
verbally. Querido (1975) offers a partial account of why certain clitic 
combinations are not acceptable. I shall assume that a set of surface 
filters will be required to ensure that impermissible sequences do not 
appear.
In summary then, French object clitics present what seem to be 
highly idiosyncratic characteristics of ordering and co-occurrence. 
First- and second-person pronouns, whether direct or indirect objects, 
always appear first in any sequence of clitics, and there must be only 
one of them. And third-person indirect object clitics can never occur 
in preverbal position along with a first- or second-person clitic; 
these must come after the verb, in their stressed form.
1,3 Proposed Solutions to the Problem: Ferlmutter^s
Surface Structure Constraint
Given the seemingly fortuitous ordering and co-occurrence 
restrictions which obtain among clitics, a number of possible analyses 
are available. The constraints could be stated at the base structure 
level, by generating clitics in their surface order by means of a phrase 
structure rule. Or they could be incorporated into the structural 
change of a rule or rules in the transformational component responsible 
for moving clitics from their postverbal positions and rearranging them
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in preverbal order. Either of these two approaches would make use of 
formal devices which are well motivated within the theory of genera­
tive grammar, and would not therefore add any new mechanisms to an 
already powerful model. According to Perlmutter (1971), however, 
neither the phrase structure solution not the transformational solu­
tion can adequately express clitic constraints in French.
1.3.1 Rejection of a Phrase Structure Approach
One reason why the phrase structure solution is rejected is 
that it fails to relate clitic sequences which are permitted to appear 
before verbs, with the strict subcategorization and selectional facts 
which are defined on particular verbs and adjectives. A very simpli­
fied phrase structure rule designed to generate clitics in the right 
order might have a general form something like (29).
(29) v- ---- „ (CL ) (CLm  ) (CL ) V
acc dat
and would imply that any verb could be preceded by any kind of 
personal clitic pronoun. This is obviously false, as a simple example 
illustrates. In the absence of any qualifications or restrictions,
(29) allows us to generate (30).
(30) *Paul lui frappe.
'Paul hits to him.1
In fact, (30) is wrong for exactly the same reason as (31) is wrong.
(31) *Paul frappe a Pierre.
'Paul hits to Pierre.'
That Is, indirect object clitics like lui can only co-occur with verbs 
which allow indirect object NPs to follow them, which frapper does not 
In other words, a subcategorization feature which excludes certain 
configurations of postverbal NPs predicts exactly which clitics will 
be allowed to appear preverbally, in sentences like the above. It is
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no coincidence that frapper only allows direct object NPs to follow it 
and direct object clitics to precede it. As this phrase structure 
solution fails to state these facts explicitly, it makes false predic­
tions about which clitics may co-occur with which verbs.
To resolve this difficulty, Kayne (1975: 70) notes that one
could relate postverbal NPs and preverbal clitics b}r means of a lexical
redundancy rule which assigned the feature ’’direct object clitic_______ ",
for example, to any verb already subcategorized with the feature "_______
NP.” But lexical redundancy rules fail to ensure correct clitic-verb 
pairings in those cases where clitics are not the objects of the verb 
they precede. In French, adjective complements, if cliticised, are 
positioned in front of the main verb of their clause, and not in front 
of the adjective. Consider for example (32)b, in which the clitic cor­
responds to the underlined NP of (32)a.
(32) a. Paul est infid&le k Marie.
’Paul is unfaithful to Marie.T
b. Paul lui est infidele.
The main verb of this sentence, §tre, is peculiar in that it 
does not allow its own dative complements to cliticise, as shown by (33).
(33) a. Ce foulard est h Marie.
’This scarf is Marie’s. '
b. *Ce foulard lui est.
c. Ce foulard est a elle.
It will have to be stated therefore as a lexical fact that the 
normal operation of the redundancy rule, which assigns the feature
"indirect object clitic _______ " to every verb already subcategorized
with the feature "_______  a NP”, will have to be suspended in case the
verb is etre (or penser or r£ver, etc.). Given this restriction, it 
will then be impossible to explain within this set of assumptions why
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(32)Id is grammatical. It is obvious that the clitic is not a comple­
ment of etre but of infidele, and that at some stage of the derivation 
of this sentence, after the point at which subcategorization features 
are specified, the pronoun has ’moved away’ from its source position
to its clitic position. No lexical redundancy rule of which I am aware 
has access to information such as [± main verb complement] on clitics 
to which it could refer in determining its domain of applicability.
Such rules affecting etre could refer only to the strict subcategoriza­
tion features on etre itself, and, in view of the lexical peculiarities 
of this verb, would predict that (32)b should be rejected. The fact 
that this sentence is perfectly grammatical is reason enough to 
suspect that a phrase structure approach to the problem of ordering 
and co-occurrence restraints on French clitics will not be successful.
Further problems with (29) can be easily seen. A phrase 
structure rule may well get clitics in the right order, but cannot by 
itself disallow such ungrammatical combinations as *nous le leur,
*te lui and *me la leur. All of these would be generated by a rule 
like (29), and some other component of the grammar would have to 
ensure that these were marked as deviant. This is an especially 
difficult problem for a phrase structure analysis, in view of the fact 
that the lexical redundancy rules required for this approach will 
assign to a verb like recommander the feature "indirect object clitic 
________", because of sentences like (33).
(33) a. Elle a recommande Jean-Pierre au chef de la section.
’She recommended Jean-Pierre to the department head.’
b. Elle lui a recommande Jean-Pierre.
The fact that the indirect object clitics me, _te, nous, vous are 
allowed preverbally in (34)a but not in (34)b
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(34) a. Elle m'/t’/nous/vous a recommande Jean-Pierre.
’She recommended Jean Pierre to me/you/us/you (pi.).’
b. *Elle me vous a recommande.
’She recommended you to me.’
c. Elle vous a recommande a moi.
is not explained at all by lexical redundancy rules: a feature like
"indirect object clitic _________" assigned to a verb which accepts
indirect object NPs cannot be suspended just in case there happens to 
be another clitic of a certain type already in preverbal position. The 
rule would generate (34)b, which would have to be filtered out at the 
surface. Other arguments against a lexical treatment of non-reflexive 
clitics are advanced in Chapter 6, Section 6.2. Perlmutter rejects the 
lexical approach on the basis of evidence like that presented here.
1.3.2 A Transformational Approach
Since the phrase structure approach seems an unlikely candidate 
for the job of getting clitics in the right order and of excluding 
certain co-occurrences of clitics, it seems obvious to turn next to the 
transformational component of the grammar. A transformational analysis 
would avoid the difficulties of a base structure approach because clitics 
would be derived from object proforms generated in postverbal NP (or PP) 
position. Selectional restrictions and subcategorization features 
could then be stated naturally, and there would be no need for lexical 
redundancy rules.
Perlmutter (1971) claims, however, that the solution to the 
problems posed by French clitics will not be found in a transformational 
approach. He states that ”it has been shown that in adequate grammars 
of . . . Frenchjthe constraints on the order of clitic pronouns cannot 
be stated by means of a clitic-reordering transformation . . . "  
(Perlmutter (1971: 74)).
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To make his point, Perlmutter uses examples similar to the 
sentences in (35) — (36) (cf. (24)-*(28).
(35) a. Paul ne me recommandera qu'a lui.
'Paul will recommend me to him only.’
(36) Paul me recommendera a Marie, mais pas a vous.
’Paul will recommend me to Marie, but not to you.'
A plausible deep structure for sentence (35) is (37), in which both 
me (moi) and lui appear postverbally.
(37) Paul-ne-recommandera-moi-que-a lui.
Only moi is cliticisable; the ne . . . que construction prevents lui 
from being moved. So, obviously, me and lui are compatible at the level 
of deep structure. The removal of the restrictive ne . . . que should 
not affect this deep structure compatibility. But with lui now 
cliticisable, the resulting structure (38) is ungrammatical.
(38) *Paul me lui recommendera.
The lack of graramaticality here does not result from any inability on 
the part of lui to be cliticised, as (39)-(40) show.
(39) Paul lui recommendera ce jeune chargd de conferences.
’Paul will recommend this young lecturer to her.’
(40) Paul le lui recommendera.
’Paul will recommend him to her.*
So there are well-formed deep structures to which a clitic 
movement rule may apply, but some of the surface structures produced 
by this rule are not correspondingly well-formed. It would be 
inappropriate to alter the rule in such a way that the ungrammatical 
surface strings are avoided, because such an alteration would entail 
allowing a transformation to "peek ahead" at its output. If that
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output were to form an illicit surface structure combination* the rule 
would have to suspend its operation. This is simply not a possible 
solution to the problem, because transformations operate on category 
labels in phrase markers, and not on particular lexical items. To 
attempt to state clitic co-occurrence restrictions by building such 
information into the structural index and structural change of trans­
formations would void the theory of any explanatory power and reduce 
the role of transformations to constructing lists of idiosyncratic 
lexical sequences.
Perlmutter concludes therefore that the peculiarities of French 
clitic order and co-occurrence restrictions are not amenable to a 
transformational solution.
1.3.3 A Surface Filter
Because of these serious problems involved in expressing 
ordering and co-occurrence constraints among French clitics, Perlmutter 
(1971) proposes to augment the already existing stock of phrase 
structure rules and transformational rules by adding another formal 
device to grammatical theory which he calls a surface structure con­
straint or output condition. The constraint is to be interpreted as a 
template or filter which is applied to the output of the transformational 
component. In other words, the rule responsible for moving object 
pronouns into preverbal position will be stated in maximally simple 
form, and will be allowed to apply freely. Both grammatical and 
ungrammatical strings of clitics will result, but the ungrammatical 
ones will be discarded because they do not contain a surface structure 
configuration which conforms to the template. The following chart is 
given by Perlmutter for French:
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me
(41) Norn ne te III III y en
nous Acc Dat
vous
se
Nom abbreviates the set of subject clitic pronouns je tu il elle nous 
vous ils elles, on 
III Acc abbreviates the set le, la, les.
Ill Dat abbreviates the set lui, leur. 
ne is the negative particle.
The chart is meant to express the generalization that when they appear
before the verb, these pronouns must come in the order stated here, and 
since the members within each column are mutually exclusive, only one 
member from each column is allowed.
This filter in the form of a positively specified output con­
straint would have no explanatory value unless it could be maintained 
that similar charts are required in other languages to account for 
otherwise unpredictable clitic phenomena. Perlmutter makes precisely 
this claim by incorporating surface structure constraints into the 
theory of universal grammar. In particular, he states (42) as a pro­
posed universal.
(42) "In all languages in which clitics move to a particular place
in the sentence, there are surface structure constraints on 
the relative order of clitics." (Perlmutter 1971: 48)
This claim elevates charts like (41) to an explanatory level, and 
allows us to predict that the surface order of clitics may well not 
mirror the underlying order of their corresponding proforms. Deep 
and surface orders of clitics are seen as independent phenomena, so 
that surface order bears no necessary relation to deep order. And 
co-occurrence restrictions of the kind already noted, unexplainable 
if one is limited to phrase-structure and transformational rules, are
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an automatic consequence of a filter operating on the output of 
freely applying rules of the transformational component.
The only apparent disadvantage of this surface structure con­
straint is the additional power it gives to generative theory, but 
Perlmutter considers this liability to be outweighed by its ability 
to provide a neat solution to an otherwise puzzling set of facts 
about clitics, and because similar filters are needed in any case in 
universal grammar.
1.4 Problems with the Surface Structure Constraint
Examination of the whole range of clitic data in French reveals 
that there are a number of problems with this proposal. Among the 
class of minor problems is the fact that the chart appears to sanction 
ungrammatical sequences of clitics, such as (44),
(44) *11 me la leur y en parle
although, clearly, there is no imaginable well-formed structure under­
lying (44). Moreover, a large number of speakers accept only two 
object clitics in the preverbal space, and, when the 'ethical dative' 
is considered, some speakers admit as many as three. I am not aware 
that four have ever been attested apart from linguists' fabrications.
In addition, except for the idiom y en avoir, and en do not 
generally co-occur except in literary-contexts. Although in those 
cases there are well-formed deep structures which do not surface as 
grammatical, the filter does not rule them out as possible surface 
forms. For example, the perfectly reasonable sentence in (45)a does 
not have a corresponding version which is easily accepted by native 
speakers where the underlined NPs have been replaced by their clitic 
counterparts.
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(45) a, Le ditecteur vous parlera de cette affaire dans son bureau.
’The manager will speak to you about this matter in his office.’
b. ??Le directeur vous y en parlera.
The chart does not reflect the marginal nature of sequences like these.
A more obvious problem noted by Perlmutter himself, is the post­
verbal position and different order of clitics in affirmative impera­
tives. In this construction, clitics follow the verb, and first- and 
second-person object pronouns follow any third-person accusative pro­
nouns. The preverbal clitic order of (46) a is predicted by the filter, 
but their postverbal arrangement in (46)b is not.
(46) a, Vous me la donnez,
’You give it to me.’
b. Donnez-la-moi!
’Give it to me!’
c . *Donnez-me-la!
(See Kayne (1975: 91) for arguments that moi in b is the clitic form 
of the pronoun, and not the uncliticised strong form.) The predicted 
order of c is ungrammatical. Neither of the two possible explanations 
offered by Perlmutter for these facts is very satisfactory. One is 
that a second surface structure constraint applies to affirmative 
imperatives. This constraint would exactly duplicate the work of the 
first constraint in stipulating co-occurrence restrictions, because, 
both as proclitics and enclitics, me, te, nous and vous are mutually 
exclusive, as are l£, la, les, and lui, leur and so its only purpose 
would be to account for the different position of first- and second- 
person pronouns vis-a-vis third-person accusatives. A second, almost 
identical constraint, gives the impression that an important generaliza­
tion is being missed. The other explanation is to posit a clitic flip 
rule applying AFTER the surface structure constraint had operated, 
reversing the order in (46)c to (46)b. This possibility is probably
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worse than the other, for two reasons. First, it seems to render the 
notion of a surface structure constraint entirely vacuous. The input 
to a surface filter is by definition the output of the transformational 
component. If transformational rules can apply both before and after 
the operation of the surface structure constraint, it is hard to see 
how one could maintain that the constraint was different from a trans­
formation, one whose formal properties would be difficult to imagine.
If such a rule were claimed to be a ’stylistic* rule, operating after 
the transformational rules, it is difficult to see what the basis of 
this claim could be, as there is no element of ’choice* in the arrange­
ment of clitics.
Second, a clitic flip transformation of the kind envisaged by 
Perlmutter would knock out some of the underpinnings for the arguments 
used to support the surface structure constraint. These arguments are 
based on particular combinatory possibilities and sequences of clitics 
on the surface which cannot be related to their deep structures by base 
rules or transformations without undesirable complications. To admit 
such things as interchange transformations applying AFTER the constraint 
is equivalent to admitting that the strange surface order of clitics 
can be accounted for WITHOUT a surface filter. To see that this is so, 
consider (47), the putative underlying order of (46)a.
(47) Vous-donnez-la-a moi.
A rule moving the clitics en bloc would give the intermediate structure
(48).
(48) Vous-la-me-donnez.
Finally, the clitic flip rule, which causes third-person accusatives and 
first- or second-person datives to trade places, results in grammatical 
(46)a.
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(46) a. Vous me la donnez.
It is obvious that once such a flip rule is sanctioned, the filter is 
not needed to guarantee correct clitic order. It is, after all, the 
position of first- and second-person dative pronouns in combination with 
third-person accusatives which causes the ordering problem in the first 
place. Other sequences of clitics assume the same position relative to 
each other preverbally as they do postverbally. Given an interchange 
rule, the need for a surface filter becomes less compelling, and its 
role is reduced to stating co-occurrence restrictions. In view of these 
implications then, the better alternative is the one requiring two 
separate but largely overlapping constraints, one for proclitics and the 
other for enclitics.
The modifications or additions to the proposed template which 
clitic order in affirmative imperatives seems to require might perhaps 
be accepted without too much protest, given the construction-particular 
environment triggering the change from normal ordering patterns. It is 
less easy to accept that the filter allows to pass unchecked, and 
therefore predicts as grammatical, combinations of first/second-person 
accusatives and third-person datives. That is, pairs like *me lui, *nous 
leur, or any other combinations of me, te, nous, vous with lui, leur are 
rejected by native speakers. Yet the surface structure constraint does 
not give any reason to think that these are in any way different from 
such grammatical sequences as me la, nous les, etc. It completely misses 
the generalization that if a first- or second-person accusative is in 
clitic position, a third-person dative clitic must remain postverbal and 
not cliticise.
Perlmutter believes that this is not a serious problem for his 
analysis, because there are, in fact, grammatical sentences which contain 
combinations of me, Jte, nous, vous with lui and leur, where the pronoun
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in the first group is not an accusative but a so-called ethical dative. 
The syntax of these ethical datives is not well understood} in part 
because they are not used by all speakers. They do not correspond to 
anything like the notion 'indirect object', and can in fact appear 
with verbs which are not subcategorized for a following a NP. For 
example, the a sentence of (49) is ungrammatical because gouter ("to 
taste") does not take an a NP complement which is [+HUMAN]. The b 
sentence however,where moi is the ethical dative, is grammatical.
(49) a, *Goutez ce petit vin a Paul!
'Taste this wine for Paul/for Paul’s sake!'
b. Goutez-moi ce petit vin!
'Just taste this wine.'
Ethical datives are limited to emphatic contexts in spoken language, so
that the a sentence of (50) is bizarre because there is nothing
particularly startling about the sea rising. But, as Leclere (1976) 
observes, the rapid inrush of the tide at Mont St. Michel makes (50)b 
perfectly natural.
(50) a. ??La mer te monte.
'The sea rises’ or 'Look, the sea rises.1
(Note: the ethical dative is not a sort of benefactive or
adversative, which is why no translation like 'on you' or 'up
to you’ is provided. Using the ethical dative is rather like
asking your interlocuter to witness either the veracity or the
extraordinary nature of your statement.)
b. Au Mont St. Michel, la mer te monte a une vitesse!
'At Mont St, Michel, the sea rises at a fantastic speed!'
Another distinguishing characteristic of this construction is that it 
is not compatible with detachment. Dative clitics which are indirect 
objects of verbs like parler do allow the detachment construction,
as do clitics corresponding to a NP possessives, like 'un ami a moi'
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(a friend of mine).
(51) a. Elle te parle souvent, a toi.
'She often speaks to you.'
b. Elle t'a encore casse trois verres, a toi?
'Did she go and break another three of your glasses?'
c. *Ici, la mer te monte a une vitesse, a toi!
'Here, the sea rises at a fantastic rate!'
Moreover, third-person ethical datives do not seem to exist.
(52) *La mer lui monte a une vitesse!
while the first person requires some sort of plausible close connection
between the pronoun and a participant in the event referred to. Thus,
(53) is very strange, while (54) is normal if spoken by Paul's mother.
(53) ?*Au Mont St. Michel, la mer me monte a une vitesse.
(54) Paul m' avait une drole de mine.
'Paul looked a bit odd.'
(These examples are from Leclere (1976))
In short, these ethical datives are a marginal phenomenon, 
limited in distribution and of a marked stylistic nature. Their 
importance for Perlmutter is that they can be found together with 
virtually any other clitic, including lui and leur, as in (55).
(55) Tu verras - elle va te leur presenter son idiot de petit-ami!
'You'll see - she's going to introduce her nutty boy-friend
to them!'
Sentences like these convince Perlmutter that his filter should not, 
after all, be required to exclude combinations of me, te, nous, vous 
with lui, leur. Since the filter does allow sequences like te leur 
in (55), Perlmutter suggests that those sentences in which te leur 
is ungrammatical should be ruled out by what he calls 'non-global 
constraints’. The motivation for a non-global constraint would be the
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grammaticality of a clitic sequence in one construction and the ungram­
matically of the same sequence in another construction. One could
thereby conclude that the ungrammaticality was due to some sort of 
construction-particular constraint on clitics.
While Perlmutter may view these permitted sequences of normally 
incompatible clitics to be a natural consequence of his theory of sur­
face filters, examination of a wider range of ethical dative data may 
well reveal that they are nothing more than a convenient coincidence. 
Recall the statement made earlier to the effect that ethical datives 
may be found with virtually every other clitic. Though Perlmutter 
rejects sentences like these, Leclere (1976: 93) notes that the 
sentences of (56) are quite natural.
(56) a. Paul te m ’ a donne une de ces gifles!
'Paul gave me a real slapJ'
b. Au Mont St. Michel, la mer te vous monte a une vitesse.
’At Mont St. Michel, the sea rises at a fantastic rate!1
The a sentence contains an ethical dative _te and an indirect object 
dative me. The b sentence contains two ethical datives. Unlike the 
clitics in (55), which occur in different columns in the chart, the 
clitics in (56) belong to the same set, and are supposedly mutually 
exclusive.
The point is this: if the surface filter is not to exclude
some sequences which are ungrammatical everywhere except in an ethical 
dative construction, it should not exclude any sequences which are 
grammatical only in the ethical dative construction but nowhere else. 
Consistency demands therefore that the sequences of (56) be allowed 
to pass unhindered through the filter, just as that of (55) is allowed 
through. No modifications in the format of the filter are required to 
account for (55), but to account for (56) would imply a radical change, 
amounting to giving up the function of stating co-occurrence
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restrictions by means of the chart. The presentation of clitics in 
columns is a way of saying, for example, that me, _te, nous and vous 
are mutually exclusive. If examples like (56) must now be incorporated 
into the filter, as the logic of PerlmutterTs argument demands that 
they must, the co-occurrence restrictions in non-ethical dative con- 
structions may not therefore be stated in chart notation, and will have 
to be ascribed to ’non-global1 or ’construction-particular’ constraints, 
as were the normally ungrammatical *me lui, *te leur sequences.
Clearly, this conclusion is undesirable from Perlmutter’s point 
of view, because it reduces the double function of the surface structure 
constraint to a single function. If co-occurrence restrictions cannot 
be adequately expressed, the constraint now becomes simply a statement 
of ordering.
Here, however, a methodological weakness in Perlmutter’s treat­
ment of French clitics becomes apparent. As Emonds notes, "he does not 
state any transformations that he claims cannot in principle account 
for the ordering restrictions . . .” ( E m o n d s(1976: 225)). Instead, the 
basis for Perlmutterfs claim that French clitic order cannot be dealt 
with transformationally is a demonstration that French clitic co­
occurrence restrictions cannot be dealt with transformationally. The 
only examples used to support his claim are sentences like (35)-(40), 
which demonstrate no more than an incompatibility in preverbal position 
between clitics which are not incompatible postverbally. But the ques­
tion of how these pronouns come to occupy positions to the left of the 
verb in a particular order with respect to each other, is left untouched. 
Some arguments about the impossibility of placing Spanish clitics in 
their correct order by rules are given, but clearly these do not 
automatically apply to French.
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To fill in this logical gap in Perlmutter's argument, therefore, 
I will attempt in subsequent sections to demonstrate that there are 
indeed difficulties in stating clitic order transformationally. French 
clitics will be shown to be a good testing ground for several current 
proposals whose goal is to predict rule domains or the order of applica­
tion of rules. These proposals, intended to be general in scope, will 
be demonstrated to be- inadequate to account for the idiosyncracies of 
pronoun ordering, without substantial additions and revisions. Pro­
posals dealing in particular with French clitic order will also be 
examined and shown to be less than ideal solutions to the problem.
Finally, I will present a solution to the question involving as 
few rules as possible and avoiding ad hoc devices. This solution will 
require a prior investigation of the deep structure form of French 
clitics. The order of all but one of the pronouns will be found to be 
a consequence of differences in their deep structures. The one pronoun 
which does not pattern like the others will be shown to be different 
from the other pronouns in several respects, and might therefore be 
predicted to behave in a syntactically particular way.
The purpose of this study will be to demonstrate that the sur­
face filter generally assumed to be required for French clitics can be 
significantly reduced, without extending the range of rules or other 
formal devices already required by the grammar.
CHAPTER 2
2. General Proposals for the Placement of French Clitics:
Preliminary Considerations
In the following chapters, I shall assume that the base rules
generate object proforms in noun phrase positions, which may appear on
the surface in their ’strong' form in environments such as those in (1),
(1) a. Conjoined NPs.
J'ai vu son cousin et elle en ville.
’I saw her cousin and her in town.*
b . As objects of a preposition
Apr^s moi, le deluge!
'After me, the flood!'
c. After ne V . . . que
Elle ne veut parler qu'a toi.
'She wants to talk to you only.’
These positions are all contexts in which full NPs may appear.
The pronoun which occurs to the left of the verb is considered 
to be a preposed pronoun in 'weak', 'atonic' or 'clitic' form. Kayne 
(1975: 68-69) demonstrates that both direct and indirect object clitics 
are in complementary distribution with the NP-like strong forms. 
Consequently, we would like to say, along with Kayne, that the pronouns 
eux, les and leur, for example, derive from a single lexical item that 
is spelled out differently depending on its position in the sentence, 
and on case marking.
Pronouns are assumed therefore to be introduced into basic 
structures as expansions of the NP node. This allows straightforward 
generation of sentences containing 'strong form1 pronouns. But, as 
clitics appear In positions which cannot be filled by NPs, an addi­
tional mechanism is required to generate sentences containing these
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"weak" pronouns.
Having considered and rejected a phrase structure solution 
which would generate clitics in the base already in surface position, 
Kayne (1975: Chapter 2) argues for and adopts a transformational rule 
of Clitic Placement which moves a pronoun from postverbal to preverbal
position. Additional arguments for a transformational solution to the 
problem of accounting for the preverbal position of these pronouns are 
presented in Chapter 6. The final version of this rule is given as (2).
(2) W NP V X Pro Y
1 2 3 4 5 6 ------ ► 1 2 5 + 3 4 6
This rule takes a pronoun generated by the base rules to the right of 
the verb, moves it over a variable, and places it, in clitic form, in 
a position between the subject noun phrase and the verb.
Kayne (1975: 201^.161) acknowledges that this formulation of 
the rule is not entirely satisfactory. In particular, the presence of 
the NP constituent is non-explanatory, since this element is not 
affected by the structural change of the rule, nor does it serve as
the 'landing site' for the displaced clitics, which attach instead to
the verb.
The function of the NP constituent is to allow the right V to 
be picked out in case more than one V is present in the string on which 
the rule operates. What needs to be avoided is the attachment of 
clitics to past participles. These verbal elements are dominated by 
the node V, so that a clitic rule specifying movement of a proform from 
postverbal to preverbal position must ensure that a past participle V 
is not analyzed as the target V mentioned in the rule.
Kayne solves this problem by generating past participles as 
verbs under the VP node, while auxiliaries are generated as pre-VP 
elements dominated by the node V. The string in (3)a therefore has
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the labelled bracketing in (3)b, since the string is generated by the 
phrase structure rule (3)c.
(3) a, Jean a lave 1 ’auto.
’Jean washed the car.’
h. [s tNp Jean] y [a] [y p [y lave] N p [l’auto]]]
S NP Tense (avoir + e) VP
Because the auxiliary is assumed to be a V (a very plausible 
claim in light of the evidence adduced for it in Kayne (1975: 99, n.39)), 
clitics may attach to it. That they must do so, and must not attach 
to the V dominating past participles, can only be ensured, in KayneTs 
terms, by mentioning the NP constituent in the rule of Clitic Placement. 
Both auxiliary and past participle are members of the same category V; 
the correct V can be picked out only if further contextual indications 
are given. In this case, the subject NP (defined configurationally) 
happens to be followed immediately by the V to which clitics attach. 
Strings like NP Vp NP therefore could be wrongly factorized by
a rule of Clitic Placement which did not somehow indicate which V was 
selected as rule target. Without the NP, a rule containing a 
. . . V X Pro . . . sub-part could analyze the variable as null, and 
attach clitics to V^. With the NP mentioned in the structural descrip­
tion, only Vp will be selected, as desired.
A more satisfactory way of selecting the ’landing site’ for 
moved pronominal elements is available, however. Emonds (1978) points 
out that Kayne’s phrase structure rule (3)c has certain disadvantages. 
For example, past participles following avoir and etre are the V 
elements of a VP constituent in this analysis, and should delete just 
as infinitival heads of VP constituents can delete in cases of null 
anaphora. But (5)b is not grammatical, though structurally it is 
parallel to (4)b.
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(4) a. Paul veut manger tout le g&teau, mais il ne peut pas,manger 
tout le gateau.
’Paul wants to eat all the cake, but he cannot eat all the 
cake.'
b. Paul veut manger tout le gateau, mais il ne peut pas.
(5) a. Paul a mange du g§teau, mais je n'ai pas mangd de gateau, 
’Paul ate some cake, but I didn’t eat any cake.'
b. *Paul a mange du g&teau, mais je n ’ai pas.
Consideration of this and similar problems leads Emonds to 
propose an alternative analysis of these verbal elements in French, 
in conformity with the bar notation framework for base rules suggested 
in Chomsky’s (1970) Remarks on Nominalization. In his analysis, Emonds 
proposes that auxiliaries be generated as part of a ’verbal complex’ 
constituent, intermediate between V and VP, which ’’permits the genera­
tion of two Vs in a single constituent, but not as sister constituents" 
(Emonds (1978: 152)). This verbal complex constituent is generated as 
V, under the VP node. (Like several other linguists, including
Selkirk (1977), Emonds adopts a ’mixed’ notation, preserving the 
traditional labels NP and VP, presumably to avoid having to take a 
stand on precisely how many levels of structure have to be generated 
between the highest phrasal node and the barless node immediately 
dominating lexical material. We shall assume that the VP node is 
equivalent to V, but will continue using VP for typographical con­
venience. )
The V constituent in turn is expanded as a left-branching 
structure, giving the partial phrase marker (6) for (Nous) avons 
etc laves ((We) were washed).
V
V V
V V 
1
V
avons ete laves
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Adoption of this analysis allows the target site for clitic 
movement to be specified without reference to unaffected contextual 
elements. Clitics can now move to the position immediately preceding 
the first V within the V or VP constituent. Since this constituent 
contains both auxiliary and main verbs at the ’highest1 level, and 
dominates the leftmost auxiliary at the 'lowest' level, all verbal 
elements will be located to the right of any preposed clitics, and past 
participles will be correctly excluded.
Assuming that Emonds' analysis of verbal complexes containing 
auxiliaries is essentially correct, and adopting a suggestion he makes 
concerning the specification of the target site for clitics, we can 
modify the rule of Clitic Placement to (7)a, omitting the end variables.
(7) a. Clitic Placement 
[V X PRO Y]
VP
1 2 3 4  »- 3 + 1 2 0 4  (where + indicates sister
adjunction)
This modification in the form of the rule has the advantage of for­
malizing the generalization made in Radford (1977), which states that 
clitics attach to the leftmost V of the minimal VP containing them.
Note that it presupposes that clitic movement is a VP-internal opera­
tion, implying that causatives have monoclause structures as a result 
°f Verb Raising or Faire-Infinitive.
Taking this formulation of the rule as a starting point, we 
shall investigate the question of whether preverbal sequences of 
clitics can be generated in their correct order without appealing to 
Perlmutter's surface structure constraint.
2.1 The 'Straightforward' Approach
By 'the straightforward approach', I understand an application 
of Kayne's modified rule (7)a to postverbal pronouns, with no
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restrictions on the interpretation of the variable. The 
therefore contain more than one instance of the category 
we assume to be equivalent to NP[+ PRO]), as well as one 
instances of the category V.
Consider what happens when rule (7)a is applied 
strings in (8)-(9) below.
(8) a. Paul a envoye cette lettre a son depute.
'Paul sent that letter to his HP.
b. Paul-a envoye-la-a elle.
Paul-sent - it - to her.'
(9) a. Paul m'a envoye cette lettre.
’Paul sent me that letter.'
b . Paul-a envoye-la-a moi.
'Paul-sent -it-to me.'
Two possible modes of application of Clitic Placement are 
available. The pronouns might move en bloc, so that a single opera­
tion of the rule was sufficient to move both pronouns in front of the 
verb. Or they might move one at a time, in two applications of the 
rule, with the leftmost pronoun presumably moving first.
Either mode of operating would produce the grammatical (8)c.
(8) c. Paul la lui a envoyee.
'Paul sent it to her.'
With the rule moving pronouns en bloc, the direct and indirect object 
clitics occupy the same position relative to each other before the verb 
as after it. The direct object la, generated in deep structure in 
direct object position, and as the leftmost member in any sequence of 
objects, remains the furthest to the left when the pronouns come before 
the verb.
If the pronouns are moved separately, the same alignment 
results. We assume that a one-at-a-time operation moves la into
variable may 
PRO (which 
or more
to the b
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position first, -adjoined immediately to the of
the V node, as in (10).
(10) V
CL V
la a
Subsequent applications of Clitic Placement insert clitics again to 
the immediate right of the verb, ’displacing’ any clitics already in 
preverbal position. The resulting derived constituent structure is 
assumed to be as in (ll)a.
Thus, whichever way Clitic Placement operates on (8)b, the result is a 
sentence with the clitics arranged in correct order. The operation of 
Clitic Placement is thus in some ways akin to a morphological process 
of affixation. It attaches a single clitic to the leftmost verbal 
complex constituent V of a VP, and if a clitic is already in place 
immediately before the V, it infixes ’new arrivals’ directly before 
the V in these —  [CL V] strings. This process of infixation can be 
specified in the form of the rule, by indicating that the first V of a 
VP may be preceded by one or two clitics. Since certain verbs have 
idiomatic or inherent clitics attached to them in the lexicon, the 
leftmost V in the V dominating these verbs has clitics to its left in 
basic structure in any case. Thus (7)a can be further modified to (7)b.
(11) a. V
CL CL V
la lui a
(7) b.
VP
[(CL) (CL) V X PRO Y]
1 2 3 4 5 6  >■ 1 2 5  + 3 4 0  6.
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The derivation of these structures resulting in —  [CL CL V] 
strings does not appear to violate any established principles govern­
ing the form and functioning of transformations. The label PRO on 
the postverbal element in the structural index of (7)b is understood 
to be a feature on those constituents which are generated as proforms 
by the base rules and which are dominated by categories such as NP and 
PP. The output of the rule is not in violation of the A-over-A 
Principle. Clitics attach to a V constituent as sisters of the left­
most V; any number of clitics may be contained within this constituent 
without violating the A-over-A Principle, because these proforms 
belong to categories distinct from the V category which is the target 
for the rule. It is not the case that elements of a category A are 
being attached to other elements of the same category A, but rather 
than two or more elements of category A are attached to category B, 
forming an ever larger B category.
It seems unlikely that proforms cliticise to the highest V in 
a phrase marker. Sentences like (12), cited by Kayne as an indication 
that clitics and Vs function as a constituent, appear to show that 
clitics attach to the V immediately dominating the leftmost V in a 
string.
(12) a. Paul m'a bouscule et m ’a pousse contre Marie.
’Paul bumped into me and pushed me against Marie.’
b. Paul m ’a bouscule et pousse contre Marie.
That is, clitic and auxiliary may be deleted, without the head of the 
V being deleted. A more precise derived structure for (11) then is 
(ll)b, while (ll)c is implausible in light of the evidence of (12).
(11) c. * V
CL CL
luila envoyeea
However, the method of applying the rule in separate applica­
tions to the structure (9)b, gives an ungrammatical sentence. The la, 
which keeps'its position relative to the indirect object lui in both 
en bloc or one-at-a-time movement in (8)c, must give up that position 
when the rule applies to (9)b. Otherwise, the ungrammatical (9)c is 
produced.
(9) c. *Paul la m ’a envoyee.
'Paul sent it to me.1
The indirect object in (9)d must now come first in the string of 
clitics, though it was the second member of such a string in (8)c.
(9) d. Paul me l'a envoyee.
Of course, sentence (9) would cease to be problematic if Clitic 
Placement selected the rightmost pronoun in any postverbal string as 
the one to be affected first by the rule, but (8) would then be the 
source of ungrammatical strings like (8)d.
(8) d. *Paul lui l'a envoyee.
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To avoid t^e illicit sequences of clitics produced by both 
interpretations of the working of Clitic Placement, one could envisage 
a further rule to switch pronoun order. That is, just in case a third- 
person direct object clitic le la orles is separated by a reflexive 
clitic or a first- or second-person indirect object clitic (me, te, se, 
nous, or vous) from the verb, as in (13), a clitic interchange rule 
would rearrange the order of the pronouns.
* r me
le\ te
la V - - se
lesj nous
kvous
The validity of such a rule, however, is questionable. It is 
otherwise unmotivated, and it applies to only a few members of a 
larger category of proforms. It requires the specification of the 
terms in a set of terms which may undergo a rule, and therefore seems 
to be equivalent to using an arbitrary rule feature— a device which 
Kayne (1975: 146-149) argues against.
If rules like clitic interchange rules are rejected as unsanc­
tioned in a restricted theory of transformations, one could then try 
to block surface clitic orders like those in (9)c by stating the 
structural index of Clitic Placement so that the correct clitic order 
resulted. This would involve building a condition into the structural 
description of the rule to the effect that if a pronoun from the second 
list in (13) above were present as the second pronoun in a postverbal 
string, i.e., as an indirect object, then the rule must "pass over" 
any third-person direct object pronoun in first position in the string, 
and apply to the second pronoun.
Besides being entirely unexplanatory, however, such a proposal 
is theoretically undesirable. It is equivalent to incorporating 
disjunction into the structural change of rules. But as Bresnan
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(1976: 8 n.) notes: "The use of disjunction in transformations has
been explicitly rejected. . . . "  She indicates further that "the use 
of disjunctions in transformations [indicates] a loss of generaliza­
tion, in that it [permits] transformations in principle to apply to 
arbitrary sets of categories having nothing in common" (Bresnan (1977: 
264)).
It seems obvious then that a 'straightforward1 approach to the 
application of Clitic Placement to strings of postverbal clitics will 
produce some ungrammatical sequences of clitics. Some refinements in 
our understanding of how the rule is to be intepreted will evidently 
be required to ensure that the rule’s output is grammatical.
2.2 Interpretations of the Variable
2.2.1 The Abbreviatory Variable Convention
The ’straightforward’ approach just discussed made no particular 
assumptions about what material might be contained within the variable 
X mentioned in the structural description of Clitic Placement.
A more restricted interpretation of what categories may be 
contained in the variable is given in Smith, Pullum and Wilson (1977), 
who define two classes of variables. An "essential" variable is 
unconstrained, and may contain any number of clause boundaries and 
constituents, while an "abbreviatory" variable may contain only ele­
ments irrelevant to the statement of the rule. In a sequence which 
they describe as A . . . B, the ellipsis is understood not to contain 
any instance of either A or B.
It is immediately obvious, however, that if the variable in
(7) is interpreted as an abbreviatory variable, then this refinement 
of the notion ’variable’ does not provide a solution to the problem
of clitic order in French. Given the underlying structure for sentence
(8), repeated here as (14).
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(14) Paul-a envoye-la-a elle,
the correct la-lui clitic order will be produced. The pronoun cor­
responding to lui will not be chosen first by Clitic Placement because 
the variable would then contain the pronoun _la. But the same pro­
cedure applied to (9), given again as (15),
(15) Paul-a envoye-la-a moi
will result in La being the first pronoun to be cliticised, which 
means that under our interpretation of the placement operation, la 
will be Tmoved overT by the arriving me, giving the incorrect *la-me 
order.
The abbreviatory variable convention will not therefore pre­
vent ungrammatical sequences from being produced by the grammar. The 
lexical item _la, categorized as a Pro, must be included in the variable 
if the correct me la order is to appear before the verb. This same 
item la must be excluded from the variable to ensure that _la comes 
before lui in the string la lui. Clearly then, a more sophisticated 
interpretation of the variable is necessary— one which does not 
entirely preclude terms, like Pro, which are affected by the structural 
change of rules.
2.2.2 The Variable Interpretation Convention
When the direct object pronoun la occurs as the first 
cliticisable element to the right of the verb, with any member of the 
set me, te, jse, nous, vous to its right, it must somehow be 'passed 
over' in any iterative application of the rule of Clitic Placement, 
and must only be affected by this rule after this cliticisable pronoun 
has been moved, in order to ensure that it surfaces in its correct 
preverbal order. Wilkins (1979, 1980) has developed a general con­
vention on the functioning of syntactic transformations which has some
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relevance to this problem.
Her approach is related to the form and functioning of Clitic 
Placement in two ways. The first is that only terms which are cru­
cially affected may be included in the structural description of a 
reordering transformation. Thus the variables W, X and Y of (2) 
would be eliminated from the statement of Kayne's rule. The second 
is a condition on variable material whereby for any given two terms of 
a structural description, A and B, the operation may relate these two 
terms only where no instance of an A or a B intervenes between the 
target A and the target B. She' therefore claims that: "A transforma­
tion may not move a term over variable material where that variable 
material contains an item of the same category as a term of the 
structural description of the transformation" (Wilkins (1980: 713)). 
This claim does not in itself constitute any more than a restatement 
of the abbreviatory variable convention, which, as has been shown, 
predicts exactly the wrong order for clitic sequences of direct and 
indirect object pronouns, when the indirect object is first or second 
person, or reflexive. However, Wilkins provides a refinement of this 
generalization by giving a precise definition of the notion "contain" 
alluded to above. Her refinement of this notion makes it clear how 
phrase markers are to be analyzed. The analysis of a phrase marker is 
understood to consist of the highest most direct line between the nodes 
which correspond to the non-variable terms of the structural descrip­
tion of a given transformation (Wilkins (1980: 715)). This highest 
most direct line between the crucially affected nodes is called the 
grossest constituent analysis.
Wilkins explains this idea as follows. Given the phrase 
marker (16), (= (14) in Wilkins (1980)),
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(1<)
"If the structural description of a transformational rule were to 
mention A-D, then a gross constituent analysis of X (i.e. for A-X-D) 
with respect to the phrase marker in (16) would be B-C. Neither 
B-E-F-G nor B-H-F-G would qualify as a gross constituent analysis 
since for both these possible analyses there would be another analysis, 
namely B-C, which is "more direct", because it has fewer constituents. 
If the structural description of a rule were to mention B-G, then with 
respect to (16) there would be two gross analyses of X, namely E-F 
and H-F. The analysis E-F would be the grossest constituent analysis, 
since there is no other gross analysis higher in the phrase marker.
This notion for the appropriate analysis of phrase markers is 
now defined as follows:
Definition
A gross constituent analysis of X with respect to phrase
marker P and with respect to A-X-B of the structural description of a
transformation T, but not including the nodes which correspond to A or
B, ® (Cy C 2  . . . C^), where is a constituent and for every other
analysis (C’ Cl . . . C'), then K. > n. If for each C. in a gross 
±  z  K  J
constituent analysis X = (C^ . . . , C.., . . . C^) there
is no gross analysis C^ . . . ^j-l* ^j» ^j+1* ‘ * * ^n^ suc^ that
C’. £ C. dominates C., then (Cn, . . . , C ., . . . C ) is the grossest 
3 3 3 1 3
constituent analysis of X." (Wilkins (1980: 715))
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This definition, along with the illustration in (16) of what 
nodes can be considered as Contained' in a variable, goes part of the 
way towards solving the clitic order problem. Wilkins makes it clear 
that the variable in a reordering rule which affects the categories 
A and B may well contain an instance of A or B, just so long as this 
category is not in the grossest constituent analysis of the variable 
material between the A and B affected by the rule.
The example given to illustrate this possibility is sentence
(17)b.
(17) a. It appears to the children that the wand is magic.
b. The wand appears to the children ________ to be magic.
This sentence, the result of a Raising rule, has as Its subject an NP, 
the wand, which has "crossed" another NP, the children, in moving from 
embedded subject position. The variable material between the targets 
of the rule therefore contains an instance of one of the targets 
mentioned in the statement of the rule. Its position in the phrase 
marker, however, is of critical importance. This NP (the children) 
does not-lie in the highest most direct line between the matrix sub­
ject NP, which corresponds to target A of the rule, and the embedded 
subject NP, corresponding to target B of the rule. Instead, this NP
(the children) is embedded one level further "down" than the NP the
wand, and does not thereby constitute a blocking category for the 
movement in question.
(18)
NP VP
P NP NP VP
V^^^^AP
I
it appears to the children the wand be magic
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The enclosed nodes constitute the grossest constitutent 
analysis for the rule of Raising , stated by Wilkins as (19).
(19) it [NP] (Wilkins (1979: 23))
No NP is contained in this analysis, and so the wand is able to move 
to the matrix subject position.
A similar Raising movement is not allowed in (20), though, 
because here the grossest constituent analysis does contain an NP node 
which blocks movement of the target NP.
(20) It is certain the girl will win the game.
(21) a. *The game is certain (for) the girl win, 
b. The girl is certain to win the game.
(22) a.
it
AP
NP VP
NP
the girl winbe the gamecertain
t
The same generalization seems to carry over to an X notation. The 
phrase marker (22)a can be recast as (22)b.
it be certain the girl win the game
t  *
The target N the game may not move because the grossest constituent 
analysis of rule (19), in X terms, contains an N, the girl. Wilkins 
claims therefore that the difference in grammaticality between (17)b 
and (21)a is attributable not only to the presence within the variable 
of an item of the same category as a term in the structural descrip­
tion, but also to the depth of embedding of that category. Provided 
that this intervening category is at a lower level than the target 
category specified in the rule, it may be contained in the variable.
This interpretation is relevant to the problem of ensuring 
that the postverbal pronoun order la-a moi in (9)b becomes the 
reversed preverbal clitic order me la where the pronoun me has been 
allowed to ’cross1 another pronoun la.
The underlying structure for (9)b is indicated in the ’mixed1 
notation of (23).
Paul a envoye la a moi
According to the definition given by Wilkins, there are two gross 
analyses of the variable in the Clitic Placement rule, if we assume 
that the pronoun moi has been selected as a rule target. One of these 
is Pro P , and the other NP P . Since the node NP dominates the node 
Pro, and is therefore at a ’higher’ level in the phrase marker than 
Pro, the string NP P is the grossest constituent analysis of the 
variable. Since the affected terms of the rule are V and Pro, and 
since no instance of V or Pro intervenes in the grossest constituent 
analysis of the material between these terms, then the rule is able 
to move the pronoun moi before it moves la. The output of the rule in 
this case will be the desired sequence me la.
The Variable Interpretation Convention therefore allows for 
the possibility that the second instance in a string of constituents 
of a category involved in a rule may be the one chosen to be moved by 
that rule. There may be a Pro which, in terms of left-to-right 
precedence, occurs first in a string, but which is not chosen as a 
rule target, because it is at a greater depth of embedding than a Pro 
which occupies a position further to the right, and which does not 
therefore occur in the grossest constituent analysis of the variable.
But because a Pro may be ’passed over’ in favour of another 
Pro target does not imply that this Pro must be passed over. The 
example given by Wilkins to show that the variable in the rule of 
Raising may contain an NP at a lower depth of embedding than the NP
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which is raised (i.e. (17)b) is not in fact directly comparable to the 
Clitic Placement facts in question here. Recall that the rule of 
Raising given by Wilkins as (19) contains g[NP] as term 2, In the 
notation she uses, „ [NP] does not mean Tan NP which is also an S 1, but 
rather " [. . . NP . . .], or, in other words, any NP dominated by S, 
possibly immediately dominated, but not necessarily so"(Wilkins (1979: 
24)). The S boundary is included in the rule to "prevent the it; from 
being replaced by an NP in the same clause. For instance, the NP the 
children in [(17)a] must not be analyzed as the NP of the subject 
raising rule" (Wilkins (1979: 24)).
In the phrase marker (18) therefore, only one of the two NPs 
appearing after the it is eligible to be moved by this rule of Raising. 
^  the children is not dominated by S, it is not a possible rule tar­
get. Both Pro’s in (23), however, are possible rule targets for Clitic 
Placement. And though the Pro moi may be selected as the Pro to 
undergo reordering by the placement rule, there is nothing which pre­
vents la from being selected first— leading to the wrong preverbal 
order of clitics.
.The Variable Interpretation Convention therefore has nothing 
to say about which one of two or more possible targets will correspond 
to the second term in the structural description of a rule. In a 
footnote, Wilkins in fact states that "the terms of the rule predict 
what can occur in the variable, not vice versa. . . .  It will not be 
the variable which determines what can occur as term 2" (Wilkins (1979: 
212)).
Even if term 2 of the rule were required to be moi in (9)b, 
then by the same token it would have to be lui in (8)b, The outcome 
of Clitic Placement would be in this case the incorrect *lui-la 
sequence.
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So, though this Convention permits the second Pro in (9)b to 
be selected first by Clitic Placement, it does not require that this 
be the selected Pro. Thus both grammatical and ungrammatical strings 
of clitics are produced when Clitic Placement is governed by the 
Variable Interpretation Convention. It is in any case not clear that 
Pro is a category like NP or PP, as Pro is more generally understood 
as a feature on constituents rather than a category. As the Variable 
Interpretation Convention interprets categories and not features, the 
analyses outlined above which allowed a Pro to intervene between a V 
and a selected Pro rule target may well be invalid.
We conclude therefore that this convention is of no,use in a 
selection of rule targets for Clitic Placement which ensures correct 
surface order.
2.3 The Minimal String Principle
Strings of postverbal pronouns in underlying structure present 
ambiguous targets for the application of Clitic Placement. De Haan 
(1979, 1981) formulates a Minimal String Principle "as a condition 
that restricts ambiguous application of transformations" (De Haan 
(1979: 175)). I shall therefore examine this principle and attempt to 
determine if it can help to clarify the question of French clitic order.
De Haan notes that more than one proper analysis of a trans­
formation is often applicable to a given string. What he means by a 
"proper analysis" is "a factorization of a terminal (sub-) string of 
a phrase marker in agreement with the requirements of the structural 
description of the rule . . . "  (De Haan (1979: 153)). Within this 
proper analysis are subparts, called crucial terminal substrings (=CT), 
defined by the terms involved in the rule together with the variables 
intervening between such terms. Where two or more such crucial 
terminal substrings are factorizations with respect to a phrase marker,
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then the Minimal String Principle provides a motivated means of 
choosing between them.
(24) Minimal String Principle
If CT and CT' are crucial terminal substrings of a phrase 
marker with respect to a given rule, and if CT properly 
includes CT1, then the structural change of the rule is 
defined on CT’.
Application of this principle to the string underlying (8)c
(8) c. Paul la lui a envoyee.
'Paul sent it to her'
requires us to determine the proper analyses of the string with 
respect to the structural description of Clitic Placement, repeated 
here as (7)c for convenience, with end variables to conform to De 
Haan1s notation, and with no preverbal clitics already in place, as in 
(7)a.
(7) c. W V X PRO Y
1 2 3 4 5
Two proper analyses are possible for (8)b, repeated here with e ele­
ments corresponding to variables dominating no lexical material,
(8) b. e Paul
Proper Analysis 1. 1
Proper Analysis 2. 1
The crucial terminal substrings will contain material between items 
2-4 in this structural description of Clitic Placement, so that 
CT^ = a envoye e la, while CT^ = a envoye e la a elle. It is obvious 
that CT2 properly includes CT^, since the items a elle are 'left over' 
when the two strings are compared. According to De Haan's principle,
a elle e
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therefore, the structural change of the rule is defined on the string 
which is properly included in a longer string, and therefore on CT^.
The pronoun _la therefore is eligible for movement by Clitic Placement 
before elle, and will occupy a position immediately to the left of V in 
intermediate structure. The next application of the rule will displace 
la further to the left, creating the correct la-lui order of clitics. 
The Minimal String Principle therefore seems to guarantee the correct 
surface structure order of clitics, for this pair at least.
When applied to the string underlying (9)d, however, exactly 
the wrong order is predicted.
(9) d. Paul me fa envoyee.
'Paul sent it to me. ,
As with (8)b, there are two proper analyses definable on the 
string (9)b which underlies (9)d.
(9) h. e Paul
Proper Analysis 1. 1
Proper Analysis 2. 1
a moi e
The crucial terminal substrings here are CT^ - a envoye e la, and 
CT£ = a envoye e la a moi. According to the principle which selects 
the shorter string to be affected first by the rule, la should be 
chosen as the first eligible candidate for movement by Clitic Place­
ment. With moi moved next, the resulting clitic order is the incor­
rect *la me.
De Haan recognizes that the Minimal String Principle as stated 
above will make some wrong predictions about the applicability of 
rules. He notes, for example, that the principle applied to (17)a,
(17) a. It appears to the children that the wand is magiCjWill take 
the children as the target NP (since he ignores the S bracket around
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the NP in the structural index of Wilkins’ rule of Raising), producing 
the ungrammatical (17)c.
(17) c. The children appear to ___  that the wand is magic. The
'shorter path’ between the affected terms _it and NP of this rule is 
the crucial terminal substring it appears to the children, and since 
this substring is properly included within the other possible sub­
string it appears to the children (that) the wand, the rule would be
predicted to apply to the former string.
De Haan therefore incorporates the notion "grossest constituent 
analysis" into his definition of the Minimal String Principle, insert­
ing the clause "and if the term to be moved in CT' is contained in 
the grossest constituent analysis of CT" before the statement that 
the structural change of the rule is defined on CT'.
This extra condition effectively solves the problem of getting 
me and _la into their proper preverbal positions. In the proper 
analyses of (9)d, the element to be moved, Pro, does not occur in the 
grossest constituent analysis of the longer string CT^. The con­
stituents NP and P form the grossest constituent analysis of the 
variable material between the terms affected by Clitic Placement (cf. 
the discussion of phrase marker (23)).
The Minimal String Principle then requires that the longer
string CT2  with respect to (9)d be chosen as the string to be affected
by Clitic Placement. The pronoun la may therefore be included in the 
variable material between V and Pro, and with moi moving before la, 
the correct me la order is predicted.
However, the condition which allows me and la to be placed 
correctly before the verb also affects the placement of la and elle. 
Like moi, elle occurs after the direct object la. The category label 
Pro dominating la will not occur in the grossest constituent analysis
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of the variable material between the verb a envoye and the pronoun elle. 
The selection of crucial terminal substrings with respect to Clitic 
Placement will therefore be different from that predicted by the 
principle before the above condition was added. Elle now will be chosen 
as the first target for the rule, and the output of two applications 
of the rule will be the incorrect *lui la order.
the Variable Interpretation Convention, fails to make the correct pre­
dictions about clitic order in French.
2,4 The Locality Principle
conditions on rules, and observes that a number of them fall into a 
similar pattern. The Specified Subject Condition and the Superiority 
Condition (Chomsky (1973)) both disallow the 'involvement’ of two 
elements when a third element intervenes, except under highly specified 
circumstances. Koster abbreviates these conditions in the following way.
(25) No rule involves X, Y in:
unless Z = . . .
The fact that this pattern recurs in different conditions suggests that 
a more general principle can be formulated. Koster states a pre­
liminary version of this principle essentially as in (26).
(26) The Locality Principle
No rule involves Z (where a c-commands or is parallel
We conclude therefore that the Minimal String Principle, like
Koster (1978 ) examines a number of previously proposed
X Z Y
to Z) in:
. a± . . .  Z . . .  H  .. . a.+1 . . . (i > 1)
unless. . (Koster (1978: 137))
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Koster makes it clear that the Locality Principle is a condi­
tion on rules, applying to all rules that involve an antecedent (a) 
and a consequent (Z). A ’consequent1 is defined as follows:
(27) Consequent
A node Z is a consequent if:
1. it does not dominate lexical material
2. it is an anaphor
3. it is a (non-interrogative) Wh-phrase,
and Koster notes that this class presumably has to be extended, though 
it will suffice for present purposes (Koster (1978: 65)). This 
principle is proposed as a universal principle which defines the 
structural configurations in which a and Z can be linked by a rule. 
Considering only subordinate structures (and not coordinate structures), 
the typical rule configuration is understood to be characterized by 
the notion ’'c-command", (28).
(28) C-command
A node A c-commands a node B iff the first branching node
dominating A dominates B, and A does not dominate B.
(Koster (1978: 65))
The subscripts in (26) (i.e. i?i+1) indicate relative distance of the 
a ’s from Z. Thus, a^ is the first (closest) antecedent c-commanding 
Z; ajLq.]_> which c-commands a^ in turn, is the second closest possible 
antecedent for Z, and so on (Koster (1978: 137-138)).
Koster emphasizes that the Locality Principle is not an inter­
vention constraint. That is, a. does not necessarily intervenei
between a^+ -j_ an<3 Z. Linking of a^+^ bo Z is impossible, no matter 
what the relative position of a^ is: it may be to the left or to the
right of Z. As a condition on rule applicability, it claims that, in 
the unmarked case at least, a rule involving a, Z may only select the
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minimal pair a, Z, i.e. the a and Z that are closest in terms of 
phrase structure (op. cit.: 138). The Locality Principle is claimed, 
therefore, to reduce the ambiguity of rule application.
Koster observes immediately that several "unless" conditions 
have to be imposed on the principle, because as stated in (26) it is 
too strong. For example, it would predict that (29) is ungrammatical.
(29) The soldiers aimed the guns at each other.
a . t ■. a . Zl+l i
Both NPs, the soldiers and the guns are possible antecedents of the
anaphor each other. In the associated phrase marker (30),
VPNP
NP PPDet
NPDet N
each otherThe soldiers aimed the guns at
the c-command relationships are readily observed. The NP the guns 
c-commands each other, while the NP the soldier c-commands the NP the 
guns. Thus the conditions on antecedents and consequents outlined 
by Koster are fulfilled: a^ is the closest antecedent c-commanding Z,
and the second closest possible antecedent for Z, c-commands a^.
The Locality Principle should then block this sentence, since there is 
an a^ which ought to prevent the linking of (the soldiers) and Z
(each other).
To overcome this problem, Koster introduces the notion of a 
"prominence" hierarchy. He assumes that lexical categories like verbs 
assign the functional labels SU (subject), 10 (indirect object), DO 
(direct object) P0 (prepositional object) and Adjunct, to phrases in 
their projection (i.e. the expansion of the phrase structure rules
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for the assigning category) (op. cit.: 19). Functional labels are 
assigned only to argument NPs; these NPs can be compared in a 
prominence hierarchy if they are co-arguments (i.e. if their functional 
labels are assigned by the same verb). The prominence hierarchy is 
outlined in (31).
(31) The Prominence Hierarchy
NP. is more prominent than N P . if NP . and N P . are co-arguments,
i 3 i 3
and Functional Label. > Functional Label, according to the
r 3
following hierarchy: SU > 10 > DO (PO), where > = is more
prominent than".
With these definitions in mind, the Locality Principle is qualified 
as in (32).
(32) . . . , unless a^+2. ^or ^  more prominent than a^
Sentence (29) is now permitted by the Locality Principle.
The NP the guns is a direct object, and therefore lower on the promi­
nence hierarchy than the subject. Despite the presence of an a^
closer to the consequent Z than the antecedent sentence,
a^+^ can nevertheless be linked to Z because it is "more prominent"
than a .. x
In general, therefore, if a^ an^ Z are co-arguments, the
linking of ai+-j_ to z as blocked only if a^ is at least as prominent as
a . . (De Haan (1979: 193)). 
i+I
In order to determine whether the Locality Principle can be 
used to solve the problem of French clitic order, consider sentence
(33), which is (9) recast in Koster's notation.
(33) Paul me 1' a envoyee e^ e^.
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The indices are presumed to be assigned in the base to all nodes 
dominating lexical material; the class of consequents which includes 
the e elements in (33) above, receive their index from a co-*indexing 
rule, given in (34).
(34) Co-indexing
X1 . . . Y1 
3
X, . . . Y^
J J.
(where X c-commands Y, and X and Y are both aN and 3V)
(i.e. where X and Y both have the came categorial status)
(Koster (1978: 65))
As a first observation, we should note that the c-command 
relationship does not hold in a strict sense between the relevant nodes 
mentioned in both the co-indexing rule and the Locality Principle. We 
assume a derived structure (35) for sentence (33), where the P has been 
deleted by a rule.
(35)
VPNP
NP PP
NP
PROPROCL CL
Paul me envoyee
We also assume that PP now constitutes a non-branching node, 
following deletion of the indirect object preposition a.. (cf. Kayne 
(1975: 103-104) for deletion of a, after Clitic Placement.) In addi­
tion, we will ignore the fact that the clitics do not c-command their 
antecedents. The nodes dominating the clitics in (35) will therefore 
be taken to constitute no barrier to establishing the required relation 
between the antecedent and the consequent Z, for purposes of co­
indexing and of determining structural configurations to which the
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Locality Principle is applicable.
The arrangement of the clitics in (33) now appears to conform
to the predictions of the Locality Principle. The clitic me, labelled
a.,, because it is the second closest possible antecedent to Z, can 
l+l
nonetheless be linked to Z because the antecedent (i.e. the clitic 
_1’), though closer to Z, is not as high on the prominence hierarchy as 
me. 1/ is a direct object, while me is an indirect object. Indirect 
objects, according to Koster, are more prominent than direct objects, 
so that an intervening direct object clitic does not block the linking 
of me to its consequent. Koster offers no rationale, however, for 
say.ing that indirect objects are more ’prominent1 than direct objects. 
He merely asserts that they are, and so his ’explanation’ is somewhat 
less than explanatory.
Conversely, a reversed clitic order *la me would be predicted 
by the principle to be ungrammatical. Here, the more prominent me 
would prevent the linking of La to its consequent.
It is interesting to note that the Locality Principle also
predicts the correct clitic order when other pronouns are involved.
The pronoun en, for example, has at least two sources in underlying 
structure. It can correspond to a prepositional complement in a 
quantified noun phrase, as in (36).
(36) a. Elle a donne trois de vos lettres I lui.
’She gave three of your letters to him.’
b. Elle lui en a donne trois.
’She gave him three of them.'
Or it can correspond to a prepositional complement of the verb phrase,
as in (37).
(37) a. Elle a parle a Jean de vos problemes.
’She spoke to Jean about your problems.’
b. Elle lui en a parle.
’She spoke to him about them.1
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In (36), the en originates in a position closer to the verb than 
the indirect object lui, while in (37), lui is closer to the verb than 
en. Yet the clitic order in both cases is lui en. If we assign 
functional labels to those clitics, we can see how the Locality 
Principle predicts why the order ~-';en lui is incorrect.
(36) c, Elle lui en a donne trois e e
10 DO
a . . a . Z Z
r+1 i
(37) c. Elle lui en a parle e e
10 P0
a . , _ a . Z Z
l+l l
In both sentences, the phrase marked as the a^ antecedent is 
less prominent than the Phrase. If the clitic order were reversed,
the Locality Principle would block the linking of jen to its consequent 
across the more prominent indirect object lui. The Locality Principle, 
in these cases at least, allows the correct alignment of preverbal 
clitics.
But when sentence (8), recast as (38) in Koster’s notation, is 
subjected to this analysis, the Principle does not give such felicitous 
results.
(38) Paul la^ ^uaj a env°yGG ej
DO 10
a.,.. a. Z Z
l+l i
The more prominent indirect object lui stands between the con­
stituent and its consequent. The la lui clitic order is disallowed 
by the Locality Principle— yet it is the permitted *lui-la order which 
is ungrammatical.
So, while there is a range of clitic data which is accommodated 
by the Locality Principle, the precedence of the third-person direct 
object clitic over the third-person indirect object clitic again
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proves to be an obstacle to a total explanation of the facts. Though 
the predictions made by the principle could conceivably be "patched 
up" through recourse to a 'clitic interchange' rule, the ad hoc nature 
of this device, and its dubious theoretical justification, make this 
an undesirable step to take.
2,5 The Superiority Condition
Among the general constraints on the functioning of grammatical 
rules discussed in Chomsky (1973), only the Superiority Condition seems 
to be of any relevance to the question of clitic placement in French.
Other conditions, such as the Subject Condition, the Specified Subject
Condition and the Tensed-S Condition, deal with 'involvement' of two 
terms across a sentence boundary. Since we are considering movement 
of pronominal elements within the verb phrase, and presupposing there­
fore that causative constructions are simplex in derived structure,
such inter-sentential constraints do not apply.
The Superiority Condition is formulated in (39).
(39) No rule can involve X, Y in the structure
. . . X . . . [a . . . Z . . . -WYV
where the rule applies ambiguously to Z and Y, and Z is 
superior to Y.
A number of modifications to Chomsky's original definition of the 
condition will have to be made if it is to be applicable to the 
cliticisation of French pronouns. First, the category a, normally 
understood to be a cyclic category S or NP, will be ignored here.
Clitic movement goes on within S boundaries, and the terms Z and Y 
involved in Clitic Placement do not form part of an NP constituent.
The second required change is that dominance relations alone 
be considered relevant in determining applicability of rules, and 
that precedence relations not be taken into account, unless there is
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no superiority relationship between the terms. Chomsky’s condition 
is an intervention constraint. It forbids moving a term across 
another term to the left which is superior to the moved term. But 
since we know that the direct object pronouns le/la/les occur in the 
Z position of (39), but that they do not block movement of other clitics 
across them, we could consider that the postverbal linear order of 
pronouns had less influence on the choice of the Pro to be moved by 
Clitic Placement than their hierarchical relations with each other.
superiority relationships in a given structural configuration.
Chomsky defines superiority in the following way.
(40) , . . A is superior to B if every major category dominating
MMC(A) dominates MMC(B) as well but not conversely^where 
MMC(X) is the minimal major category dominating X (X itself,
if X is a major category.) (Chomsky (1973: 246, n.).
By "major category", Chomsky means N, V, A and the categories that 
dominate them (cf. Chomsky (1965)).
If we assume that the category PP is a major category, since 
this category dominates NP which in turn normally dominates the major 
category N, then the phrase marker (41) corresponding to (8)b, shows
that the direct object la is superior to the indirect object.
With these modifications in mind, we can establish the
(41) S
NP
V V Pro P NP
V a Pro
Paul a envoye la 0 elle
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The minimal major category dominating both la and elle is presumably 
NP, unless Pro were itself considered a major category. The major cate­
gory above NP[la] is VP, which dominates NP[elle], but the major 
category above NP[elle] is PP, which does not dominate NP[la].
If the superior category must be chosen first in such a struc­
ture by Clitic Placement, then la will move before lui>giving the 
desired la lui order. If, for some reason, PP was not considered a 
major category, then neither la nor elle would be superior to the other, 
Linear precedence would then be the deciding factor in determining 
which Pro was to be the first target of Clitic Placement.
Since exactly the same structure is assumed for the string 
underlying (9)b as for (8)b, however, the same superiority relationship 
obtains, and the same direct/indirect clitic order is predicted. In 
this case, however, it is not correct. The more superior la must not 
cliticise before the inferior me.
Again then, a condition designed to make clear what categories 
may serve as targets for transformational rules fails to pick out the 
correct sequence of iterative applications for the rule of Clitic 
Placement to ensure that clitics surface in the right order.
2.6 Trace Theory
Among the claims made by proponents of trace theory is the 
claim that there are parallels between the configurations a language 
allows for constructions involving bound anaphora and structures 
derived through movement rules. As Pullum and Borsley (1980) point 
out, "phrases that have been moved . . . are claimed to stand in the 
same sort of structural positions in relation to the ’traces1 they 
control as antecedents do in relation to certain anaphoric elements 
such as reflexive pronouns . . . "  (op. cit.; 74).
In order to establish that the relation between a moved 
constituent and its deep structure position in a phrase marker is
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similar to that between an anaphor and its antecedent, this first 
relation must be encoded. It is assumed therefore that elements moved 
by a transformational rule leave behind in the premovement location an 
empty node t, called a trace. Phrase markers containing traces in 
surface structure are then presumed to share structural features with 
phrase markers containing anaphors and their antecedents.
Pullum and Borsley (1980: 79) observe that the structural 
conditions on bound anaphora have been generally assumed to be 
characterized by the c-command relation (cf. (28)) or the asymmetrical 
c-command relation. (A node A asymmetrically c-commands a node B iff 
A c-commands B but B does not c-command A.)
We should expect therefore that moved elements will be in 
positions in the surface structure phrase marker such that the first 
branching node dominating the moved phrase also dominates the trace 
left behind in the premovement site, but that the traces themselves 
will not necessarily c-command the moved elements.
The phrase marker corresponding to sentence (8)c in trace 
notation is indicated in (42)a.
NP
PPNP
Pro NP
ProCL CL
Paul la lui envoyee
The first branching node dominating the moved phrases la and 
lui is V, itself dominated by another V. This node is dominated in 
turn by the branching node VP. It is only this node which 
dominates the traces of la and lui. In other words, in structures 
containing clitics in French, these proforms do not c-command their
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traces. And only one trace c-commands its clitic; the trace corre­
sponding to lui is dominated by a branching node PP which does not it­
self dominate the clitics.
One reaction to the observation that the predicted c-command 
relation does not hold between clitics and their traces could be to 
relax the requirement that the relation be one of c-command and require 
instead only a ’kommand' relation between these elements. In this 
relation, a node A kommands a distinct node B iff neither dominates 
the other and the minimal constituent belonging to a cyclic category 
that contains A also contains B. ' (The cyclic categories are NP and S.) 
Now the minimum cyclic constituent containing the clitics is S (not 
shown in (42)), which obviously contains the traces as well. But as 
both traces are dominated by the cyclic category NP, no kommand rela­
tion holds in this right-to-left direction.
Another reaction to the obvious lack of a c-command relation 
between clitics and traces is to redefine c-command for particular 
cases. Such a proposal is made by Kayne (1980) to allow the relation 
to hold between clitics and their vacated positions. He suggests that 
in the derived structure V [ CL V], the lexical node V dominating CL 
not ’’count" in the definition of c-command. In our mixed bar notation, 
the node V which we consider to dominate the string V [ CL V] would 
not have to count for purposes of this definition.
A less ’ad hoc’ proposal is made in Herschensohn (1981). She 
assumes that pronominal clitics are attached to the verbal complex by 
Clitic Placement, and that these clitics assign an index to the V 
constituent. This condition, according to Herschensohn, "permits the 
proper c-command relation to obtain between the clitic and its trace" 
(op. cit.: 259, n.39).
Additionally, Chomsky (1981), commenting on the relation 
between the clitic 1 ’ and the antecedent PRO in (43)
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(43) je l ’ai vu PRO 
TI saw him'
makes the assumption that some mechanism exists to co-index the object 
PRO with the clitic _1' (Chomsky (1931: 84 and 276)).
These proposals by Kayne, Herschensohn and Chomsky appear 
therefore to ensure that the node V dominating the clitics is no bar­
rier to establishing a modified c-command relationship between clitics 
and their traces. But there still remains the problem of clitic order.
The discussion of clitic movement under the assumptions of the 
’straightforward’ approach made it clear that there was no simple rela­
tionship between the deep structure order of proforms and the surface 
structure order of clitics. There is therefore no simple correspond­
ence between clitics and their surface structure traces. In (42)b the 
clitics la and lui stand in the same order preverbally as their post­
verbal traces,
(42) b. Paul la^ a env°y^e t2 ‘
But (44), corresponding to (9)d, shows a different alignment 
of clitics and traces.
(44) Paul me 2  1^ a envoyee t^ t^.
Assuming that these pronouns have been moved from their deep 
structure positions by some version of the very general movement 
transformation "Move NP" (or perhaps the later rule of "Move a"), and 
that some convention ensured that the pronouns cliticised to the verb 
and did not surface elsewhere, the only way of guaranteeing correct 
surface order without appeal to a filter is by means of one or more 
of the ’conditions’ outlined in Chomsky (1973), Chomsky and Lasnik
(1977), and elsewhere.
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None of these independent constraints, however, are applicable 
to the surface structure order of clitics in French. As was pointed 
out in Section 2.5, the Tensed-S Condition forbids involvement of two 
constituents across a sentence boundary when that sentence contains a 
tensed verb. In simplex sentences, movement of proforms takes place 
within the verb phrase, and not across an S boundary, so that the 
Tensed-S Condition (later, the Fropositional Island Constraint) is 
clearly inapplicable here. A similar observation holds for the Speci­
fied Subject Condition, since the proforms originating as complements 
of a verb in a simplex sentence do not cross the subject of that verb 
when they cliticise. Confinement of clitic movement within the verb 
phrase also implies that the Principle of Subjacency has no role to 
play in the ordering of clitics relative to each other. Later 
reformulations of these conditions within the "On Binding" framework 
appear to be equally inapplicable to ordering problems. The Opacity 
Condition, for example, outlined in Chomsky (1980), seems to permit the 
presence of clitics and their traces so long as the anaphors (i.e. the 
traces) are bound with the S. The modifications proposed by Herschen­
sohn (.1981) and Kayne (1980) with respect to the definition of c- 
coiranand seem to ensure that the traces are properly bound, since there 
is a category V c-commanding the traces and co-indexed with them in S 
(cf. Chomsky (1980: 10)). But no ordering of elements relative to 
each other follows from this condition, since its effect is simply to 
sanction the presence of anaphors, and not the order of their ante­
cedents (the clitics).
There appears therefore to be no mechanism within the trace 
theory of movement rules to rule out impermissible clitic orders or 
to sanction permitted ones, without further appeal to a surface filter. 
Any requirement that clitics must stand in a particular order pre- 
verbally corresponding to the postverbal order of their traces will
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be flouted by one of the sentences (42)b or (44). Clitics whose 
source is a subpart of a subject noun phrase will also complicate the 
question, since the first trace in surface structure is related to the 
last clitic in any sequence, as (45) indicates.
(45) a. L*auteur de ce livre l ’a vue,
’The author of this book saw her.’
b. L'auteur t 1 ’ en, a vue t0.
1 2 1 2
And as Pullum (1979a) points out, finding the right trace in a 
structure containing more than one, for purposes of establishing valid 
’binding’ relations, is far from being a simple indexing procedure.
We conclude therefore that the general rule of Move NP, 
constrained by conditions on rules of grammar governing the relations 
of moved constituents and their traces, is unlikely to provide a 
satisfactory account of why clitics display preverbal ordering pat­
terns which are not always consistent with the postverbal order of 
their corresponding proforms.
2.7 Conclusion
The proposals outlined in this chapter are designed to provide 
some principled basis for predicting the order of application of 
transformational rules in general. No proposal, however, is capable 
of preventing the generation of sequences of compatible clitics 
arranged in the wrong order.
In the next chapter therefore, hypotheses about clitic order 
made by Emonds (1976), Herschensohn (1980) and Fiengo and Gitterman 
(1978) will be examined to determine if the preverbal order of French 
pronouns can be explained by analyses specific to the grammar of 
French.
CHAPTER 3
3. Previous Analyses of French Clitic Order
Within the framework of generative grammar, proposals have 
been made to account for the preverbal order of French pronouns with­
out appealing to the surface structure constraint advocated by 
Perlmutter.
Emonds (1976), for example, attempts to place French clitics 
in the correct order without appealing to the ’positive output con­
straint’ suggested by Perlmutter, because he feels such a device is 
an excessively powerful addition to the mechanisms available in 
generative grammar.
Herschensohn (1980) offers an analysis which, she claims, avoids 
some of the deficiencies of Emonds' rules. And Fiengo and Gitterman
(1978) propose a highly original and complex set of interacting rules 
and conditions which are designed to explain the apparently idiosyn­
cratic arrangement of French clitics.
In this chapter, these three analyses are examined. All will 
be shown to be problematic, because they make certain false assumptions, 
require an excessively complex and implausible array of rules, or 
simply fail to make correct predictions.
3.1 Emonds* Analysis of Clitic Placement
Emonds (1976) disagrees with Perlmutter’s contention that 
grammatical theory must be widened to incorporate the device of a 
positively specified output constraint, and points out a methodologi­
cal weakness of Perlmutter’s treatment of French clitics: he does not
state any transformations that he claims cannot in principle account 
for clitic behaviour. Emonds proposes therefore to present a fragment
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of grammar from which ordering restrictions among clitics automati­
cally follow, given "independently justified base rules and clitic 
placement transformations" (Emonds (1976: 225)). He is not concerned 
with stating co-occurrence restrictions; these will have to be dealt 
with by means of negatively specified output constraints, which he does 
not investigate.
It is not to the point here to review the arguments Emonds 
uses to justify his analysis of clitics or to assess the validity of 
the structure preserving hypothesis within which he formulates his 
rules. What is interesting is to compare the apparatus needed to 
generate correct sequences in a framework which rejects positively 
specified surface structure constraints as unnecessary in grammatical 
theory, with the sort of rule required in a grammar which allows a 
surface filter. For example, Kayne (1975: 83) seems to accept the 
need for a clitic chart, and can therefore state a single rule of 
Clitic Placement in a simple way (Kayne (1975:201)).
(1) Clitic-Placement
W-NP-V-X-Pro-Y
1 2 3 4 5 6  KL 2 5 + 3 4 6
Pro is either [+ dative] or [+ accusative], and W, X and Y are 
variables, with the scope of the variable X limited in Kayne's frame­
work by certain general constraints on transformations. This rule 
explicitly relates all those pronouns which have a postverbal deep 
structure source, including non-intrinsic _y and en, with their pre­
verbal clitic counterparts. No ordering specifications need to be 
built into the rule because those unacceptable combinations over­
generated by the rule will be discarded by the surface filter. Emonds, 
on the other hand, requires no fewer than three different rules of 
clitic placement to get these pronouns in their correct order. One
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rule affects only third-person direct objects (le, la or les), and is 
a local transformation, plaping the pronoun which is immediately post­
verbal in underlying structure into immediately preverbal position. As 
can be seen from (2), the rule requires access to information in the 
form of syntactic features assigned to the strong form deep structure 
pronoun.
(2) Le, La, Les Rule (Emonds (1976: 233)
Once these direct object pronouns, if there are any, have been moved, 
Pronominal Clitic Placement (4) will apply to move any remaining pro­
noun into the pronoun slot generated as an empty node in deep structure 
by the phrase structure rules. There are in fact two such slots 
justified by the existence of intrinsic idiomatic y and en, which have 
no plausible deep source, and of intrinsic reflexives, like s 1evanouir 
(’to faint’) and s’en aller (’to go away’) which again have no 
plausible postverbal source, and must be generated by the base rules. 
The first slot is labelled CL, and can be filled by intrinsic _y and en: 
Emonds says nothing about the target slot for non-intrinsic y_ an<^  en 
corresponding to a/dans/sur etc. NP and de NP respectively. The second 
slot is labelled PRO, and it is this one which is reserved for personal 
pronouns not moved by (2). Eor some reason, Emonds does not take note
X - V - Pro - Y
+III
-REFL
aPLUR
gFEM
* 1 - DEF + 2 - 0  
aPL 
gFEM
something like
(3) V
le/la/les V
V
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of the fact that a third deep structure clitic node could be justified, 
based on the existence in French of certain idioms containing direct 
object clitics which have no plausible deep structure source. Idioms 
like ’l ’echapper belle1 ('to have a narrow escape’) and ' se la couler 
douce' (’to take life easily’) would seem to justify positing yet 
another empty node, though Emonds does not exploit this possibility 
in his rule (4).
(4) Pronominal Clitic Placement (Emonds (1976: 233)
-  W  —X - [PRO A - Y] + Z - (a) - PRO
V NP
1 -
5
- FEM
- 3 - 0 - 0 - S
Assuming that the PRO of the structural description was moi, the 
derived structure after application of both (2) and (4) to the under­
lying structure (5) would presumably be something like (6) .
(5) Vous - donnez - la - a moi.
’You - give - it - to me.’
(6)
me
Because the PRO slot is an expansion of the V node in Emonds’ base 
rules, reproduced in (7) below,
(7) V  V
(PRO) - (CL) - TENSE
V
the item moved into this position will necessarily be closer to the 
verb than an item moved by the local rule (2), because the target
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position for this local rule does not have to be a clitic node 
generated in a preverbal position by the base rules. Emonds correctly 
predicts therefore that the output of (2) and (4) taken together will 
produce the correct order if the moved PRO of (4) is lui or leur. If 
it is me, _te, nous or vous, however, the wrong ordering prediction is 
made. In order to produce grammatical sequences therefore, Emonds 
proposes a third clitic movement rule, which he calls Clitic Inter­
change, whose job is to reverse the position of jLe, la, les and me, te, 
nous or vous.
(8) Clitic Interchange 
PRO
V +REFL
- (CL) + V
V
0 - 2 + 1 - 3
(The feature [+REFLEXIVE] is assigned by the base rules to all non- 
third-person pronouns).
An interesting anomaly follows from these three clitic movement rules. 
As Herschensohn (1980) points out, the third-person direct object 
clitics are not dominated in derived structure by a clitic node. The 
effect of applying Clitic Interchange to the intermediate structure (6) 
will be to move _la under the V node, but no provision is made for 
labelling it, as (9)a shows. The optional CL node specified in the 
rule can be filled, it seems, only by jy or en. (I am assuming that 
term 3 in the structural change of (8) refers to (CL) + V.)
(9) a.
Vous
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If the base rules had expanded the V of this sentence as PRO-CL-V, we 
would expect to be able to produce sentences like (9)c which contained 
an additional clitic. That is, corresponding to (9)b, we would expect 
to find that (9)c was grammatical. In fact, this sentence is marginal 
in status, and not accepted by all speakers because of its accumulation 
of clitics.
(9) b. Vous me la donnez en classe.
’You give it to me in class.’
c. ??Vous me l ’y donnez.
’You give it to me there.’
Yet Emonds’ grammar predicts that the acceptability of (9)c should be 
no different from that of (9)b, as the only difference between the two 
is that in c the independently justified CL slot has been filled.
3.2 Herschensohn’s Analysis of Clitic Placement
Herschensohn (1980) feels that sentences like (9)c are more 
than just questionable; while admitting that some speakers might find 
these acceptable, she nonetheless labels them ungrammatical. The fact 
that the.Le, La, Les Rule and Clitic Interchange allow clitics to be 
attached preverbally without being in clitic slots is therefore con­
sidered a serious flaw in Emonds’ analysis, because the CL slot is 
thereby made accessible to and en in a three-clitic combination.
She proposes a revision in Emonds’ rules to block the generation of 
sentences like (9)c. As a first step she classifies all the pronouns, 
as does Emonds, with the syntactic features FEMININE, PLURAL, III 
person, II person, and REFLEXIVE, and points out the need to mark 
direct object pronouns for gender including those of first and second 
person. (Emonds’ classification does not distinguish third-person 
masculine direct objects (le, les), from first- and second-person 
direct object pronouns, even though those may trigger gender agreement
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with a past participle whereas the masculine direct objects do not). 
Herschensohn then adds a further feature GEND (gender) to these five 
features. This additional feature allows Herschensohn to place clitics 
preverbally by using two rules instead of three, like Emonds. She can 
do away with the Le, La, Les Rule, but still needs an Interchange rule 
to reorder sequences like »les me, *la__te, *le nous, which her clitic 
placement rule generates. It is clear from the rules proposed to 
replace Emonds' that this added feature performs a valuable function: 
the rules are formulated so that two pronouns with the feature [-GEND] 
will not co-occur preverbally. Only _le, JLa and les are marked as 
[+GEND]; all the other pronouns are given the feature [-GEND]. As 
these remaining pronouns are all mutually exclusive preverbally (except 
in the ethical dative construction), framing the rules to exclude two 
[-GEND] pronouns automatically accounts for co-occurrence restrictions 
between the clitics.
At this point, it might be helpful to look at relevant parts 
of Herschensohn’s feature classification,
(10) GEND FEM
le + -
la + +
eux + -
elles +
lui -
leur -
soi -
moi -
toi -
nous -
vous -
If the [GEND] feature is to be interpreted as in (11),
(11) A pronoun is marked with the feature [+GEND] only if the 
clitic form of the pronoun is morphologically marked for 
gender,
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then the feature assignment for les is wrong. Les is not morphologically 
marked for gender, though le and La are, Les should be assigned the 
feature [-GEND]. The fact that les can trigger either masculine or 
feminine gender agreement is of no consequence here; so can soi, moi, 
toi, nous and vous, which are all [ - GEND].
If on the other hand, the [GEND] feature is to be interpreted 
as something like (12)
(12) A pronoun is marked with the feature [+GEND] only if the 
clitic form of the pronoun corresponds to a strong form 
which is morphologically marked for gender,
then les in (10) is correctly marked as [+GEND], but lui and leur are 
incorrectly marked as [-GEND]. As clitics, these pronouns can have
either masculine or feminine reference, and so when translated mean
’to him, to her, to it'; to them (m. or f.). But they correspond to
strong forms which are unambiguously distinguished for gender, as is
obvious when, for example, a ne . . . que construction strands the
pronouns postverbally. The clitics in the a sentences of (13)-(16)
correspond to the strong forms in the b sentences morphologically
marked for gender.
(13) a. Je lui parlerai.
'I’ll speak to him.’
b. Je ne parlerai qu' a lui. 
'I’ll only speak to him.'
(14) a. Je lui parlerai.
'I’ll speak to her.’
b. Je ne parlerai qu' a elle, 
’I'll only speak to her.’
(15) a. Je leur parlerai.
'I’ll speak to them (m).'
b. Je ne parlerai qu' a eux.
’I'll only speak to them (m).'
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(16) a. Je leur parlerai.
’I'll speak to them (f).’
b. Je ne parlerai qu' a elles.
'I'll only speak to them (f).'
If (12) is a guideline for feature assignment therefore, it is hard to
see why lui and leur are not marked as [+GEND]. If on the other hand,
(11) is the guideline, it hard to see why les is marked [+GEND].
feature is to pick out JLa, les as a natural class. If features are 
assigned on the basis of (11) or (12) however, and I see no alternative 
to these, then the groups of clitics marked as [+GEND] are le, la, on 
the one hand, and jLe, la, les, lui, leur on the other. Assigning 
[+GEND] to these groups rather than to _le, la, les causes Herschen­
sohn' s rules to make the wrong ordering predictions. For example, her 
rule of Clitic Placement (17)
will not allow two [-GEND] postverbal PROs to advance to clitic posi­
tion, since the first clitic has to be marked [+GEND]. This is the 
desired effect if le, la, les are so marked; but if les must be marked 
[-GEND], the rule would not permit the grammatical (18) to be generated, 
assuming the underlying structure (19).
(18) Elle me les donne.
'She gives them to me.'
(19) Elle - donne - les - a moi (Assuming feature marking by guide-
[-GEND] [-GEND] line (11)).
If le., la, les, lui, leur are all to be marked as [+GEND] then the rule 
generates the ungrammatical (20)a.
It is clear that Herschensohn'’s purpose in assigning the GENDER
(17) X - _  [ (PRO) - (CL) - V ] - Z - NP [(a) PRO] y. - W 
V
PRO
+GEND
) - PRO - 4 - 5 - tg - 7
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(20) a. *11 te lui presenters.
'He w i n  introduce you to her,'
b. Il-presentera - toi - a elle (Assuming feature marking by 
[-GEND] [+GEND] guideline (12)).
It is crucial to this analysis therefore that just le, la, les 
be selected to fill the slot labelled PRO, [+GEND]; any other com­
bination of pronouns causes incorrect predictions to be made. But the 
assignment of this feature is completely arbitrary, because the only 
plausible criteria for feature assignment fail to pick out _le, JLa, les 
to the exclusion of all other pronouns; Until Herschensohn can provide 
some motivated feature assignment process which selects just the direct 
object third-person pronouns, her analysis will have no explanatory 
value.
These analyses of clitic placement within the framework of the 
structure preserving hypothesis succeed in doing without any sort of 
surface filter to order clitics correctly. But Emonds requires a total 
of three transformations, two of them moving only le, _la, les, and 
these have to be supplemented by negative output constraints to prevent 
ungrammatical sequences like *me vous, *me lui, etc. Herschensohn 
requires only two rules, and even manages to incorporate co-occurrence 
restrictions in her clitic placement rule— but her analysis is based 
on dubious feature assignment. What is evident is that the cost of 
doing away with a surface structure constraint is an addition to the 
number and complexity of transformational rules needed to account for 
the exceptional nature of clitic ordering and co-occurrence.
3.3 Fiengo and Gitterman's Approach to Clitic Ordering
Fiengo and Gitterman (1978) present a comprehensive proposal 
which they claim accounts not only for the correct order of clitic 
pronouns, but also for the co-occurrence restrictions which hold 
between them. Their analysis assumes the Structure-Preserving
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Hypothesis, and though it is said to be neutral with respect to a 
choice between the Standard Theory, the Extended Standard Theory, and 
the Revised Extended Standard Theory, it is presented as "an expression 
of a recent tendency to reduce the expressive power of grammatical 
rules severely in favour of a highly articulated system of universal 
principles" (Fiengo and Gitterman (1978: 116)). The universal princi­
ples which they maintain can explain the syntactic problems posed by 
French clitics are the "second position" hypothesis and the "A-before- 
A" principle.
In the following sections, I will give a synopsis of their 
approach, outlining their assumptions and rules, and including some 
sample derivations. I will then point out several ways in which their 
approach is deficient or makes incorrect predictions.
3.3.1 Second Position and A-before-A
Fiengo and Gitterman make the initial assumption that the 
basic form of object pronouns is the strong form, so that all object 
pronouns which appear before the verb originate as postverbal tonic 
pronouns, to be "weakened" in the course of their derivation. The 
movement undergone by these strong pronouns is to "the position 
following the first constituent in a S (not S)" (op. cit. : 118). They 
note that movement to this second position in a sentence does not seem 
to be confined to French, referring to a general discussion by Zwicky 
(1977) to support their claim that "it is quite likely that other 
languages besides French should be analyzed in this fashion" (Fiengo 
and Gitterman (1978: 115)), They speculate that cliticisation and 
movement to second position might be identical on a universal basis, 
but only defend the specific claim that French contains a cliticisation 
process which moves pronouns into second position.
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Because the rules they propose only move PRO forms one at a 
time, second position will constantly be redefined by an algorithm 
which analyzes the outputs of transformations and places the symbol 2 
after the first constituent in S. "Cliticisation would then be 
thought of as replacing 2 with a pronoun. Given the structure 
CCCC + PRO C, the algorithm will yield C2CCC 4- PRO C; cliticisation 
will yield C PRO CCCC; and the algorithm will yield C 2 PRO CCCC" 
(Fiengo and Gitterman (1978: 120 n.)).
An immediate advantage of this analysis is an explanation of 
why pronouns are enclitic in affirmative imperatives but proclitic in 
negative imperatives and in declarative sentences. If it is assumed 
that there is a rule which deletes the second-person subject in 
imperative sentences, and that this rule precedes the cliticisation 
process, then second position in affirmative imperatives will be to 
the right of the verb, while in the other sentence types it will be 
to the left. The first position in negative imperatives will be 
filled by the negative particle ne, while in declaratives, the subject 
noun phrase will occupy first place. No rule will be required there­
fore in this analysis to postpose clitics in affirmative imperatives: 
clitics will remain postverbal if position two follows the verb. Thus 
in (21), (22), the a sentences represent the underlying structure, and 
the b sentences show the pronoun occupying second position.
(21) a. Ne-2-donnez-pas-le livre-a moi.
b. Ne me donnez pas le livre.
’Don't give me the book.’
(22) a. Donnez-2-le livre-a moi.
b. Donnez-moi le livre.
’Give me the book.’
The second position hypothesis allows the cliticisation process 
to be stated extremely simply. The rule is given as (23),
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(23) Cliticise,
to be interpreted as the fronting of f+PROj elements to second 
position. The rule applies to strings of the form
(24) X 2 Y +PRO Z,
where 2 is second position, moving +PRO to 2.
When more than one postverbal pronoun occurs in a string, the 
question of which one to front is resolved by appealing to a condition 
which they call the A-before-A Condition. In cases where the struc­
tural description of a transformation may refer ambiguously to nodes 
Aj or A^ in a phrase marker, where A^ precedes A^, the condition will 
require that A^ be selected. Fiengo and Gitterman use this condition 
on rule applicability to explain why pairings of any clitics from the 
me te se nous vous lui leur list are not allowed, and to explain why 
it is only the direct object pronoun which is cliticised. Given (25), 
which Fiengo and Gitterman assume to be the deep structure underlying 
(26),
(25) I1-presente-moi-a lui.
’He'introduces-me-to him’
the A-before-A Condition will select moi as the target for rule (23), 
because as direct object it is generated to the immediate right of the 
verb. If rule (23) is not allowed to reapply, as Fiengo and Gitterman 
explicitly assume (op. cit.: 132), the only output will be (26).
(26) II me presente a lui.
Neither a nor b in (27) will be produced, given this set of assumptions.
(27) a. *11 lui presente moi.
b. *11 me lui presente.
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3.3.2 Rules Required for Cliticisation
A number of other assumptions are made by Fiengo and Gitterman 
in their analysis of clitic order. For example, they note that 
enclitic pronouns normally appear in their strong, stressed form, but 
that the third-person object forms lui, elle, eux appear in weakened, 
unstressed form: le, _la, les when they are direct objects, and lui,
leur when indirect objects. They postulate therefore a rule of Third 
Person Weakening which changes any third-person strong pronoun found 
on the immediate right of the verb to its weak form, whether the 
sentence is imperative or not. An underlying structure like (28) will 
be converted by this rule to (29).
(28) Il-donne-lui-a moi.
’He gives it to me.’
(29) Il-donne-le-a moi.
Furthermore, they assume that weak pronouns cliticise before 
strong ones, revising rule (23) to (30), using a parenthesis notation 
which is to be interpreted as applying first to weak pronouns, and 
then to strong ones, for a total of two clitic movements.
(30) Cliticise (-STRONG)
The intermediate stages then in the derivation of (28), (29) 
will be as follows. Weak Cliticisation will move le to the position 
following _il, as in (31) ,
(31) Il-le-donne-a moi.
The position-locating algorithm will redefine this string and 
insert the symbol 2 between il and le. Finally Strong Cliticisation 
will move moi to second position, where it will be weakened by a 
general rule, and _a will be removed by a rule of Preposition Deletion.
The result will be the grammatical string (32).
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(32) II me le donne.
In discussing the derivation of (33),
(33) II m ’y voit.
rHe sees me there,’
Fiengo and Gitterman propose that adverbial ^  may be generated as the 
first constituent following the V node in underlying structure.
(34) Il-voit-y-moi.
While admitting that there is no strong motivation for this particular 
arrangement, they note that "under certain structural conditions, an 
adverb may intervene between a verb and its object . . .  we assume 
that these structural conditions are stated not in the structural 
description of adverb placement but on the output of a maximally simple 
rule of adverb placement . . , nothing prevents the generation of [(34)3 
as an intermediate structure" (Fiengo and Gitterman (1978: 125)). On 
the basis of sentences like those in (35), where adverbs appear before
direct objects, structures like (34) are justified.
(35) a. II voit toujours Jean ici.
’He always sees Jean here.’
b. II prend deja son cahier.
'He’s already taking his notebook.’
This position for allows Third Person Weakening to apply to 
this pronoun, so that a weak and a strong pronoun now follow the verb 
voit. With Weak Cliticisation of and Strong Gliticisation of moi 
and Preposition Deletion of a_ applying in that order, sentence (33) 
is derived.
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But, given that the rule of adverb placement may position y; 
after moi, as in (36),
(36) Il-voit-moi-y,
Third Person Weakening will not be able to apply, and two strong pro­
nouns will be found after the verb, only one of which can be moved by 
Strong Cliticisation. This pronoun will be moi, as predicted by the 
A-before-A Principle. Fiengo and Gitterman assume that when moi moves, 
it leaves a trace, which prevents ^  from being immediately postverbal,
and therefore from being eligible to weaken. The trace is strictly
speaking irrelevant in any case, since the two Cliticisation rules are 
ordered, so that even if a strong pronoun was weakened in a derivation 
after another strong pronoun had moved, this newly-weakened pronoun 
would not become eligible for movement. If there are no suitable 
candidates to undergo Weak Cliticisation, Strong Cliticisation applies, 
and no more clitic movement is then possible.
Thus, once moi has moved in (36), the intermediate structure
(37) remains, with no rule applicable to
(37) II me voit t y. (where t = the trace of moi)
Fiengo and Gitterman relate the ungrammaticality of (37) to the fact 
that the pronoun is never stressed. They observe that if a pronoun 
appears to the right of the verb, it must carry stress, usually 
emphatic stress. The exceptions are pronouns appearing inside pre­
positional phrases, and third-person objects. Assuming that the 
latter pronouns are lexical dependents of the verb, Fiengo and Gitter­
man propose a filter to mark (37) as ungrammatical. This filter will 
disallow any string containing an unstressed, bare pronoun, which is 
not immediately preceded by a preposition.
(38) * . . . [X] +PRO
-NOM
-STRESS
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[Y] . . .
(No basis is given for the assignment of a feature [STRESS] to a 
pronoun, and it does not seem likely that it can be a syntactic 
feature.)
The subject pronouns j^ e, _tu, etc. are able to appear without emphatic 
or contrastive stress, and weakened lexical dependents of verbs, like 
le in (39),
(39) Frappez-le!
’Hit it!’
may appear because they are assumed to not have a category symbol on 
them in derived structure,being now part of the verb. But which 
never receives emphatic or constrastive stress, will be subject to the 
filter if it does not cliticise. Sentence (37) will be rejected 
because it contains an unstressed pronoun which is not a lexical depend­
ent of the verb and which is not preceded by a preposition.
The process of becoming a lexical dependent of the verb is 
called Rebracketing by Fiengo and Gitterman, and the weakening of 
third-person postverbal pronouns, which converts lui, elle and eux to 
le, la, les, and lui, leur, is assumed to be a reflex of a rule of 
Rebracketing. With an underlying structure like (40), therefore, 
Rebracketing will yield (41) as an intermediate structure.
(40) Donnez-lui-a moi, 
’Give it to m e .’
(41) [y [ ^ Donnez] -le] -a moi,
String (41) contains two constituents labelled V. By virtue of the 
A-over-A Condition, the containing V rather than the contained V will 
be analyzed as the first constituent in the string by the algorithm
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which defines second position, and so the symbol 2 will be placed to 
the right of the constituent donnez-le in (41). Strong Cliticisation 
of moi yields (42), and Preposition Deletion gives the grammatical (43).
(42) Donnez-le-moi-a.
(43) Donnez-le-moi.
If jLe were not rebracketed on to the verb, second position would be 
between donnez and le in (41), and Cliticisation of moi to this posi­
tion would give (44).
(44) *Donnez-moi-le,
To explain why moi/me is hot the rightmost clitic when en is 
the direct object pronoun, Fiengo and Gitterman refine their Third 
Person Rebracketing rule. They note initially that with an underlying 
structure (45) containing en, one would expect a derivation parallel 
to the one outlined above,
(45) Donnez-en-h moi.
'Give some to me . 1
If en rebrackets to the verb, moi will cliticise to the position 
following en, giving (46).
(46) *Donnez-en-moi.
But (46) is not grammatical. The correct sequence of clitics is as in
(47).
(47) Donnez-m’en.
Fiengo and Gitterman avoid producing (46) by analyzing en in 
such a way that it is unable to undergo Third Person Rebracketing.
This rule is stated as follows:
(48) y [. . .] a [ [+THIRD] ] --- ► y [y [. . .] a [ [ +THIRD] ] ]
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It states that a third person constituent a^ becomes a lexical dependent 
of a lexical category V. Viewing this operation from the standpoint 
of the X-bar theory, they propose that a category may not become a 
lexical dependent of another category unless the bar specification of 
the category which is to become dependent is equal to or less than 
that of this other category. They then analyze en as having two 
distinct sources, both as an NP standing in place of de N , and as a 
PP, standing in place of de N . The labelled bracketing of en would 
then be as in (49).
(49) a. N [en] ,
b. P [en].
This analysis leads to the following statement by Fiengo and Gitterman: 
"Thus, en contrasts with lui, moi, in that lui and moi are dominated 
by 0-bar fi.e, lexicalj categories (N) and y, in the relevant cases,
by the 0-bar category ADV, while en is not dominated by N, but by N
or P" (op. cit.: 131).
Given the general condition on rebracketing items as lexical 
dependents of other items, the rebracketing of en as a lexical depend­
ent of V will be disallowed. The second position algorithm will now 
locate position two between donnez and en in (45).
In order to move moi into this position, Fiengo and Gitterman
make two proposals, opting for the second. Their initial idea is that 
Cliticisation will not apply to en in (45), since it is already the 
second constituent. Strong Cliticisation would then be able to move 
moi into this position, giving (47). This solution is rejected how­
ever, because of sentences like (50), which have the following under­
lying order:
(50) Presentez-moi-a lui.
’Introduce me to him.’
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If Strong Cliticisation could not apply to moi here, it could apply 
to the strong pronoun lui, giving the ungrammatical (51).
(51) *Presentez-lui-moi (a).
They decide, therefore, that Cliticisation may in fact apply 
"vacuously," i.e., in such a way that the linear order of constituents 
is not affected. The application of Strong Cliticisation to (50) will 
then yield (52) as an intermediate structure.
(52) Presentez-moi a lui.
No further Cliticisation rules may apply, because lui is [+STR0NG] , 
leaving (52) as the surface string, which is in fact correct.
Vacuous application of Strong Cliticisation to eu in (45), 
though, would leave moi where it is in underlying structure', to the 
right of en. In order to ensure that moi moves between donnez and en, 
therefore, a further rule is proposed, in (53).
(53) Hopping
Cliticise / X 2[+THIRD] Y ---  Z.
This rule is to be interpreted as moving a +PR0 into second position 
if a [4-THIRD] constituent immediately follows 2. Moi in (45) can 
undergo this Hopping rule, and moves into second position. There is 
considered to be a gap between donnez and en into which moi can hop 
because en is not allowed to rebracket as a lexical dependent of the 
verb. The [4-THIRD] constituent triggering the rule of Hopping is en. 
Thus it is not Strong Cliticisation but Hopping which moves moi 
between donnez and en in (47). The rule of Hopping is required because 
of the decision to allow vacuous application of Strong Cliticisation 
in (45).
The same Hopping rule is responsible for the surface order 
of clitics in (54).
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(54) II le lui donne.
’He gives it to him . 1
With the deep structure configuration (55),
(55) II donne lui a lui,
Third Person Rebracketing gives (56),
(56) II [v [donne]le] a lui.
Weak Cliticisation gives (57),
(57) II le donne a lui.
Strong Cliticisation gives (58),
(58) II lui le donne a.
And Hopping and Preposition Deletion yield (54).
In order to account for the weakening of strong pronouns 
observable in various environments, Fiengo and Gitterman posit three 
rules of derived constituent structure (59) which make pronouns into 
lexical dependents of verbs and of other pronouns, and a rule of 
general weakening, (60),
(59) a . "+PR0  v +PR0 [+PR0]
b . +V ------- »- +PR0 [+V]
c. +V ------- ► [+V] +THIRD
+PR0
(60) +STR0NG ------»■ -STRONG / - +pRQ
if +PR0 is a lexical dependent.
These rules reapply after every transformation.
Rule (59)a accounts for the rebracketing of postverbal pronouns 
when these precede another pronoun, such as en or In the deriva­
tion of Donnez m ’en, for example, an intermediate stage Donnez-moi-en 
is produced by Hopping. Rule (59)a will make moi into a lexical 
dependent of en in this environment, and rule (60) will convert moi to
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me. Similarly, an intermediate stage in the derivation of (61) is 
assumed to be (62).
(61) Elle me donne un livre.
'She gives me a book.'
(62) Elle moi donne un livre.
Rule (59)b will rebracket moi on to donne, and rule (60) will weaken 
the pronoun to me. Rule (59)c is a restatement of Third Person 
Rebracketing.
A revision of some of the rules presented so far is required 
to prevent some of them from applying to third-person reflexive pro­
nouns. If the sentences in (63) are parallel in underlying structure,
(63) a. Il-presente-soi-a moi.
'He introduces himself to me . 1
b. Il-presente-lui-a moi.
'He introduces him to me,*
then the application of Third Person Rebracketing and Weakening, 
followed by Weak then Strong Cliticisation, would give (64).
(64) a. *11 me se prdsente.
b. '"'II me le prdsente.
Only (64)b is grammatical; the grammatical counterpart to (64)a is (65).
(65) II se presente a moi.
By adding to the structural description of Third Person 
Rebracketing the specification that only [-REFLEXIVE] pronouns undergo 
the rule, Fiengo and Gitterman are able to ensure that moi remains 
postverbal in (63)a. Since Rebracketing does not make soi a lexical 
dependent of presente in this string, only Strong Cliticisation will 
apply to move soi. Weak Cliticisation will be inapplicable. And if 
Hopping is stated so that only [-REFLEXIVE] pronouns could meet the 
structural description of the rule, the intermediate string (6 6 ),
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produced by Strong Cliticisation, would not be affected by Hopping.
(6 6 ) Il-se-presente-a moi.
The derivation stops at this point, yielding the correct pronoun order 
of (65).
This outline then presents the essential points of Fiengo and 
Gitterman's proposal. Through the interaction of three rules of 
cliticisation to second position (Weak Cliticisation, Strong Cliticisa­
tion, and Hopping), a rule of stress reduction (Weakening), and three 
rules of Derived Constituent Structure ((59)a, b and c), they claim 
to be able to account for clitic ordering and co-occurrence restric­
tions in French,
In the next section, I shall examine some of their assumptions 
in detail in order to determine whether this is a valid claim.
3.3.3 Problems for Fiengo and Gitterman's Analysis
A number of inconsistencies, misanalyses and inaccuracies are 
revealed by a close examination of Fiengo and Gitterman's proposals.
The following problems will be dealt with here:
I V  The Category Status and Position of ne.
2. The Determination of Second Position.
3. The Intervention of Adverbs between Verb and Objects.
4. The Derived Constituent Structure of Clitics.
5. The Category Status and Bar Specification of en.
6 . Pro PPs and Feature Assignment,
7. Ethical Datives and Three-Clitic Sequences.
8 . The Deep Structure position of £  and Derived Constituent
»
Structure Rules.
9. The Feature [±STRONG].
10. A False Prediction of the A-before-A Principle.
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3.3.3.1 The Category Status and Position of ne
Fiengo and Gitterman assume that the clitic element ne is the 
first constituent in any negative imperative (op. cit.: 118). It is 
generated preverbally in the base, and any postverbal pronouns cliti­
cise to second position, following ne. In negative declaratives, ne 
is already in second position in underlying structure, and is displaced 
rightward by arriving clitics. Fiengo and Gitterman give the following 
derivation of (67).
(67) II ne le frappe pas.
'He doesn't hit him.’
(6 8 ) a. II ne frappe pas lui
b. II le ne frappe pas
c. II ne le frappe pas
(Underlying structure)
(Following CLITICISE)
(Following a rule which cliti- 
cises NE to second position)
Another cliticisation rule is therefore required to put ne back into 
the position it had in the underlying string. If ne is specified as 
a cliticisable element labelled (-PRO), then it will be fronted to 
second position after all (+PRO) elements have been cliticised, given 
the interpretation of the parenthesis notation in (30).
No indication of the category status of this element is given 
in Fiengo and Gitterman's study, other than the statement that it is 
(-PRO). If it is a (-PRO),then it is not subject to the rules of 
derived constituent structure given in (59). Ne therefore has an 
independent category status, and is not made a lexical dependent of 
the verb with which it appears. Fiengo and Gitterman require this to 
be the case, in order to derive negative imperative sentences with 
preverbal clitics. In (69), ne must not rebracket to the verb if it 
is to count as the first constituent of this underlying string.
(69) Ne - 2 - frappez-pas-lui. 
'Don't hit him.'
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If ne did rebracket, as the result of the application of the rule (59)b, 
repeated here,
(59) b. +V --- ► +PRO [+V] ,
then by the logic of the A-over-A Principle, the first constituent in
the string would be the V containing both ne and frappez (cf. Fiengo and 
Gitterman (1978: 129 n.)). Second position would then be located after 
frappez, with the result that lui would cliticise in the wrong place.
(70) a. *Ne frappez-le pas.
Hence, ne must not rebracket, and must remain a separate con­
stituent, not affected by the rules of derived constituent structure, 
in order to derive the correct (70)b.
(70) b. Ne le frappez pas.
This fact has implications, however, for negative affirmative
sentences containing third-person direct and indirect object clitics.
Consider first derivation (71), given by Fiengo and Gitterman, and 
relabelled and renumbered here, and contrast it with (72), its nega­
tive counterpart.
(71) II la lui donne.
’He gives it to her.’
Deep Structure II donne elle a lui
Derived Constituent Structure II [[donne]la] a lui
Rule (59)c
Weak Cliticisation II la donne a lui
DCS.Rule (59)b II [la[donne]] a lui
Strong Cliticisation II lui [la[donne]] a
DCS (59)b, and Weakening H  [lui[la[donne]]] a
Hopping II la [lui[donne]] a
DCS (59)b II [la[lui[donne]]] a
Preposition Deletion II [la[lui[donne]]]
Note that after Strong Cliticisation has moved lui in front of 
[la[donne]], the rule of derived constituent structure which comes 
into force is not (59)a but (59)b. Fiengo and Gitterman make it an 
explicit assumption that ’’the application of DCS rules must be
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constrained in such a way that once they have assigned a lexical cate­
gory to a string, another application of the DCS rules cannot re­
analyze that string. The entailment will be that a DCS rule will 
be unable to make an element a dependent of an element which is itself 
a dependent. The DCS rules will only make elements dependents of 
entire lexical categories" (Fiengo and Gitterman (1978: 146 n.)). If 
lui had been made a lexical dependent of La by rule (59)a, then the 
rule of Hopping would not subsequently have been able to apply. If the 
string had contained [la[lui]] as a Fro constituent, Hopping would have 
selected the largest +PRO constituent to be affected by the rule, by 
virtue of the A-over-A Condition, as Fiengo and Gitterman (p. 143) 
point out. Since Hopping is required to reverse the lui-la order of 
pronouns in the derivation, this assumption about the application of 
derived constituent structure rules is important.
The negative version of (71) is (72).
(72) II ne la lui donne pas.
’He doesn't giye it to him.'
Deep Structure II ne donne pas elle a lui
Derived Constituent Structure Rule (59)c Not Applicable: blocked
by pas
Fiengo and Gitterman assume that pas is generated in the position 
following the verb, but also say that the underlying position of pas 
is difficult to establish, and that there are "other possibilities"
(p. 118 n,). Let us assume that pas does not form an obstacle to the 
application of Third Person Rebracketing, perhaps because pas is 
itself made a lexical dependent of the verb by some rule of derived 
constituent structure. We will consider therefore that the derivation 
can go ahead, and that elle will rebracket and weaken to la despite 
the presence of pas which should act as a phonological barrier.
DCS Rule (59)c II ne [[[donne]pas]la3 a lui
Weak Cliticisation II la ne [[donne]pas] a
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As we have already established that ne does not rebracket to 
the verb, DCS rule (59)b does not now apply.
Strong Cliticisation II lui la ne [[donne]pas] a
DCS (59)b II [lui[la]] ne [[donnejpas] a
Hopping Not Applicable
Rule (59)b now applies to make lui a dependent of la, since la_ 
is not itself a dependent of the verb donne. Hopping will not be able 
to apply here, because the highest -KPRO constituent will be chosen by 
the A-over-A Principle. This constituent is the whole of the [luitla]] 
phrase, which already occupies position 2. After Preposition Deletion 
and the Ne-Cliticisation rule then, the surface structure is the string
* 1 1  ne lui la donne pas, with the clitics in the wrong order.
Another possible analysis of this sentence gives results which
are no better. If we assume that pas does effectively block the rule
of Third-Person Rebracketing from applying to elle, then Strong 
Cliticisation will produce (73).
(73) II elle ne donne pas a lui.
Since elle does not become a lexical dependent of the -PRO ne, the
general rule of Weakening cannot apply to change elle to la. Further­
more, the rule of Hopping will apply now to this string, placing lui 
between il and elle in (74).
(74) II lui elle ne donne pas a.
After Preposition Deletion and Ne-Cliticisation, DCS (59)b and (60),
the surface string will be th'e ungrammatical (75) .
(75) *11 ne lui la donne pas.
The way to avoid these unwanted results is to assume that the 
element ne rebrackets to the verb, and that it becomes a lexical 
dependent of the verb. In that way, rule (59)b would be able to apply 
after Weak Cliticisation in derivation (72), so that la could
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rebracket to the verbal complex [ne[donne]], giving [la[ne[donne]]]. 
Now, after Strong Cliticisation fronts lui, and after lui rebrackets 
to this verbal complex, Hopping will, as desired, be able to apply, 
yielding the correct la-lui surface order.
But if ne rebrackets to the verb here, it will also do so in 
imperative sentences. The first constituent of such sentences would 
then be understood to be the ne-V sequences, so that second position 
would follow the verb. Clitics would then attach themselves to the 
wrong side of the verb in negative imperatives, resulting in the pro­
duction of sentences like (70)a, repeated here.
(70) a. *Ne frappez-le pas.
Unless some motivated reason for disallowing rebrackejting of 
ne in imperative sentences while allowing it in affirmatives can be 
suggested, it is clear that incorrect positioning or incorrect 
sequences of clitics will result from Fiengo and Gitterman's analysis.
3.3.3.2 The Determination of Second Position
The problem outlined above for negative imperatives could be 
avoided 1 . if ne was not considered a constituent itself, but part of 
a larger verbal complex, and 2 . if some other element could count as 
the first constituent in such sentences.
A plausible alternative candidate for first constituent is the 
subject NP of imperative sentences. We could assume that this NP is 
present in intermediate stages of the derivation of imperatives, and 
is deleted after all movement rules had taken place. This assumption 
would be in keeping with the framework of rules proposed in Chomsky 
and Lasnik (1977), in which base rules and movement rules precede all 
deletion rules. The deep structure for (70)b would then be
(70) c. Vous - ne - frappez-pas-lui.
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The derived constituent structure rule (59)b would then give (70)c'.
(70) c, Vous [ne [frappez]] pas lui,
and second position will occur between vous and ne frappez. Clitics 
will then appear preverbally in negative imperatives, as desired.
In affirmative imperatives, however, clitics will also appear 
preverbally if a subject NP is present throughout the derivation. If 
second position is located before the verb, strings like (76) will be 
produced,
(76) *Le frappez!
’Hit him!’
instead of the grammatical (77),
(77) Frappez-le!
Again, unless some principled reason can be given for deleting the 
subject NP in affirmative imperatives earlier in the derivation than 
for negative imperatives, then ne will have to be considered as the 
first constituent in these sentences, a clitic element which does not 
rebracket to the verb.
Fiengo and Gitterman (p. 18) in fact state explicitly that 
they assume the existence of a rule deleting the subject of imperatives, 
and that the application of this imperative rule precedes the applica­
tion of the cliticisation rules. Determination of second position 
thus takes place after the rule deleting imperative subjects. Second 
position, however, must be determined before another deletion rule.
In a footnote (p. 119), Fiengo and Gitterman seem to espouse Chomsky 
and Lasnik’s (1977) rule of Equi-NP Deletion, which must, it is argued, 
apply after the syntactic transformations. Thus in (78)a (=(8 ) in 
F. and G.), the phonologically unrealized element PRO is nonetheless 
considered the first constituent.
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(78) a, Mes amis promirent a Marie de <3 [PRO le faire].
'My friends promised Marie to do it.’
It is not clear, therefore, at what point in the derivation of 
sentences the algorithm which is designed to locate position 2  is 
supposed to operate. In imperatives it operates on terminal strings 
of constituents, while in Equi sentences it operates on intermediate 
strings. If deletions follow all movement rules, as they do in the 
framework of Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), then second position will be
after the PRO element in Equi sentences and after the subject in
imperative sentences. This latter assumption, of course, leads to 
ungrammatical strings like (76).
There is some arbitrariness therefore in this analysis as to 
what counts as a constituent, and what stage in the derivation is 
appropriate for determining second position,
3.3.3.3 The Intervention of Adverbs Between Verb and Objects
Fiengo and Gitterman’s analysis predicts that sentences con­
taining certain adverbs along with direct and indirect object clitics 
cannot be derived. This implication of their analysis can be illus­
trated by..adding an adverbial element to a sentence whose derivation 
is given by Fiengo and Gitterman (p. 136). Their, sentence (90), given 
here as (79)a, is derived as follows (with appropriate changes).
(79) a. Donnez-le-leur.
'Give it to them.'
Deep Structure Donnez-lui-a eux
Derived Constituent Structure Rule [[Donnez]lui] a eux
(59)c
Weakening [[Donnez]le] a eux
Strong Cliticisation [[Donnez]le] eux a
DCS (59)c, and Preposition Deletion [[[Donnez]le]leur]
If this sentence is changed by adding the adverb done (so, 
then, therefore) in its natural position immediately to the right of 
the verb, before any NP objects, the derivation above cannot proceed 
in parallel fashion.
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(79) b. Donnez-le-leur done!
'Give it to them then!'
Deep Structure Donnez-donc-lui-a eux
DCS (59)c Not Applicable; blocked by done
Weak Cliticisation Not Applicable
Strong Cliticisation Donnez-lui done a eux,
DCS Rule (59)c [[Donnez]-lui] done a eux
Weakening [[Donnez] -le] done a eux
Hopping Not Applicable
The derivation blocks at this point, leaving no way to derive 
Donnez-le-leur done. The clitic le has become a lexical dependent of 
the first constituent donnez, and does not count as a constituent in 
second position. The structural description of Hopping is therefore 
not met, and eux is left stranded,unable to cliticise.
And so the generation by base rules of a non-pronominal element 
between a verb and its object(s) is sufficient to prevent the deriva­
tion of direct-indirect object clitic sequences. It would be futile 
to suggest that adverbs are not generated to the immediate right of 
verbs, as Fiengo and Gitterman require that be placed in this posi­
tion in basic structure to ensure that it surfaces in the right posi­
tion (cf. the discussion of (33)). Yet verb and third-person pronoun 
must be contiguous to allow the rebracketing and weakening rules to 
operate, and these must operate to ensure the presence of one weak and 
one strong pronoun after the verb, to be affected by the two rules of 
Weak and Strong Cliticisation. An intervening adverbial element upsets 
this interaction of rules, and blocks the derivation before the correct 
surface order is obtained.
Another example of adverbial Interference with the rules is 
given below in (80).
(80) a. II parle a ses amis (done) de cela.
'He speaks to his friends about it (then).'
b. Il-parle-a eux-(done)-en. (Underlying Structure)
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If the adverb done is not present, eux can rebracket to en by 
rule (5 9 )a, and both pronouns will be fronted together, since they 
form a single constituent, giving the grammatical II leur en parle. If 
the adverb is present, (59)a will not apply, and so Strong Cliticisa­
tion followed by Hopping produce the ungrammatical *11 en leur parle 
done.
3.3.3.4 The Derived Constituent Structure of Clitics
The hypothesis that clitics move to second position in an S 
requires various mechanisms to ensure that clitics are correctly 
aligned. Pronouns are moved by three cliticisation rules; they are 
made lexical dependents by derived constituent structure rules, and are 
weakened from tonic to atonic form by a rule of Weakening. Two of the 
rebracketing processes involve the verb node; otherwise no mention is 
made of the verb as a rule target.
It is therefore almost accidental in Fiengo and Gitterman's 
analysis that French clitics cluster around the verb. Furthermore, 
their rules predict that clitics are ijlominated by several different 
nodes in derived constituent structure, according to the type of rule 
invoked to get the clitic into second position.
Kayne (1975: 82-102) provides arguments for the claim that 
object clitics and verb sequences form a single constituent, 
dominated by a V node. The pronoun is not attached as a sister to the 
verb, both dominated by VP. Instead, Kayne points out, the pronoun 
and the verb are more closely bound together. Among the properties 
of clitic + verb sequences indicating that they act as a single con­
stituent are the following, the first five of which hold of postposed 
object clitics in imperatives as well.
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Properties of Clitic + Verb Sequences
- nothing except other clitics can intervene between clitic + verb;
- the clitic cannot be modified;
- the clitic cannot be contrastively stressed;
- clitics cannot be conjoined;
- clitics may not occur without a verb;
- the rule of Subject Clitic Inversion is unaffected by inter­
vening object clitics, and so its formulation does not have to 
be altered to accommodate clitics attached to the verb node 
(Subject Clitic Inversion contains a subpart . . . SCL V . . . 
in its structural description, and produces a string
. . . V SCL . . .);
- the rule of Leftward Tous Movement is similarly unaffected by
object clitics. This rule moves a quantifier over a directly
preceding verb . . . V Q . . . --- >- . . . Q V . . . ; in sentences
like Elle va tous les lire (She is going to read them all), the 
rule moves tous over verb and object clitic, not simply over the 
verb;
- the rule of Auxiliary Deletion, under certain conditions,deletes 
object clitics along with the auxiliary.
The derived constituent structure of these clitic 4- verb 
sequences should therefore be as indicated in the phrase markers (81)a 
and b below, with the object clitics in b dominated by V just as in a.
(81) a.
CL CL
b.
Jean la lui donne. 
'Jean gives it to him,'
Donnez - la - lui, 
'Give it to him.'
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Fiengo and Gitterman, on the other hand, predict a variety of 
dominance patterns for clitics. They assume that clitics are dominated 
in deep structure by the category N, except for en, which they analyze 
as either an N or a P, and jy, which is analyzed as an ADV or as a P.
But they do not make it clear what category immediately dominates these 
pronouns in deep structure. It appears from their explanation of the 
functioning of their rules of Cliticisation (p. 119 and p. 133) that 
the rules are "to be interpreted as the fronting of +PR0 elements to 
second position" (Fiengo and Gitterman (1978: 119)). This seems to 
indicate that the category labels dominating pronouns are marked with 
a I+PRO] syntactic feature, as in (82).
(82) a. N[+PR0] b - N[+p r q] c‘ AI?V [+Fr6] d ' h+PRO]
I
en moi, le, etc. y en, y
In discussing the dominance patterns of en (pp. 131-132), Fiengo and 
Gitterman claim that en may rebracket onto the verb if it has been 
moved by Cliticisation, "since the Cliticisation rule does not front 
N or the prepositional phrase node."
The implication of this statement is that a moved pronoun is 
immediately dominated by the node V, since its postverbal dominating 
node has been left behind. The resulting derived constituent structure 
would then be mapped as in (83).
(83) a. V b. V c.
V v V
en V / V / V
/ 'iparle me parle y parle
cf. Jean en parle. Jean me parle, Jean y parle.
'Jean speaks about it.' ’Jean speaks to me . 1 'Jean speaks there.'
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The clitics, in other words, are assumed to have no category label 
dominating them other than V.
If clitics, once moved, were subject to no further transforma­
tional processes, the lack of a specific category label differentiating 
them from verbs in derived structure would be of no consequence. How­
ever, the rules of Weak and Strong Cliticisation produce sequences of 
clitics in the wrong surface order, and a- further rule of Hopping is 
required to operate a clitic interchange. For example, the two 
Cliticisation rules produce the intermediate string (84), with leur-la 
in the wrong order.
(84) *11 leur la donne.
'He gives it to her.' (cf. the discussion of (54))
At the point of application of Hopping, the derived constituent struc­
ture of the relevant part of this string will be as in (85).
(85) V
V
leur la donne
There is now no +PR0 category for the rule of Hopping to select as a 
target. Hopping, like other rules, operates on syntactic categories, 
and not on individual lexical items. This string will be analyzed 
as a V, and so not be subject to the rule. No mechanism has been 
provided to transfer the syntactic feature [+PR0] to the V node, and 
even if this were done, the A-over-A Principle would ensure that the 
highest V carrying that feature be selected as a target for Hopping, 
which would then apply vacuously.
The claim that pronouns do not front category labels leads 
therefore to the production of ungrammatical strings like (84). To 
avoid this, the deep structure of postverbal pronouns in (82) must be 
revised.
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It seems fair to assume that the relevant revision is to con­
sider that pronouns are immediately dominated by the category PRO, and 
then further dominated by the appropriate phrasal or lexical category.
(8 6 ) a. 1  b. N c. ADV d. PI I l i
PRO PRO PRO PRO
I i I I
en moi,le,etc. y en,y
The derived constituent structure of the intermediate string
(84) would then be mapped as (87).
(87) V
I
V
PRO
PRO
donnelaleur
Hopping could then apply, selecting la to be moved to second position, 
and producing the grammatical (8 8 ).
(8 8 ) II la leur donne.
But this reanalysis of Fiengo and Gitterman's implied derived 
constituent structure for pronouns has an undesirable consequence for 
their analysis. If all pronouns are dominated in the base by the 
category PRO, then their rules of derived constituent structure given 
in (59) will apply to ALL pronouns. These rules, repeated here for 
convenience,
(59) a. +PR0 ---- »- +PRO [+PR0]
b. +V ---- 3- +PR0 [+V]
Ci +v ---- >-[+V] +THIRD
+PR0
involve the feature +PRO, which we have shown must be attached to the 
category PRO.
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Fiengo and Gitterman have argued (pp. 130-131) that postverbal 
en must not rebracket onto preceding verbs or onto following pronouns. 
Otherwise, incorrect clitic sequences result. They block the rebracket­
ing process by appealing to a principle which states that "a category 
which has a bar specification n may not be a lexical dependent of a 
category with bar specification less than n . . . ” (Fiengo and Gitter­
man (1978: 138)).
Given the assumptions about dominating categories made explicit 
in (82), this principle will prevent the rebracketing of en. But if en, 
like all other pronouns, is immediately dominated by PRO, it will be 
subject to the rebracketing rules of (59).
As a consequence, derivations like the following will go ahead.
(89) Deep Structure Il-donne-en-a elle
’He gives some to her’
Derived Constituent Structure II [[donne]en] a elle
Rule (59)c
Weakening II [[donne]en] a elle
(No morphological consequences 
of Weakening for en)
Weak Cliticisation II en donne a elle
DCS Rule (59)b II [en[donne]] a elle
Strong Cliticisation II elle [en donne]] a
DCS Rule (59)b, Weakening, II [lui[en[donne]]]
Prep. Deletion 
Hopping II en lui donne
Surface Structure *11 en lui donne
The derivation is parallel to that of (71). If en had remained 
[-HSTR0NG] as a result of failing to rebracket, Strong Cliticisation 
would have moved it in front of donne, and Hopping would have moved 
elle, giving the correct sequence in (90).
(90) II lui en donne.
Similar incorrect clitic orders result if en rebrackets to a 
following pronoun. Fiengo and Gitterman give (91) below (their (113)a) 
as a possible underlying structure preceding Cliticisation.
Ill
(91) II voit ^ten] ADV[y].
Application of Strong Cliticisation to this structure would give
(92).
(92) II en voit y.
Hopping produces (93).
(93) II y en voit.
As we have argued, however, the category symbol on en and ^  
must be PRO, as in (94).
(94) II voit pRQ[en] pROty].
If DCS Rule (59)a applies, the resulting structure will be (95).
(95) II voit pR0[en [yJJ.
If DCS Rule (59)b applies, the result will be (96).
(96) II [[voit] en] PRO[y] --- > II v [[[voit]en]y].
Taking (95) first, Cliticisation will move the higher PRO in 
front of voit. Hopping will not subsequently apply, since the higher 
PRO is already in second position. The surface string produced is the 
ungrammatical (97).
(97) *11 en y voit.
If (96) is the output of the DCS rules, Weak Cliticisation will
move en in front of voit, and Hopping will move in front of en, again
giving the incorrect sequence in (97).
Wrong clitic sequences are therefore produced by both possible 
assumptions about the constituent structure of cliticisable pronouns. 
Considering [PRO] as a feature on categories or as a separate category 
leads to unfavourable results. Furthermore, the rules involved in 
moving pronouns to clitic position produce widely different dominance
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patterns for clitics. All clitics in preverbal position will be 
dominated by the node V, because of rule (59)b. But in postverbal 
position, clitics in imperative sentences will be dominated by V only 
if they are third person. First- and second-person pronouns do not 
rebracket onto the verb, and furthermore are dominated by different 
nodes depending on their status as direct or indirect objects.
Y.C. Morin (1979) notes that the pronoun in (98) has the same 
surface structure (99) as it has in deep structure.
(98) Regarde-moi.
’Look at me.’
regarde mox
Rebracketing only applies to [+THIRDJ postverbal pronouns; Cliticisa­
tion does not apply because moi is already in second position. Moi in 
the superficially similar (100) does undergo Cliticisation, but not 
Rebracketing, since if it did, moi would weaken to me, which is not 
correct. Stages of the derivation are indicated in (101).
(1 0 0 ) Parle-moi.
'Speak to me.'
(101) Deep Structure
V
= Cliticisation => V
Pro
moiparle
parle moi
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Here, the category PRO is attached directly to V, whereas in (99), PRO 
is still dominated by N, N and N before being dominated by V.
In contrast, third-person direct and indirect objects are 
attached to V, not to V or to N.
(102) Regarde~la.
’Look at her.’
Deep Structure
Rebracketing =-»■ 
(DCS Rule (59)c)
regarde
regarde
(103) Parle-lui.
'Speak to him.’
Deep Structure
parle
V
I
V
Cliticisation and 
Rebracketing V PRO
(DCS Rule (59)a)
parle lui
Some of these dominance patterns for clitics are wrong. For 
example, first- and second-person direct objects are said to have the 
same surface structure as full object NPs, since they are Ns attached 
directly to the verb phrase. Yet they share with all other clitics 
the properties outlined by Kayne (i.e. they cannot be conjoined, 
separated from the verb, interrupted by other lexical items, etc.). 
First- and second-person objects are attached to different nodes in
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in the phrase marker from third-person objects, yet, as Y.C. Morin 
(1979) points out, nall evidence supports the assumption that all 
enclitics appear in the same structures, whether they are underlyingly 
a direct object, . . .  an indirect object, . . .  a first person . . . 
or a third person . . ." (Y.C. Morin (1979: 303)). For example, the 
position of non-mobile adjectives, such as done, bien, supports the 
claim that all clitics are attached to a V node. These adjectives 
appear immediately after the verb, as in (104),
(104) Regarde done la fleur.
'Look at the flower then
In (105), done may only appear after the clitics. Fiengo and Gitter­
man 's analysis predicts that for moi (direct object) at least, and 
perhaps too for indirect object moi, done should be able to appear 
after regarde.
(105) a. Regarde-la done.
b. Regarde-moi done.
c. Parle-moi done.
(106) a. ^Regarde done moi.
b. iVParle done moi.
We conclude therefore that this analysis assigns the wrong 
constituent structure to French clitics.
3.3.3.5 The Category Status and Bar Specification of en
Fiengo and Gitterman claim that the category dominating en
is not the same as that which dominates other pronouns. In particular,
they say that "en contrasts with lui, moi, y^ in that lui, moi are 
dominated by . . .  N and y, in the relevant cases, by the . . . cate­
gory ADV, while _en is not dominated by N, but by N or P" (Fiengo and 
Gitterman (1978: 131)). Furthermore, they state that en is both an NP, 
standing in place of de N , and a PP, standing in place of de N (op.cit. 
131) .
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The only uncontroversial claim here is that en can stand in 
place of de N and thus be considered a Pro PP. In (107)b, en replaces 
de Toronto.
(107) a. Elle vient de Toronto.
1 She comes from Toronto . 1
b. Elle en vient.
'She comes from there . 1
But it is hard to see why they should claim that de N consti­
tutes an NP. No phrase structure rule in X theory expanding NP (or N) 
in French has ever, to my knowledge, indicated that _de and I? were the 
sole constituents of the phrase. If N (with no bars) signifies a bare 
noun, with no determiner and no other modifier attached, the de N 
stands for sequences like de arbre (of tree), de crayon (of pencil), 
de maison (of house). These do not in any way constitute a full noun
phrase of French, and so the conclusion that a substitute for such
sequences constitutes an NP Cor N) is clearly in error.
In fact, en may substitute for a bare N or for N (i.e. one
bar) under certain conditions, as I point out in a following chapter.
But it never substitutes for de N or de N , as Fiengo and Gitterman 
claim.
Moreover, their statement that lui, moi are dominated by N is 
not supported. Earlier, in fact, they point out that full NPs and 
strong pronouns like lui and moi are very similar in distribution and 
behaviour (,op. cit. : 121) , ‘ The only exceptions to this observation are 
third-person pronouns which do not appear in strong form postverbally 
when they are objects of the verb. And these are assumed to originate
as strong forms which are weakened by rules of rebracketing and
weakening. These syntactic parallels then between full NPs and 
strong form pronouns seem to indicate that these pronouns are them­
selves full NPs. Furthermore, pronouns have no determiners, and are 
not adjectivally modified in any way. In other words, there is no
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justification in X-bar theory for a specifier node to be generated 
to the left of the head, or for any intermediate level of categories 
with fewer bars than the phrase node to which modifiers can be attached. 
Pronouns like moi and lui, in fact, substitute for full NPs, and never 
for subparts of NPs, which is what the specification of them as N- 
substitutes indicates.
Fiengo and Gitterman's claim then is totally wrong. En is not 
a Pro NP, but is instead a Pro N or a Pro N . Lui and moi are not 
Pro Ns, but Pro NPs.
These conclusions have serious implications for Fiengo and 
Gitterman1s analysis. Nothing will now prevent en from becoming a 
lexical dependent of a preceding verb or a following pronoun. The con­
sequences of this rebracketing of jin is that _en will surface with 
another pronoun between it and the verb (cf. the discussion of (89)-(97)) 
To illustrate how this revised analysis of the bar specifica­
tion of en and other pronouns affects the preverbal position of en, 
consider the sentence (108) and the derivation (109).
(108) II lui en donne.
'He gives him some.'
(109) Deep Structure: Il-donne-en-a lui
DCS (59)b and Weakening II-[ [donne]-en] a lui
(Since the verb node and en have no bars on their
category labels, en will rebracket onto the verb.)
Weak Cliticisation and II [en[donne]] a lui
DCS Rule (59)b 
Strong Cliticisation II [lui]en]donne]]]a
and DCS (59)b 
Hopping and Preposition II en lui donne
Deletion
Surface Structure *11 en lui donne
It is obvious then that Fiengo and Gitterman's distinction of 
bar specification between ^n on the one hand and the non-PP pronouns 
on the other, is necessary to make the rules work. But since en in 
fact is not an NP, it has fewer bars than these other pronouns which 
substitute for full Ns, and will not stand apart from these Pro NPs
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when rebracketing rules operate. As a result, it will rebracket when 
it is postverbal, and therefore be moved by Fiengo and Gitterman's 
rules to positions in surface structure which it does not in fact occupy.
3.3.3 . 6  Pro FPs and Feature Assignment
Two of the rules posited by Fiengo and Gitterman mention the 
feature [+THIRD PERSON] in their structural descriptions. Derived 
constituent structure rule (59)c rebrackets onto the verb a [+THIRD, 
-REFLEXIVE] pronominal element which immediately follows it. And the 
rule of HOPPING cliticises a pronoun to second position if a [+THIRD] 
constituent immediately follows second position.
It is clear that Fiengo and Gitterman intend that pronouns 
which do not, in their analysis, belong to the category N, be able to 
meet the structural descriptions of these rules. The 'adverbial' y_, 
labelled ADV, and en or £  (which substitute for prepositional phrases) 
labelled P, both trigger the rule of Hopping, for example. In deriva­
tions of II y en voit, given by Fiengo and Gitterman, different re­
bracketing possibilities permit both of the following intermediate 
strings.
(1 1 0 ) a. II y voit en.
b. II en voit y.
Strong Cliticisation and Hopping apply to (110)a to generate 
the correct surface structure, while Hopping alone applies to (110)b 
to give the same result.
Since Hopping moves a PRO to second position, if a [+THIRD] 
item follows position two, £  and en are obviously considered as 
[4-THIRD] person items here.
According to Kayne (1975: 108) the feature of grammatical 
"person" is an inherent property only of NPs, or perhaps Ns. Adverbial 
and prepositional phrases are not marked with this feature. Since
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Fiengo and Gitterman assume that the feature [+THIRD] is part of the 
specification of adverbial _y and prepositional and en, one has to 
presume some sort of feature transfer from the nouns which form part 
of the adverbial and prepositional phrases replaced by y_ and _en to 
these pronouns. In other words, the feature [+THIRD] inherent in the 
NPs contained in phrases like a la maison and de la ville will be 
attached to the substitutes of these phrases y and en.
This feature cannot be considered to be an inherent feature of 
these pronouns, however, because under certain limited conditions, y_ 
and en can refer to first- or second-person pronouns, as in (1 1 2 ).
(112) a. Je pense a toi^ et j*yi penserai toujours.
’I think about you and I will always think about you.’
b. II a parle de toi. et il en. a dit du bien.
r i l
'He talked about you and he said some good things about you.'
In these sentences then, y; and en will be marked with the feature 
[+SECOND] person.
Consider now the derivation, in Fiengo and Gitterman’s frame­
work, of (113)b.
(113) a7 ' II a dit du bien de toi a mes amis.
'He said some good things about you to my friends.’
b. II leur en a dit du bien.
’He said some good things about you to them.’
Strong Cliticisation applies to the deep structure (114) to produce 
(115).
(114) Il-a-dit-du bien-en-a eux.
(115) II en a dit du bien a eux.
The movement of eux to preverbal position would normally be ensured 
by Hopping. But Hopping is only triggered by items in second position 
which are [+THIRDJ. If [+SECOND] items could trigger this rule,
Fiengo and Gitterman would have no explanation of why me, _te, nous,
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vous, lui and leur are incompatible in preverbal position.
Both a and b in (116) are ungrammatical; the grammatical ver­
sions of these sentences in (117) contain postverbal indirect objects.
(116) a. * 1 1  te me presente.
'He introduces you to me.'
b. * 1 1  te lui presente.
'He introduces you to her.'
c. * 1 1  me te presente.
(117) a. II te presente a moi.
b. II te presente a elle.
In underlying structure, both postverbal pronouns remain [+STRONG] .
(118) Il-presente-toi-a
Weak Cliticisation will not apply, and Strong Cliticisation moves toi 
into second position.
(119) Il-te presente-a
If this string met the structural description of Hopping, the ungram­
matical (116)c would be produced. Since _te is [+SECOND]., no Cliticisa-
tion rule will affect moi or elle, and they will remain postverbal, as
desired.
In (115), en is [+SECOND], and will not therefore trigger 
Hopping. There is now no rule available to move eux into preverbal 
position. In other words, the grammatical sentence (113)b cannot 
be generated.
3.3.3.7 Ethical Datives in Three-Clitic Sequences
Fiengo and Gitterman derive ethical datives from an underlying 
prepositional phrase introduced by pour. Either Strong Cliticisation 
or Hopping will be responsible for moving the pronoun before the verb. 
Their example (122)c, given as (120)a below, will have the underlying
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structure (1 2 0 )b.
(120) a. Paul te fabriquera une table a Marie en vingt minutes.
'Just watch Paul make a table for Marie in twenty minutes.'
b. Paul fabriquera une table a Marie en vingt minutes pour toi.
Here, Strong Cliticisation will move toi in front of the verb.
In another of the examples given in the text, Hopping moves the 
ethical dative, because Strong Cliticisation has moved the indirect 
object pronoun.
(121) Tu vas me lui casser la figure.
'You’re going to punch his head in (for me).'
The underlying structure and intermediate stages in the derivation are 
given in (1 2 2 ) .
(122) a. Tu vas [g tu casser la figure a lui pour moi].
b. Tu vas [tu lui casser la figure a pour moi].
c. Tu vas [tu me lui casser la figure a pour].
d. Tu vas me lui casser la figure.
In (121), la figure could be replaced by la. The derivation 
would then proceed as follows in (123).
(123) a. Tu vas g [tu casser la a lui pour moi].
b. Tu vas [tu la casser a lui pour moi]. (Weak Cliticisation)
c. Tu vas [tu lui la casser a pour moi]. (Strong Cliticisation)
d. Tu vas [tu la lui casser a pour moi], (Hopping of la)
No further cliticisation can take place once stage d in (123) 
has been reached. In c, both la and moi meet the structural descrip­
tion of Hopping, so the A-before-A Principle selects la as the pronoun 
to be moved. The result is that the sentence (124) cannot be 
generated, though it is perfectly grammatical in those registers using 
ethical datives.
(124) Tu vas me la lui casser.
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Fiengo and Gitterman have three cliticisation rules; all three 
are required to align la and lui properly. If any ethical dative is 
present in the underlying strings as well, it will not surface pre­
verbally. It will remain stranded, and sentences like (124) are pre­
dicted to be impossible.
3*3.3 . 8  The Deep Structure Position of y. and the Derived 
Constituent Structure Rules
Fiengo and Gitterman argue (p. 125) that adverbial y; may be
positioned by an adverb placement rule to the immediate right of the
verb, before any objects which the verb might have. They also allow
for the possibility that before Cliticisation rules apply, y_ may be
placed after direct objects. To illustrate this dual possibility, they
give both (125) and (126) as underlying structures for II y en voit (He
sees some there).
(125) II voit en y.
(126) II voit y en.
They also note that (126) may be structurally ambiguous. Two 
rules of derived constituent structure may apply to this string. Y may 
rebracket onto jen or onto the verb, giving (127)a or (127)b.
(127) a. II V[voit] N[y en] ]
b. II V[V[voit]y] *
Neither (125) nor (126), (127) poses any problems for their analysis.
In (125), en does not rebracket, given their assumptions about its bar 
specification, and Strong Cliticisation followed by Hopping yield II y 
en voit. In (126), (127), Weak Cliticisation, Strong Cliticisation and 
finally Hopping produce the same grammatical sentence, with y^  and en 
correctly aligned.
It does not seem to matter, therefore, on which side of the 
object jy is generated, as grammatical strings result from rule
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interaction on both deep structure pronoun orders.
However, when pronouns other than en are present in deep 
structure, ungrammatical strings result. Moreover, incorrect sequences 
are produced whether is generated to the right or to the left of the 
object. Consider first sentence (128).
(128) II m'y voit.
'He sees me there.’
If £  intervenes between voit and moi in underlying structure, the 
application of derived constituent structure rules predicts that the 
string will be ambiguous between structures a and b in (130).
(129) II voit y moi. (Underlying Structure)
(130) a. II [[[voit]y]moi] .
b. II [[voit][y[moi]]].
The a string is subject to Weak Cliticisation of followed
by Strong Cliticisation of moi, which will produce (128). But the b 
structure is subject only to Cliticisation of the larger PRO consti­
tuent, which consists of two bracketed pronouns. Once fronted, the 
pronouns.„will not undergo Hopping, because again, by the logic of the
A-over-A Principle, only the constituent [y[moi]] can be moved. Since
it is already in second position, Hopping is inapplicable as there is 
no non-dependent pronoun to hop. The result will be the illicit 
sequence *y me in * 1 1  y me voit.
Generating ^  after moi in deep structure would allow the pro­
duction of II m'y voit, as desired. But generating y; after lui in 
deep structure allows the grammatical (131) to surface from only one 
of the two possible structural analyses of the underlying string.
(131) II I’y voit.
'He sees him there.’
Assuming the deep structure (132), DCS Rules (59)a and c will produce
(133) a and b.
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(132) II voit lui y.
(133) a. II [voit [le[y]]].
b. II [[[voit] le] y] .
Weak Cliticisation will move the constituent [le[y]] in a; once
fronted, it will not be subject to Hopping, and the string (131) will
result. The structure in (133)b will be subject first to Weak 
Cliticisation. Since both JLe and are weak because they are lexical 
dependents, the question arises of which pronoun moves first. Fiengo 
and Gitterman assume that the A-over-A Principle, which they claim 
takes precedence over their proposed A-before-A Principle, will ensure 
that is selected first. Hopping would subsequently produce the cor­
rect l Ty sequence. But they fail to notice that A-over-A has nothing 
to say about the selection of pronouns in this case. This principle 
selects the containing category A in a configuration such as (134).
(134) A [. . . A[. . .] . .
Here, there are two PRO categories both contained in a V. A PRO cate­
gory is not embedded within a higher PRO category. Instead, two PRO
categories are embedded under a V category, as in (135).
(135) V
PRO
PRO
levoit y
A rule mentioning the V node in its structural index would select the 
whole phrase, but a rule mentioning the PRO node is not constrained 
by this principle to select one PRO or the other. The A-over-A 
Principle is simply irrelevant here.
But the A-before-A Principle is not. It will select _le as the 
target for Weak Cliticisation, and yield the intermediate string (136).
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(136) XI le voit y.
Hopping will now give the ungrammatical string (137).
(137) *11 y le voit.
Once again, Fiengo and GittermanTs rules predict sequences of 
clitics which are incorrect. Wherever y is generated in deep struc­
ture or positioned by an adverb placement rule, ungrammatical strings 
will be produced.
3.3.3.9 The Feature [±STRONG]
In the framework being examined, all pronouns are strong at 
the level of deep structure. On the basis of the fact that the atonic 
forms of lui, elle, eux are found when those pronouns are in final 
position, while the strong forms of moi, toi, nous and vous are found 
in this identical final position, Fiengo and Gitterman propose rules 
to rebracket and weaken immediately postverbal pronouns which are 
[+THIRD], [-REFLEXIVE] . The morphological alternation illustrate 4.-- 
in (138) seems to justify such a rule,
(138) STRONG WEAK
lui
elle 
eux 
elles 
a lui 
a elle 
a eux 
a elles
The only pronouns which do not show morphological alternation 
are _y, en, nous and vous. The latter two may appear in non-clitic 
position under stress or as prepositional objects; they can be con­
sidered to be strong when they are not clitics and weak when they are. 
But and an are always clitics. They never appear conjoined, or 
under emphatic or contrastive stress. They show no morphological 
alternation, and so do not have a strong form. They must both
*- le
~ la
} - les
} - lui
} - leur
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therefore be weak.
It is impossible then to justify Fiengo and Gitterman's assump­
tion that both of these pronouns are underlyingly strong and that y, 
but not _en, becomes weak in most derivations. En, with its supposedly 
superior bar specification, never becomes a lexical dependent and 
thus avoids being weakened. But generated next to verbs and other 
pronouns, rebrackets onto these categories and becomes weak by the 
rule of Weakening. En and 2 are then assumed to differ in strength, 
and Fiengo and Gitterman make essential use of this distinction in 
their derivations of II y en voit from the deep structure II-voit-y-en. 
Weak Cliticisation of 2> and Strong Cliticisation of en yield the 
sequence en y . Hopping reverses them to give the correct y en order.
But if both pronouns are weak, only two rules will be available
to move them. Weak Cliticisation followed by Hopping will give
* 1 1  en y voit, and no further rules are available to reverse the order.
The only justification for the distinction in strength between 
2  and en seems to be that it allows the rules to work. It is there­
fore an ad hoc distinction and must be rejected.
3.3.3.10 A False Prediction of the 'A-before-A' Principle
Y.C. Morin (1979) gives the following example to show that 
the A-before-A Principle selects the wrong underlying pronoun to be 
cliticised in some cases. Fiengo and Gitterman use this principle to 
explain why only moi is chosen to be fronted in (139).
(139) Il-presente-moi-a toi.
THe introduces me to you.’
The first of the two eligible pronouns is moved. The pronouns do not 
rebracket to form a single constituent, and Hopping will not be 
applicable. Thus the only rule which applies is Strong Cliticisation 
which yields the grammatical (140).
12.6
(140) II me presente a toi.
Y.C. Morin (1979: 296) points out that with certain "inherently pro­
nominal" verbs, the indirect object may be selected, with the direct 
object pronoun remaining postverbal. In (141), b is possible, since
me is not incompatible with third-person direct object clitics.
Sentence c is rejected because of the incompatibility of me and te 
preverbally. Fiengo and Gitterman1s A-before-A Principle would predict 
that the direct object toi, generated immediately following the verb 
in underlying structure (142), ought to be fronted, as in d. Instead, 
the grammatical resolution of this problem is e, where moi has been 
cliticised.
(141) a. Je m'imagine mal Paul a. cet Sge-la.
'I can't quite imagine what Paul was like at that age . 1
b. Je me 1'imagine mal a cet age-la.
c. *Je me t ’imagine mal a cet age-la.
’I can’t quite imagine what you were like at that age.’
d. *Je t ’imagine mal a moi a cet age-la.
e. Je m ’imagine mal toi a cet age-la.
(142) Je-imagine-mal-toi-a moi-a cet age-la.
(Y.C. Morin (1979: 296)
The A-before-A Principle then is inadequate, because it forces 
the wrong choice of pronouns for sentences like those in (141).
3.3.3.11 Summary
The problems outlined in the previous ten sections constitute 
a serious indictment of Fiengo and Gitterman’s analysis. The theoreti­
cal underpinnings of their approach— the notion of second position and 
the A-before-A Principle— have been shown to be either seriously flawed 
or inadequate to handle certain data. No consistent definition of 
"constituent" is offered to allow second position to be unambiguously
determined at a given level of structure. The wrong category status
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and bar specification is assigned to certain lexical items. Clitics 
are predicted to have widely different derived constituent structures 
according to the type of rule responsible for their clitic status. 
Certain pronouns, like 2*are generated in unnatural deep structure 
positions. And many three clitic sequences containing ethical datives 
simply cannot be produced in the correct order. Derived constituent 
structure rules rebracket only strictly adjacent items, and cannot 
operate if adverbial elements, for example, intervene between target 
items. The array of rules of cliticisation, derived constituent struc­
ture and weakening merit Herschensohn’s remark that this treatment of 
clitics is "involute", and "scarcely represents a learnable model" 
(Herschensohn (1980 ; 218 n.)),
I suggest, therefore, a simpler approach to the problem of 
French clitic order. This approach will be based on a certain under­
standing of the deep structure of pronouns in French, which will be 
examined in the following chapters.
CHAPTER 4
4.1 The Pronoun En
This chapter considers the syntactic category of the pronoun 
en by investigating the internal structure of those noun phrases which 
can serve as antecedents for this proform. The hypothesis that all 
noun phrases allowing syntactic control of en must contain an under­
lying preposition cte, whether or not this preposition appears on the 
surface, will be found to lack support. Milner’s (1978) ’Ubiquitous- 
De’ hypothesis will be similarly demonstrated to be highly implausible 
and to entail certain undesirable consequences.
It will also be shown that en can be controlled by more than 
one syntactic category. A further point made in this chapter is that 
superficially similar noun phrases vary in surface structure according 
to their ability to serve as an antecedent for en.
4.2 En and the Internal Structure of Noun Phrases in French
4.2.1 En as a Pro-PP
En is the pronominal form corresponding to a prepositional 
phrase introduced by de.
Reflecting its Latin antecedent inde (from there, thence), en 
can indicate origin, as in (2 ).
(1) Je viens de Montreal.
’I come from Montreal.’
(2) J ’en viens.
'I come from there.'
The PP complement of a verb subcategorized for da can serve 
as an antecedent for en.
(3) Je m ’inquietais de son depart precipite.
’I was worried about her sudden departure.'
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(4) Je m'en inquietais.
’I was worried about it.’
Agentive phrases in some passive constructions begin with de rather
than par; these too are pronominalized by en;
(5) Heureux le roi que aime son peuple, qui en est aime.
(Grevisse (1964: 436))
’Happy is the king who loves his people and who is loved by them.’
The pronominal version of an infinitival sentential complement pre­
ceded by de is also en, as in (6)-(7).
(6) Jean parle de revenir demain.
’John is talking about coining hack tomorrow.’
(7) Jean en parle.
’John is talking about it.’
Assuming that the derived structure of (6) is (8),
(8) NPX - V - de - NP2,
where NP 2  is expanded as S, then all of the sentences above illustrate 
the fact that en is the pronominal form of de + HP sequences, and that 
here, at least, en is a Pro PP, as claimed by Kayne (1975: 105ff.).
4.2.2 Sources of en within the NP
In (l)-(7), en corresponds to prepositional phrases attached 
directly to VP. The controller of en may also be a PP dominated by an 
NP. In other words, its source may be a PP complement to the direct 
object NP, as in (9), as well as the quantified part of a partitive 
construction, as in (1 0 ).
(9) a. J'ai lu un compte-rendu de son livre.
’I read a review of her book.’
b. J'en ai lu un compte-rendu.
’I read a review of it.’
(1 0 ) a. II a vu trois de ces chefs d'etat.
'He saw three of those heads of state.’
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b. II en a vu trois.
'He saw three of them.'
The internal structure of the direct object in (9) is a noun 
complement structure something like ^pf^P PP], and in (10) the parti­
tive construction, at the point of application of Clitic Placement, 
resembles ^p[Q PP]> where Q is a quantifier. It is obvious, then, 
that en is a Pro-PP here too— the pronoun form of de NP sequences.
The observation that en is a Pro-PP in sentences like (1)-(10) 
leads naturally to the hypothesis that en is always a Pro-PP, a claim 
made, among others, by Kayne (1975), and Rouveret and Vergnaud (1980). 
Example (11) below, however, would appear to refute this claim,
(11) a. J'ai pris des photos.
TI took some photographs.'
b. J'en ai pris.
1 1  took some.'
This sentence does not contain a de NP sequence in surface structure; 
despite this lack of an obvious PP in the a sentence, en is nonethe­
less the appropriate proform in b.
The problem posed by (11) could be resolved if the indefinite 
determiner des was itself categorized as a prepositional phrase.
There is some evidence to support this view, held by Gross (1968),
First, des is historically the contraction of de and the definite 
article les; if in fact this determiner is synchronically prepositional, 
then the appearance of en in (11) is immediately explained. Second, 
the absence of des after the preposition de might follow from the 
prepositional nature of des. Gross's (1967) 'rule of cacophony' 
would forbid any sequence of two de’s by eliminating one of the prep­
ositions, with the definite article component being deleted by a 
separate rule. The statement of this rule of cacophony requires des 
to be represented as de + les at some level of analysis: probably as
£et[P Det]. Finally, indefinite NPs in a negative sentence are
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preceded by de_, and not des as in (1 2 ).
(12) Je n'ai pas pris de photos.
’I didn't take any photographs . 1
If this difference results from a process of definite article deletion 
rather than from deletion of the whole indefinite article and replace­
ment by cle, then des could plausibly be argued to consist of de + les.
None of these arguments, however, is convincing. Diachronic 
evidence is not a sure indication of how native speakers analyze ele­
ments of their language now; Gross's rule of cacophony could just as 
effectively be stated as de des de and I know of no compelling 
reason to choose a reduction over a suppletion analysis of des de 
after negatives.
On the other hand, Kayne (1975: 117) gives four arguments for 
considering des photos in (11) as an NP. Phrases like these appear
after verbs subcategorized for a direct object NP, as in (11); they
appear in other NP positions (subject, object of a preposition other 
than de); they may satisfy the structural description of the passive 
transformation and be subject of a passive sentence; and they appear 
in a left-dislocation construction, such as (13),
(13) Des photos, il en a pris.
'Some photos, he took'
where normal PPs do not as readily occur.
(14) *?Du puits, Thomas a retird le chat.
'From the well, Thomas pulled the cat . 1
A fifth argument against the PP status of des NP is provided by the 
following example (cf. Gaatone (1976)).
(15) a. J'ai lu des extraits de ce livre.
'I read some extracts of this book.'
b. J'en ai lu des extraits.
'I read some extracts of it.'
\
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If des extraits de ce livre was a PP, then de ce livre would be a PP 
contained within a larger prepositional phrase, and so made inaccessi­
ble to cliticisation and extraction by virtue of the (absolute version 
of) the A-over-A Principle. Sentence (15)b is therefore incorrectly 
predicted to be impossible, a result which is avoided if des extraits 
is analyzed as an NP.
4.2.3 The Internal Structure of Indefinite and Quantified 
NPs: The Hidden Partitive Hypothesis
But if des N is dominated by NP instead of PP, the claim that
en always has a PP source would have to be modified, because en
appears in (11) to correspond to the noun phrase des photos. Closer
examination though reveals that en must correspond to something less
than the whole of such indefinite NPs. Consider (16).
(16) a. Elle a pris des photos formidables.
'She took some smashing photographs.'
b. Elle en a pris des formidables.
'She took some smashing ones.'
It is obvious that the controller of en in (16)b is not the whole of 
the noun phrase.
An indication of just what the antecedent of en might be is 
provided by the following sentences, given in Milner (1978: 171).
(17) a, J'en ai des propres, de chemises bleues (qui) . . .
I-of them-have-some-clean, -of-shirts-blue (which) . . .
'I have some clean ones, blue shirts, which. . . .'
b. J'en ai du bon, de vin blanc d'Alsace.
I-of it-have-some-good, -of-wine-white of Alsace.
'I have some good white wine from Alsace.'
These right-dislocated structures are not normal in standard literary 
French and properly belong to a 'popular' or conversational register. 
Nevertheless, they may serve to support the hypothesis that the noun 
which is the head of an indefinite noun phrase is not bare, but is
preceded, at some underlying level, by the preposition j3e. The fact
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that the nominal element in the sentences of (17) is introduced by _de 
when it is detached from the rest of the noun phrase can be accounted 
for by assuming that de^  is generated by the base rules before the N 
of an indefinite NP. In other words, if the base structure of the NP 
in (17)a was
(18) a. p [des [de chemises bleues propres]],
PP
reflecting the base structure (18)b
(18) b. ttptdes pp[de N]]
common to all indefinite NPs in French, the operation responsible for
(17)a could be stated as a simple detachment transformation. (As Kayne 
(1975: 125) points out, detachment in French is not a straightforward 
extraction transformation, since it involves the appearance of a pro­
noun, en in this case, corresponding to the detached element. 
Furthermore, detachment seems to be ’transparent 1 to the A-over-A 
Principle, which would otherwise prohibit the extraction of the PP 
de chemises bleues in (18) from within a more inclusive PP.)
Additional support for the claim that the internal structure 
of indefinite NPs contains a PP comes from the interaction of Clitic 
Placement with relative clauses. Kayne (1975: 117) shows that en, 
but not a direct object clitic pronoun, may be the head of a relative 
clause. Thus there is no b version of (20) corresponding to (19)b.
(19) a, J ’ai des livres, qui sont tres interessants.
'I have some books, which are very interesting.’
b. J ’en ai, qui sont tres interessants.
’I have some, which are very interesting.’
(20) a. J'ai achete ces livres, qui sont tres interessants.
’I bought those books, which are very interesting.’
b. *Je les ai achetes, qui sont tres interessants.
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Given the relative clause configuration (21)
(21) N p [(P) NP [. . .] S [. . .]]
it is possible to explain the ungrammaticality of (20)b. The pronom­
inal form of ces livres is an NP contained within a larger NP, and so 
may not move out of its containing noun phrase. If en is a PP in
(19), corresponding to the underlined part of an NP whose structure 
is Np[des pp [de livres]], then en is not subject to the limitations
on movement imposed by the A/A Principle, and may be extracted from
configuration (2 1 ).
Syntactic behaviour similar to that of indefinite NPs is 
observable in quantified noun phrases. Despite the lack of a surface 
de in the a sentences below, their detached counterparts in b all 
display da before the noun, and in c, the pronominalized part of the 
NP surfaces as an. The examples are from Gaatone (1980: 188).
(22) a. Elle a vendu deux maisons.
'She sold two houses.'
b. Elle en a vendu deux, de maisons.
c. Elle en a vendu deux.
She sold two of them.'
(23) a. J'ai vu certains oiseaux.
'I saw certain birds.'
b. J'en ai vu certains, d Toiseaux.
c. J'en ai vu certains.
(24) a. Qu'il n'a pas voulu voir un autre medecin!
'How he wished not to see another doctor!'
b. Qu’il n'a pas voulu en voir un autre, de medecin!
c. Qu'il n'a pas voulu en voir un autre!
(25) a. Elle a plusieurs chats.
’She has several cats,'
b. Elle en a plusieurs, de chats.
c. Elle en a plusieurs.
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The appearance of _en corresponding to the detached noun in the
b sentences and to the 'missing' noun in the c sentences, can be 
accounted for if all quantified noun phrases are generated in the base 
with a prenominal _de, whether or not a de_ figures in surface structure. 
If the antecedent for en is a noun preceded by de^then the _en of the 
b and c sentences above can be considered to be controlled by the same 
syntactic category which controls jin in sentences (l)-(7), i.e. the 
category PP. The additional jde preceding the detached noun in the b 
sentences will be discussed in Section 4.3,4, which deals with the 
Rightward-Detachment Construction and the Ubiquitous-De Hypothesis.
Given that indefinite and quantified noun phrases in French 
all contain an underlying de which precedes the nominal, plusieurs 
chats could be represented in base structure as (26)
which is equivalent to (26) b.
(26) b. ^  [plusieurs] p p [de chats]].
Kayne (1975), Gross (1968, 1977) and Milner (1978) are among those 
who have proposed similar structures for quantified and indefinite 
noun phrases. Such structures are similar to those outlined in 
Bresnan (1973), who hesitates betx^een an insertion and a deletion 
analysis for the of which may appear in such phrases in English.
Thus she offers both a and b of (27) as underlying structures for the 
phrase more caviar.
(26) a. ^  [ qP [plusieurs] de ^[N[chats]]],
(27) a. NP
b. NP
NP
of
NP
er much of caviar -er much caviar
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and hypothesizes, to account for the distribution of the preposition 
in English, that of_ may be inserted between a Q and a Det in an NP, 
or alternatively, be removed from between a Q and an N. De in French, 
however, does not present such a symmetrical pattern. It appears in 
all quantified expressions except when the quantifier is positively 
marked for the syntactic feature of [number], i.e. after all numerals 
and some.'adjectival’ quantifiers like certains, plusieurs (several) 
and aucun (no, not any). If all quantified expressions are to be 
assigned a similar underlying structure, then it would seem more 
plausible in French to assign de to all such NPs as part of their 
basic form, and to delete it under easily stateable conditions, rather 
than insert it in a variety of contexts stateable only as a disjunc­
tion of syntactic features (i.e,, after non-count measure quantifiers, 
like un peu (a little), un litre (a litre), or after non-adjectival 
quantifiers unmarked for number, like plus de vin (more wine), plus 
de verres (more glasses)).
4.2.4 The Empty-N Hypothesis
As an alternative to the hypothesis that jde precedes the 
nominal in all quantified and indefinite noun phrases in French, one 
could propose that the en which appears in the b and c sentences of
(22)-(25) above has as its source a structure different from the one 
underlying the a sentences. That is, the object NP plusieurs chats 
in (25)a could be represented by the structure in (28)a, while 
en . . . plusieurs of b and c could be represented as in (28)b.
(28) a. NP b. NP
Q3
Q OP
plusieurs chats Q
plusieurs A de PRO
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On this analysis, the b and c sentences of (22)— (25) would not be 
derived from the a sentences, but would arise from a different under­
lying structure containing an empty head noun and a prepositional 
phrase whose NP constitutent is a PRO form, Pronominalization of the 
de + PRO sequence would yield en, which would be fronted by Clitic 
Placement. An interpretive rule would presumably establish co­
reference between the empty noun and the noun phrase PRO form, perhaps 
at a stage in the derivation preceding the process which incorporates 
de and the noun to create the pronominal form en.
It is not at all clear, however, that this is a plausible 
state of affairs. For example, the quantifier plusieurs requires the 
head noun of its NP to be plural. The proposed empty N node would 
then have to be syntactically specified as [+plural] in order to 
ensure that the inherently plural plusieurs was not modifying a noun 
unspecified for the syntactic feature of number. In the case of 
indefinite noun phrases whose nominal element serves as antecedent 
for en, as in (29), the putative empty node will have to be syntacti­
cally complex, marked with the features [+singular] and [+feminine], 
in order "to ensure the correct morphological form of both the deter­
miner and the adjective.
(29) Paul a une grande maison, mais je n ’en ai qu'une petite.
'Paul has a large house, but I have only a small one.'
One way of guaranteeing that the empty N node assumed to be generated 
in the second conjunct was assigned the correct syntactic features 
in (29) is to assume a feature transferring rule. The empty N could 
be given the relevant features by transfer from the noun maison in 
the first conjunct, so that normal article and adjective agreement 
could go ahead, producing the feminine singular forms une and petite.
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Even granted that this is a possible derivation of (29), it 
is obvious that an antecedent which is syntactically present is 
required to make the proposal workable. Without the presence of the 
noun maison in the immediately preceding conjunct (or, at least, in 
the immediately preceding discourse), the empty noun node could have 
been marked with the wrong features, or no features at all, and there 
would be no means of ensuring that article and adjective assumed the 
correct morphological form.
But this construction, in which en corresponds to a missing 
nominal element in a quantified or indefinite NP, is not limited to 
cases of syntactic control of en. What Hankamer and Sag (1976) call 
pragmatic control seems to be possible in these ’missing nominal’ 
constructions. That is, the context for an utterance like (30) does 
not have to be linguistic.
(30) Je vois que vous en avez achete une rouge.
’I see that you bought a red one.’
If I had been discussing a colleague1s possible purchase of a
desk lamp, and only the colour was undecided when the discussion 
ended, then (30) would be appropriate for me to utter on my next visit 
to his office. The non-linguistic environment (i.e. the presence of 
a new red desk lamp) contains enough information to allow the 
referent of _en to be determined. But this non-linguistic environment 
does not carry transferable syntactic features. Only nouns, and not 
intended referents, are marked with features like [+singular] and 
[+feminine] .
To account for the morphological marking of une rouge in (30), 
we might suppose that the relevant syntactic features are present
on the PRO-NP of the prepositional phrase, at a stage where the
sequence de + NP[PRO] has not been morphologically processed as en. 
These features might then be transferred by a rule to the empty N head
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of the noun phrase. The PRO form can be assumed to be a complex of 
syntactic features, here marked as [ 4-singular] and [4-feminine] in 
exactly the same way as other pragmatically controlled anaphors 
acquire the syntactic features necessary to ensure that they surface 
with the right morphological marks. The word she in (31), for 
example, presumably has the grammatical features [+feminine] and 
[+singular] because its intended referent, assumed to be someone not 
mentioned in the previous discourse, is a female individual.
(31) John says that she will be late for tomorrow’s meeting.
In a similar way, the PRO form in the structure (32), which 
in the empty N hypothesis under examination would underly en . . . une 
rouge in (30), could be pragmatically assigned the features [+singular] 
and [4-feminine].
(32) NP
Det PP
Adj NP
A de Proune rouge
t+singular]
[4-feminine]
The empty noun could then acquire features by transfer from the PRO 
form, in structures like (31), or from an antecedent lexical noun, 
as in (29). Alternatively, we could suppose that the PRO form in 
these structures acquired the relevant syntactic features from an 
antecedent in the linguistic or non-linguistic context, and that they 
are subsequently assigned to the empty node.
This analysis is undermined by the fact that in some of these 
’missing nominal’ constructions, the pronoun en is not obligatory.
The same situation eliciting the comment in (30) could have prompted 
the utterance of (33).
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(33) Je vois que vous avez achete une rouge.
’I see that you bought a red one.'
Without an antecedent noun in the linguistic context, or a PRO form 
xtfhich could be specified with the required syntactic features, it is 
impossible to account for the feminine singular form of the article 
and the adjective in (32).
We conclude, therefore, that the 'Empty-Noun' hypothesis is 
wrong, and that some other structure must underlie the b and c sen­
tences of (22)-(25). It seems logical that these sentences should 
contain a noun phrase whose head is not empty, but instead a PRO form 
able to be marked with syntactic features. This PRO form then pro­
vides the information necessary for the correct morphological marking 
of une rouge in (33). This same PRO form may then be realized, in 
certain conditions, as a zero element, and in most cases, as the pro­
noun en.
This conclusion further entails that the PP node, assumed to 
have been generated along with the empty N in (28)b and (32) to account 
for the appearance of en, is supererogatory, and would serve as the 
source for sequences of two ens, which are always ungrammatical. If 
a PRO form is the head of a noun phrase which further contains a 
de PRO prepositional phrase, there is nothing to prevent both PROs 
from surfacing as en, producing sentences like (34).
(34) *Je vois que vous en en avez achete une rouge.
We assume then that quantified and indefinite NPs in French 
do not contain either an empty head noun or a prepositional phrase 
with a PRO-NP as a sister category of the NP node. Instead, we will
continue to examine the claim that the en which appears when these
phrases lose their nominal element arises through the morphological 
conversion of a sequence of de + PRO dominated by the head noun.
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4.2.5 Evidence for the Hidden Partitive Hypothesis
It will be recalled that the claim that all instances of _en 
are Pro-PPs leads to the postulation of structures like those in (18)b 
and (26)b, in which the head noun of indefinite and quantified noun 
phrases is preceded by de. Support for structures containing an 
underlying de in noun phrases which show no surface _de comes from the 
interaction of the Clitic Placement transformation and the A-over-A 
Principle. The sentences in (36) corresponding to those in (35) are 
grammatical.
(.35) a. J ’ai ramass£ beaucoup de crayons.
’I picked up a lot of pencils.’
b. J ’ai ramass& plusieurs crayons.
’I picked up several pencils.’
(36) a. J ’en ai ramasse beaucoup.
’I picked up a lot (of them).’
b. J ’en ai ramasse plusieurs.
’I picked up several (of them).’
If en in (36)b was not a PP, because it had not substituted for a
surface PP, and was therefore considered to be a Pro-NP, then (36)b 
would be a violation of the absolute version of A/A. An NP cannot be 
extracted from an NP containing it, in this absolute formation. The 
fact that _en is extractable in (36)b is an argument that it is not an 
NP. Furthermore, the failure of en to move out of the PP complement 
of the verb penser in both sentences of (38) provides an argument for 
the PP status of en in both a and b.
(37) a. J ’ai pense a beaucoup de choses.
'I thought about a lot of things , 1
b, J ’ai pense a plusieurs choses.
’I thought about several things.’
(38) a. *J’en ai pense a beaucoup.
b. *J’en ai pense a plusieurs.
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If en in (.38)b was not a PP, we would expect that it could be 
extracted from the PP containing it. If en is always a PP, however, 
the A/A Principle provides an immediate solution to the problem of 
why it may not cliticise in this sentence.
It seems, therefore, that a number of syntactic facts—  
detachment, possibility of cliticisation by en, ability to extract en 
from certain containing phrasal categories— can be accounted for by 
positing an internal PP structure to all quantified and indefinite 
NPs, whether or not the preposition is realized in surface structure. 
This claim, which postulates a partitive-like structure for NPs like 
plusieurs choses, une lettre and des autos, may be called the Hidden 
Partitive Hypothesis (cf. Selkirk (1977)).
4.3 The Simple Noun Phrase Hypothesis
4.3.1 Syntactic Category Differences Between ’Simple* and 
’Partitive-like’ NPs
The position argued in this section is that the Hidden Parti­
tive Hypothesis is an incorrect analysis of the facts in French. 
Instead, we assume that the base form of indefinite NPs like des 
photps does not contain an underlying de, and can be represented 
simply as (39).
(39) NP 1 Det[des] ltPhotos]] •
Similarly, quantified NPs having no surface de, like une lettre, will 
not have one in underlying structure either, and can be represented 
as (40).
NP QP[Q [une^  ^tlettre31 ■
One advantage of this approach is obvious: with no jde in 
deep structure, there is no longer any need for a de-deletion rule to 
remove the preposition from a particular subclass of quantified
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expressions just in case a detachment operation failed to apply.
Another advantage is that the category status of the nominals con­
tained in quantified and indefinite noun phrases can be clarified.
The Hidden Partitive Hypothesis requires en to be considered a PRO-PP, 
wherever it occurs. As the phrase structure expansion of the category 
PP is P NP, it has been assumed that the nominal element in those 
phrases which can serve as syntactic antecedents for en is an NP.
The structures given in (18) and (26) reflect this assumption. But 
there is no reason to assume that these nominals are full noun phrases. 
They cannot occur with a determiner to the right of the quantifier, 
for example, as would be predicted by the structure (41).
(41) a. Quantified Noun Phrase Structure 
NP [ QP NP] 
b. * NP
QP NP
I
Q Det N
i I I
* plusieurs vos chats
1 Several your . cats . 1
These nominals are dominated not by NP, but by the node N, which allows 
adjectives and other modifiers to be attached to the noun, but excludes 
determiners. If determiners are present in the NP, they are to the 
left of any quantifiers, and are presumably generated in the QP to 
give phrases like 'mes plusieurs chats 1 (my several cats).
If cle does precede such nominals then, the category status of 
the resulting de + noun sequence would not be PP, since de + N does 
not constitute a prepositional phrase. In a later section, in fact,
I show that such sequences are generated by a special noun-compound 
phrase structure rule, and that de + N here does not serve as an ante­
cedent for en. The Hidden Partitive Hypothesis therefore requires 
both de NP and de N sequences to serve as sources for en, despite
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evidence that de N never controls en. The Simple NP Hypothesis avoids 
this problem by denying that d_e appears in the underlying structure of 
all NPs which can be antecedents of en, claiming instead that the 
surface structure of da-less quantified and indefinite NPs mirrors 
their underlying structure in that de does not precede the noun at any 
level of structure.
If the en associated with quantified and indefinite NPs is not 
a Pro-PP, but is dominated by some other category excluding NP, then 
the conclusions reached on the basis of examples (35) and (36) are not 
valid. The ability to extract crayons from the NP plusieurs crayons 
in (36)b was taken as evidence for the PP status of en, and of its 
antecedent crayons, since if crayons was an NP, then extraction of 
the pronoun corresponding to en would not have been permitted by the 
(absolute version of the) A-over-A Principle. The extractibility of 
en here does not prove its PP status though; it only shows that _en is 
not dominated by the category NP.
It will be shown in the following section that the inability 
to extract from containing prepositional phrases does not mean that 
all instances of en are dominated by the category PP.
A third reason for considering these phrases without surface 
de as simple noun phrases is that these NPs resist separation of their 
constituents to a greater extent than partitive-like quantifiers.
Thus, adverbial quantifiers with _de, like beaucoup, peu and plus are 
more mobile than adjectival quantifiers without de, like certains and 
plusieurs, as well as numerals. Hence the pattern observed in (42),
(43).
(42) a. J ’ai lu beaucoup (peu) de livres.
'I’ve read a lot of (few) books.’
b. J'ai beaucoup (peu) lu de livres.
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(93) a. J ’ai lu certains (deux) livres.
’I read certain (two) books,'
b. *J’ai certains (deux) lu livres.
No member of the class of quantifiers without _de may be displaced in 
this way— a fact which is not surprising if these quantifiers have 
their source in a syntactic configuration different from one that does 
permit the launching of floating quantifiers.
Another difference between ’simple’ and ’partitive’quantified 
phrases is that their quantifiers would seem to belong to different 
syntactic categories. This difference may be stated in terms of X-bar 
notation. Assuming that a phrasal category XP dominates at least two 
constituents of category X, then X may be loosely defined as the base 
element X which immediately dominates lexical material, and X as X 
plus modifiers or complements but without specifier. I leave open the 
question of whether a separate X category is required in addition to 
XP, as suggested, for example, in Jackendoff (1977) .
Applying this notation to the phrases in question allows 
observations of differences in both the quantifying and quantified 
elements of the NP. On the quantifying side, the category Q is never 
modified adverbially in those NPs without da, Thus the sentences in 
(44) are ungrammatical.
(44) a. * 1 1  a tres certains amis,
’He has very certain friends.’
b. * 1 1  a d ’autant plusieurs amis que j ’ai plusieurs amis.
’He has as many several friends as I have several friends.’
The quantifier phrase QP which occurs as the left constituent in this 
type of NP can presumably be expanded to (det) Q directly, without 
any attachment of categories to the intermediate Q stage.
On the other hand, certain lexical items of the category Q 
may be adverbially modified in those phrases where cle does appear.
The sentences in (45) are grammatical.
(45) a. II a tres peu d ’amis.
’He has very few friends.’
b. II a d ’autant moins d ’amis qu’il est plus riche.
(?) 'He has as many fewer friends as he gets richer.’
The QP in this type of NP must therefore allow the intermediate level 
Q of the category Q to be expanded to account for such adverbial 
modification. When the QP is a measure phrase, such as un kilo or 
une foule (a crowd), provision must be made as well for the possi­
bility of adjectival modification of these elements. I am assuming
here, along with Akmajian and Lehrer (1976), that NP is a possible
expansion of the node QP, and is the source of measure phrases such as
those in (46).
(46) a, Je voudrais un bon kilo de pommes de terre.
’I’d like a good kilo of potatoes,,
b. Une foule enorme d ’enfants est arrivee.
’An enormous crowd of children arrived.’
This syntactic asymmetry between what we are calling ’simple’ noun 
phrases without de and ’partitive-like' noun phrases with de can be 
represented as in (47).
(47) a . - Simple NP
NP
b. Partitive-like NP
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On the quantified side too there are syntactic differences.
The nominal part of simple noun phrases is not an NP. No determiner, 
possessive adjective, or demonstrative ever appears before these 
nominals, but they may be modified or take complements. They are 
therefore phrases minus specifiers, hence N. Sentence (48)a is incor­
rect with any specifier directly before the nominal;without the speci­
fier, b is correct.
(48) a, *J’ai vu certains mes/les/ces tres bons amis.
’I saw certain my/the/these very good friends . 1
b. J ’ai vu certains aims.
These facts lead to the postulation of (49) as the underlying structure 
for simple quantified NPs.
(49) Np [ QP N].
The nominal elements in partitive-like constructions, however, 
display the full range of NP characteristics. As pointed out by 
Akmajian and Lehrer (1976), nouns are traditionally characterized by 
their ability to take possessives, determiners, and numeral modifiers 
(and to occur in the singular and plural). After the de in this type
of construction, these specifiers may appear before the noun, as in
(50).
(50) On a rejete beaucoup de mes vieux journaux.
’They threw out a lot of my old newspapers.’
These nouns must be full noun phrases, and as they are always pre­
ceded by de, they are sub-constituents of a prepositional phrase.
The base structure of quantified noun phrases where _de appears in 
surface structure is therefore (51).
(51) jjp [ QP PP] .
We assume that those cases in which no determiner appears 
between de and the noun are instances of de NP structures with a
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potentially realizable, but unrealized, determiner node.
4,3.2 The Inaccessibility of Constituents of PPs
One of the arguments used to support the hidden-partitive 
hypothesis for de-less expressions like trois amis was that the clitic 
pronoun em. resulting from pronominalization of amis behaved exactly 
like a PP with respect to the A/A Principle. It was pointed out that 
the failure of en to cliticise out of a prepositional phrase followed 
from the A/A Principle if £n was a PP— a logical conclusion if the 
source of en was d * amis in the base structure trois d'amis (cf. (37),
(38)).
But, as Gaatone (1980) makes clear, there is a troublesome 
counter-example to this base analysis. If amis is- really prepositional 
in trois amis, then trois amis de mon ecole (three friends from my 
school) contains a PP (de mon ecole) within a larger PP in the base 
structure (52),
(52) [trois pp [d’amis pp [ de mon ecole]]].
This embedded phrase would be predicted to be inaccessible to cliticisa­
tion, and (53) would therefore be wrong.
(53) J'en ai vu trois amis.
’I saw three friends from there.’
The prediction is not borne out, however. On the other hand, the 
presence of a surface de in a partitive construction in (54) makes 
de mes amis de mon ecole an obvious prepositional phrase, and the PP 
complement is no longer eligible to be extracted,
(54) a. J ’ai vu trois de mes amis de mon ecole.
'I saw three of my friends from my school.'
b. *J’en ai vu trois de mes amis,
En is mobile in (53) but not in (55).
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(55) a. J ’ai compte sur trois amis.
’I counted on three friends.'
b. *J'en ai compte sur trois.
The relevant consideration here is that, for clitics and WH-words at 
least, prepositional phrases act as islands in French (as pointed out 
by Bordelois (1980)). If constituents of prepositional phrases were 
accessible to movement rules, we would expect (56)b to be grammatical.
(56) a. Il-compte-sur-qui.
’He counts on who’
[+WH]
b. ‘-Qui compte-t-il sur?
To ensure a correct surface form from (56)a, it is necessary to ’pied 
pipe’ the preposition along with the WH-word, as in (56)c.
(56) c. Sur qui compte-t-il?
Clearly, then, the A-over-A Principle is irrelevant in determining 
either the grammatical category of en or the basic structure of phrases 
like trois amis. The facts of (37), (38) do not therefore constitute 
an argument that en is always a Pro-PP, or that there is an underlying 
de in what, we are calling simple noun phrases.
4.3.3 Agreement and the Hidden-Partitive Hypothesis
The hypothesis that all quantified and indefinite NPs have a 
partitive-like structure, with the underlying de of certain of these 
NPs being deleted at some stage in the derivation, predicts a high 
degree of syntactic parallelism between structures containing a surface 
de and those which do not. In' many cases, though, such parallelism is 
not apparent.
Consider, for example, syntactic feature agreement between 
quantifier and noun in the following sentences.
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(57) a. Certaines autos sont ddfectueuses.
[4-feminine] [4-feminine]
[4-plural] [4-plural]
’Certain cars are faulty.’
b. Aucune recette n ’a reussi.
[4-feminine] [4-feminine]
[4-singular] [4-singular]
’No recipe worked/succeeded.'
(58) a, J'ai achete un kilo de pommes.
[-hnasculine] [4-ferainine]
[4-singular] [4-plural]
’I bought a kilo of apples.’
b. J ’ai pris une de ces photos.
[4-feminine] [4-feminine]
[4-singular] [4-plural]
The quantifiers in the simple noun phrases of (57) agree both 
in gender and number with the nominal element, while those in the 
partitive-like phrases of (58) are not required to show agreement for 
every feature. Even when the simple NP quantifier is a numeral, number 
agreement is required with the nominal, while a partitive numeral does 
not demand that its PP complement contain a plural noun.
(59) Deux groupes d’etudiants sont arrives; trois du 
[4-plural] [4-plural] [4-plural]
premier groupe parlent tres bien franqais.
[-Hsingular]
’Two groups of students have arrived; three from the first 
group speak good French.’
It would be difficult for the hidden partitive hypothesis to 
account for obligatory syntactic agreement in just those NPs which 
lacked a surface de. In true partitive constructions, quantifying and 
quantified elements may show agreement for some features, such as 
gender in (58)b. Thus some mechanism must exist to allow agreement 
phenomena between elements in the QP and the PP of partitive expres­
sions. This fact in turn deflects a possible counter-argument which 
could be advanced by a proponent of the hidden-partitive hypothesis 
to explain the obligatory agreement in phrases like those of (57).
This argument might be that conditions for agreement between quantifiers,
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determiners, and head nouns, should be stated at surface structure, 
after the transformation which deletes the de has operated. As Selkirk 
(1977: 314) notes, the claim might be made that the Q N combinations 
derived from underlying partitives are made to agree because of their 
contiguity in surface structure.
This account, however, is not satisfactory. It assumes that 
simple linear surface structure arrangements determine agreement, and 
not hierarchical relations between the elements. Note that an NP node, 
in this analysis, intervenes between the Q and N, for in deleting the 
de, the NP status of the remainder of the PP is not affected. Thus the 
surface form, after jle deletion, would be (60),
NP *-QP^ NP^-*
a structure different from that of a simple noun phrase, within which 
there is agreement for all syntactic features. Selkirk (1977: 315) 
observes, in a similar argument applied to English data, that it seems 
highly unlikely that the mere absence of the ojf should cause agreement 
to be defined over a syntactic configuration totally different from 
the simple NP where agreement usually obtains. An even less unlikely 
extension of this argument is that the presence of a P node in (60) 
between Q and NP would reduce the requirement for ’total 1 agreement 
for all syntactic features to one of ’partial’ agreement, depending on 
lexical properties of both the quantifier and the quantified nominal.
This unlikely conclusion does not follow from the simple NP 
hypothesis. If we require of simple noun phrases that all specifier 
elements, like quantifiers and determiners, agree with the head noun 
for all syntactic features such as number, gender, case, and count, 
then the agreements of (57) are automatic, assuming no underlying de. 
This condition must be available to both hypotheses, to account for 
ordinary agreement in NPs when the specifier is simply a determiner.
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It seems that the hidden-partitive hypothesis has no means of 
avoiding mis-matches between quantifier and noun in terms of the 
feature [count] . Such mis-matches are the norm in true partitives. 
Adverbial quantifiers like beaucoup, un peu are unmarked for [count] 
and so may appear with both mass and count nouns, as in (61).
(61) beaucoup de vin ; beaucoup de feuilles
'a lot of wine’ ’a lot of leaves’
But nominal quantifiers are often 'counters’; they permit the expres­
sion of a countable unit of an indeterminate mass. Thus (62) indicates 
a [+count] de [-count] pattern.
(62) une miette de pain ; une goutte d ’eau
’a crumb of bread’ ’a drop of water’
The hidden partitive hypothesis will therefore not be able to rule out 
as ungrammatical combinations of [+count] quantifiers with [-count] 
nouns in those constructions with no surface de, since there is pre­
dicted to be no deep structure difference between these structures and 
true partitives. Yet this pattern is never observed. It is impossible 
to get a mass reading of any noun in a simple quantified NP. Even the 
singular adjective aucun (no, not one) forces a count interpretation 
of the head noun, as in (63).
(63) Aucun vin; aucune bonte,
'No wine; no goodness.' (= act of goodness)
Impermissible combinations of count/mass elements will therefore be 
generated in the absence of a general agreement condition obtaining 
between quantifier and head noun in simple noun phrases. If this con­
dition of syntactic feature agreement is, as Selkirk (1977: 289) 
suggests, "an entirely general condition on the well-formedness of 
simple noun phrases, and is . . .  a syntactic universal," then the 
absence of such combinations is stateable at the level of base rules.
As has already been seen, the de-deletion analysis would have to filter
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out the over—generated forms at surface level.
An additional mechanism would be required by the hidden- 
partitive hypothesis for certain quantifier-noun combinations when the 
quantifier is the numeral un/une. Selkirk (1977) shows that this 
hypothesis requires un/une to be followed in deep structure by a plural 
noun, with a change in the number of the noun to singular in case the 
intervening de_ is deleted. Thus, un livre (one book) is to be derived 
from un de livres, a deep structure which parallels the true partitive 
un de ces livres. Notice the results when the quantified nouns are 
conjoined. True partitives (64) allow conjoined nouns, as do plural 
quantifiers without de (65).
(64) a. Beaucoup de ces homines et femmes ont vote pour elle.
'Many of these men and women voted for her.'
b. Un de ces senateurs et deputes est en desaccord avec
le premier ministre.
'One of these senators and M.P.s is in disagreement 
with the Prime Minister.'
(65) Plusieurs senateurs et deputes outvote contre le gouvernement. 
'Several senators and M.P.s voted against the government.*
Application of a de-deletion transformation to (64)b, however, results 
in an ungrammatical sentence in which the conjoined head noun cannot 
be singular or plural without some notional or morphological conflict.
(6 6 ) *Un senateur et depute est en desaccord avec le gouvernement.
The requirement that the head noun here change from plural to singular 
is impossible to fulfill, as conjoined nouns are intrinsically plural.
A similar difficulty arises in the use of semantically plural adjec­
tives. As (60) indicates, these cause no problems when used in true 
partitives or in plural quantified NPs without de.
(67) a. Trois des coups successifs l'ont blesse.
'Three of the successive blows injured him.'
b. Un des coups successifs l'a blesse.
c. Plusieurs coups successifs l'ont blesse.
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But the noun modified by such an adjective cannot be singular, as 
required by the hidden-partitive hypothesis.
(6 8 ) *Un coup successif 1'a blesse.
The simple NP hypothesis avoids these problems through the general 
agreement condition: ungrammatical phrases like those in (6 6 ) and
(6 8 ) are ruled out in base structure. The hidden partitive hypothesis 
will generate such phrases and will therefore need some additional means 
to exclude them.
4.3.4 Rightward Detachment and the Ubiquitous-De Hypothesis
One of the attractions of the hidden-partitive hypothesis is 
that it provides a plausible source for the da which appears before the 
nominal element of what we call simple quantified NPs when the nominal 
is in a right-detached construction. Sentences like (17) and (22)-(25) 
were taken as evidence that the deep structure of all indefinite and 
quantified NPs contained a de.
But further examination reveals that these facts may not con­
stitute such strong evidence. For example, spoken French of the same 
register which provides the examples in (17), (22)-(25) also provides 
the following sentences.
(69) a. La notre est faite, d'opinion. (Vinet, (1977a: 142))
The-ours-is-made-of-opinion.
'Our mind is made up.’/'Our opinion is made.'
b. Je suis venu hier avec la mienne,
de voiture. (Milner (1978: 157))
'I came yesterday with mine-of-car/my car.'
c. C'est la seule de femme, meme. (Le Bidois (1968: 689))
'She's the only-of-woman/only woman, even.'
d. Je veux la rouge, de chemise. (Gaatone (1980: 192))
'I want the red shirt.'
e. Je prefere aller avec toi dans celle- (Milner (1978: 157))
la, de boutique.
'I prefer to go with you into that store . 1
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These definite noun phrases with right-detached constituents 
seem to be functioning like quantified noun phrases in that the prep­
osition _de introduces the base detached N. In the latter type of 
phrase, an underlying de was proposed as a source for this introductory 
particle. By the same logic, definite noun phrases would have to be 
generated in the base accompanied'by this element, to account for its 
appearance in (69). Milner (1978) in fact proposes that every N in 
French is introduced by l^e, and that de is deleted everywhere except 
in certain partitive-like constructions and in structures like those 
above,
It is clear that this proposal lacks some of the semantic 
justification which might be adduced to support an underlying de in 
quantified expressions. With numerals and other adjectival quantifiers, 
at least, there is a part-to-whole relationship between the elements 
of the phrase which is plausibly mediated by de. This is not the case 
with definites, however, Moreover, the sentences of (69) are not 
standard French. In Vinet's (1977b) judgement, they are forms which 
are rather 'colloquial', and are not found in all dialects of French, 
being unknown, for example, in Quebecois. It is questionable whether 
syntactic evidence from non-standard dialects should form the basis for 
generalizations across the whole of the language, especially when, as 
in this case, the sole evidence for a ubiquitous jle in definite NPs
are sentences not produced or accepted by standard speakers.
The most obvious syntactic problem facing the de-everywhere 
analysis is that the de generated along with definite NPs never serves 
as the source for pronominalization by en. Recall that in right- 
detached quantified phrases such as (2 2 ), repeated here for convenience, 
en is obligatorily present.
(22) a. Elle en a vendu deux, de maisons.
b. *Elle a vendu deux, de maisons.
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But when part of a definite NP is right-dislocated, _en is obligatorily 
absent.
(69) a. La notre est faite, d ’opinion.
a 1. *La notre en est faite, d'opinion,
d. Je veux la rouge, de chemise, 
d ’. 1en veux la rouge, de chemise.
To account for the fact that a jde preceding an N whose
specifier was definite could be eligible for en-pronominalization and
cliticisation, resulting in the ungrammatical sentences above, Milner 
(1978: 166) proposes a transformation to delete en under certain con­
ditions .
This transformation is stated as in (70).
,7 m  [ X C Y] - de Pro
(Spec, N) [+definite] [+clitic]
1 2  »- 1 0
The element C is a category. It may be a quantifier, which, in Milner’s 
analysis, is generated under the specifier node in those partitive-like 
constructions whose second noun lacks a determiner. Or it may be a 
determiner, such as the definite, possessive or demonstrative article. 
Thus the transformation will block the appearance of en in an under­
lying structure like (71), should a Pro corresponding to chemise be 
marked [+clitic],
(71) NP C(Spec, I) [la] r0Uge de c h e m l s e ]
The term C of the structural description would here be satis­
fied by la, which is definite, and so (69)d’will be blocked. As deux 
in the phrase deux de maisons, which is presumed to be the source of 
both deux maisons and the detached construction in (2 2 )a, is an 
indefinite quantifier, it will not allow the transformation to apply. 
Hence (22)b will be generated.
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Though this solution does seem to account for certain facts in 
the distribution of en, the transformation creates problems of its own.
In particular, it predicts incorrect results for a class of quantified 
expressions, fails to account for the ungrammaticality of certain 
related partitive expressions, violates principles generally assumed 
to govern the form and functioning of transformations, and attempts to 
account for the data in an unnecessarily complex fashion when a simpler 
solution is available.
The first criticism of Milner’s analysis can be made on the 
grounds that certain expressions which have a definite quantifier 
nevertheless allow en to pronominalize the quantified noun. The phrases 
in question are those containing restrictive relative clauses, as in (72).
(72) a. J ’ai mange- le peu de pain qui restait.
’I ate the little bit of bread which was left.'
b. On a pris ces kilos de sucre que tu nous reservais.
'We took those kilos of sugar which you set aside for us.’
As the rule predicts, the sentences of (73) are ungrammatical.
(73) a. *J’en ai mange le peu.
b. *0 n en ai pris ces kilos.
But the rule predicts additionally that the sentences in (74) are also 
incorrect, which is not the case for all speakers, especially if 
restrictive modifiers are included in the sentence.
(74) a. ?J’en ai mange le peu qui restait.
b. ?0 n en a pris ces kilos que tu nous reservais.
c. ?Je n ’en ai mange que le peu qui restait.
Since en can be extracted from such phrases, despite the presence of a 
definite determiner in the specifier, Milner’s rule appears to be too 
broad in scope.
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Yet in partitive constructions whose second element is pre­
ceded by a determiner, the rule would seem to be too narrow. These 
constructions, according to Milner, differ syntactically from phrases 
whose second noun has no determiner, in that the quantifier appears 
under an N node, and not as part of the specifier of the whole noun 
phrase. Thus, le peu in le peu de ce bon pain complet qui restait (the 
little of this good whole-wheat bread which remained) is not contained 
within the specifier of the phrase, and will not be considered equiva­
lent to the category C mentioned in the statement of rule (70). Rule
(70) says nothing about this phrase, because its immediately dominating 
node is not Spec, N, but QUANTITE, itself dominated by N_, further 
dominated by NP. As de + ce bon pain complet qui reste may serve as an 
antecedent for en, nothing blocks the cliticisation of this pronoun, 
and (75) is therefore predicted to be correct.
(75) *J'en ai mange le peu.
Though (75) has a source different from that of (73)a, its surface form 
is identical, and equally ungrammatical.
At the least, these facts suggest that Milner's analysis is 
incomplete, and that he should extend the en-deletion process to those 
phrases whose second element is preceded by a determiner. But this 
extension would have to accommodate several counter-examples. Quanti­
fiers like la plupart (the majority, the most part), la plus grande 
partie (the most, the biggest part), la moitie (the half) are all 
definite, yet they allow en-cliticisation of their complements. If 
all definite quantifiers were included in Milner’s en-deletion rule, 
the b sentences of (76)-(77) would be predicted to be incorrect} 
contrary to fact.
(76) a. On a felicite la plupart de ces candidats.
'They congratulated the majority of those candidates.'
b. On en a felicite la plupart.
'They congratulated the majority of them.'
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(77) a, J ’ai mis la plus grande partie de mes vieux papiers
a la poubelle.
’I threw out most of my old papers.'
b. J'en ai mis la plus grande partie a la poubelle.
TI threw out most of them.'
The incorrect predictions made by the En-Deletion rule, and the 
analogous cases of ungrammaticality not included in the statement of 
the rule, suggest that Milner's proposal that da precedes every 
definite NP in underlying structure is a costly one. It is costly in 
terms both of the syntactic apparatus required to avoid undesirable 
results and of those incorrect results which nonetheless are not avoided.
The third objection to Milner’s base-generation of de before 
all nouns, and its subsequent deletion in definite NPs, is that the 
deletion rule is extrinsically ordered with respect to other transforma­
tional operations. En-Deletion is stipulated to apply before Clitic 
Placement, or sentences like (78)c will be derived.
(78) a. J'ai deja fait la mienne, d ’opinion.
'I’ve already made up my mind.’
b. J'ai deja fait la mienne, de Pro.
c. *J’en ai deja fait la mienne.
'I ’ve already made mine up.’
Yet the principle of Proper Inclusion Precedence would seem to ensure 
that it was Clitic Placement which applied first. If the structural 
descriptions of the two rules are compared, it is obvious that Clitic 
Placement is the more inclusive rule, as En-Deletion is an NP-intemal 
operation. If it is legitimate to compare the terms of structural 
descriptions in this way for purposes of determining Proper Inclusion, 
then (79) indicates that the more general rule of En-Deletion must 
cede applicational precedence to the more specific rule of Clitic 
Placement (cf. Koutsoudas (1980)).
(79) Clitic Placement: NP - V - X - Pro (Kayne’s (1975) formulation)
En-Deletion: NP [X C Y]_-dePro
(Spec,N)
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All the material within the NP before Pro described in this rule could 
be contained in the variable X of Clitic Placement. Clearly then, the 
terms NP and V of Clitic Placement remain after surjection of the terms 
En-Deletion, and so Clitic Placement, properly including En-Deletion, 
will apply first, generating sentences like the ungrammatical (78)c.
If such comparison is not a legitimate means of determining Proper 
Inclusion, then I know of no other way to ensure a motivated ordering 
of these rules. The principle of Counter Bleeding Precedence may not 
be invoked, because En-Deletion applies in a much more varied set of 
domains than Clitic Placement (i.e., the set of definite NPs in French); 
the latter rule, applying first, would therefore not prevent En- 
Deletion from applying elsewhere. The Obligatory Precedence Principle 
does not help here, as both rules are obligatory. Extrinsic ordering 
seems to be the only solution to the problem of (78)c, yet, as is 
generally agreed (Pullum (1978), Chomsky (1980)), such means of estab­
lishing precedence are undesirable, and constitute a weakening of 
grammatical theory.
An alternative to the hypothesis that jde is generated before 
every noun .in French, and then massively deleted except in cases of 
dislocation of the noun, is the proposal that such detachment construc­
tions are generated directly by the phrase structure rules. Sentences 
like those in (80) would then be base-structures, with interpretive 
rules linking the anaphors to the detached phrases.
(80) a. C'est la votre, de voiture,
’It’s your car’ (It’s yours, of car)
b. II en a lu trois, de livres de Roy.
’He read three of them, of books by Roy.’
Such base-generation is argued for by Barbaud (1976) for cases 
of Left Dislocation. One of his arguments was that the de-phrase often 
could not have formed a constituent with the noun from which it might
have been presumed to be detached. In sentence (81), for example, the
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phrase de garqon vraiment intelligent could not have been combined 
with Jean in an appositive phrase, as the required pre-detachment 
structure would violate one of the criteria for apposition— the 
necessity for both elements to be constituents of the same category 
(cf. Burton-Roberts (1975)).
(81) a. De garqon vraiment intelligent, je ne connais que Jean.
'Of truly intelligent boy, I know only Jean . 1 
• i.e. The only truly intelligent boy I know is Jean.
b. *Jean de gartjon vraiment intelligent.
Moreover, the detached element in Left-Pislocation structures does not 
have to be of the same number and gender as the elements in the NP to 
the right of the verb, as (82) indicates.
(82) a. De chevaux noirs, j Tai vu le votre/celui-la.
T0f black horses, I saw yours/that one.’
b. De chevaux noirs, j ’en ai vu un.
’Of black horses, I saw one of them.'
(examples from Larsson (1979: 33))
Such considerations make the base generation of some Left-Dislocated 
structures at least seem preferable to a transformational solution.
But these arguments do not hold for Right-Dislocated construc­
tions. In every case, according to Larsson (1979: 141), the right- 
dislocated constituent has the same form it would have had in a non­
dislocated phrase. Sentences like (82) a, b are not found: 
agreement between the constituents in number and gender is obligatory.
(83) a. AJ'ai vu le votre, de chevaux noirs.
b. *J’en ai vu un, de chevaux noirs.
c. J'ai vu le votre, de cheval noir.
d. J ’en ai vu un, de cheval noir.
If these sentences represented basic structures, a filtering device 
would be required to ensure that mis-matches in number and gender did 
not occur. No such device would be necessary if the dislocated elements
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originated within the object noun phrase in (83), and were subsequently 
moved by transformation to the right, since agreement could therefore take 
place normally, within the NP.
Base-generation of these structures would require that the 
phrase structure rules produce strings like de chevaux noirs, in which 
the preposition de is followed directly by a member of the category N 
or N. The obligatory absence of determiners accompanying the detached 
noun in this construction makes it plausible to suppose that these nouns 
are dominated only by the category N, and not by NP. If these nominals 
are indeed dominated only by N, then the grammar will presumably have 
to provide a category label for the sequence de N , since these elements 
function together as a constituent. This label cannot be PP, since
this category dominates P NP, not P_N. Base-generation therefore
appears to require a category not otherwise needed.
We conclude, along with Larsson (1979) and Milner (1978), that 
Right-Dislocation results from a transformational process, and is not a 
basic structure. We disagree, however, with Milner's hypothesis that 
the cle which occurs in such constructions is the de he assumes is 
generated„,as part of all NPs in French. We have rejected this 
Ubiquitous-De Hypothesis, for reasons advanced earlier, and agree with 
Larsson (1979: 143-144) that the de which appears in Rightward Detach­
ment is a case of epenthesis. We assume that in definite NPs and 
indefinite NPs, and in those quantified NPs constructed without de, 
Right-Dislocation will move an N or N (a nominal node dominating modi­
fiers but not determiners) to the right. A subsequent rule inserting
de will apply to this base N or N.
Any account of Right-Dislocation requires additional rules to 
ensure correct surface forms. Milner's Ubiquitous-De analysis needs 
an En-Deletion rule, which, we noted, is deficient. A base analysis 
requires filters to avoid mis-matches in agreement between the detached
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phrase and the rest of the NP. The transformational analysis, within 
the context of the Simple NP Hypothesis, requires the insertion of de 
before a base N. Given the greater plausibility of the Simple NP 
Hypothesis over the ’Hidden Partitive 1 and ’Ubiquitous-De’ Hypotheses, 
this third analysis appears to be the most credible. It becomes even 
more plausible upon considering that French seems to use insertion in 
another construction in which a constituent can be considered to have 
moved rightward. Sentences such as (84) show that que plays a demarca- 
tive role similar to that of de.
(84) a. C ’est une belle fleur que la rose.
It-is-a-beautiful flower that the rose.
’It’s a beautiful flower, the rose . 1
b. C ’est une noble cause que celle-la.
It is a noble cause that that one.
’That is a noble cause.’
(Grevisse (1964: 455))
In the absence of arguments that these are base structures, or 
that que precedes all nouns in underlying structure, I assume that que 
appears in these sentences as the result of an insertion rule.
Unless one was prepared to argue that all such noun phrases 
were preceded by que in underlying structure, then the more likely 
source of que here is an insertion rule, like the one proposed to 
account for de.
4.3.5 The Underlying De-Hypothesis: Summary
The previous four sections have outlined some of the implica­
tions of proposing that indefinite and quantified NPs like des photos, 
trois photos and certaines photos contain an underlying de. Although 
there are certain syntactic parallels between these phrases and 
quantified phrases containing a surface da, such as trois de ces 
photos, certaines de ces photos, beaucoup de photos, with respect to 
cliticisation by en and right detachment, these parallels do not
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warrant the postulation of an underlying de in the first set of 
phrases. When other facts are considered, an underlying _de seems not 
to be justified. The assumed presence of jie masks certain category 
differences between the constituents of each type of quantified phrase 
It requires additional mechanisms to obviate certain undesirable pre­
dictions made about agreement phenomena in de-less phrases. Finally, 
it leads to the postulation of a _de underlying all noun phrases, with 
all the unwanted consequences outlined above.
What we propose instead is that antecedents for en have the 
following structures. Indefinite NPs like des photos look like (85).
And quantifier phrases like beaucoup de ces photos will resemble (87).
(87) a. ~Np [ QP PP]
bl NP tQP tqfteaiicoup]] pptptde] ^ [ ^ [ c e s ] -  [ N [photos] ] ]]
(85) a. N p [Det N]
b. Np [Det[des] “ [^[photos]]]
Quantifier phrases like trois photos will look like (8 6 ).
(8 6 ) a. np t QP N]
NP lQP lQ
[„ [trois]] ^[N [photos]]]
(85) NP
N
des photos
(86)’ NP
QP N
Q N
trois photos
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PPQP
NP
ces photosdebeaucoup
The next section will argue that these structures are correct, because 
they can serve as a natural source for en without introducing the dis­
tortions caused by the hidden-partitive analysis.
4.4. The Three gns of French
4.4.1 The Underlying Disunity of en
The arguments presented above against an underlying de in 
phrases like (85), (8 6 ), imply the perhaps disagreeable conclusion 
that the grammatical status of en will no longer be unitary. The under­
lying jde hypothesis was able to maintain that all ens had a single 
source as a Pro-PP. With no de in place at the deep structure level in 
these phrases, at least two sources will have to be provided for en.
The PP status of some en is not in doubt, as has already been seen.
What I am proposing is that en, under certain specific conditions, may 
also be an N. That is, it may represent a nominal along with its 
modifiers, but without determiners.
There should be no a priori reason why a single lexical item 
should not represent more than one syntactic category. As is well 
known, single words like round may be a noun, verb, adjective, or 
preposition. Amalgams in French like au (to the), du (from the, of 
the) are simultaneously preposition plus article. It should not be 
objectionable then if e^n can be dominated by more than one node label.
It should be evident, in fact, if en really is a PP and 
nothing else, that there is an asymmetry in its behaviour which is not 
explained by its PP status. This asymmetry is seen in those cases
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where en corresponds to constituents which form only part of a phrase, 
as opposed to those cases where en corresponds to the whole of a phrase.
Consider the sentences in (88) ; here, the whole of the die 
phrase must be the antecedent of en to avoid ungrammaticality.
(8 8 ) a. II a mange beaucoup de pommes rouges.
'He ate a lot of red apples.'
b. * 1 1  en a mangd beaucoup de rouges.
c . II en a mange beaucoup.
But in sentences like (8 8 )e, en never corresponds to the entire 
indefinite phrase.
(8 8 ) d. II a mange des pommes rouges.
’He ate some red apples.’
e. II en a mange des rouges.
Here, en substitutes for pommes. The hidden-partitive hypothesis would 
maintain that the PP nature of en was nonetheless not in doubt, since 
pommes would be generated as de pommes in the base. Having rejected 
that hypothesis, we maintain instead that what superficially appears 
to happen is in fact just what does happen; en is the pronominal 
version of-the bare N pommes, and nothing more. In (89) en may appear 
to be replacing the whole direct object NP,
(89) a. II a mange des pommes vertes.
'He ate some green apples.'
b. II en a mange.
’He ate some.'
But there is evidence to show that the determiner is not an antecedent
of en, as is the rest of the NP. In (90), the indefinite determiner
and the adjective remain when en is cliticised.
(90) II en a mange des vertes.
En then is replacing pommes here and nothing more. In (89)b, en is an 
N, corresponding to pommes vertes. The claim that the indefinite
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determiner is not eligible for pronominalization by ^n is supported by 
some evidence from popular, non-standard French. Gaatone (1980: 198) 
cites the following sentence, taken from Raymond Queneau's Zazie dans 
le Metro,
(91) J ’en ai meme des qui sont positivement inusables.
'I've even got some (= bluejeans) which are positively
indestructible.’
Kayne (1975: 110, 119) gives (92) a and b,
(92) a. En a-t-elle des capables de me plaire?
'Does she have any likely to please me?’
b. II y en a des qui ne sont pas bons.
’There are some which are not good.’
These are ungrammatical in Standard but not in Popular French, and even 
here, sentences like (93) are not acceptable.
(93) a. *J’en ai meme des, 
b. *En a-t-elle des?
The most plausible explanation for this distribution of des is 
that it is deleted when the noun phrase it introduces loses its N.
The failure of des to appear on the surface once its N was gone led 
Kayne (1975: 119, 120) to postulate a Des-Deletion rule to remove des
from in front of relatives and from sentence final position, a proposal
we endorse.
As Gaatone (1980) points out, it is not unusual for other 
quantifiers to undergo modifications in form when their head noun is 
pronominalized. Thus quelques (some, a few) changes to quelques-uns 
when it has lost its nominal, just as chaque (each) goes to chacun 
(each one).
(94) a. Elle parle a quelques amis.
'She is speaking to a few friends.’
b. Elle parle a quelques-uns.
’She is speaking to a few of them.’
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(95) a. Chaque etudiant preparera un memoire.
'Each student will prepare a dissertation.'
b. Chacun preparera un memoire.
'Each will prepare a dissertation.'
This change of form when used absolutely is paralleled by certain 
prepositions; without their objects, certain prepositions display an 
adverbial form. Dans (in) alternates with dedans (inside), sur (on) 
with dessus (on top of, on it).
(96) Le couteau est dans le tiroir; il est dedans.
'The knife is in the drawer; it's inside it.'
The only irregularity with des then is that instead of changing form 
when used absolutely, it disappears.
There is an obvious difference therefore in the range of cate­
gories of antecedents for en. It is the pronominal version of part of 
a noun phrase, as in (90), or the whole of a prepositional phrase, as 
in (8 8 )c, and may therefore be said to have a double source, repre­
senting either a PP or an N.
4.4.2 A Further Source for en
Examination of other structures which give rise to en reveals 
that this pronoun can have as antecedents two kinds of nominal ele­
ments contained within NPs. Recall that indefinite phrases introduced 
by des pattern in two.ways; en may correspond to a bare N, as in (97).
(97) a. Elle a &crit des poemes absolument charmants.
'She has written some absolutely delightful poems.'
b. Elle en a ecrit des absolument charmants.
'She has written some absolutely delightful ones.’
Or it may represent the whole of the NP, minus the deleted indefinite 
determiner; in other words, the N.
(97) c. Elle en a ecrit.
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In simple quantified NPs, for which we propose the structure 
QP N , en stands for the whole of the quantified nominal, but it may 
not replace a bare N.
(98) a. Elle a ecrit trois/plusieurs/quelques/certains tres
beaux poemes.
'She has written three/several/some/certain very 
beautiful poems.'
b. *Elle en a ecrit trois/plusieurs/quelques-uns/certains
tres beaux.
c. Elle en a ecrit trois./plusieurs./quelques-uns./certains.
The en which corresponds to these nominal elements is clearly 
sensitive to their quantified status; it is not just any N which may 
be replaced by en. An N whose determiner is demonstrative is not 
eligible for pronominalization.:
(99) a. Elle a ecrit ces tres beaux poemes.
'She wrote these very beautiful poems.'
b. *Elle en a ecrit ces/ceux.
'She wrote these/these ones.'
The en which may be found with the demonstrative pronouns ceux-la 
(those ones), ceux-ci (these ones) is associated with a partitive 
phrase. The sentence (100)a corresponds to (100)b, and not to (99)a 
above.
(100) a. Elle en a ecrit ceux-ci.
'She wrote these ones.'
b. Elle a ecrit ceux-ci de tous les poemes dans ce livre.
'She wrote these ones, out of all the poems in this book.'
An N whose determiner is possessive may not be replaced by en.
(101) a, J'ai decrit mon nouveau projet.
'I described my new plan.'
b. *J'en ai decrit mon./mon nouveau.
Similarly, an N determined by the definite article is not replaced by
en.
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(102) a. J'ai achete le livre recent de Kayne.
'I bought the new book by Kayne,'
b. *J'en ai achete le./le recent de Kayne.
In all these cases, the determiner is definite; any pronoun 
corresponding to these nominal elements must replace the whole noun 
phrase. Thus the NP in (99)a, ces tres beaux poemes, corresponds to 
les (them) or ceux-ci (these ones), as in (99)c, d.
(99) c. Elle les a ecrit.
d. Elle a ecrit ceux-ci.
The NP mon nouveau projet corresponds to the pronominal NP le (it) or 
to the possessive pronoun le mien (mine).
(101) c. Je l'ai decrit.
d. J'ai decrit le mien.
And le livre recent de Kayne in (102) has le (it) as a substitute.
(102) c. Je l'ai achete.
The relevant generalization would therefore appear to be that 
no cliticisation of a Pro element dominated by N or N is possible when 
the specifier element to the left of the N or N is definite. In other 
words, this type of en is not possible if the antecedent has a deter­
miner marked with the feature [+definite]. This observation holds for 
both 'indefinite' NPs whose determiner is des, and for simple quanti­
fied NPs with a QP N structure. If the QP in such a phrase is 
expanded as Pet Q , with Q a numeral and Pet a determiner positively 
marked for the feature Idefinitej, N will not be able to serve as an 
antecedent for en.
(103) a. J'ai vu les/ces/mes trois amis.
'I saw the/these/my three friends.'
b. *J'en ai vu les/ces/mes trois.
4.4.3 The Internal Structure of NP Antecedents for en
The conditions under which en corresponds to nominal elements 
are now clear. Any determiner of the head noun, whether a daughter of
In both these cases, en may be the pronominal version of the rest of 
the noun phrase, corresponding to N, In addition, ^n may be a bare N 
just in case the NP does not contain a Q element. The presence of a 
quantifier requires that en correspond to N; its absence permits en 
to correspond to an N. That is, en stands for either of the under­
lined portions of the string in (104), while in (105) it must stand 
for the whole of the underlined portion.
(104) ^p[Det[des] N [N [pommes] Adj[vertes]]]
(105) Np[QP[Q[trois]] N [N[pommes] Adj[vertes]]3
We conclude therefore that PRO forms generated in the follow­
ing three structures are all realized by the pronoun en:
the phrase node NP or a daughter of the node QP must be [-definite].
(106) a. PRO PP en
a PP
P NP
de PRO
(-)
b. i) PRO N en [ Det X N [PRO] Y] 
[-definite]
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b. . ii) [Det N [PRO] ]
[-definite]
ii) NP
Det N
PRO
c. PRO N en [ [(Det) Q]
^ [-definite]
NP
(Det; Q PRO
[-definite] Q
The claims made in (106) that en is the superficial realization 
of a PRO form generated in these syntactic environments constitute a 
further implicit claim about the kinds of noun phrases which may serve 
as controllers for en. The environment for Pro PP en, for example, 
places no restrictions on the antecedent of en. It predicts that prep­
ositional phrases headed by jie which are daughters of the verb phrase 
and sistefs to noun complements of the verb phrase are cliticisable 
(cf. sentences 1-7, this chapter). It makes the further prediction 
that prepositional phrases which are daughters of the noun phrases 
(whether quantified NPs or noun complement constructions) in direct 
object position are likewise cliticisable. Thus, in (107)a, the 
underlined phrase contained in the direct object corresponds to en in
(107)b.
(107) a. J'ai lu tous les livres de cet auteur.
'I have read all the books of/by this author.’
b. J'en ai lu tous les livres.
’I have read all the books by her.’
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This en may cliticise free of contextual constraint. Pro PP en may be 
extracted from NPs which are definite, as in (107) above, or indefinite, 
as in (108) below.
(108) a. J'ai lu un livre (plusieurs livres) de cet auteur.
'I've read one book (several books) by this author.'
b. J'en ai lu un livre (plusieurs livres).
'I've read one book (several books) by her.'
The NP within the prepositional phrase serving as an antecedent for 
Pro PP en may itself contain a definite or an indefinite determiner, as
(109) indicates.
(109) a. J'ai lu la plupart de ces livres.
'I read most of these books.'
b. J'en ai lu la plupart.
'I read most of them. '
c. J'ai lu quelques pages de trois livres differents
auj ourd’hui.
'I read a few pages of three different books today.'
d. J'en ai lu quelques pages aujourd'hui.
'I read a few pages of them today.'
The major claims being made here about the pronoun en are therefore 
the following:
1. If a sequence of de + noun in French can correspond to the
clitic en, the noun must be an NP, and not the bare nominal N
or the nominal N, which stands for the noun and its modifiers
and complements but without its specifier, or determiner.
2. No sequence of de N or de N in underlying structure will
correspond to en. These sequences will be shown to result
from a special phrase-structure rule which creates a type of 
noun compound. Sequences of de N or de N in surface structure 
which do correspond to en will be shown to be deep structure 
sequences of de NP, containing a potentially realizable, but 
unfilled, determiner node.
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3. Sequences of de NP which do not serve as a source for en do 
not constitute counter-examples to our proposal, since their 
failure to cliticise is explained by a semantic constraint.
4.4.4 De + noun Sequences Corresponding to en
The sentences in (110) and (111) below illustrate two construc­
tions in which surface sequences of de 4- noun may be antecedents of en.
(110) a. Je veux un verre de vin.
TI want a glass of wine.’
b. J ’en veux un verre.
TI want a glass of it.'
(111) a. J ’aime bien l ’odeur de marrons grilles.
’I really like the smell of roasted chestnuts . 1
b. J ’en aime bien l ’odeur.
'I really like their smell . 1
(example from Coursaget-Colmerauer (1976: 6 8 ))
In neither case is there a determiner following _de in the under­
lined phrases. But there is no question of the category status of vin 
and of marrons grilles in these sentences. Both are NPs and not Ns. 
Virtually the whole class of determiners may precede these nouns, as
(1 1 2 ) and,,.(113) illustrate.
(112) a. Je veux un verre de votre vin (. . . o f  your wine).
b. Je veux un verre de ce vin-la (. . . that wine).
c. Je veux un verre du vin dont vous avez parle (. . . o f  the
wine you talked about).
(113) a. J ’aime bien l ’odeur de ces marrons grilles (. , . o f  these
roasted chestnuts).
b. J ’aime bien l ’odeur de ses marrons grillds (. . . o f
his . . .).
c. J'aime bien l'odeur des (= de + les) marrons grilles
de ce marchand-la (. . . o f  the roasted chestnuts of 
of that vendor).
The only determiners missing from the list of those which can 
potentially occupy the prenominal position in these constructions are
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the indefinite singular partitive articles du, de la, de 1' and the 
plural indefinite determiner des.
The lack of a surface determiner in phrases such as un verre 
de vin and l Todeur de marrons might follow from a particular phrase 
structure expansion of the second nominal element in these construc­
tions. We might require, for example, that the phrase node NP 
dominating vin and marrons be realized with an optional Determiner 
node, as in (114).
(114) NP ---- 3* (Det) N
The option of omitting the determiner could only be exercised, however, 
if the determiner was indefinite. And it would, in fact, be no option, 
since the indefinite determiner is obligatorily absent in such phrases.
The problem with this proposal is that it is not obvious how 
all determiners other than de la, du, de 1 * and des are to be allowed 
within Noun de Noun phrases in French, while the indefinite partitive 
and plural articles are to be excluded.
There seems to be no semantic justification for distinguishing 
articleless second nominals in these phrases from nouns in other 
syntactic contexts preceded by du, de la and des. In sentences (115)- 
(116), for example, the underlined direct objects of the verb indicate 
indeterminate quantities.
(115) J ’ai deguste du vin.
’I tasted some wine.T
(116) J'ai senti des marrons.
1I smelled some chestnuts.T
In (115) there is reference to an indeterminate mass of wine, while in
(116) reference is made to an indeterminate number of chestnuts. The 
mass-count distinction is reflected in the singular vs. plural marking 
on both the determiner and the noun, not in the presence or absence 
of the determiner. The bare noun in French is largely confined to
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lists or poetic vocatives; sentence (117) is ungrammatical.
(117) *J'ai degust6  vin.
1 1  tasted wine . 1
In sentences (118) a and b, the underlined phrases vin and marrons 
indicate indeterminate quantities of wine and chestnuts, just as they 
do in (115)-(116).
(118) a. J'ai bu un verre de vin.
’I drank a glass of wine.’
b. J'ai remarque l'odeur de marrons.
'I detected the smell of chestnuts.'
No indication is given by the underlined word vin about the total 
quantity of wine available, of which I had a single glass. Neither is 
there any indication from marrons of the numbers of chestnuts providing 
olfactory stimulation. The fact that vin is a mass noun while marrons 
is a count noun is again reflected in the singular and plural number 
markings.
The presence of the indefinite partitive articles du and de la, 
and of the indefinite plural article des, in phrases like those of
(115), (116), and the absence of such articles before the second
nominals in phrases like un verre de vin, l'odeur de marrons, does 
not therefore correspond to a mass vs.count distinction of the nouns 
themselves. While it is true that un verre de vin constitutes an NP 
which is a count noun, while vin is here unquestionably a mass noun, 
it is also true that marrons in l'odeur de marrons is a count noun.
It would be wrong, therefore, to link the absence of a deter­
miner in such phrases with NPs indicating a countable instance of an 
indeterminate mass, because similar NPs indicating a countable quality 
of an indeterminate number of things are similarly constructed with no 
article.
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It would be equally wrong to see the presence or absence of 
indefinite determiners as correlated to a type-token distinction. The 
article associated in French with the unspecified, general type read­
ing of wine is the definite article, and not the zero article as in 
English. Thus the French counterpart to (119) is (120).
(119) John likes wine.
(120) Jean aime le vin.
The partitive article may indicate an indeterminate quantity of the 
type.
(121) J'aimerais boire du vin ce soir.
’I ’d like to drink wine tonight.’
It may also indicate an indeterminate quantity of some particular wine 
the speaker has in mind.
(122) J ’aimerais boire du vin de votre cave.
’I ’d like to drink some wine from your cellar.’
The same type and token readings can be associated with the articleless 
second nominals in Noun de Noun constructions.
(123) a. J'aimerais boire un verre de vin.
’I ’d like to drink a glass of wine.’
b. J'aimerais boire un verre de vin de votre cave.
It is not apparent therefore that any systematic semantic 
difference can be related to the presence or absence of indefinite 
determiners. There is ample evidence, however, to show that the 
absence of indefinite partitive singular articles and of the indefinite 
plural article is purely a syntactic matter. In other constructions 
in French where du, de la and des would be expected to occur in surface 
structure, they fail to appear.
The phenomenon was noted centuries earlier by the Port Royal 
grammarians, who observed that these determiners were absent in an
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absolutely systematic way whenever they were preceded by _de. Other 
syntactic environments permitted the appearance of du, de la and des,
but these forms were never found after de. The disappearance of this
article was attributed by these grammarians to reasons of euphony; 
the sequence of *de du, *de de la, and *de des was held to be offen­
sive to the ears, and a rule was proposed to avoid the otherwise 
inevitable cacophony. Gross’s (1967) formalization of this process 
preserves the original name: The Rule of Cacophony.
Any determiner may precede a noun which is direct object of
a verb, including the determiners du, de la and des.
(124) a. Jean voit le sable/ce sable/mon sable/du sable.
’Jean sees (the) sand/this sand/my sand/some sand.’
b. Paul mange les pommes/ces pommes/mes pommes/des pommes.
’Paul eats (the) apples/these apples/my apples/some apples.’
Likewise, any determiner may precede a noun which is object of 
any preposition but de.
(125) c. Jean pense au vin/a ce vin/a mon vin/a du vin.
’Jean thinks about (the) wine/about this wine/about 
my wine/about some wine.’
b..,w Jean cherche dans les tiroirs/dans ces tiroirs/dans mes 
tiroirs/dans des tiroirs.
’Paul is looking in the drawers/in these drawers/in my 
drawers/in some drawers.’
(The brackets around the definite article before sand and wine indi­
cate that both particular and general reference to sand and wine may be 
indicated by the definite article in French.)
But if the preposition is de, no determiner except du, de la 
des is excluded.
(126) a. Jean parle du vin/de ce vin/de mon vin/*de du vin.
’Jean is talking about (the) wine/about this wine/about 
my wine/about some wine.’
(The form du is an amalgam of de + le, and is not the partitive
article.)
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b. Paul reve de la biere/de cette biere/de ma biere/*de 
de la biere.
’Paul is dreaming of (the) beer/of this beer/of my 
beer/of some beer.
Instead of the expected *de du vin and *de de la biere, we find 
de vin and de biere.
(127) a. Jean parle de vin.
b. Paul reve de biere.
This pattern is exceptionless, whatever the source of de.
Agent phrases introduced by de in certain passive constructions do not 
allow the partitive or indefinite plural articles to appear, although 
agent phrases introduced by par do permit these articles.
(128) a. Des chiens ont suivi Paul.
’Some dogs followed Paul.’
b. Des chiens ont tue ce rat.
’Some dogs killed this rat.’
(129) a. *Paul a ete suivi de des chiens.
’Paul was followed by some dogs.’
b . Ce rat a ete tue par des chiens.
'This rat was killed by some dogs.’
(130) a.-Paul a ete suivi de chiens.
'Paul was followed by dogs.’
b. *Ce rat a ete tue par chiens.
In parallel fashion, nominalizations in which the noun follow­
ing the da corresponds to the direct object of the related verb permit 
any articles except du, de la and des.
(13|= a. Tu achetes ce livres.
'You buy these books.’
b. Tu achetes des livres.
’You buy some books.’
(132) a. Ton achat de ces livres.
’Your purchase of these books.’
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b. *Ton achat de des livres.
'Your purchase of some books.'
c. Ton achat de livres.
It is plausible therefore to suppose that the rule responsible 
for the absence of the indefinite plural and partitive articles after 
de, whether this de. is the preposition required after verbs like 
parler and rever, the de which heads certain agent phrases, or the de 
found in nominalizations as a link between the first and second 
nominal elements, is exactly the same rule which accounts for its 
absence in phrases like un verre de vin and l'odeur de marrons. The 
lack of partitive and indefinite determiners in these phrases can be 
attributed to exactly the same constraint as the one affecting nominal­
izations, and this constraint in turn is part of a larger constraint 
prohibiting the contiguity of de and du, de la and des. The fact that 
a similar range of determiners is permitted before the second nominal 
in un verre de vin and before vin in (126) is strong evidence that the 
same rule of cacophony is at work.
It is probable therefore that these noun phrases containing an 
articleless second nominal are generated by the base rules as NP^ de NP  ^
structures. The question of whether the determiner node of NP£ ever 
in fact dominates a lexically specified instance of the indefinite 
partitive or plural articles will not be examined here, since the 
point we have been seeking to establish is that the category status 
of the node dominating second nominal in structures like un verre de 
vin and l'odeur de marrons is NP and not N or N. The surface structure for 
these rightmost nominals will therefore be NP[N[vinJ] and 
NP[N[marrons]], a structure which can serve as antecedent for Pro PP en.
The fact that de vin and de marrons in the b sentences of (110)-(111)
can serve as controllers for en thus supports the claim that en cor­
responds to sequences of de + NP, whether these sequences are comple­
ments of verb phrases or noun phrases.
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Conversely, the appearance of en corresponding to de vin and 
de marrons is a clue to the noun phrase status of the elements follow­
ing da. It is not the only clue, however. Other tests of NP-hood 
can be applied to these nouns to show that they are full noun phrases 
and not Ns at the relevant level of structure.
One such test of noun phrase status is the ability to be 
replaced by £_a. This demonstrative pronoun is unmarked for number or 
gender. Sentence (133)b is an appropriate response to any of the ques­
tions in (133)a.
(133) a. la chasse? 'j
le boxe? I
Aimes-tu j l e s  g c h e c s ?  V
jLes loteries?y 
’Do you like hunting/boxing/chess/lotteries?'
b. Oui, j ’aime ga.
'Yes, I like it/them.1
Ca is also unmarked for the feature [human] in some registers, as (134)a 
and b show.
(134) a. Les filles, tu aimes ga? (Popular French)
'Girls, do you like them?'
b. Les enfants, ga continue a chahuter.
'The kids, they keep on making a racket.'
(-)
Like all pronouns in French except Pro N en, ca stands for the 
whole of a phrase, and does not substitute for subparts of the phrase. 
Attempts to make £_a replace less than the whole NP result in ungram­
matically.
(135) a. Aimes-tu la chasse aux lapins?
'Do you like rabbit hunting?'
b. Oui, j'aime ga, la chasse aux lapins.
c. *0ui, j'aime ga, (la) aux lapins.
In the phrases un verre de vin and l'odeur de marrons, ga may 
substitute for the second nominal, as in (136).
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(136) a. J ’aimerais un verre de ga.
'I’d like a glass of it/that.'
b. J'aime bien l'odeur de ga.
'I like the smell of them.’
If vin and marrons here are full NPs, there is no anomaly when they
are replaced by ga.
A further test of NP status for these nouns is provided by 
the association of non-restrictive relative clauses with the second 
nominal in noun de noun constructions. Various proposals have been
made about the syntactic configurations in which these appositive
clauses may appear. Selkirk (1977: 316, n.20) proposes that (137) is 
the source for these relatives.
She uses appositives in an argument for the internal constituency of 
what she calls simple and partitive noun phrases, and claims that the 
inability to form an appositive relative on the second nominal of 
phrases like dozens of daffodils demonstrates that dozens here is not 
a noun phrase (see Section 5.2.5 for a discussion of this claim). 
Jackendoff (1977: 172) proposes that non-restrictive relatives are 
formed by a phrase structure rule which generates an S to the right 
of a phrasal N 1T' node, i.e. to the right of a full NP. Restrictive 
relatives, on the other hand, are generated one level lower in the noun 
phrase hierarchy, as right sisters of N. And Emonds (1976: 7-8, n.6) 
suggests that appositive relatives originate in conjoined structures 
and are moved next to the element(s) they modify by a rule which he 
calls Parenthetical Formation. Pullum (1982) adds to Emonds’ sugges­
tion that appositives differ from their corresponding conjoined 
structures only in that the pronoun coreferential with the head of 
the appositive is wh-marked in the clause. The context allowing
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non-restrictive relative pronouns to be created (or interpreted) 
requires that the pronoun be preceded by a major phrasal category, and 
share its category label. Thus, a non-restrictive relative modifying 
a nominal element must modify a noun phrase.
What these three analyses have in common is the requirement 
that appositive relatives be attached to, or be preceded by, a full 
noun phrase, and not a nominal element not itself immediately dominated 
by NP.
If these relatives can then be found associated with the second 
noun in phrase like un verre de vin, the claim that vin is a full noun 
phrase here will be further strengthened. And in fact, non-restrictive 
relatives can be quite easily formed on these nouns.
In (138), the singular form est of the verb etre shows that 
the head of the non-restrictive relative, the pronoun qui, itself 
agrees with the singular antecedent cognac and not with the plural 
trois verres. The sentence thus indicates that it is cognac, hot the 
amount indicated, which is good for the health.
(138) J'ai bu trois verres de cognac, qui est tres bon pour la sante. 
’I drank three glasses of cognac, which is very good for
" t h e  health.1
In (139), on the other hand, the plural agreement of se vendre 
marked in the form se vendent indicates that it is the chestnuts which 
are being sold, and that no fee is being charged for sniffing them.
(139) J ’aime bien l ’odeur de marrons grilles, qui se vendent
partout maintenant.
’I like the smell of roasted chestnuts, which are being 
sold everywhere now.’
Non-restrictive relative clauses can, of course, modify the 
whole of the NPs trois verres de cognac, l’odeur de marrons grilles.
In these cases, verb agreement, as expected, is with the head noun 
of these phrases.
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(140) a. J ’ai bu trois verres de cognac, qui etaient d'une
saveur exquise.
’I drank three glasses of cognac, which tasted exquisite.’
b. J'aiiue bien l'odeur de marrons grilles, qui est partout 
dans mon quartier.
’I like the smell of roasted chestnuts, which is 
everywhere in my neighborhood.’
Since appositive relatives must be associated with full noun 
phrases,- we consider that both nominals in these Noun de Noun con­
structions belong to the category NP.
The sentences in (141)-(142) illustrate further that the second 
determinerless noun in these phrases can be modified by appositive 
relatives.
(141) a. On a entendu bon nombre d’arguments, dont quelques-uns
etaient brillants.
’We heard a good number of arguments, some of which 
were brilliant.’
b. Prenez une livre de pommes de.terre de l ’lle du Prince
Edouard, qui sont les meilleures pour les frites.
’Take a pound of Prince Edward Island potatoes, which 
are the best for making chips.’
(142) J ’y ai apergu le gout particulier de truffes, qui sont
incroyablement cheres.
’I. .detected in it the particular taste of truffles, which 
are incredibly expensive.’
If the conclusions reached by Selkirk, Jackendoff and Pullum 
about the kind of structures in which appositives appear are accepted, 
it seems that in the above sentences, the second noun in the under­
lined phrases must be a full noun phrase. The head of these non- 
res trictives is an NP, with the clause immediately dominated by the 
node NP in the analyses of Selkirk and Jackendoff, and with the rela­
tive pronoun sharing the same category as the head of the appositive 
in Pullum’s treatment. Verb agreement in (138)-(142) shows that the 
second noun of the compound phrase is the antecedent for the head 
of the non-restrictive, and so it is plausible to conclude that these 
nouns are NPs.
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The structure of restrictive relatives too allows an exten­
sion of this argument. These clauses are generally agreed to differ 
in structure from non-restrictives, though there is no clear con­
sensus on their source. In Chomsky (1965), these clauses are analyzed 
as sentences embedded in the determiner constituent of the noun 
phrase, as in (143).
(143)
(Stockwell, Schachter and Partee 
(1973: 423))
Article
Other analyses generate restrictive relatives as daughters of the 
nominal node of the noun phrase, or as daughters of the NP node itself, 
as (144)-(145) indicate.
(144)
Det
(145)
Det Nom (McCloskey (1979: 
21))
But in every proposed analysis, restrictive relatives originate inside 
noun phrhses, and not inside a nominal not immediately dominated by a 
noun phrase node.
If our claim that the second noun in phrases like un verre de
vin is a full NP, then it should be possible to form restrictive rela­
tive clauses attached to these nouns. Such is the case, as the 
sentences below indicate.
(146) J'ai bu un verre de vin qui venait de la Colombie Brittanique.
'I drank a glass of wine which came from British Columbia.'
Wine shippers send their product in bottles, not in glasses, 
so that it is not the complete NP un verre de vin which is modified 
by the restrictive. Nor is it the glass itself whose origin is being 
made clear, just the wine.
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In (147), the clause modifies marrons grilles only.
(147) Aimes-tu l'odeur de marrons grilles qui se vendent chez
ce marchand?
'Do you like the smell of roasted chestnuts which this 
vendor is selling?1
Similarly, verb agreement in the following sentences shows 
that the head of the restrictive clause is the second noun of these 
phrases.
(148) On a entendu bon nombre dTarguments qui etaient brillants.
'We heard a good number of arguments which were brilliant.’
(149) Prenez une livre de pommes de terre qui ne sont pas gatees.
'Take a pound of potatoes which aren't spoiled.'
(150) J'apprecie le gout special de truffes qui viennent du Perigord.
'I appreciate the special taste of truffles which come from
Perigord.1
Three arguments have been advanced in this section to support 
the claim that despite their lack of a surface determiner, the second 
nominal in phrases like those in (110)-(111) are nevertheless full 
noun phrases. The gap in the paradigm of determiners which may appear 
before such nouns is accounted for by a rule of cacophony which for­
bids the"Contiguity of de and the indefinite plural and partitive 
singular articles. Pronominalization by £a is possible, an unexpected 
result if these nouns were less than whole NPs. Finally, both 
restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses, which elsewhere 
modify NPs, also appear with these second nominals.
Thus, the claim that there is a correlation between the 
sequence de NP and the ability of this sequence to act as a controller 
for en, is upheld. Furthermore, these phrases, which appear super­
ficially to consist of NP de N sequences, turn out to be NP de NP 
sequences, and thus provide no counter-example to the claim that en 
never corresponds to a sequence of de N .
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4.4,5 De + noun Sequences Which do Not Correspond to en
There are many phrases in French which appear to have surface 
structures similar to the measure phrases and certain allied phrases 
examined in the previous section, but which do not serve as sources 
for en. Some examples of these phrases are given in (151).
(151) a. un toit de maison
'a-roof-of-house - the roof of a house1
b. un sourire d 1enfant 
'a-smile-of-child = a child's smile'
c. un rugissement de lion 
'a lion's growl'
d. une peau de bebe 
Ta baby's skin'
c. une feuille d'arbre
'a tree leaf'
It is not possible for the underlined parts of these phrases 
to serve as antecedents for en, as the sentences below indicate.
(152) a. J'ai vu un toit de maison.
'I saw the roof of a house.'
b. *J'en ai vu un toit.
'I saw a roof of one,'
(153) a. On a entendu un rugissement de lion.
'We heard a lion's growl.'
b. *0n en a entendu un rugissement.
'We heard a growl of one.'
If these underlined nominals were not NPs, then the fact that
en was not associated with them would be explained by their failure
to conform to the structural context required for Pro PP en. Nor
would they satisfy the index of the other contexts in which en is 
(-)
generated. Pro N en arises only from quantified phrases containing 
either no determiner or an indefinite determiner before the quanti­
fier. As no quantifiers appear directly before the nominals in
(-)
(151), these phrases cannot serve as the source of Pro N en.
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To determine the category status of these nominals therefore, 
the tests used to establish that the nouns examined in 4.4.4 were NPs
can be applied here.
Because the nominal elements in (151) are linked by de, as are 
the elements in phrases like un verre de vin, it is possible that the
second nominals here too are potentially preceded by partitive or
indefinite plural articles in deep structure which are blocked by the 
rule of cacophony. If virtually the full range of determiners can 
appear potentially before these nouns in similar phrases, then the 
omission of du, de la, de l 1, and des may be ascribed to the inability 
of de to appear along with these articles. The second nominals in
(151) could then plausibly be assigned NP status.
This analysis encounters two problems. The first is that the 
deep structure posited by such an analysis is impossible. Singular 
partitive articles would be inserted before maison, enfant, lion, 
bebe and arbre in deep structures like (154).
(154) a. un-toit-de-de la-maison.
b. un-sourire-de-de 1'-enfant,
c. un rugissement-de-du-lion.
d. une-peau-de-du-bebe.
e. une-feuille-de-de 1'arbre.
These articles in actual use designate a part-whole relationship: 
de la biere indicates some of all the beer available; du gateau means 
a portion of the entire amount of cake. The mass nouns biere and 
gateau indicate referents able to be subdivided arbitrarily into parts. 
But the count nouns which characteristically enter into constructions 
like those in (151) do not refer to objects which are conceived of as 
being able to be divided up into constituents. To indicate that some 
beer was drunk, (155) is appropriate.
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(155) On a bu de la biere.
’We drank some beer.’
But to indicate that some, but not all, of a house was destroyed, (156) 
is not possible.
(156) *0n a detruit de la maison.
’They destroyed (some) house (i.e. some of the house).
Instead, one must use something like (157).
(157) On a detruit une partie de la maison.
’They destroyed a part of the house.'
Since the ’partitive’ source for the second nominals in these 
phrases is not plausible, it is highly unlikely that the structure
(158) could serve as the source of the rightmost nouns in (151).
(158)
Det
de de la maisonun toit
The second problem with this analysis is that the insertion of 
determiners before the second nominal in such phrases triggers a major 
semantic difference between those phrases with a determiner and those 
without one. In toit de maison, sourire d’enfant, for example, no 
particular house or child is referred to. Neither maison nor enfant 
is referential in these phrases. Moody (1980: 4) cites the grammarian 
C. Ayer who observes that in such phrases the lack of determiner 
indicates that de + noun form an adjectival expression. It is inter­
esting to note that many of these expressions correspond to already 
existing adjectives in French, as in (159).
(159) a, un desert de sable 
’a desert of sand’
b. un temps d’orage
’a weather-of-storm'
= un desert sablonneux 
’a sandy desert1
= un temps orageux 
’■stormy weather’
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c. un conseil d'ami = un conseil amical
’advice of friend* 'friendly advice*
When a determiner is present, however, the adjectival charac­
ter of de + Noun gives way to a substantive character. With no deter­
miner, these noun compounds indicate a high degree of semantic cohesion 
so that elements of the compound submerge their individual identity 
and present a single idea. Brunot (1922: 55) illustrates this notion 
by pointing out that the compound chemin de fer (road of iron) did 
not change its form to chemin d ’acier when iron rails were replaced by 
steel, and that chemin de fer still means railway.
In their Syntaxe du franQais moderne, Robert and Georges 
LeBidois (1968) express the difference between phrases with articles 
on the second noun and those without in the following way: "A second
nominal with no article has only an accessory, secondary value com­
pared to the same nominal with an article . . . when a second nominal 
has an article, it assumes equal importance with the main (first) 
noun in a compound, if not a greater importance. . ." (LeBidois (1968: 
I, 41) (my paraphrase)).
These comments indicate that a major difference in meaning 
results if determiners intervene between de and the second noun in 
these phrases. For example, in un toit de votre maison, maison is now 
referential, since a particular house is intended (apparently, a house 
with more than a single roof), and the adjectival sense of maison is 
lost. It is no longer a question of a kind of roof, one which shields 
houses, but of a particular roof covering a particular house. Each 
nominal in this phrase preserves the meaning it has as an independent 
noun, so that the content of the whole NP is a two-fold notion. But 
since maison in un toit de maison is non-referential, the content of 
the whole NP is not easily divisible into two separate senses, and 
the overall impression is unitary rather than dual.
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So the proposal that un toit de maison and similar phrases 
derive from an underlying structure like that in un verre de vin,where 
an indefinite determiner is potentially present before vin but barred 
by the cacophony constraint, leaves unexplained the fact that inser­
tion of determiners before these second nouns introduces a degree of 
semantic disunity not shared by the determinerless phrases. And in 
any case, the partitive or indefinite plural determiner required by 
this analysis is semantically impossible with count nouns. These 
semantic facts, however, are consistent with an analysis in which 
the second nouns in (151) are less than full NPs, and are simply 
nominal elements not immediately dominated by NP, i.e., N or N ele­
ments. The inability to generate determiners before these second nouns 
without radically altering the meaning of the whole phrase will follow 
automatically from the provision that determiners are only generated 
as an expansion of the node NP, while in these phrases, the nominal 
category dominating the second noun is N, not NP. And since in X 
theory, a full phrasal XP category normally is the node which immedi­
ately dominates a category with less than the maximum number of bars
provided for in the theory (e.g. three in Jackendoff (1977a)), the
phrases in (151) will require a separate phrase structure rule to 
account for the lack of an NP immediately dominating the second noun.
My proposal therefore is that these phrases are generated by 
rule (160)b.
(160) a. NP -- ► Det N
b. N -- ► N d e l
The phrase marker associated with un toit de maison, un sourire 
d * enfant, etc., is indicated in (161).
{un toit de maison')un sourire d ’ enfant v
un rugissement de lion J
As no adjectival modifiers ever intervene between the first noun and 
the jde in these phrases, the category label N is considered to dominate 
this nominal. Thus the impossibility of (162) will follow from the 
lack of an appropriate attachment site for the adjective.
(162) a. *Un toit rouge de maison.
’A red house roof.1
b. *Un sourire charmant d ’enfant.
’A charming child's smile.'
c. *Un rugissement feroce de lion.
'A ferocious lion's growl.’
Any adjective modifying the higher N must either precede the first 
noun or follow the second.
(163) a. Un petit toit de maison; un toit de maison rouge.
b. Un beau sourire d ’enfant; un sourire d 1enfant charmant.
c. Un grand rugissement de lion; un rugissement de lion feroce.
These distributional facts suggest that optional Adj nodes need to be 
provided to the left and right of the higher N in (161), which can be 
modified to (164).
(164) NP
Det
(Adj)(Adj)
(petit) (rouge)toit de maisonun
The second noun in these expressions is also dominated by N in (160)b. 
Provision is made for this category because of examples like (165) in 
which the postposed adjective agrees with the second noun, and not
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with the first.
(165) a. un toit de maison provenqale.
'the roof of a Provencal (style) house.'
b. des rugissements de lion affame.
’growls of a hungry lion.’
c. une peau de bebe nouveau-ne.
'the skin of a newborn baby.'
Preposed adjectives do not appear with these second nouns, and 
must be excluded to avoid generating ungrammatical phrases like those 
in (166).
(166) a. *un toit de petite maison.
b. *un rugissement de grand lion.
c. *un sourire de jeune enfant.
d. *une peau de beau bebe.
I will leave open the question of how to prevent phrases like those 
in (166), since the purpose of the phrase structure proposal (160)b 
is to reflect the non-NP status of the second noun. Finally, no pro­
vision is made in this rule for a PP node to dominate de N , because 
the expansion for PP is P NP . Since N is less than a noun phrase, a 
preposition immediately followed by a nominal not dominated by NP 
cannot constitute a prepositional phrase. We consider jie here to be 
a semantically empty syntactic link between the first noun and non- 
ref erential second noun in this compound NP, and so do not provide it 
with this category label. It is interesting to note that de also
links two other categories in French, one of which is a non-referential
pronoun, and the other an adjective, in phrases like rien d'interessant 
(nothing interesting), quelque chose de tres curieux (something very 
curious) and personne de riche (no one rich).
Syntactic tests of NP-hood systematically fail when applied to 
these nouns. As Vinet (1977a: 161) points out, pronominalization by 
qa is impossible. Recall that £a can be unmarked for number, gender
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and animacy.
(167) a. *un toit de ga
'a roof of it'
b . *un sourire de ga
c. *un rugissement de ga
d. *une peau de ga
e. *une feuille de ga.
This deictic pronoun is referential, but the second nouns in these 
phrases are non-referential. Hence the incompatibility of £a, which 
replaces full NPs, and these second nouns, which we claim to be Ns.
Another test of NP status also fails with these nouns. Apposi­
tive relative clauses simply cannot be formed exclusively on the second 
noun. Only the whole NP may be modified by such clauses, as the a 
sentences below indicate.
(168) a. Un toit de maison, qui protege les habitants contre
le mauvais temps*est essentiel.
’The roof of a house, which protects the inhabitants 
against bad weather, is essential.1
b. *Un toit de maison, qui a normalement quatre murs, est 
difficile a construire.
‘"’’The roof of a house, which normally has four walls, 
is hard to build.1
(169) a. Un sourire d1enfant, qui est toujours tres charmant,
me fait plaisir.
TA child’s smile, which is always very charming, brings 
me pleasure.’
b. *Un sourire d’enfant, qui a tant d’energie, me fait plaisir.
’A child’s smile, who has so much energy, brings me 
pleasure.1
(170) a. Un rugissement de lion, qui fait toujours peur, peut
s’entendre, d’ici.
’A lion’s growl, which always causes fear, can be heard 
from here.1
b. *Un rugissement de lion, qui a souvent tres faim, peut
s 1 entendre d1ici.
’A lion’s growl, which is often hungry, can be heard 
from here.’
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If the head of an appositive relative must be an NP, then the 
ungrammaticality of the b examples above is predicted by the phrase 
structure rule which generates phrases like un toit de maison. Since 
the category label on maison, enfant and lion in (168)-(170) is N, a
non-restrictive relative clause will not be able to modify these nouns
because they are not NPs, nor are they immediately dominated by NP. 
Moreover, it appears that an observation on the behaviour of apposi­
tives in English made by Kempson applies equally to French. She notes 
that " . . .  there is a constraint on non-restrictive relative clauses 
such that they can only modify noun phrases which imply a specific 
referent” (Kempson (1975: 115)). As has already been pointed out,
the second noun in phrases like those in (151) is not referential,
and cannot be associated with an appositive relative.
Similar conclusions about the status of these second nouns 
result from attempts to modify them using restrictive relatives. These 
clauses are considered to be attached directly to the NP node, in the 
NP S analysis, or indirectly to the NP node, in the Nom S analysis, 
since Nom is immediately dominated by NP. Again, only the a examples 
in the sentences below are grammatical, because they modify the whole 
of the noun phrase. The clauses in b, which modify only the second 
noun, make the sentence ungrammatical.
(171) a. J'ai vu un toit de maison qui etait rouge.
’I saw the roof of a house which was red’ (i.e. the roof 
was red, not the house).
b. *J'ai vu un toit de maison dont les murs etait construits
de pierre taillee.
’I saw the roof of a house whose walls were made of stone.'
(172) a. J'ai remarque son sourire d'enfant qui m'acceuillait.
'I noticed his child's (childlike) smile which greeted me.'
b. *J'ai remarque son sourire d'enfant qui me suivait a la plage,
'I noticed his child's smile which followed me to the beach.'
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(173) a. Tarzan a entendu un rugissement de lion qui lui faisait
peur.
'Tarzan heard a lion's growl which made him afraid.'
b. *Tarzan a entendu un rugissement de lion qui attaquait 
les habitants du village.
'Tarzan heard a lion's growl who was attacking the 
villagers.'
Vinet (1977a: 156) disputes the claim that the second nouns in the 
phrases in question are less than full NPs, and provides the following 
examples containing restrictive relatives to illustrate her counter­
claim.
(174) a. Un corps de femme qui aime faire du sport.
'The body of a woman who likes playing sports.'
b . Elle avait une peau de bebe nouveau-ne qui dort toute
la journee.
'She had the skin of a newborn baby who sleeps all day long.'
It would appear that these sentences contain a restrictive clause 
modifying the second noun, and that these second nouns might therefore 
be considered full NPs.
However, as Vinet herself points out, the content of the whole 
noun phrase is relevant in determining whether such clauses are 
acceptable. For example, (175) a and b are not acceptable to her.
(175) a. *Un corps de femme qui aime beaucoup la lecture.
'The body of a woman who likes reading.'
b. *Une peau de bebe qui hurle tout le temps.
'The skin of a baby who yells all the time.'
The proper conclusion to be drawn from these examples seems 
to be that the restrictive relative clauses in these phrases modify 
more than the nouns femme and bebe. If the second nominal alone was 
the only relevant antecedent for the relative, it would be possible to 
assume that this nominal was itself immediately dominated by NP, But 
the unacceptability of the phrases in (175) indicates that the 
modification of the relative must extend over the whole phrase, and 
not simply over the second nominal. The phrases in (175) are
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therefore not ungrammatical, but semantically anomalous. Body shape 
has more to do with love of sports than love of books, and the sug­
gestion in (175)a that reading does in fact improve the physique runs 
counter to what we know of the world. In (175)b, the association of 
pulmonary exertion with the characteristic softness of a baby's skin 
conflicts with our knowledge of what contributes to a healthy com­
plexion. Both phrases are therefore rejected on semantic grounds.
The phrases in (174), on the other hand, seem to be acceptable 
precisely because our knowledge of the world tells us that there is a 
close association between body shape and sports, and between soft skin 
and sleep. The relative clauses in these phrases obviously then must 
have access to the information in both nominals, and not just to the 
second nominal, to ensure that the content of the clause is relevant 
and appropriate. In structural terms, one way to guarantee this 
accessibility is to stipulate that the relative is attached to some 
category which dominates both of the nouns in question. For the 
phrases in (174), therefore, the most suitable nodes in the phrase 
marker are NP, or the higher N, as in (176).
(176) a.
We consider therefore that Vinet's claim that these phrases 
are in fact sequences of N de N is wrong, since the restrictive rela­
tives she cites as evidence for the NP status of the second noun still 
require information about the content of the whole N P . Note that 
in the phrases whose second noun we claim to be a full NP, no account 
need be taken of the first noun, or of the total content of the NP, to 
ensure the appropriateness of the relative clause. In (177), neither
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quantity nor container is relevant to the origin of the wine.
(177) / un verre )
T, . , June bouteille I , . . .
J ai bu 1 > de v m  que mon ami m'avait]trois litres ( n
^quelques gouttes J
rapporte de France.
’I drank a glass/a bottle/3 litres/a few drops of wine which
my friend had brought back from France.1
And in (178), neither smell, taste nor any other imaginable quality of 
roasted chestnuts plays any role in determining the relevance of the 
relative.
(178) (l'odeur j
J'aimesle gout V de marrons grilles qui se vendent dans
(la qualitej 
ina rue.
'I like the smell/taste/quality of roasted chestnuts which 
are sold on my street.
We conclude therefore that those Noun de Noun phrases whose 
determinerless second nominal does not serve as a source for Pro PP en
differ in deep structure from the apparently similar phrases which do
give rise to en. In the former type of phrase, the second noun is 
generated by a special compound-forming phrase structure rule (160)b, 
while in the latter type of phrase, the second noun is an NP, and is 
part of a PP contained in a higher noun phrase. Arguments based on 
the potential presence of definite determiners before the second noun, 
on the semantic plausibility of an indefinite plural or partitive 
article deleted after de, on pronominalization by £a and on the 
possibility of being the head of appositive and restrictive relative 
clauses, all point to the NP status of the second noun in phrases like 
verre de vin, and to the N or N status of the second noun in toit de 
maison. We see in these facts, therefore, a further confirmation of 
our claim that de NP sequences may be syntactic controllers of en 
whether they occur within a more inclusive NP, or within the verbal 
complement.
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4.4.6 A Potential Counter-example
Colmerauer (1975, 1976: 69) and Vinet (1977a: 155) note that 
the de + Noun antecedents which may serve as controllers of en are 
restricted in certain ways. While de lait corresponds to en in (179), 
it does not in (180).
(179) a. Je veux un verre de lait.
'I want a glass of milk.’
b. J ’en veux un verre.
’I want a glass of it.’
fee "I
(180) a. Je veux <le V verre de lait.
(mon j
'I want this/the/my glass of milk.'
b. *J'en veux ce/le/mon verre.
They conclude that the definite nature of the determiner is
the feature which prevents en from cliticising in cases like these.
This constraint on the fronting of Pro PP en recalls a similar con­
straint on the possibility of forming en from a quantified noun phrase 
containing a definite determiner. In (106), we indicated that en could 
not be the pronominal version of pommes in (181)a by writing a con­
dition i^ f.Q the syntactic environment of Pro N en (106) c.
(181) a. J'ai mange ces trois pommes.
'I ate those three apples,'
b. *J'en ai mange ces trois.
The condition stipulated that any determiner occurring before the
quantifier in a phrase serving as the source of Pro N en had to be
marked [-definite].
(106) c. Pro N en
[ op [ Bet Q] _  [PRO]]
NF [-definite] N
Colmerauer and Vinet suggest that a similar [-definite]
feature will be required to avoid extracting en from phrases like
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ce verre de vin. This suggestion, if adopted, would have undesirable 
consequences in my framework.
It has been argued, in Section 4.4.4, that vin in un verre de 
vin is a full NP, and that this en arises through application of the 
rule which converts sequences of de + tPRO] to en (i.e. Pro PP en).
If the cliticisation of en has to be blocked whenever the noun phrase 
in which de NP is embedded is preceded by a definite determiner, then 
en will not be extractable from ce verre de vin, as desired, since the 
definite determiner _ce will act as a barrier. However, many phrases 
whose first nouns have definite determiners will be predicted to be 
impossible sources for Pro PP en. Phrases like those in (182) below 
are all preceded by definite determiners, yet the de + Noun phrases 
all correspond to en in (183)»
(182) a. la majorite des candidats.
’the majority of the candidates.’
b. 1 ’auteur du livre.
’the author of the book.’
c. la rondeur de ces marrons.
’the roundness of these chestnuts.’
(183) a.' J ’en ai vu la majorite.
’I saw the majority of them'
b. II en connait 1’auteur.
’He knows its author.’
c. J'en aime bien la rondeur.
'I like their roundness.’
It is obvious then that cliticisation of Pro PP en is not blocked 
by a definite determiner on the first noun of such phrases.
The problem posed by the failure of en to correspond to the 
de + Noun sequence in ce verre de vin can be summed up as follows:
a) In un verre de vin, I claim that vin is a full N P . This phrase 
serves as a source for en.
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b) The category status of vin in ce verre de vin should not be 
affected by a difference of determiner on the measure phrase. 
Here too then, de vin is presumably a de NP sequence which 
should give rise to en, but which does not.
None of the possible solutions outlined below is particularly 
attractive. If we impose a condition on Pro PP en, so that definite 
determiners on the first noun of Noun de Noun compounds block cliticisa­
tion of en, then the appearance of en in (183) is left unexplained.
If, on the other hand, we argue that the vins in both un verre de vin 
and ce verre de vin are not NPs, but Ns, then these phrases become 
structurally similar to the toit de maison phrases of 4.4.5. In that 
case, the appearance of en corresponding to de + Noun in only some of 
these structures (i.e. in the un verre de vin type) will also remain 
unexplained. And if we claim that vin in ce verre de vin is not an 
NP but an N, and therefore dominated by a category label different 
from the one dominating vin in un verre de vin, we would expect that 
the N[vin] would fail the tests for NP status which the NP [vin] passed. 
But this vin is just as much an NP as the vin in un verre de vin, as 
(184) indicates.
(184) a. Determiners possible after da.:
ce verre de votre vin 
’this glass of your wine’
b . Pronominalization by qa:
ce verre de qa 
’this glass of that'
c* Appositive relatives possible:
ce verre de vin, qui est tres bon pour la digestion 
’this glass of wine, which is very good for the digestion'
d. Restrictive relatives possible:
ce verre de vin qui vient d'Italie
’this glass of wine which comes from Italy'
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The adoption therefore of any one of these solutions entails unwanted 
consequences for the proposals concerning the structure and placement 
of en. However, there is some evidence which suggests that these pro­
posals should not be altered, and that no further contextual restric­
tions should be placed on the environment in which Pro is realized as 
Pro PP en.
This evidence is provided by considering the kinds of ante­
cedents for Pro PP en contained within NPs whose determiner is definite. 
It appears that if the second NP in a Noun de Noun construction is 
preceded by a determiner, then this de NP sequence may serve as a con­
troller for en, as (185) Indicates.
(185) a. On a bu ce verre de votre vin.
’We drank this glass of your wine.’
b. On en a bu ce verre seulement.
'We drank only this glass of it.’
c. J ’ai achete le kilo de ces pommes delicieuses que le
marchand me reservait.
'I bought the kilo of those delicious apples that the vendor 
was keeping for me.’
c. J'en ai achete le kilo que le marchand me reservait.
’I bought the kilo of them that the vendor was keeping
for me. ’
As predicted, the presence of a definite determiner on the first noun 
phrase does not prevent the second noun phrase from controlling a Pro 
element which is ultimately realized as en.
But when the second noun in a NP de NP phrase does not contain
a surface determiner, the situation is not so clear. En may not appear
in (186), though it may appear in (187).
(186) a. J ’ai bu le verre de vin qui restait.
’I drank the glass of wine which remained.’
b. *J’en ai bu le verre qui restait.
’I drank the glass of it which remained.'
c. II a pris ce kilo de pommes.
’He took this kilo of apples.'
d. *11 en a pris ce kilo.
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(187) a. J'apprecie le gout de vin.
'I enjoy the taste of wine.'
b. J ’en apprecie le gout.
c. II n ’aime pas 1 ’odeur de matrons grilles.
'He doesn’t like the smell of roasted chestnuts.'
d. II n ’en aime pas I ’odeur.
’He doesn’t like their smell.’
If there is any relevant difference between these examples 
which would account for the inability to extract en from the phrases of
(186) and the possibility of cliticising en in (187), it is obviously 
not syntactic. In both (186) and (187), a sequence of de + determiner- 
less noun is preceded by a definitely determined noun. In view of the 
similar syntactic environment from which en may or may not be extracted, 
it seems likely that semantic factors govern the appearance of en in 
certain types of noun phrases. The nouns preceding de + determinerless 
second noun in both (186) and (187) are all count nouns. The nouns 
following jde within the phrases are both count and mass nouns. This 
distinction therefore appears to be irrelevant.
But consideration of these first and second nouns in terms of 
the type--.token distinction is relevant. In both (186) and (187), the 
articleless noun following de indicates a type-wine, apples, chestnuts, 
considered in general. In (186), the nouns which head the NP are 
themselves tokens— particular instances of glasses and kilo measures.
But in (187), the nouns 1 ’odeur and le gout, preceded by the generic 
definite article, are both types. Their reference is to no particular 
smell or taste, but instead to smell and taste in general.
It is tempting to conclude therefore that there is a semantic 
constraint governing the extraction of en from certain noun phrases.
It appears that the antecedent for en may be a type only if the whole 
noun phrase is also a type. I can offer no explanation for this 
restriction, but simply the observation that it seems to be true. En
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may be extracted from the Noun de Noun structures when the noun phrase 
displays all but the last of the following type-token patterns.
(187) NP^ de NP^ Example
a, type token J ’aime l'odeur de ces marrons.
’I like the smell of these chestnuts.’
a.’ J'en aime l ’odeur.
b. type type J ’aime l'odeur de marrons grilles.
b.’ J ’en aime l ’odeur.
c. token token J ’aime cette odeur de vos marrons.
c.’ J'en aime cette odeur.
d, *token type J ’aime cette odeur de marrons.
d. ’ *J’en aime cette Ddeur.
If it is a semantic constraint which blocks the appearance of 
en in sentences like (170)b, (186)b, c and (187)dT, then we can assume 
that no restrictions have to be placed on the rules which ensure that 
sequences of de 4- NP [PRO] surface as Pro PP en. Without attempting to 
formalize this constraint, I assume its existence, and therefore main­
tain the claim implicit in (106)a that no further contextual constraints 
are necessary in the statement of the syntactic environment which yields 
Pro PP en.
4.4.7 Summary
This chapter has investigated the structure and antecedents of 
the pronoun en, and has shown that en can correspond to the categories 
N, N and PP [de NP]. Three syntactic contexts in which Pro forms are 
realized as en have been proposed. It has been shown that the ante­
cedents of en can be precisely described in terms of categories and 
environments, and that many instances of en do not correspond to de + 
Noun, as has been claimed by some linguists. It has also been demon­
strated that sequences of de + N do not control the pronoun en.
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In the next chapter, the structure of quantified and partitive 
noun phrases which serve as antecedents for en is investigated. Here I 
argue that the nouns following da in these phrases are all NPs despite 
certain claims to the contrary.
CHAPTER 5
5. The Structure of Quantified and Partitive NPs in French
5.1 Partitive-Like Constructions in the Analyses Proposed 
by Selkirk and Milner
In specifying the contexts in which deep structure Pro-forms 
are realized superficially as esn (Chapter 4 (106)), we are in effect 
making certain claims about the underlying structure of the NP ante­
cedent for en. We have shown that indefinite and quantified noun 
phrases which display no surface de do not have one at any underlying 
level either. It was also shown that certain Noun de Noun phrases 
contained NP as the second noun, while others had only a nominal cate­
gory N in this position. The focus of this section will be on those 
NPs which do have a de in surface structure and which de serve as con­
trollers for en. The particular claim made here will be that the 
syntactic category of what follows the cle in certain quantified and 
partitive phrases is NP, and not N, whether a determiner is present or 
not. Milhfer (1978) argues that in a phrase like beaucoup de photos, 
the lack of a determiner associated with photos indicates that photos 
is not an NP .but an N, and that the whole NP has a different syntactic 
structure from that of beaucoup de vos photos, where a determiner is 
present. Selkirk (1977) distinguishes "true" partitives, which con­
tain a full NP node in the second element, from "pseudopartitives", 
whose second node is a determinerless N, and not a full NP. Thus, 
both Milner and Selkirk claim that the element following de in these 
noun phrases may belong to either of two syntactic categories, NP or N. 
I will claim that the arguments advanced in support of the N status of 
determinerless second elements in these quantified and partitive NPs 
are not conclusive, and that these second elements are in fact full NPs
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with an unrealized determiner. These arguments in turn will support 
our claim that sequences of de N do not serve as antecedents for en, 
whereas de NP strings do control this pronoun.
5.2 Selkirk's Measure Phrases
5.2.1 Argument One: The Structure of 'Pseudopartitives'
In her discussion of noun phrase structure in English, Selkirk 
(1977) argues that quantified phrases in English, like many objections, 
have the following structure.
(1)
many objections
That is, they are simple noun phrases, and not partitives, in under­
lying structure. She claims furthermore that determinerless measure 
phrases, such as a number of objections, three pounds of stew meat, are 
not partitive structures, containing two full noun phrases, but simple 
noun phrases, containing only one NP. The configuration she proposes 
is parallel to that of quantified phrases, (2).
(2) NP
(Det)
Det
N
(Pseudopartitive
structure)
number objections
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The surface C)f in a number of objections will result from a transforma­
tion inserting £f in the context NP ____  N. The (of) objections part
of this phrase is therefore considered to be only an N, and not an NP 
with a null indefinite determiner plus N. Thus, phrases like a number 
of her objections, three pounds of that stew meat are claimed to have a 
partitive structure (3), different from the one assigned to "pseudo- 
partitives" like (2).
(3)
Det
number her objections
(Partitive structure)
(Again, jof is to be inserted in the context NP  N) .
In contrast to Selkirk’s position, I will claim that her
"pseudopartitives" are in fact 'true1 partitives which happen to have
an optionally unrealized determiner in the second NP. Their structure
will more closely resemble (3) than (2)— although certain details will
 ^ be modified in (3) as well.
Evidence from pronominalization possibilities provides one
argument for the NP status of the right-hand element of these measure
phrases. Pronouns in French generally correspond to full noun phrases
(-)
or to prepositional phrases, and not to bare nouns: Pro N en is the
only exception to this observation. The pronoun them may only replace 
a full NP in (4), like its French counterpart.
(4) a. I listened to a number of her objections and you
listened to a number of her objections too.
b. I listened to a number of her objections and you
listened to a number of them too.
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If only the hare noun obj ections is pronominalized without the deter­
miner, the result is not grammatical.
(4) c. *1 listened to a number of her objections and you
listened to a number of her them too.
So them substitutes for the category NP, not for N .
Now note that in (5), the noun objections, which is not pre­
ceded by a determiner in surface structure, is nonetheless pronominal- 
izable by them.
(5) I heard a number of objections and you heard a number of
them too.
If it were the case that them was an N substitute here, then its 
failure to substitute for N in (4) would not be easily explained. 
Selkirk's analysis would require that them, and similar pronouns, be 
produced by two rules. One would replace a Det N sequence, and have 
precedence over the other, which would replace only an N. If these two 
rules could be collapsed into one, the result would be complicated by 
the requirement to build in precedence conditions. If, however, these 
measure phrases are. in fact partitive constructions, the rules for 
pronominalization will not be affected, because pronouns will continue 
to occupy the same position in phrase markers as full NPs.
This argument can also be extended to French to show that 
unnecessary complications arise from an analysis like (2). Suppose 
that un nombre d'objections had the same structure as (2), with de 
inserted transformationally. When the second element in this construc­
tion serves as a pronominal antecedent, the pronoun is en, as in (6)a.
(6) a. J'ai ecoute un nombre d'objections a cet accord, et vous
en avez ecoute un nombre aussi.
'I listened to a number of objections to this agreement 
and you listened to a number of them too,'
Since we assume that the appearance of _en is determined by rules 
which spell out certain Pro-forms contained in the syntactic contexts
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outlined in (106) of Chapter 4 as en, we consider that the discon­
tinuous sequence en . . . un nombre in the second conjunct of (6)a is 
represented as (6)b at some stage in the derivation.
(6) b. . , . et vous avez ecoute un nombre de Pro aussi.
In Selkirk's analysis, the deep structure of this string is (6)c.
(6) c. NP [ NP[un nombre] N[PR0]] .
The De-Insertion transformation does nothing to change the category 
label N of PRO, so that the surface structure resembles (6)d.
(6) d. NP[NP[un nombre] de NfPRO]] .
This structure constitutes an exception to the generalization 
made in Chapter 4 that sequences of de N in phrases like toit de maison 
never serve as controllers of en. In support of this claim, evidence
was given that maison in these phrases could not be a full NP, but
instead a lesser nominal, N or N. It will be seen in subsequent sec­
tions, however, that the second nominal in what Selkirk calls 'pseudo­
partitives' is in fact an NP, and that (6)d should be altered so that
the N label on PRO' reads NP[PR0] . The fact that the sequence de N in
(6) appears to violate conditions on the appearance of en outlined 
earlier ceases to be a problem if we assume that d'objections is a
prepositional phrase de NP and not simply a de N structure.
No such complications arise therefore if we assume that these 
are partitive phrases in deep structure, which happen to have a 
determiner node unfilled in surface structure in the second NP as a 
result of the cacophony constraint discussed earlier. The structure 
NP de NP, or NP PP, will satisfy the structural context required for 
Pro PP en, with no special conditions necessary to account for the en 
corresponding to 'pseudopartitives'.
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5.2.2 Argument Two: Constraints on Recursion in Partitives
Selkirk’s second argument for a pseudopartitive structure in 
measure phrases involves permissible combinations of determiners in 
full partitive constructions. She notes (op. cit.: 294) that any 
grammar of English will require certain constraints to be placed on 
partitive constructions, as it is not the case that just any determiner 
may be present in the lower noun phrase, as (7) shows.
(7) a. *three of some men
b. ^several of no books.
She assumes that, however it may be stated in the grammar, this neces­
sary Partitive Recursion Constraint can also rule out partitive phrases 
with an indefinite null determiner in the lower noun phrase. In this 
way, ungrammatical partitives like *many of objections will be avoided. 
Selkirk then points out that if measure phrases in English are in fact 
instances of the partitive construction with an indefinite null deter­
miner in the lower noun phrase, the Partitive Recursion Constraint 
would have to allow this null determiner in measure phrases but not in 
quantified phrases, because phrases like a number of objections are 
grammatical. This asymmetry between these two types of partitives is 
avoided, however, under the hypothesis that measure noun phrases may
not have a determiner appearing before the lower noun. In other words,
the Partitive Recursion Constraint will not apply because phrases like 
a number of objections are not partitives, but simple noun phrases, 
with a lower N constituent.
The force of this argument is lost in French, however. All 
but a few quantified phrases allow a null determiner in the lower 
phrase, just as measure phrases do. Compare the quantified phrases in
(8) with their measure phrase counterparts in (9).
(8) a. beaucoup d 1objections
'many object ions’
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b. assez d ’insultes 
’enough insults’
(9) a. un nombre d ’objections
'a number of objections’
b. un tas d ’insultes
’a bunch of insults.'
A small number of ’adjectival’ quantifiers, such as plusieurs and 
certains, must be followed directly by the noun if there is no surface 
determiner; a determiner is allowed only in a full partitive construc­
tion. It is these few quantifiers which would be affected by the 
Partitive Recursion Constraint to exclude examples like (10)b.
(10) a. plusieurs photos
’several photos’
b. *plusieurs de photos
c. plusieurs de vos photos.
If a Partitive Recursion Constraint similar to that required for 
English were invoked to rule out (10)b, then it is obvious that 
numerous exceptions to this Constraint would have to be stated to 
account for the majority of quantified expressions, represented in
(8), which do not have a determiner preceding the quantified noun.
The criterion of economy in grammatical statements is better met by 
allowing null determiners to appear freely in both quantified and 
measure phrases, and to account for the ungrammaticality of (10)b as 
a lexical peculiarity of quantifiers like plusieurs and certains, 
which happen to be more adjective-like than noun-like. Akmajian and 
Lehrer (1976) point out that in English, some quantifiers are more NP- 
like than others. True quantifiers like some, most, fail all the 
characteristic NP tests (they do not take possessives, determiners or 
numeral modifiers, and do not occur in singular and plural versions), 
while very noun-like terms like herd pass all these tests. French too 
has members of the category Q which are more adjective-like than others
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(plusieurs agrees with its noun in number, while certains agrees in 
number and gender with its noun). When a PRO is generated in the 
position occupied by the noun in such phrases, these Q appear to undergo 
a process of ’substantivization’, making them more noun-like. There is 
no morphological evidence for this fact with plusieurs and certains, 
but there is with the quantifier quelques (some, a few).
(11) a. J ’ai pris quelques photos.
’I took some photos.’
b. *J’en ai pris quelques.
c. J ’en ai pris quelques-unes.
This same process takes place when these quantifiers are the first 
elements in ’full partitive’ constructions.
(12) a. quelques-unes de ces photos
’some of these photos’
b. certaines de vos photos 
'certain of your photos.'
The fact that some French quantifiers shift category from adjective­
like to noun-like, suggests that any statement of a Partitive Recursion 
Constraint in French should not exclude null determiners in quantified 
phrases. Unrealized determiners should be allowed to appear as part 
of the NP node which these phrases have as their rightmost element.
5.2.3 Argument Three: Leftward Extraposition in French
The rule of Extraposition from NP seems to treat partitives 
and pseudopartitives differently. Examples like those in (13) show 
that determinerless elements do not behave like full prepositional 
phrases in that they resist being moved rightward by Extraposition.
The second element of true partitives, though, is quite mobile.
(13) a. He gave a large number 
to John.
books by famous authors
b. He gave a large number to John 
famous authors.
books by
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From these facts, Selkirk (1977: 305) concludes that the failure of 
Extraposition to apply to a sequence of books by famous authors is a 
direct consequence of the fact that such sequences do not meet the 
structural description of the rule. Extraposition displaces a noun 
phrase NP preceded by a preposition; in Selkirk's analysis the string 
in question has the structure of N , and so remains to the immediate 
right of the first noun phrase. In the next section (5.2.4), the 
validity of this claim as applied to English will be examined. Here,' 
however, investigation of the behaviour of moved de-phrases in French 
is relevant.
Related to these distributional facts of English is a similar 
observation by Milner (1978: 72) about French. He notes that what he 
calls ’true genitives’, i.e., true partitives, with determiners 
associated with the second noun, are able to be moved leftwards, while 
bare nouns preceded by de cannot be moved leftwards. Contrast the 
sentences of (14) with those of (15).
(14) a. De ces livres, je n ’ai lu aucun.
’Of these books, I have read none.’
b. De ces livres, peu sont des chefs d ’oeuvre.
’Of these books, few are masterpieces.’
(15) a. *De livres, j ’ai lu beaucoup.
’Of books, I have read a lot.’
b. *De livres, beaucoup ont ete publies avant 1900.
’Of books', a lot were published before 1900. 1
The sentences in (14) are instances of topicalized structures. 
Topicalizations, as Rivero (1980: 366) points out, have generally been 
considered the result of a movement transformation. Emonds (1976: 31), 
for example, considers topicalization as a root transformation which 
moves noun phrases to the front of the sentence. Hirschbuhler (1974: 
10) does not limit topicalized strings to noun phrases only. His 
notion of a topicalized structure is one produced by a transformation 
which moves a phrase to the front of the sentence without leaving a
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pronominal copy in the position originally occupied by this phrase. 
Gueron's (1980) rule of PP Extraposition allows both rightward and 
leftward movement of prepositional phrases, and thus produces topical­
ized structures such as those in (14). For example, she gives (16) as 
an example of a suitable topicalization resulting from PP Extraposition.
(16) De Balzac, j'ai lu Le Pere Goriot. (Gueron (1980: n. 3))
'Of Balzac, I read Le Pere Goriot.1
The rule referred to as Extraposition from NP appears therefore 
to be subsumed by PP Extraposition, and to be simply the operation of 
this latter rule in a rightward direction. If this is the case, then 
the parallels between the French and English structures in (13) and
(14) seem to be obvious, and equally obvious seems to be the conclu­
sion: those structures which lack a determiner are not eligible to
be moved by a transformation which moves prepositional phrases because 
they are not prepositional phrases. Neither of books nor de livres 
meets the requirement of being a PP, because they are sequences of
P N, not of P NP.
There is some evidence, however, that the conclusions reached 
by Selkirk and Milner are not based on all the relevant facts. Their 
contention that determinerless partitives are simple noun phrases 
which do not contain full prepositional phrases requires that all 
sentences like (15) be ungrammatical on purely syntactic grounds.
But Vinet (1977a: 146) points out that there are sentences syntacti­
cally parallel to (15) which are grammatical. In (17), the phrase 
de lait has no demonstrative, possessive adjective or article 
attached to it, yet it is grammatical.
(17) De lait,je n ’ai toujours bu que tres peu.
'Of milk, I have always drunk only very little.'
Quoting Gueron (1976) (a paper not available to me), Vinet proposes 
that (17) is possible because there is a surface semantic
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interpretation which links de lait to an element which contributes to 
a highlighting effect or emphasis. This element here is ne . . . que 
(only). Other negative and exclusive items can have the same effect.
(18) a. De musique electronique, je n'ai jamais ecoute beaucoup.
'Of electronic music, I've never listened to a lot.'
b. De pommes rouges, elle n'a achete qu’un seul kilo.
'Of red apples, she only bought one kilo.'
c. De pommes rouges, elle a achete un kilo seulement.
'Of red apples, she bought one kilo only.'
The presence of an adjective modifying the moved noun seems to be 
important; without the adjective, many speakers do not accept such 
sentences.
(19) a. ??De musique, je n'ai jamais ecoute beaucoup.
b. ??De pommes, elle a achete un kilo seulement.
With the adjective in place, but the highlighting element missing, 
judgements vary from speaker to speaker.
(20) a. (?)De musique electronique, j'ai ecoute beaucoup.
b. (?)De pommes rouges, j'ai achete un kilo hier (^yesterday).
The clear acceptability of (17), (18), and the acceptability 
by some speakers of (19), (20), seem to invalidate the conclusion 
that these determinerless nouns are dominated by syntactic categories 
different from those which dominate nouns accompanied by determiners. 
If PP Extraposition is responsible for (14), it is also responsible 
for (17)-(20), as well as for the ungrammatical (15). The most 
plausible explanation for all these sentences is that a rule extra- 
posing prepositional phrases overgenerates certain surface or shallow 
structures, which are then filtered out by interpretive rules. For 
reasons which I will not speculate on here, sentences such as (15) 
are rejected, because they do not contain any highlighting or 
emphasizing element.
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It is important to note that it is not exclusively determiner- 
less sequences which are barred from topic position. Milner (1978:
72) says that some topicalizations involving movement of a full prep­
ositional phrase from object position are subject to a limitation for
which he has no explanation. Sentences such as (21) are not grammatical.
(21) a. *De ces livres, j'ai lu beaucoup.
’Of these books, I read a lot.'
b. «De ces livres, j'ai lu deux.
'Of these books, I read two.'
The limitation, however, does not apply when the sentence contains a 
highlighting element (Vinet (1977a: 148)).
(22) a. De ces livres, elle n'a jamais lu beaucoup.
'Of these books, she has never read many.'
b. De ces livres, j'ai lu deux seulement avec interet.
'Of these books, I have read only two with interest.'
Constraints on the leftward movement of strings preceded by de., whether 
or not they contain determiners, appear therefore to involve semantic 
rules interpreting surface structures, and not the syntactic category 
of the displaced constituents. There is no evidence here that surface 
strings consisting of de N fail to undergo PP Extraposition because 
they fail to meet the structural description of the rule. On the con­
trary, such strings are suitable candidates for topicalization. This 
fact in turn suggests that the N preceded by de in partitive-like 
constructions is Immediately dominated by NP, and that the determiner 
node is potentially expandable but not in fact expanded.
5.2.4 Argument Four: The Upward-Boundedness Constraint
on Extraposition from NP
Limitations on the extraposition of PPs from NP have been
formulated in terms of the following syntactic constraint, which seems
to be a variant of Chomsky's (1973) Subjacency Condition.
(23) No element may be extraposed more than one cycle up from 
the cycle containing it. (Selkirk (1977: 293), from
Akmajian (1975: 119))
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Both S and NP are cyclic domains. Thus, given a structure like (24),
a review of a new book about French cooking came out yesterday
Akmajian (1975) points out that only PP^ and not PP 2  may be extraposed 
to the end of the main clause.
(25) a. A review came out yesterday of a new book about French 
cooking.
b. *A review of a new book came out yesterday about French 
cooking.
Extraposing PP^ would be moving it more than one cycle up, and this 
would create ungrammaticality.
A possible problem for this analysis is posed by sentences like
(25), if it is assumed that the noun number is an NP followed by a PP 
complement, as in (27).
(26) A number of pictures were taken yesterday of John.
(27) S
a number
VP
were taken yesterday
P NP
of N
is
pictures of John
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Since PP 2  does extrapose here, it is moving more than one cycle up. 
Selkirk’s solution to this problem is one also arrived at by Akmajian 
and Lehrer (1976). The claim is that NP^ does not contain two PPs, 
but only one: pictures will be dominated by N and not by NP in the 
configuration (28).
N were taken yesterday
NP
PPa number
pictures of John
(of)
Under this analysis, there is only one intervening NP cyclic node, 
which does not block the extraposition of PP in (26). This ’pseudo­
partitive’ structure would allow the generalization about boundedness 
to.be preserved. Selkirk further shows that what she claims to be 
real partitives (i.e., those with determiners) do not allow extra­
position. Thus there is a marked contrast in acceptability between 
the a and the b sentences in (29).
(29) a. A lot of reviews were published today of Helen’s first 
symphony.
b. ?*A lot of the reviews were published today of Helen's 
first s'ymphony.
The doubtful nature of b would be a consequence of the partitive struc­
ture of the subject: of the reviews is a PP, containing an NP node.
Thus the second PP, of Helen's first symphony, would have to cross 
two NP nodes in extraposing, and thereby violate the boundedness con­
straint. Assigning two different structures to the NP subjects in
(29) a and b could therefore explain the grammatical contrast.
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However, as Oehrle (1977) shows in his comments on Selkirk’s 
paper, there are a number of constraints on the application of Extra­
position from Noun Phrase. One of these concerns the shape of the
determiner of the noun phrase: extraposition does not easily remove
a PP if the determiner is definite.
(30) a. A review of Claudia’s book was sent to me.
b. A review was sent to me of Claudia’s book.
c. ?*The review was sent to me of Claudia’s book.
Other constraints have to do with the relation between the NP and its 
prepositional complement, and with the predicate of the VP after which 
the PP is to be extraposed. (See Oehrle (1977: 319) for examples).
These constraints would be difficult to state as syntactic conditions 
on the rule of Extraposition, and are probably semantic in nature. 
However these constraints are to be stated in the grammar, Oehrle’s 
point is that the failure of Extraposition from NP to apply in a given 
case may be due to factors other than the depth of embedding of the 
target constituent. We cannot jump to conclusions about the constituent 
structure of the phrase from which extraction was to take place 
(Oehrle (1977: 320)).
This methodological consideration is supported by a number of 
counter-indications to Selkirk's analysis. Oehrle gives the b sen­
tences in (31), (32) as examples of 'full' partitive structures which 
nonetheless do allow extraposition over two cyclic NP nodes.
(31) a. How much of a proof of this theorem actually exists?
b. How much of a proof actually exists of this theorem?
(32) a. One hell of a review of Mary's book has just appeared,
b. One hell of a review has just appeared of Mary's book.
Oehrle makes some suggestions designed to allow the upward­
boundedness constraint on extraposition to be preserved despite these
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apparent counter-examples. One proposed solution is to deny that the 
presence of a determiner following of_ indicates the presence of an 
embedded NP. In other words, the category which dominates a proof of 
this theorem, is perhaps not NP, but some intermediate category which 
will still allow' the generation under it of Det . . . N sequences 
without being itself a cyclic category. This category would replace 
the category symbol NP around a proof of this theorem in (33) in such 
a way that it does not constitute a cyclic domain.
(33) p [ (how much of)Np [a proof of this theorem] Np ] Np
This proposal seems, however, to be otherwise unmotivated and ad hoc.
Another proposal also denies considering a proof of this 
theorem as a full noun phrase. The structure underlying how much of 
a proof of this theorem might be something like (34).
(34) N p [ aDet Qp [how much] N [proof of this theorem] N I NP
In this account, the QP how much has to shift to the left of the 
article, with a concomitant insertion of of between Q and Det. Again, 
this solution is ad hoc, as it involves two transformations (NP-Bounded 
Leftward QP Movement, and De-Insertion) not elsewhere required.
Oehrle!s final suggestion, that how much of a be considered a kind of 
complex determiner with proof of this theorem dominated by N, is like­
wise unsupported with independent syntactic evidence.
Even if one of these proposals was the correct one for these 
noun phrases containing quantifier phrases, there are still some 
counter-examples to Selkirk's analysis that could not be explained by 
any of these suggestions. The sharp contrast which Selkirk finds 
between the two sentences of (29), and between those in (35),
(35) a. A number of commentaries have appeared on Anne's latest
book.
b. ?*A number of the commentaries have appeared on Anne's 
latest book,
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becomes less clear when the definite article determiner in b is
replaced by a possessive determiner. I find that (35)c is acceptable,
especially with contrastive intonation on the possessive.
(my |
(35) c. A number of jyourf commentaries have appeared on Anne's
(his J
latest book.
Similarly, X detect no difference in grammaticality between the sen­
tences in (36), where the noun is combined with an adjective phrase.
(36) a. A number of typically critical and one-sided commentaries
were broadcast yesterday on the government1s Middle 
East policy.
b. A number of those typically critical and one-sided com­
mentaries were broadcast yesterday on the government’s 
Middle East policy.
Finally, in sentence (37), the source noun for the extraposed prep­
ositional phrase is bare, but there are nevertheless two NP nodes to 
cross in moving rightward.
(3.7) a. A number of these kinds of commentaries on Anne's latest 
book have appeared,
b. A number of these kinds of commentaries have appeared 
on Anne's latest book.
These examples suggest that the determining factors which allow 
Extraposition from NP are more than simply syntactic in nature. There­
fore, it is unwarranted to conclude that partitive-like constructions 
which do allow extraposition must be assigned a different syntactic 
structure from those partitive constructions which seem to resist extra­
position, because both types of expressions do in fact allow preposi­
tional complements to extrapose. So if a PP can move rightwards from 
what is obviously an NP in (35)c of my commentaries . . .  on Anne's 
latest book there is no reason to believe that of commentaries in (37)a 
must be an of N construction. It is equally valid to conclude that this 
too is an NP, of a type which more freely allows extraposition than NPs 
with definite article determiners, as in (35)b.
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Rightward movement of prepositional phrases is more common 
in English than in French. But in French too, similar arguments can 
be advanced to show that different syntactic structures for full and 
'pseudo' partitives are unjustified. In (38), a grammaticality con­
trast is attributable to the definite article in (38)b.
(38) a. Un nombre de commentaires ont paru sur le livre d'Anne.
b. ?*Un nombre des (- de + les) commentaires ont paru sur 
le livre d'Anne.
But extraposition becomes possible when other determiners are used, or 
when the noun is accompanied by an adjective.
(38) a. Un nombre de vos commentaires ont paru sur le livre d'Anne.
d. Un nombre de ces commentaires virulents et mal fond£s
ont paru sur le livre d'Anne.
We conclude that there is no evidence here to support the claim that 
the determinerless phrase de commentaires is a de N string, and con­
tinue to claim that it is a de NP string.
5.2.5 Argument Five: Non-Restrictive Relative Clauses
Selkirk maintains that the interpretation of non-restrictive 
relative clauses provides evidence for distinguishing syntactically 
between partitive phrases which differ by the presence or absence of 
a determiner. Her claim is that these relative clauses are generated 
under an NP node only, and can therefore only be associated with this
full nominal category, and not with a bare N. The clause in (39) is
said to be ambiguous.
(39) She bought him dozens of those daffodils, only two of which
were faded.
On one reading, the two faded daffodils were among the ones she bought. 
On the other, they were among the group designated by those daffodils, 
and not necessarily chosen by her.
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In (40), on the other hand, the lack of a determiner after oj:
is correlated with a reduction in the number of relative clause inter­
pretations available.
(40) She bought him dozens of daffodils, only two of which were faded.
Now, according to Selkirk, the only interpretation is that two of the 
purchased daffodils were faded. The two readings of (39) are possible 
because the relative clause may be associated with either of two NPs: 
the entire partitive noun phrase dozens of those daffodils or the lower 
one, those daffodils. The single reading of (40) follows from the fact 
that there is only one NP for the relative clause to modify. The 
flowers designated by dozens of daffodils are those containing the 
faded blooms; there is no interpretation in which the faded daffodils 
were not among those purchased because the clause cannot associate with 
the bare N, (of) daffodils. These different semantic interpretations 
are therefore said to result from correspondingly different syntactic 
configurations. Selkirk (1977: 316, n. 20) proposes (41) as the source 
for non-restrictive relative clauses, and points out that in this 
analysis, simple NPs, containing only one NP, could have only one non- 
restrictive relative.
Partitive phrases, which contain two NPs, could have more than one 
relative.
partitives which have a surface determiner and those which do not 
become less obvious when all the possible readings of (39) and (40) 
are taken into account. In fact, (40) has at least two readings: 
there could have been only two individual flowers among the dozens 
purchased which were faded, or twenty-four of them might have been in
(41) NP
The conclusions about different syntactic structures for
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poor condition. To give the reading in which two dozens of the flowers 
were faded, the relative clause must be associating with the NP dozens 
in the phrase dozens of daffodils. Similarly, to give the reading in 
which only two of the flowers were faded, the relative must be assoc­
iating with daffodils, despite its lack of determiner.
The sentence (39) has at least three readings. As in (40), 
twenty-four or two flowers might be faded. Additionally, none of the 
flowers she actually bought were wilting, as these remained in the set 
of flowers from which she chose her dozens. This extra interpretation 
is available in (39) not because daffodils is here dominated by NP, 
instead of by N as Selkirk claims it is in (40). The additional read­
ing seems simply to follow from pragmatic reasons associated with the 
use of the demonstrative determiner those. In the situation in which 
(39) is uttered, those may indicate either the purchased flowers or 
the flowers from which the choice was made. Only knowledge of the
context could make the intended referent of those daffodils clear, and
without any contextual clues, it is impossible to know whether the
smaller set of purchased flowers or larger set of flowers for sale is
being modified by the relative clause. In (40), on the other hand, the 
lack of determiner accompanying daffodils indicates that only a set of 
daffodils in general is referred to. Hence only one reading of the 
relative clause is associated with this noun. The fact that a non- 
restrictive relative can indeed be associated with daffodils, however, 
is an indication that this noun is a full NP, and not an N. Because
(39) and (40) allow these relative clauses to associate with both 
dozens and (those) daffodils, giving the "twenty-four" and the "two" 
readings respectively, there must be no difference in syntactic cate­
gory between the underlined nouns.
This conclusion applies equally to French. Sentences corre­
sponding to (39) and (40) have the same range of readings as their
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English counterparts, and thus provide no evidence that different 
nodes dominate the second element of these partitive constructions.
(39)’ a. Elle lui a achete des douzaines de ces jonquilles,
dont deux seulement etaient fletries.
(40)' a. Elle lui a achete des douzaines de jonquilles, dont
deux seulement etaient fletries,
A clearer example of the ability of relatives to associate with either
element of what Selkirk labels ’pseudopartitives1 is given in (42).
(42) a. J ’ai achete un kilo de pommes, qui valait trois francs.
'I bought a kilo of apples, which cost three francs.1
b. J ’ai achete un kilo de pommes, qui etaient gatees.
’I bought a kilo of apples, which were spoiled.’
The singular verb agreement in valait in a shows that the relative is
modifying kilo; the plural verb agreement in etaient, and the feminine 
plural adjective agreement in gatees, show that the relative in b is 
associating with pommes. The presence or absence of a determiner with 
this second element has no bearing on its ability to be relativized. 
There is consequently no evidence from the interpretation of non- 
restrictive relative clauses for the N status of the second noun in 
'pseudopartitive’ constructions. If these clauses can be associated 
with NPs only, the . correct conclusion would seem to be that these 
determinerless nouns are dominated by the node NP.
5.2.6 Argument Six: Presence or Absence of the Preposition
Selkirk observes that "pseudo-partitive" determinerless phrases
may in some cases lack the of_ which is never missing in full partitive 
constructions. Thus, a dozen and a couple optionally permit to be 
absent, though in Selkirk’s dialect, a dozen requires the absence of of.
(43) a. Please give me a dozen (of) Black Label (=beer). 
b. Could I borrow a couple (of) cups of sugar?
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When there is a determiner present, the of is no longer optional, but 
obligatory.
(44) a. Please give me a dozen your coldest light beers,
b. Could I b o r r o w  a c o u p l e t h e s e  snow shovels?
These facts are taken to justify different structures for 
pseudopartitives and full partitives. In the configuration [ NP N] } 
associated with determinerless constructions, the o_f may sometimes be 
absent. Since in partitives, the _of must always be present, it is 
assumed that this distributional .difference is matched by a structural 
difference. It should be noted, however, that Selkirk's partitive 
structure also has this [NP N] configuration. The only difference 
between this and a measure phrase is the proposed rule which rewrites 
N as NP (Selkirk (1977: 312)) in partitives; in pseudopartitives, N is 
rewritten directly as N, with no intervening NP node. Thus the rule 
of Of-Insertion which Selkirk requires for both partitives and pseudo- 
partitives will not be the same rule for both constructions. Its 
structural description will have to mention not only the N which occurs 
directly after an NP, but also the node which N immediately dominates. 
The preposition will be optionally inserted in the structure (45), and 
obligatorily .in (46) .
(45) NP _____  N [N ]
(46) NP _____  N [ NP ]
These structural differences make it difficult to collapse the 
statement of Of-Insertion into a single rule. Instead, two separate, 
yet obviously related, rules will be necessary. Such duplication is 
usually indicative of a missed generalization. As an alternative, one 
could envisage an across-the-board insertion rule in both configura­
tions, followed by an optional Of-Deletion rule in certain contexts.
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The solution involving the smallest number of rules, however,
would be to assume that of_ is present in underlying structure, and 
that, triggered by certain lexical items, it may optionally delete.
Any analysis of these phrases which presumes that there is no prep­
osition in deep structure will require two transformational rules to 
assure correct distribution of of_. On the analysis in which the sur­
face preposition is already present in the base, only a very limited, 
lexically determined rule is needed to delete _of optionally in certain 
contexts.
quite beside the point in French. Whether the second element in these 
partitive-like constructions has a determiner or not, the de is always 
present on the surface. There are no contexts in which jde may appear 
optionally, corresponding to examples like (43).
’I bought a dozen eggs.’
Consequently, there is no reason to assume a syntactic category dif­
ference between two types of partitive constructions on the basis of 
the presence or absence of da, since the preposition is never missing 
in surface structure.
3.3 Selkirk's Measure Nouns, Full Partitives and Noun 
Complement Constructions
The next set of arguments advanced by Selkirk is designed to 
illustrate differences in syntactic behaviour between pseudopartitive 
measure phrases, partitive phrases containing determiners, which indi­
cate semantically a part of a whole, and noun complement structures, 
in which the of-phrase is a complement to the head noun.
In this section, I shall argue that the conclusions reached 
on the basis of English examples do not apply to French noun phrases.
Arguments about deletion or insertion of the preposition are
(47) J ’ai achete une douzaine oeufs.
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In particular, it will be shown that there is no evidence that ’pseudo­
partitives' and full partitives must be assigned different syntactic 
structures.
5.3.1 Argument Seven: Agreement Phenomena
Selkirk points out that some nouns may function either as the 
head noun of a noun complement construction or as a measure noun. If 
this noun is singular, and the second element in the construction is 
plural, then verbal agreement may be singular or plural. If verbal 
number agreement is determined by the head N of the subject NP, as 
Selkirk claims, then the singular/plural difference in (49) can be 
attributed to differences in syntactic structure.
The singular was reflects a noun complement construction in which 
assortment is the head N, and of responses to your questions is a 
prepositional phrase in underlying structure. The lack of determiner 
before responses is simply a case of that potential node«being un­
realized; responses is dominated by NP, not by N. The plural were is 
taken to -reflect a pseudopartitive structure whose head is responses; 
an assortment is a measure noun generated as a left sister to the head 
noun, as in (2). Selkirk gives a structural definition of the notion 
"head of a noun phrase", (49), which is designed to allow the head to 
be picked out of a given configuration.
(49) "The head noun N of NP^ is that N that is dominated by N-j_
and Njj_, both dominated by NP^, and that is not dominated
by any category PP, VP or AP which is dominated by NP^."
Thus, in the 'pseudopartitive' version of the subject NP in
(49), an assortment of responses is assigned the configuration (50).
(48) An assortment of responses to your questions
an assortment (of) responses
Here, only responses corresponds to the definition of head of phrase, 
But in the noun complement version of (48), this string is assigned 
the configuration (51).
(51)
Det
an assortment responses
In this structure, assortment is the head, triggering singular agree­
ment in the verb.
What is missing in this analysis is an account of why certain 
parallel structures do not exhibit the syntactic behaviour which 
Selkirk uses to justify structural differences between these construc­
tions. In particular, when the first noun in a construction which is 
said to be structurally ambiguous is plural, and when the second ele­
ment in the phrase is singular, the verb no longer is able to assume 
both singular and plural forms. It Is difficult to see why a change
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in number in the nouns should eliminate one of the possible configura­
tions assigned to these partitive-like structures, yet this consequence 
is exactly what Selkirk is committed to claiming, given her conclusions 
about (48). Notice that in (52), where an assortment has changed to 
assortments, and responses has changed to crockery, the singular verb 
is ungrammatical.
(52) The stalls at the jumble sale had nothing but odds and ends 
of china for sale. Assortments of crockery {are] of no 
interest to me. (*^SJ
' In Selkirk’s analysis, the only structure to which the phrase
in (52) could be assigned is the ’noun complement’ structure (51) in 
which assortments is the head. Yet assortments seems to be no less a 
"measure phrase" than an assortment. It remains unexplained why 
phrases whose first nouns are singular should have dual structures, 
while similar phrases with plural first nouns have only one structure. 
And if (52) does in fact have two structures, with two heads, it 
remains to be explained why the head N crockery of the pseudopartitive 
structure may not trigger number agreement.
A more serious problem for this analysis is the requirement 
that the head of every noun phrase be uniquely determined. Selkirk 
(1977: 310) claims that "whichever noun is interpreted as the head is 
fixed for any sentence," and that phenomena making crucial reference 
to the head of a noun phrase are verbal number agreement, pronominaliza- 
tion, and selectional restrictions. The different pronouns in (53) 
are said to reflect different structures in which either group or 
crazies is the head N.
(53) That group
didn't 
Similarly, the different verbs in (54) supposedly reflect a measure 
phrase, in which sugar is the head N, or a noun complement phrase, in
f crazies really got |^g^gfi.ves/ ^ot watar> 
?
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which cup functions as the head N,
/■c/s j- (was strewn]
(54) A cup of sugar jsinas^e(j f on ^ e
In light of these claims, consider (55),
(55) That assortment of dishes was smashed in transit, wasn’t it?
The singular verb agreement and the singular pronoun, indicate
that assortment must be the head noun. But the noun which has selected
the verb smashed is obviously dishes. If we accept that the head N 
determines both selectional restrictions and agreement, it would 
appear that some processes pick out one noun as head, while others 
pick out a different noun. The fact that there could be a choice in 
determining the head would seem to weaken the usefulness of the notion 
of head, especially as a basis for predicting the internal structure 
of noun phrases.
In any case it is dubious whether any syntactic arguments based 
on restrictions holding between a head noun and the verb it selects 
can be considered valid. Kempson (1977: 112-117) provides a number of 
arguments which show that the unacceptability of sentences which assert 
that gred'ri ideas are capable of sleeping or that truth can dance should 
not be attributed to conditions on the insertion of lexical items into 
deep structure representations. Without reiterating her arguments, I 
accept that they are valid, and that no conclusions can be drawn from 
selectional restrictions about which of two nouns in a complex noun 
phrase constitutes the head. Thus, arguments like those which follow 
from consideration of selectional restrictions in sentences (54), (55) 
will be assumed to be inconclusive for purposes of determining the 
head noun and its category label.
Even if we were to assume, counterfactually, that verb choice 
is relevant in determining the head noun of a noun phrase, there would 
still be some problems with Selkirk’s analysis, Oehrle (1977: 324)
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points out that her treatment of measure phrases allows for ambiguities 
in structure. In a phrase such as a couple of jars of mustard, selec­
tional restrictions in sentences like (56) seem to indicate that 
mustard is the head noun.
(56) A couple of jars of mustard would spice up your sandwich 
considerably.
One possible structure for this phrase, in Selkirk's framework, is (57).
although the ungrammaticality of (58)
(58) *A couple of jars of mustard is on the table
suggests that this is not the head which determines number agreement. 
Another possible configuration for this phrase is the partitive struc­
ture (59), allowed by the phrase structure rule which rewrites N as NP.
(57) NP
N
N N
NP N
a couple (of) jars (of) mustard
Here, mustard is structurally identifiable as the head
(59) NP
N
NP N
NP
a couple (of)
NP N
N
jars (of) mustard
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Oehrle notes no noticeable empirical consequence of this distinction 
in structure apart from the theoretical consequence of forcing a 
complication in Selkirk's definition of head. In structure (59), 
according to her definition, the head of the highest NP is not uniquely 
identifiable.
We have seen some problems then with Selkirk's notion of head. 
The head may fail to trigger number agreement, as in (52). And it 
may not even be identifiable, given the structural definition of head 
and certain incorrect assumptions about the role of selectional 
restrictions. Yet it was precisely in order to allow a unique struc­
tural determination of the head that measure phrases and noun comple­
ment phrases were assigned different syntactic structures (50), (51).
In view of the problems inherent with the identification of the head, 
and with the role it plays in grammatical processes, the syntactic 
conclusions made on the basis of head-sensitive phenomena must be con­
sidered unwarranted.
Instead of adopting a structural solution to account for the 
singular/plural agreement in (48), we could as an alternative allow 
rules like number agreement to be not strictly syntactic. The morpho­
logical form of the verb may well be determined by the sense of the 
phrase rather than by the grammatical number of its head. Thus the 
phrase a couple, in the sense of "two people", allows the verb to be 
singular or plural.
(60) A couple j ^ ^ ej seen holding hands in the park.
Singular verb agreement could be triggered by a syntactic feature 
[+singular]; it must be the perceived dual reference of the subject, 
however, which permits the verb to appear in plural form. There can 
be no question here of a structural difference prompting two different 
patterns of agreement. Similarly, there need not be two different
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syntactic structures assigned to a phrase like an assortment of 
responses to explain agreement patterns. Instead, what is required is 
that rules of grammar be able to refer to features which are not 
strictly syntactic.
Number agreement between subject and verb in French almost 
invariably matches the grammatical number of the verb with that of the 
subject. Grammatically singular NFs denoting an inherently plural 
referent trigger singular agreement with the verb. Singular nouns 
corresponding to the English words government, board, team, council, 
Cabinet and so on are never the subjects of plural verbs.
But though notional agreement is much less common in French 
than in English, it is possible to find cases of syllepsis with simple 
NPs. In (61) for example, the singular nouns in subject position 
denote a plurality, and this plural sense is reflected in the morpho­
logically plural marking of the verb.
(61) a. Minuit sonnerent. (v. Minuit sonna. (singular))
’Midnight rang out * *
(Robert (1968: 1728))
b. Beaucoup en ont parle, mais peu l ’ont bien connue.
 ’Many spoke of her, but few knew her well.’
(Voltaire, quoted in Bled (1954: 78))
c . La plupart sont venus.
The majority have come. (^artburg ancj Zumthor (1947: 24))
The phenomenon is even more common in noun de noun construc­
tions. Fauconnier (1974: 220) defines the number of the whole of such 
noun phrases as being the number of the leftmost determiner dominated 
by the highest NP node in the phrase, where determiner is Intended to 
cover articles, demonstratives, possessives and quantifiers. But if 
a noun de noun phrase has as its first nominal element a noun 
designating indeterminate or vague quantities, such as une multitude 
or un grand nombre, then the rule of thumb proposed by Fauconnier may
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be violated. In (62), agreement may be singular or plural,
(62) a. Un grand nombre de gens fest venu
& ° (sont venus
ihas \have I come *
b. Une multitude de sauterelles |Qnt| infestd la campagne.
ill 3. S )have! ^n^estG<  ^ t i^e countryside.’
Milner sees no reason in these facts to assign two different
phrase markers to un grand nombre de gens and to une multitude de 
sauterelles. He simply considers that the sentences of (62) are cases 
of syllepsis. The perceived plurality of the referent is in conflict 
with the morphologically singular nature of the word, and the conflict 
is resolved here by allowing dual agreement. We concur with his
judgement that dual agreement is no reason to suppose that the surface
structure of these strings is ambiguous, since it is out of the question 
that simple nouns triggering both singular and plural agreement are 
structurally ambiguous.
But we do not concur with another judgement of Milner’s. He 
sees in these agreement facts a further confirmation that determinerless 
second nominals in phrases like un grand nombre de gens belong to a 
different category than the second nominals in similar phrases which 
are preceded by a determiner. He claims that gens in un grand nombre 
de ces gens is dominated by NP, whereas the gens which lacks a deter­
miner in an otherwise similar phrase is dominated by N, Milner points 
out that it is only determinerless phrases which permit double agree­
ment, as in (62), while phrases containing determiners do not, as (63) 
shows,
(63) Un grand nombre de mes amis yenu {• .
(*sont venus)
’A large number of my friends has/have come.’
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However, if the syntactic structure of the phrase was the only 
factor determining the possibility of double agreement, it would be 
difficult to explain why certain determinerless phrases do.not permit 
double agreement. The subject in (64), for example, has the same 
structure as the determinerless phrases in (62), but the verb in (64) 
can only be singular.
’A kilo of apples will be eaten.'
It appears therefore that only a subset of phrases containing 
determinerless second nouns may trigger dual agreement. The conditions 
under which determinerless phrases in French (equivalent to Selkirk's 
'pseudopartitives') allow or prohibit dual agreement are hard to 
specify. Syntactically we find that an indefinite determiner precedes 
the first nominal, which is a measure noun, in both (62) a and b and
(64), while the second nominal, lacking an article, denotes something 
countable. Perhaps the preciseness of the measure noun kilo, in con­
trast to the vagueness of the measure noun nombre, has something to 
do with why kilo must trigger number agreement, while nombre may do so, 
but not obligatorily.
agreement may be, we can reasonably presume them to be not entirely 
syntactic in nature, because only a subset of determinerless phrases 
are affected. Those phrases prohibited from triggering dual agreement 
belong, in both Milner's and Selkirk's frameworks, to two syntactic 
classes. It is difficult to see, therefore, why the syntactic con­
figurations assigned to these constructions should play a determining 
role in the process of number agreement. All 'true' partitives and 
some 'pseudopartitives' which are subjects of French sentences transfer 
the number of the leftmost determiner (in a broad sense) to the verb.
(64) Un.kilo de pommes
sera consomme
Whatever the precise nature of the conditions permitting double
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Some 'pseudopartitives', on the other hand, allow the verb to agree in 
number with the leftmost determiner or with the second noun of the 
phrase. Since this 'semantic* agreement is confined to a subgroup of 
determinerless phrases, and since 'syntactic' agreement cuts across 
the two proposed classes of phrases, we conclude that number concord 
does not provide any evidence to support the claim that two such classes 
of noun phrase exist. Syntactic rules of agreement have to be allowed 
to modify their operation to take account of perceived semantic con­
flict, as with a couple, a pair. Extending this exceptional behaviour 
to a semantically defined group of partitive-like phrases which lack 
determiners would therefore achieve the same effect as-claiming that 
these phrases are syntactically ambiguous— a claim that is not without 
difficulties of its own (cf, (52), (55), (57) and (59)). We conclude 
therefore that there is only one class of partitive phrases, and that 
number agreement with some of these phrases may be subject to special 
conditions.
5.3.2 Argument Eight: True Partitives and Noun
Complement Constructions
Selkirk finishes her investigation of noun phrase structure by 
arguing that partitives accompanied by determiners on the second noun 
must not be assigned the [Det N PP] structure assigned to noun comple­
ment constructions such as a review of this book (in which the deter­
miner node is realized on the second NP). The evidence advanced to 
support her position is again taken from agreement phenomena. It is 
claimed that nouns which can form the first element of both partitives 
and noun complement phrases can only be the head of the latter con­
struction; the head of a partitive phrase is the second noun. Hence, 
a phrase like a bunch of those flowers is said to be syntactically 
ambiguous, triggering singular verb agreement in (65) if bunch is the 
head of a noun complement construction, and plural agreement if bunch
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is a measure of noun in a partitive phrase whose head is flowers.
(65) A bunch of those flowers Jwas \ thrown out.
(were)
This argument is open to the same objections as the argument 
claiming a different structure for pseudopartitives and noun complement 
phrases (cf. the discussion of (52) and (55)). In particular, the 
putative syntactic ambiguity of (65) disappears if the number of the 
first and second elements is reversed.
*wasf scatterec* try the wind,
Selkirk's analysis provides no explanation of why the range of syntac­
tic configurations assignable to such structures should be reduced by 
a switch in number of the nouns within the phrase. It seems more 
plausible that the plural agreement possible in (65) is simply an 
extension of the syllepsis triggered by singular collective nouns like 
government and council.
Given that the notion ’head of noun phrase' is not uniquely 
specifiable for the process of number agreement and that the rule of 
number agreement may well be governed by semantic as well as syntactic 
factors, it is implausible to conclude that "full" partitives and noun 
complement constructions which have a determiner on the rightmost noun 
must be assigned different syntactic structures.
In fact, the structure attributed to partitives (cf. (3)) is 
generated by means of a phrase structure rule, rewriting N as NP, 
which is capable of generating highly ungrammatical strings. There is 
nothing to prevent this rule from producing strings such as
(67) *the my your a the the the apple
because the left-branch of the NP, the determiner node, may succes­
sively recur without a noun being generated, as in (68).
your N
I.
NP
D e t ^ ^  N
i
i
i
3. I
I
etc.
To block such strings, some sort of Determiner Recursion Constraint 
would be required to filter out the mass of ungrammatical concatena­
tions of articles, possessives and demonstratives which would be pro­
duced by such a rule.
Furthermore, the rule itself is in violation of the requirements 
laid down by Jackendoff (1977b: 254) on the form of possible phrase 
structure rules. Within the framework of the X-Bar Hypothesis, the 
canonical form for all phrase structure rules is (69).
(69) Xn ^ . . . X11'1 . . .
In other words, the number of bars a category may have at any level is
exactly one less than the number of bars on the higher member of the
same category. Selkirk's rule, which requires a single bar category 
to immediately dominate a three bar, major syntactic category, as in
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is thus in violation of a basic principle of X syntax.
In light of these problems with the structure proposed by 
Selkirk for partitive constructions, it seems unlikely that (3) can 
be a correct structure for partitive phrases. And as there is no con­
clusive syntactic or semantic evidence to differentiate partitive 
phrases from noun complement phrases, we will assume that these have 
the same [NP PP] underlying structure.
5.4 Milner's Tours Partitifs and Tours Quantitatifs
Like Selkirk, Milner distinguishes partitive-like constructions 
containing a determiner, which he calls "tours partitifs" (partitive 
expressions) from those which have no determiner. These he calls 
"tours quantitatifs" (quantitative expressions). The particular claim 
he makes in Milner (1978: 47-48) is that tours partitifs contain an 
ordinary prepositional phrase as the second element of the construction, 
with the second noun dominated by an NP node, whereas tours quantitatifs 
contain an N as the second element. The de which is always present 
does not therefore head a normal prepositional phrase, but is instead 
generated as a right sister to N under the N node. Thus, two very 
different underlying structures are said to underlie the phrases 
beaucoup de photos and beaucoup de vos photos (a lot of photos and a lot 
of your photos). Beaucoup originates as a specifier in the quantita­
tive phrase, but as an N in the partitive phrase. The _de phrase is an 
expansion of the N node in the first phrase, while in the second it is 
a prepositional complement of the N node, a sister to the N beaucoup.
The configurations assigned to these phrases are indicated approxi­
mately in (71) a and b.
Quantite N
beaucoup de photos
b. NP
(Sp«
0 N PP
P NP
Quantite
beaucoup de vos photos
The node Quantite resembles Bresnan's QP node.' Milner, however,
does not intend it to be a branching node, and allows it to dominate 
those categories which introduce partitive-like constructions: NP,
AP, Adverb. In turn, Quantite may be dominated by the Specifier node 
or by an N. Thus the labelled bracketing on the first element of these 
two types of constructions may differ considerably, though it appears 
to be the same word. In both phrases of (71), beaucoup is an adverb.
In a, this adverb is a specifier, while in b it is really a nominal.
No tests are proposed by Milner to determine whether there are any 
empirical consequences implied by this difference in domination. Since 
the innermost label is the same in both cases, it would seem that 
failure of beaucoup to act like other noun phrase specifiers in a, or 
like other members of the category N in b, could be accounted for by 
pointing out that ultimately, beaucoup in both cases is an element of 
the category Quantite. Conversely, the fact that un grand nombre in 
un grand nombre de photo.s and in un grand nombre de vos photos seems 
remarkably noun-like in both phrases, in spite of being only a speci­
fier in the first phrase, can be explained in Milner's analysis by 
their membership in the intermediate category Quantite. Since both
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"quantitatifs" and "partitifs" have this category as their first 
element, and since this category can be expanded to cover the three 
syntactic categories of noun, adjective and adverb phrases, this first 
element is not the place to look for evidence of structural differences 
between the phrases in (71).
It is in the second element, which is claimed to be less than
an NP in a but a full NP in b, which will provide the testing ground
for the claimed distinction. Milner argues on a number of grounds that 
there is significantly different syntactic behaviour between these 
phrases. I will argue that these differences are only apparent, or 
that they are due to semantic and not syntactic constraints on the 
grammar. The counter-claim made here will then be that these phrases 
do not differ in underlying structure, and that the lack of determiner 
on "quantitatifs" indicates only that a potential node has not been 
realized. The second element in such phrases is just as much an NP as
the second element of the "tours partitifs."
There are three types of arguments provided by Milner to justify 
a structural distinction between these phrases. First, the pronoun en 
shows differences in distribution according to its source in a deter­
minerless phrase or one containing a determiner. Second, prepositional 
phrases which are complements to the second element in these phrases 
appear to be extractable from quantitatifs but not from partitifs. 
Finally, the de-phrase component of partitives may be displaced left­
wards, but the corresponding phrase in quantitatives is not similarly 
mobile.
5.4.1 En from a Subject NP
Although the most usual source of em is postverbal, in some 
cases en may originate from preverbal noun phrases. While there is 
no restriction on the postverbal source, which may be a partitive-like
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construction with or without determiner, there is a constraint on the 
preverbal source of en: it may come only from a phrase containing a
determiner. Thus the determinerless phrase in (73) cannot be a source 
for en.
(72) a. Le prix de l'or est trop eleve.
'The price of gold is too high.1
b. Le prix en est trop eleve.
'The price of it is too high.'
(73) a. Des tonnes d'or sont sur le marche.
’Tons of gold are on the market.1
b. *Des tonnes en sont sur le marche.
'Tons of it are on the market.'
Thus the correlation between the possibility of extracting en from a 
subject noun phrase and the presence of a determiner in the second 
element of that phrase is interpreted by Milner as corroboration of 
his claim that partitives and quantitatives are syntactically dis­
similar. This conclusion is less compelling when all the relevant 
facts are taken into account.
There are several conditions which must be met before the en 
whose antecedent is a complement of the subject noun phrase can be 
cliticised. First, the second element in a noun de noun phrase in sub­
ject position must not be marked with the feature [+humanj . Although 
en may have human reference when its source is postverbal, in preverbal 
position its antecedent cannot be human.
(74) a. Le bureau de Jean est ferme a cle.
'John's office is locked.'
b. *Le bureau en est ferme a cle.
Second, it is not the case that every second element of parti­
tive phrases may be a controller of en. Vinet (1977a: 143) notes 
that phrases which have a quantifier as their first element may not be 
antecedents of ^n, whether the second element contains a determiner or
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not. Therefore both attempts to substitute en for the de-phrases in 
(75)-(76) result in ungrammaticality.
(75) a. Beaucoup de livres sont connus.
'A lot of books are well-known.1
b. "Beaucoup en sont connus.
’A lot of them are well-known.1
(76) a. Beaucoup de ces livres sont connus.
’A lot of these books are well-known.’
b. ^Beaucoup en sont connus.
Third, en is able to cliticise from phrases whose first ele­
ment is [+definite] or [-definite] as indicated in (77)-(78).
(77) a. Une porte de cette maison est fermee a cle.
’A door of this house is locked.'
b. Une porte en est fermee.
'A door of it is locked.'
(78) a. La porte de cette maison est fermee a cle.
b. La porte en est fermee.
But if the antecedent for en is itself a [-definite] second 
element of such a phrase, the result is not grammatical.
(79) a,...La porte d'une maison doit etre fermee a cle.
'The door of a house ought to be locked.'
b. *La porte doit en etre fermee.
'Its door ought to be locked.
Although the subject phrases in (80) and (81) have the same 
structure in that the second nominal is preceded by a determiner, only 
the second nominal having a definite determiner may be anaphorized 
by en.
(80) a. La cheminee de l'usine est penchee.
'The factory chimney is leaning.'
b. La cheminee en est penchee.
'Its chimney is leaning.’
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(81) a. Les cheminees de plusieurs usines sont penchees.
'The chimneys of several factories are leaning.'
b. *Les chemindes en sont penchees.
According to Borillo, Tamine and Soublin (1974: 46), en whose 
antecedent is a subject noun phrase must be controlled by a definite 
noun. It is this fact which allows an explanation of the differences 
in the extractability of j2 n from the phrases in (72)-(73) noted by 
Milner.
His claim is that NPs with a determinerless second element do 
not allow an to be attached to the verb because the de + noun sequence 
within the phrase is not a prepositional phrase, the lack of a deter­
miner indicating the de N status of this sequence. But second nominals 
preceded by a [ -definite] article are similarly prohibited from con­
trolling en. If we argue, along with Borillo, Tamine and Soublin 
(1974)? that it is the indefinite nature of the second nominal which 
precludes its control of an, then the fact that determinerless second 
nominals cannot be antecedents for jen follows as a natural consequence. 
Recall that the discussion of Gross's (1977) Rule of Cacophony con­
cluded that the indefinite plural article and the singular partitive
articles which could be generated in prenominal structure by base rules 
never in fact appeared in surface structure as a result of a constraint 
barring sequences of de and these determiners. The partitive-like 
phrases in question here are subject to the same constraint: the
partitive and indefinite plural articles do not occur after _de in such 
phrases, although other articles may, as (82) indicates.
(82) Des tonnes d'or/des tonnes de cet or/des tonnes de l'or russe.
'Tons of gold /tons of this gold /tons of Russian gold.'
The second nominal in these determinerless phrases is therefore
indefinite. The reason why en does not appear preverbally in (83)b is 
then the same as in (79)b: adnominal en corresponding to a subject
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noun phrase must have a controller which is definite; if this con­
troller is indefinite, en may not occur.
(83) a. L'assiette de soupe est sur la table.
’The bowl of soup is on the table.'
b, *L'assiette en est sur la table.'
We conclude from these facts that the conditions governing the 
appearance of en corresponding to subparts of subject noun phrases 
are not entirely syntactic in nature. Certain 'partitives', in 
Milner’s sense, do not allow en to be extracted, despite the presence 
of a determiner before the controller. And those partitives which do 
allow such extraction demand that the noun in the de phrase be definite. 
Since Milner's determinerless 'quantitatives' contain a second nominal 
which is necessarily indefinite, it is reasonable to believe that no 
case has been made for a difference in domination patterns between 
what he calls partitives and quantitatives which both include jde. We 
continue therefore to assume that the second element in both types of 
phrases is an NP preceded by P, and that the lack of a determiner does 
not indicate that a noun necessarily belongs to a 'lesser' category N.
5.4.2 En and Left-Dislocated Phrases
Milner's next argument concerns the association of 'left- 
dislocated' phrases with a phrase elsewhere in the sentence. He 
observes that partitive-like constructions may be found in 'left- 
dislocated' structures, and that when they are, what would be the second 
element in the construction may appear in a fronted position. The pro­
noun en is cliticised to the verb, and stands in an anaphoric relation 
to the element at the extreme left of the sentence. He further 
observes that there are certain restrictions on these structures, 
illustrated in (84) and (85).
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(84) a, *Du beurre, ’j ’en aime le gout.
’Butter, I like the taste of it.’
b. Ce beurre, j ’en aime le gout.
’This butter, I like the taste of it.’
(85) a. *Du beurre, j ’en ai besoin.
’Butter, I need it.'
b. Ce beurre, j ’en ai besoin.
’This butter, I need it.'
Milner claims that indefinite NPs in dislocated position cannot 
be associated with en. But he points out that _en can be associated 
with the indefinite NPs in (86).
(86) a. Du beurre, j ’en ai •
'Butter, I have a lot/a kilo of it.’
b. Des livres de Zola, j'en ai lu deux.
'Books by Zola, I have read two of them.'
Milner concludes from these facts that the en associated with 
the indefinite NPs in (84), (85) is different in nature from that in
(86). In particular, he claims that en in (84)-(85) has as its source 
the second element of a partitive construction, and therefore substi­
tutes for _de plus a full NP, whereas en in (86) originates in quantita­
tive phrases, and replaces only de N . An indefinite NP in dislocated 
position is not acceptable when en, replacing de NP, is an "ordinary 
pronoun." The resulting structure then violates what Milner refers to 
as 'general principles of anaphora'. These principles supposedly 
include a prohibition against associating an 'ordinary pronoun' with 
any left-dislocated nominals, unless they are definite. (An example 
like (87), however, would seem to require a semantic rather than a 
syntactic definition of "definite.")
(87) Un homme, je l'ai enfin trouve!
’A man, I ’ve finally found him!', (as said by Diogenes at the 
end of his quest for a (true) man.)
(cf. Pavel (1976: 134))
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But the indefinite in dislocated position associated with en 
originating in a quantitative phrase may well escape this general 
prohibition. Milner suggests that _en in (86) is not an ’ordinary pro­
noun’, but is in fact here substituting for de N . In this case it is 
understandable, according to Milner, that en does not follow the 
general principles here, since the nominal it ’replaces' is less than 
a full NP.
Though Milner's observations may have implications for the 
rules of semantic interpretation required to establish an anaphoric 
relation between a dislocated phrase and a pronoun, it is difficult to 
see how valid conclusions can be drawn about the syntax of the NPs 
involved. If these left-dislocated structures resulted from a move­
ment transformation, so that the second element of partitive phrases 
appeared in dislocated position exactly as it did in base structure, 
with a pronominal copy en left behind, then these sentences would be 
an ideal testing ground for different syntactic structures. However, 
it is generally agreed by linguists (Hirschbiihler (1974), Chomsky 
(1977), Rivero (1980), Barbaud (1976)), that these structures are base­
generated, and that no movement of constituents is involved. Instead 
of being moved from a containing postverbal NP, the ’dislocated' 
phrases in (84)-(86) are assumed to be base-generated in TOPIC posi­
tion. Several convincing arguments are advanced by these linguists in 
support of the generation by phrase-structure rules of these TOPIC S 
sentences, and Milner, in fact, is not committed to a transformational 
analysis of these structures (cf. Milner (1978: 50, n. 1)).
Because it is not assumed that these phrases in leftmost posi­
tion in dislocated structures originate as part of the postverbal NP, 
it is not possible to determine the category status of the antecedent 
for en in these phrases. That is, it is impossible to demonstrate 
whether en has been controlled by a de NP sequence or a de N sequence
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in any of these sentences. Consider the sentences in (86). The left­
ward-detached phrases du beurre and des livres de Zola do not originate 
as part of larger phrases le gout du beurre and deux des livres de Zola. 
If they did, the du and des, which appear to be indefinite partitive 
and plural articles here, would in fact be the definite articles _le 
and les preceded by the preposition de, with which they amalgamate.
The meaning would then be ’the taste of the butter’ and 'two of the 
books by Zola’. In (86), however, du and des are both indefinites, as 
the glosses indicate.
The controller of en in (86) could in fact be any one of a 
number of phrases. Milner assumes it is the underlined phrase in (88)a.
(88) a. Du beurre, j ’ai beaucoup/un kilo de beurre.
'Butter, I have lots /a kilo of butter.'
In Milner's analysis, de beurre is a de N sequence; the en for which 
this sequence served as antecedent would be what he calls quantitative 
en. He claims that only 'quantitative' en, standing for de N , may be 
associated anaphorically with an indefinite NP in TOPIC position. He 
claims further that it is only with these en controlled by de N that 
indefinite NPs in TOPIC position can be associated. The sentences in
(84)a and (85)a are said to be ungrammatical because partitive en, 
standing for de NP sequences generated after le gout and besoin, cannot 
be associated with indefinites in TOPIC position, because of a prohibi­
tion arising from 'general principles of anaphora' against linking an 
'ordinary pronoun' with an indefinite left-dislocated nominal.
The difficulty with this analysis is that Milner cannot show 
that the en. present in the grammatical sentences of (86) is not an 
instance of 'partitive' jsn. The antecedent for _en in (86) could just 
as easily have been the underlined phrases in (88) b and c;
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(88) b. Du beurre, j 1ai (beaucoup} (de ce beurre J
jun kilo J Jdu beurre que vous m'a v e z  v e n d u )
de votre beu r r e  J
’Butter, I have lots/a kilo (of this butter ’'j
jof the butter y o u  sold to me I 
(of your butter J
(88) c. Des livres de Zola, j ’en ai lu deux fde ces livres de Zola
des livres de Zola
'Books by Zola, I have read two (of these books by Zola)
(of the books by Zola J
There is therefore no evidence to show whether the sequence 
corresponding to en might have been generated with a determiner or 
without one. The first elements in these noun de noun constructions, 
beaucoup, un kilo, deux all allow their second element to appear with 
or without a determiner. In fact, no quantifier which permits deter- 
minerless nouns to follow it forbids nouns with determiners, and con­
versely.
We assume then that Milner has not made his case for a differ­
ence in syntactic structure between what he calls quantitatives and 
partitives, because it is impossible in base-generated left-dislocation 
structures to demonstrate that the en which he calls en quantitatif 
is in fact controlled by a de N sequence.
Even given his analysis, which we do not accept, it remains to 
be shown conclusively that sentences like (84)a, (85)a differ gram­
matically from (86) because the ens arise from sources assigned dif­
ferent syntactic configurations. It is just as plausible to attribute 
the difference to the fact that the phrases in TOPIC position in (84),
(85) are associated with phrases elsewhere in the sentence which are 
not quantitatives. It may be the case that NPs headed by nouns like 
le gout (the taste) and besoin (need) which do not indicate part-whole 
relationships, disallow association with dislocated indefinite NPs, 
while NPs headed by quantifiers like deux, un kilo and beaucoup do 
allow such association. Investigation of the semantics of
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left-dislocation is beyond the scope of this thesis, but it seems a 
more promising line of research to attempt to account for the unaccept­
ability of (84)a and (85)a in terms of a semantic incompatibility 
between the TOPIC phrase and the whole lower NP associated with it 
rather than in terms of a syntactic difference between two types of en.
5.4.3 Extraposition of PPs from 'Partitifs' and *Quantitatifs'
Milner's final argument in support of a structural difference 
between two partitive-like constructions is that quantitatives allow 
prepositional complements of the second element to be extracted from 
their base position, while partitives do not allow this freedom of 
movement to their PP complements. These facts follow, in Milner’s 
analysis, from the patterns of node domination assigned to these con­
structions .
The jde phrase in quantitatives is dominated by N and is not an 
ordinary prepositional phrase. But in partitives, the de phrase.is a 
PP. In keeping with the general prohibition predicted by the A-over-A 
Principle, a prepositional phrase should be extractable from a quantita­
tive, as nothing prevents movement out of the configuration (89) 
assigned to it.
(89) NP [ . . . N [ . . .[pp. . .]]] (cf. (71)a)
But a PP complement in a partitive would be embedded in a higher PP, 
and therefore be prevented from moving.
(90) H p [ . . . p p [ . . . p p [. . .]]] (cf. (71)b)
Thus, the de phrase in (91) is mobile, since it originates in a deter- 
minerless construction, but the one in (92) is not, because the A-over- 
A Principle precludes extraction,
(91) C ’est de Zola que j ’ai lu jdeux livres. y
(beaucoup de livres.J
'It’s by Zola that I read (two books.’
/lots of
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(92) *C’est de Zola que j ’ai lu deux des livres.
’it’s by Zola that I’ve read two of the books.’
As has already been pointed out in connection with Selkirk’s 
claims about the relation between Extraposition from NP and the syn­
tactic structure assigned to the source NP, extraction of PPs does 
seem to be possible out of PP complements of partitive constructions. 
Even when the second element of such phrases is preceded by a determiner, 
rightward movement of the embedded PP is allowed (cf. (35)-(38)). The 
A-over-A Principle is therefore not relevant in explaining the ungram- 
maticality of the sentence in (92).
Milner’s explanation of these facts suffers from the fallacy of 
insufficiency, because he fails to point out that there are other 
instances of prohibited PP movement which cannot be attributed to this 
principle. The phrases in (93) are simple NPs with PP complements, but 
these, like the ones in (92), do not allow extraction of the PP.
(93) a. J ’ai lu j eSj livres de Zola.(cesj
’I’ve read the/those books by Zola.'
Sles) livres.
CBS I
...... ’It's by Zola that I ’ve read the/those books.’
WH-Movement is similarly restricted.
(94) a. *De qui avez-vous lu les/ces livres?
’By whom have you read the/these books?1
b. *Voici un auteur dont j'ai lu les trois livres.
’Here’s an author by whom I’ve read the three books.’
There is no intervening PP node available to block extraction 
in these cases, so the PPs here should be just as free to move off the 
noun of which they are complements as they are in (91). A syntactic 
explanation based on differences of internal NP structure is thus 
unlikely to work here.
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But a much simpler solution is available to explain why both
(92) and (93)b are ungrammatical. Since the same prohibition against 
extraction of the prepositional phrase de Zola appears to be in force
in both of these sentences, and since what they have in common is a
definite determiner on the noun to which the extracted PP was attached 
in surface structure, it is most reasonable to conclude that the move­
ment of this constituent leftwards is blocked if it originates as part 
of a [+definite] noun phrase.
It should be pointed out that Milner (1978: 56) gives the 
following sentence as grammatical.
(95) C ’est de Zola que j ’ai lu le livre.
’It’s by Zola that I read the book.’
However, native speakers asked for their opinion of this sentence and 
those in (93)b rejected them. They were acceptable if the definite 
determiner l£ was replaced with indefinites and quantifiers, as in (96).
(96) C ’est de Zola que j ’ai lu
’It’s by Zola that I read one/several/two books.’
We conclude therefore that the possibility of extracting a 
prepositional phrase from a noun phrase containing it is tied to the 
definite or indefinite status of the determiner of the noun, and not 
to a supposed difference in syntactic category dominating the nominal 
following de. We therefore continue to assume that Milner’s claims 
about the underlying structures of 'partitifs' and ’quantitatifs’ are 
wrong and that no such distinction need in fact be made.
5.5 Some Implications of this Analysis
The arguments presented in this chapter show that of-phrases 
in English expressions of measure, and the de-phrases in both quanti­
fied and partitive phrases in French, are prepositional phrases 
generated under the PP node. Their syntactic structure is therefore
un ]
plusieurs> livre(s). 
deux J
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P NP in every case, including those in which a potentially present 
indefinite determiner does not occur as a result of the application 
of Gross’s (1967) Cacophony constraint. Thus, Pro PP en is the 
morphological form assumed by a sequence of de + NP [PRO] , where NP 
is equivalent to NP[N] in determinerless expressions and to NP[Det N] 
elsewhere. The claims made by Selkirk and Milner about the internal 
structure of certain types of NPs which contain possible antecedents 
for en were shown to be not convincingly supported when the relevant 
facts were considered. The N category which they proposed as the 
highest nominal category dominating the determinerless second noun in 
a noun of/de noun construction turns out to be itself dominated by the 
category NP.
These facts further support the contention made in Chapter 4 
that en is the proform generated in the contexts specified in (106) of 
that chapter, and that sequences of de + N are not eligible to be con- 
tollers of en.
In Chapter 6, the pronoun j3e will be examined, and proposals 
made about its structure.
CHAPTER 6
6. The Problem of Se: Lexical and Transformational Approaches
Kayne (1975: Chapters 5 and 6) presents a number of arguments 
for a transformational derivation of se_ from a postverbal source. 
Reflexive _s£, which differs syntactically from non-reflexive clitics 
in a number of respects, is moved in front of the verb by a rule dif­
ferent from the one responsible for the placement of other clitics.
Grimshaw (1980) argues that sje is not like other clitics in 
French because it is not a pronoun. She proposes instead that se is a 
grammatical marker, and that reflexive clitics are lexical morphemes, 
introduced by lexical rules parallel in many ways to rules of deriva­
tional morphology.
In this chapter, I will argue that neither approach can account 
for the appearance of _se in a uniform way without introducing distor­
tions into the grammar. A purely transformational solution requires 
implausible postverbal sources for certain instances of ^e, while a 
purely lexical approach requires otherwise unnecessary extensions to 
the notion of strict subcategorization rules, as well as the postula­
tion of unworkable rules of semantic interpretation.
Before assessing these two approaches, an excursus on the form, 
functioning and motivation of lexical rules is appropriate,
6.1 Lexical Rules
6.1.1 Form and Functioning of Lexical Rules
As sketched by Chomsky (1965), the lexicon of a generative 
grammar contains information relevant to the operation of other com­
ponents of the grammar. Specified in the lexicon are all the proper­
ties of a formative that are essentially idiosyncratic. Unpredictable
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aspects of phonetic structure and properties relevant for semantic 
interpretation and the functioning of transformational rules are con­
sidered to be lexical information.
Also contained in the lexicon are redundancy rules which allow
for the simplification of the lexical representation of items contain­
ing inherent syntactic features. Chomsky notes, for example, that
among the specified syntactic features assigned to verbs are the 
following:
(1) a. [_____  NP] b. E_____  NP^Manner Adverbial]
He further observes that every verb in English that can occur 
with a direct object and a following manner adverbial can occur as 
well with just a direct object, though not conversely. Thus, any verb
specified in the lexicon as [+ _____  NP Manner] must also be specified
as [+ _____  NP]. Separate specification of these two features fails
to express an obvious generalization about the categories which may 
appear after a verb like lire (to read), since we find the same direct 
object in both a and b of (2).
(2) a. Marie a lu ce livre
’Marie read that book’
b. Marie a lu ce livre tres rapidement 
'Marie read that book very quickly'
The redundancy rule added to the lexicon in order to eliminate 
the need to specify that every verb able to take a direct object along 
with a manner adverbial can also take a direct object alone is indi­
cated in (3) :
(3) [+ ____ NP^Manner]  5“ [+_____ NP]
This type of rule is designed to deal with the fact that 
certain feature specifications are predictable, given others. Chomsky
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calls this a "syntactic redundancy rule" (op. cit.: 168) since it 
expresses generalizations about the syntactic frames in which lexical 
items appear, and points out that "redundancy rules . . . state the 
general properties of all lexical entries, and therefore make it 
unnecessary to provide feature specifications in lexical entries where 
these are not idiosyncratic" (Chomsky (1965: 168)). Lexical rules 
expanded their role somewhat in Chomsky's (1970) Remarks on Nominaliza- 
tions. A rule like (3) fills in the feature specifications of a given 
lexical item on the basis of the minimal feature specification of the 
lexical entry. In addition to this role, Chomsky proposes that lexical 
redundancy rules can account for regularities regarding selectional 
restrictions and strict subcategorization features which hold between 
pairs of derivationally related lexical items. The limited productivity 
of nominalization processes and the large number of lexical exceptions 
to them were taken to preclude a transformational expression of the 
noun-verb relatedness, as transformations were held to be fully regular 
and exceptionless. The verb read, for example, is subcategorized for 
an object NP which denotes something which can be read, but not abstract 
nouns, while the predicate be readable selects as subject a noun phrase 
which denotes something which can be read, but not abstract nouns. In 
a framework which does not permit transformations to perform deriva­
tional morphology, nominalizing transformations which relate read and 
readable are rejected in favour of a lexicon which contains both verbs 
and nominalizations as separate entries. To account for the selec­
tional correspondences which hold between such items, Chomsky states 
that "regularities involving only selectional features [between separate 
but related lexical items] might in principle be stated as redundancy 
rules of the lexicon. For example, insofar as a subregularity exists 
regarding selectional rules in the case of -able, it can be formulated 
as a lexical rule that assigns the feature [ X_____ ] to a lexical item
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[V-able] where V has the intrinsic selectional feature [_____  X]"
(Chomsky (1970: 213)).
A lexical entry structure is developed by Hust (1977b), allowing 
him to give a non-transformational account of the "unpassive” construe- 
tion in English, Using Chomsky's extension of lexical redundancy 
rules outlined above, he is able to "predict features of a complex 
lexical item on the basis of a feature inherent to one of the forma- 
tives of which it is composed" (Hust (1977b: 75)). He can, for example, 
account for the fact that participles in negative un- select as sub­
jects the same class of noun phrases that the corresponding active 
verb stems select as objects. The relation between verb and the 
participle is therefore captured in a rule relating lexical entries, 
rather than by a transformation relating the full phrase markers in 
which these entries occur.
Jackendoff (1972) alludes to the use of morphological and 
semantic redundancy rules in the lexicon to express the concept of 
'separate but related lexical items' without the use of transforma­
tions. As he makes clear in Jackendoff (1975), however, the formaliza­
tion he develops here is not meant to play any role in the derivation 
of sentences. Instead, he argues for a "full entry" specification of 
each separate lexical item. No item is derived from any other, in 
his theory, so that features common to related lexical items would be 
listed as many times as there are related items. (Three listings for 
a verb, its nominalization, and a related adjective, for example.) 
Redundancy rules simply play a role in the evaluation of the lexicon.
Bresnan (1978) develops a type of lexical rule to express 
syntactic relatedness between items without referring solely to the 
syntactic contexts in which the items appear, as would be required in 
a transformational operation. She argues that information available 
in the lexicon allows certain relations to be computed directly.
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Since Grimshaw's (1980) treatment of ae is based on the framework of 
lexical rules developed by Bresnan, I shall paraphrase her arguments 
in the following pages.
Bresnan observes that the minimal semantic information about 
verbs that must be represented in the lexicon is their logical argu­
ment structure, with intransitive verbs like sleep represented by a 
one-place relation (4), and the transitive verb hit represented by a 
two-place relation (5).
(4) x SLEEP
(5) x HIT y
Information about the syntactic contexts in which verbs can 
appear is not sufficient to represent their argument structure: eat
and sleep can both be used intransitively, though eat has a logical 
object while sleep does not. To relate logical argument structures of 
verbs to their syntactic contexts, a transformational correspondence
could be proposed. Verbs like eat could be subject to an unspecified-
object deletion transformation which applies as in (6):
(6) a. John ate something. ------y
b. John ate.
Thus, the different argument structures of eat and sleep correspond to 
different deep structure contexts into which the verbs can be inserted, 
with eat, but not sleep, having a deep structure grammatical object 
corresponding to its logical object.
But Bresnan suggests another way of establishing the corres­
pondence between the argument structure of a verb and its syntactic 
contexts. Instead of transforming the syntactic structure, it is 
possible to operate on the argument structure. For example, the logi­
cal operation of variable-binding can convert the argument structure of
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eat from a two-place relation into a one-place relation, as in (7):
(7) a . x EAT y
b. (ay) x EAT y.
Bresnan suggests that it is natural to provide (7) as lexical 
information, because the intransitive use of otherwise transitive 
verbs is a property of individual verbs.
In order to make the lexical association between argument struc­
ture and syntactic structure explicit, Bresnan defines a set of gram­
matical functions. Notions like subject, object, prepositional object 
and locative are defined configurationally in English (see Bresnan 
(1978: 17)), and combined with logical argument structures of verbs, 
form what Bresnan calls functional structures.
A lexical representation for a verb will therefore consist of 
two sorts of information. The syntactic context represents the 
immediate syntactic context (i.e., the VP) for the lexical insertion 
of verbs, while the functional structure combines the grammatical 
functions of subject, object, etc., represented as NP^, NP2, with 
logical argument structure. Thus the verb eat has the following 
lexical representation:
(8) eat: V, [  NP] , NP1 EAT NP2
[__________ ], (ay) NP, EAT y
Fodor and Fodor (1980) point out that the lexical mapping rule 
in (8) which relates the syntactic context of eat with its functional 
structure makes no clear predictions about the entailments of the 
sentence Everyone ate, in which NP^ contains a quantifier. The cor­
responding transitive sentence Everyone ate something is ambiguous 
with respect to the scope of the quantifiers everyone and something.
This sentence may mean either (9)a or (9)b:
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(9) a. There was something such that everybody ate it.
b. For every person there was something such that he ate it.
It would appear from the functional structure assigned to 
syntactically intransitive eat that the sentence Everyone ate should 
show a similar ambiguity. Fodor and Fodor note that "when the NP^ 
contains a universal quantifier which binds a variable, this quanti­
fier can be positioned either before or after the existential quanti­
fier introduced by the lexical mapping rule" (Fodor and Fodor (1980: 
759)). In fact though, Everyone ate is not ambiguous. The only read­
ing is that of (9)b, equivalent to a semantic representation in which 
the universal quantifier is positioned to the left of the existential 
quantifier. Fodor and Fodor conclude that an alternative functional 
structure is required, containing no unrealized argument positions, 
with meaning postulates, or lexically governed inference rules, apply­
ing after the lexical mapping rule which associates a functional 
structure with the syntactic form of the sentence,
Bresnan’s (1980) reply to this attack on the form of the 
functional structure component of lexical representations like (8) Is 
to observe that the existential quantifier occupying the second 
argument position of eat in Everyone ate is introduced lexically. It 
is only after the rules of lexical insertion that sentence interpre­
tive rules, like the one required to interpret the syntactically 
introduced quantifier everyone in Everyone ate, are able to apply.
It follows, according to Bresnan, that "the intrinsic ordering of 
lexical rules before interpretive rules affects the order of inter­
pretation of quantifiers: the lexical quantification of predicate
arguments has narrow scope with respect to the syntactic quantifica­
tion of sentences" (Bresnan (1980: 120)). The reading of (9)b 
reflects the fact that lexical quantifiers are interpreted before 
syntactic quantifiers.
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We assume therefore that Bresnan’s position is not damaged 
by Fodor and Fodor’s criticisms, and that it is possible to include 
empty argument positions in functional structure without making incor­
rect predictions about the entailments of sentences assigned such 
structures.
To illustrate how lexical rules can deal with certain rela­
tions which have standardly been expressed transformationally, Bresnan 
develops a lexical treatment of the active-passive relation. She 
notes that the passive verb (be) eaten differs from the active verb 
eat in the following ways. In the logical argument structure of (be) 
eating in The cat was eating, the logical object has been eliminated, 
while in the logical argument structure of (be) eaten in The cat was 
eaten, the logical subject has been eliminated. This difference is 
reflected in (10), where a corresponds to the active form and b to 
the passive:
(10) a. (3y) x EAT y
b . ( 3 x) x EAT y
The difference in functional structure between the active- 
passive pair is that the grammatical subject is logical subject of 
the active verb but logical object of the passive. This information 
can be expressed in the functional structures in (11):
(11) a. (ay) NP1 EAT y
b . (ax) x EAT NP1
The lexical entry for the passive (be) eaten is thus (11)a'.
(11) a', eat + en : V, [be _____ ] , (ax) x EAT NP^
If the agentive by-phrase appears, it is analyzed as an
optional prepositional phrase that functions semantically to identify
9the logical subject of the passive verb, as in (ll)b:
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(11) b*. eat + en : V, [be ______  [pp by NP] 3 ,
(3x) (x EAT NP1 and x = Npby)
Now it is possible to express the active-passive relation by 
an operation on functional structures which eliminates NP^ and either 
replaces NP2 by NP^ or replaces NPp^ by NP^. The syntactic contexts 
of the active and passive verb are related by the rule
[_____  (P) NP . . .] ------y [be ______  (P) . . . ] , but, since the
syntactic contexts appear to be redundant in that they are predictable 
from the functional structures, Bresnan speculates that there may be 
no need to state the contextual rule separately. The active-passive 
relation, in other words, is computable from semantic information on 
logical argument structure present in the lexical representation of 
an item integrated with conventionally defined information on gram­
matical functions. Syntactic operations which are structure-dependent 
can, in Bresnan1s framework, be abandoned in some cases for lexical 
operations which are function-dependent (cf. Bresnan (1978: 14-23 and 
36)).
6.1.2 Motivation for Lexical Rules
Various reasons for appealing to lexical rules are given by 
linguists. Chomsky (1970) advocates their use to express regularities 
holding between lexical items in cases where transformations are 
inappropriate expressions of the relatedness holding, for example, 
between verbs and their nominalizations. Newmeyer (1979) points out 
that between Aspects of the Theory of Syntax (1965) and Remarks on 
Nominalizations (1970),.Chomsky1s criteria for determining the 
appropriateness of transformations to express lexical relatedness 
became much more stringent. The relationship of destroy and 
destruction was considered productive enough in Aspects to be trans­
formationally described, while the non-productive horror-horrid
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relationship was considered lexical. In Remarks though, the destroy- 
destruction relation was considered to be not productive enough to 
warrant a transformational treatment, so that these words were assumed 
to be lexically related.
Jackendoff (1975) sees lexical redundancy rules as devices 
which permit an adequate description of the "partial relations and 
idiosyncracy characteristic of the lexicon" (Jackendoff (1975: 639)). 
As has already been pointed out, Jackendoff does not use these rules 
in the derivation of sentences, but in the evaluation of a lexicon.
His evaluation measure for assessing the best lexicon out of a number 
of possible descriptions counts as new, independent information only 
the information listed in a lexical entry which is not predicted from 
a lexical redundancy rule. Thus, a pair of words related by such a 
rule "costs" less in terms of evaluation of the grammar than a pair 
of words not related by such a rule. The most highly valued grammar 
is the one with the "lowest cost." Jackendoff also indicates that, on 
the whole, transformations are more satisfactory descriptive devices 
than lexical rules, since a single transformation can serve to relate 
many pairs of words, for example, which in a lexical approach would 
have to be listed separately. Transformations permit "a net reduction 
in symbols in the grammar" (Jackendoff (1975: 641)), and, other things 
being equal, the measure invoked to evaluate the grammar will prefer 
a grammar containing as few symbols as possible. From these remarks, 
it seems obvious that expressing lexical relatedness through lexical 
redundancy rules instead of transformations makes the grammar more
"costly," though this is of course unavoidable in the case of
nominalizations, as Chomsky (1970) has argued.
Hust (1977a) proposes a lexical treatment for the ’unpassive1 
construction, arguing that the relation between an active verb and 
its passive participle prefixed with un- is just not productive enough
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to justify positing a transformational relationship between them.
He suggests instead that these participles are lexically derived 
adjectives, directly inserted in the base, related to their corre­
sponding active verbs by lexical redundancy rules. Hust's appeal to 
this type of rule then is motivated by his observation that a trans­
formational treatment of this particular construction would imply the 
use of undesirable 'exception features' on a large class of verbs,
Bresnan's motivation for appealing, wherever possible, to 
lexical rules instead of transformational rules is the desire to 
construct what she calls "realistic grammars." Recalling that a 
basic assumption of transformational grammar is "to characterize the 
grammar that is to represent the language user's knowledge of language 
and to specify the relation between the grammar and the model of 
language use into which the grammar is to be incorporated as a basic 
component" (Bresnan (1978: 1)), she points out that results of psycho- 
linguistic research have not given much support to the claim that some 
of the constructs and formal devices of generative grammar are psycho­
logically real. In particular, psycholinguists have found little 
evidence to consistently support the reality of grammatical trans­
formations as analogues of mental operations in speech perception and 
production, although grammatical structures do seem to be psychologi­
cally real.
Instead of supposing it a mistake to attempt to "realize" a 
transformational grammar within a model of language use, Bresnan con­
siders that the failure of this model of grammar to be successfully 
realized within a model of language use is an indication that the 
grammar is psychologically unrealistic. Such a grammar, is therefore 
considered inadequate as an "empirical theory of the human faculty of 
language" (op. cit.: 2).
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A 'realistic' grammar, on the other hand, should be psycho­
logically real in the sense that it contributes to the explanation of 
behaviour relative to linguistic judgments. A psychologically real 
grammar must ensure that the description of intuitive judgments of 
verbal behaviour corresponds to the description of other verbal behav­
iour, such as the comprehension and retention of sentences. In addi­
tion, Bresnan demands that a realistic grammar be realizable. She
\
notes that "we should be able to define for it explicit realization 
mappings to psychological models of language use. These realizations 
should map distinct grammatical rules and units into distinct pro­
cessing operations and informational units in such a way that different 
rule types of the grammar are associated with different processing 
functions" (Bresnan (1978: 3)).
She assumes therefore that the syntactic and semantic com­
ponents of the grammar should correspond psychologically to an "active, 
automatic processing system that makes use of very limited short-term 
memory," while the "pragmatic procedures for producing and understand­
ing language in context belong to an inferential system that makes use 
of long-term memory and general knowledge." From the extreme rapidity 
of language comprehension, she concludes that the grammar should 
"minimize the information that requires grammatical processing and 
maximize the information that permits referential interpretation," 
since "it is easier for us to look something up than to compute it" 
(Bresnan (1978: 14)). In other words, the more information which can 
be assigned to the lexicon, instead of to the syntactic component of 
the grammar, the more psychologically real the grammar.
If the lexicon contains functional structures like the ones 
described for the verb eat, Bresnan claims that we can achieve 
efficiency in grammatical processing, because the logical relation of 
a word we know is immediately extractable from the syntactic form in
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which it appears, or vice versa. And at the same time, the various 
syntactic forms in which a verb appears are semantically stable, since 
they are associated with the same underlying logical relation by 
operations like the active-passive relation.
In contrast, previous theories of transformational grammar 
provide for semantic stability at the cost of grammatical inefficiency, 
since complex sentences can be related to semantically interpretable 
structures only through long chains of transformational operations on 
syntactic structures. But the lexical operations in Bresnan's theory 
need not be involved in grammatical processing at all, as lexically 
expressed relations such as active-passive may belong to a universal 
"logic of relations" by which the lexicon— the repository of meanings—  
can be organized (cf. Bresnan (1978: 22-23)).
Thus, the assumption that the relatedness of active and pas­
sive can be attributed to a lexical operation satisfies some of the 
criteria Bresnan establishes for the psychological reality of a grammar 
The active-passive relation is not included in the automatic pro­
cessing system which makes use of short-term memory, but instead is 
assigned-to the inferential system of the lexicon, making use of long­
term memory. The active-passive relation is therefore assumed to be 
one which is "looked up" instead of "computed." The requirement that 
a psychologically real grammar should contain explicit realization 
mappings to psychological models of language use is met by defining a 
set of lexical functional structures that provide a direct mapping 
from the logical argument structures of the verb and its various 
syntactic contexts.
In summary then, Bresnan advocates lexical rules over trans­
formational rules for the sake of psychological reality, since lexical 
rules correspond more closely to possible analogues of mental opera­
tions involved in actual language use.
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These arguments, based on notions of ’psychological reality’ 
and 'grammatical efficiency' would be more compelling if it were not 
for the fact that there exist undisputedly grammatical sentences 
which are nonetheless often completely uninterpretable. Centre- 
embedding constructions for example, such as Jack built the house 
the malt the rat the cat killed ate lay in, seem to show that pro­
cedures of grammatical processing are not in any direct one-to-one 
correspondence with the theoretical devices which have to be postu­
lated in a competence model of language. (This observation is due to 
R. Kempson (personal communication)).
It is nevertheless true that the appeal to lexical rules 
instead of transformational rules to describe relatedness between 
structures has advantages other than the obvious, but perhaps impos­
sible one of making grammars more like processing models.
One such advantage is noted by Anderson, who observes that 
"whenever a transformation can be equally well formulated as a lexical 
relation, the number of steps between underlying and surface structure 
is reduced, along with the degree of abstractness of the former" 
(Anderson (1977: 364)). Furthermore, if rules to which individual 
items may be idiosyncratically exceptional are treated as lexical, 
the statement of the idiosyncracy, which has to be provided for in 
the lexicon, may be made only once and dispensed with elsewhere. The 
notion of transformational rule government could be abandoned if opera­
tions having idiosyncratic exceptions were lexical.
Bresnan in fact makes the strong proposal that all lexically 
governed, bounded and structure-preserving processes can be treated 
lexically. As Hoekstra, Hulst and Moortgat (1980) point out, this 
proposal does not stretch the concept of lexical rules beyond what 
had always been assumed to be their power. They remark that "the 
properties of governance, boundedness and structure-preservation can
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be derived from the fact that lexical rules relate entries associated 
with finitely specified subcategorization features that must be satis­
fied by base-generated structures" (op. cit.: 10) In a transforma­
tional approach, these properties must be explicitly stipulated and 
thus remain unexplained.
Such are the advantages of lexical rules then that Anderson 
suggests that "as soon as lexical rules are admitted to the grammar 
at all, then, the burden of proof shifts to the analysis in which a 
transformational account of a [bounded,structure-preserving] process 
is suggested" (Anderson (1977: 365)).
In Bresnan*s (1978) framework then, transformations are not 
wholly abandoned, but are retained to describe long-distance processes 
which fall beyond the local scope of lexical rules. A rule such as 
Question Movement appears to be an unbounded structure-dependent rule 
which deforms basic sentence patterns (or restores them if applying 
inversely), and is not function-dependent, serving to associate dis­
placed phrases with their functional positions.
Given then that it is desirable to describe as many grammati­
cal processes as we can lexically, it remains to be determined 
whether it is possible to do so in the case of French clitics. In 
the following sections therefore, I will attempt to determine whether 
processes involving clitics are amenable to a lexical treatment, and 
will examine in particular the conflicting claims about _se made by 
Kayne and Grimshaw.
6. 2 Non-Reflexive Clitics: Lexical or Transformational Treatment
The principal facts to be accounted for in an analysis of non­
reflexive clitics are that these pronouns satisfy the subcategorization 
requirements of verbs (and other predicates) and that they are in 
complementary distribution with the noun phrase and prepositional
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phrase complements to which they correspond. Kayne's (1975) trans­
formational analysis assumes that pronouns are introduced in NP posi­
tions in the base, and that under certain conditions, a transformation 
of Clitic Placement moves direct and indirect object pronouns to pre­
verbal positions. A lexical analysis would assign the subcategoriza­
tion features [direct object clitic _____ ] to verbs already having
the feature [_____  NP] , and [indirect object clitic _____ ] to verbs
already having the feature [_____  h NP] . Descriptively, the two
approaches seem to be equivalent, and given the theoretical advantages 
of lexical rules, the latter treatment would appear to be preferable.
If all non-reflexive clitics corresponded to complements for 
which the verb was strictly subcategorized, there would be no need of 
a transformation like Clitic Placement. However, these object clitics 
do appear with verbs which are not subcategorized for direct or 
indirect object complements. Consider, for example, that the follow­
ing verbs do not take indirect object complements:
(13) a. devenir (to become)
b.,„?Elle deviendra a Marie
'She will become to Marie'
(14) a. rester (to stay, remain)
b.' *Nous resterons a nos amis
'We will remain to our friends'
The clitic versions of these underlined complements are equally
bizarre.
(15) a. *Elle lui deviendra 
b. *Nous leur resterons
The impossibility of these examples is explained in a lexical 
approach by the non-assignment of the feature [indirect object clitic 
 ] to these verbs, since they are not subcategorized for indirect
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object complements. The appearance of the clitic is therefore linked 
to the strict subcategorization requirements of the verbs they precede 
The lexical approach leaves unexplained therefore the fact that the 
sentences in (16)-(17) are grammatical.
(16) a. Elle deviendra de plus en plus indiff&rente h Marie.
'She will become more and more indifferent to Marie.'
b. Elle lui deviendra de plus en plus indifferente.
(17) a. Nous resterons fidhles h nos amis•
'We will remain faithful to our friends,'
b. Nous leur resterons fideles.
If it is a necessary condition on the occurrence of clitics 
that the verbs be strictly subcategorized for NP or h NP complements, 
then the appearance of lui,leur is anomalous in (16)-(17), because 
they do not correspond to complements of devenir and rester. They are 
instead complements of indifferente and fidhles. These adjectives are 
subcategorized for a NP complements, which, if cliticised, do not 
attach to the adjective but to the verb. In the absence of any pro­
posals to subcategorize verbs for adjectival complements, it is 
impossible to account for (16)-(17) b by means of a lexical rule, 
because information about a given lexical item does not include 
information about the complements of other lexical items. A trans­
formation, however, operating on the terms of a proper analysis of a 
string takes no account of subcategorization features, and may deform 
basic structure so that elements are displaced to positions from 
which they would be excluded in basic structure. Unless an extension 
to the notion of 'subcategorization' can be made, whereby verbs like 
devenir and rester can be assigned the feature [indirect object
clitic _____ ] when the verb has adjectival complements, it seems that
a transformational approach to the question of non-reflexive clitics 
is more plausible.
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Another problem faced by the lexical approach to these clitics 
stems from the particular distribution of clitics and strong form 
pronouns. Both full NPs and strong form pronouns must be generated 
under the node NP in basic structure. A lexical redundancy rule 
relating the absence of a postverbal NP to the presence of a preverbal 
clitic makes an incorrect prediction about the grammaticality of 
certain sentences. Such a rule, in Bresnan’s terms, is assigned in 
psychological terms to the inferential system of the lexicon. One of 
the inferences of a rule like (18)
(18) [V NP] ----- * [direct object clitic V]
is that a verb preceded by a direct object clitic corresponds to that 
verb followed by a direct object NP. If (19) is grammatical there­
fore, so too must (20).
(19) Nous les avons vus,
’We - them-have - seen’
’We saw them.'
(20) Nous avons vu les tableaux,
’We saw the paintings.
Now, since strong form pronouns are also NPs, appearing after 
prepositions in clefts and ne . . . que constructions, verbs will 
accept strong form pronouns in their syntactic contexts just as they 
accept non-pronominal NPs, as in (21).
(21) Nous n'avons vu qu'eux*
'We saw only them!
Rule (18) will therefore predict that (22) is as grammatical as (20) .
(22) *Nous avons vu eux
'We saw them'
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But (22) is acceptable only in conditions of contrastive stress, being 
ungrammatical under normal intonation. Since strong form pronouns 
must be generated in direct and indirect object positions to account 
for their presence there in the admittedly rare contrastive stress 
construction and the highly productive ne . . . que construction, the 
obligatory occurrence of a clitic in cases of no contrastive stress or 
absence of ne . . . que is not dealt with by a lexical redundancy rule 
These rules cannot be optional; a given verb does not take a direct 
object clitic without also being able to take a direct object NP. A 
lexical redundancy rule cannot be suspended just in case one of the 
NPs for which a verb is subcategorized happens to be of a particular 
type (here, a strong form pronoun which is not restricted or stressed) 
A lexical rule appears therefore to be an inappropriate device to 
express these cliticisation facts.
Kayne's transformation of Clitic Placement does not encounter 
this problem, because it is obligatory. Accusative and dative pro­
forms in postverbal position must be fronted; Restricted pronouns 
fail to meet the structural description of the transformation, and 
so may remain postverbal. Kayne does not consider any sentence like
(22) grammatical, though Herschensohn (1980: 190) finds it only 
marginally grammatical, while Y.C. Morin (1981) accepts it providing 
the pronoun receives some contrastive or emphatic stress. The only 
adjustment required in Kayne's framework to permit the appearance of 
a stressed strong form pronoun in direct or indirect object position 
is that the NP[PR0j target of the rule of Clitic Placement be marked 
with the feature [-STRESS]. In this way, only stressed strong forms 
will violate the obligatory nature of the transformation.
A third problem encountered by a proponent of the lexical 
approach to non-reflexive clitics is the appearance of en corre­
sponding to an adnominal complement of the subject NP. In the
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sentences below, en does not have a postverbal source.
(23) a. L'usage ne s fen imposait vraiment>
The-use of it-did not-impose-itself-really
,= The use of it was not really necessary.'
b. La nouvelle s'en est ebruitee.
'The news of it became known'
c. L'envie m ’en demangeait vraiment.
The-desire of it-itched-me-really =
'I was really dying to do it.
(Examples from Y.C. Morin (1981: 97))
There are two difficulties here. The first is that en corre­
sponds to a PP complement of an NP. Assuming that these verbs could 
be subcategorized for a preceding NP, a lexical rule predicting the 
occurrence of en would not have access to the information that this 
NP contained a PP complement to which en could correspond. That
information would require an extension to the notion of strict sub­
categorization rules. Even if such an extension could be justified
for object NPs containing PPs, permitting a lexical treatment of the
relation between a and b in (24)
(24) a.. . J ’ai lu 1Tavant-propos de ce livre .
TI read the foreword of that book'
b. J'en ai lu 1'avant-propos.
'I read its foreword’
it could not be justified in the case of (23). The impossibility of 
subcategorizing the verbs of (23) for their subject NPs (and of 
further subcategorizing them for complements of this NP) follows from 
a general condition on strict subcategorization rules proposed in 
Chomsky (1965). He points out that the symbol V is introduced by
the rule VP -- »- V . . . , and that it is frames dominated by VP that
determine strict subcategorization of verbs. Since the subject NP 
does not figure in the VP, it may not appear as an element mentioned 
in the syntactic contexts permitted by the verb.
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Since en corresponds therefore to a phrase located outside 
of the verb phrase in basic structure, a lexical rule cannot in 
principle have access to the information that the subject NP contains 
a PP headed by l^e, because verbs are not subcategorized for their 
subjects. But a transformational rule can displace _en, whether pre- 
or postverbal, and move it to clitic position. So once again, with­
out a radical revision to the notion of subcategorization rules, a 
lexical treatment of the en which corresponds to an adnominal PP 
complement of a subject NP must be rejected in favour of a trans­
formational analysis. If lexical redundancy rules include more 
information than simply strict subcategorization features, then some 
of the force of this argument is lost. For example, Wasow suggests 
that other contextual features of verbs, such as selectional restric­
tions, should be included as part of the information available to 
lexical rules (Wasow (1977*. 330)). And as Chomsky (1965: 155) indi­
cates, the subject of a verb is included in that item's selectional 
restrictions. I assume, however, that it is still the case that 
lexical rules do not have access to information about the subparts of 
neighbouring categories, and thus would not be sensitive to the 
presence or absence of adnominal en in subject or object NPs.
There are then at least three reasons for assuming a trans­
formational analysis of non-reflexive clitics in French. The clitics 
appear attached to verbs which are not themselves subcategorized for 
direct or indirect object complements; they do not occur as optional 
alternate realizations of postverbal strong form pronouns, which a 
lexical redundancy rule would predict; and they may correspond to 
positions within noun phrases to which lexical rules do not have access 
in principle. It is interesting to note that Grimshaw assumes without 
argument that a transformational analysis of non-reflexive clitics is 
correct, and shifts the burden of proof to proponents of a lexical
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analysis of cliticisation to show how it can describe the facts 
equally well.
We assume therefore that Kayne's rule of Clitic Placement is 
the appropriate descriptive device for non-reflexive clitics in French.
6.2.1 Application of these Arguments to Reflexive Clitics
The arguments against a lexical treatment of non-reflexive 
clitics given above do not apply to reflexive clitics.
Though the strong forms of non-reflexive and reflexive pronouns 
may appear as adjectival complements in sentences like (25)-(27) a, 
only the non-reflexive pronouns may occur as clitics in b.
(25) a. Elle est souvent indifferente a elle-meme.
'She is often indifferent to herself • !
b. *Elle s'est souvent indifferente.
(26) a. Elle n'est pas infidele a toi.
'She isn't unfaithful to you.’
b. Elle ne t'est pas infidele.
(27) a. Tu es infidele a toi-meme.
'You are unfaithful to yourself.1
b. *Tu t'es infidhle.
The reflexive clitics, in other words, do not seem to corre­
spond to NP or a NP complements of these adjectives. The failure of 
se and the other reflexive clitics me, _te, nous and vous to occur in 
sentences like (25)-(27) cannot be attributed to an incompatibility 
between the verb etre and reflexives, for two reasons. First, this
same verb etre serves as the auxiliary of perfect aspect for all
reflexive verbs, as in (28):
(28) Elle s'est souvent regardee dans la glace.
'She has often looked at herself in the mirror.’
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And second, the class of 'predicative1 verbs, such as described by 
Couquaux (1979: 255) rejects these reflexives as well.
(29) *Elle se restera indifferente.
'She will remain indifferent to herself.'
(30) *Tu te deviendras infidele.
'You will become unfaithful to yourself.'
A possible conclusion from these facts is that if jse and the 
other reflexives do correspond to NP or a NP complements, these com­
plements must be phrases for which the verb itself is subcategorized, 
and not complements of adjective phrases, for example, for whose 
internal elements the verb is not subcategorized. Another possible 
conclusion, of course, is that _se is base-generated in clitic position.
The incompatibility of £e with these adjectives is an unre­
solved problem. See, for example, Kayne (1975: 377 n ) . What is obvious,
though, is that the first argument used in 6.2 against a lexical approach
to non-reflexive clitics does not appear to be applicable to reflexive 
clitics, since in (25)b and (27)b, reflexive complements of adjective 
phrases are not able to be cliticised.
The second argument against a lexical treatment of non-reflexive 
clitics was based on the prediction that direct and indirect object 
clitics could correspond to postverbal strong form pronouns under 
normal intonation. A lexical redundancy rule had no way of denoting 
that strong form pronouns were exceptional types of noun phrases in
that they do not appear 'bare', or unmodified, except in special cir­
cumstances .
If the distribution of reflexive clitics and strong form 
reflexive pronouns was similar to the distribution of non-reflexives 
and their strong forms, we would expect that the sentences of (31) 
would be ungrammatical for the same reason as (22) is ungrammatical.
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C31) a. Marie aime elle-m£me.
'Marie loves herself.'
b. Marie ecrit a elle-m£me.
’Marie writes to herself.'
Couquaux (1977: 137), however, gives (31)a as much more accept­
able than (31)c.
(31) c. Marie, aime elle.
i l
while he considers (31)b as "perfect."
The clitic versions of (31)a and b are given in (32):
(32) a. Marie s'aime.
b. Marie s'ecrit.
If we assume that se corresponds to a direct or indirect object 
pronoun which is coreferential with the subject, and that in uncliti- 
cised form this pronoun is marked with -meme, then a lexical redundancy 
rule can easily state this relationship. No obligatory transformation 
will be required to exclude sentences like (31), because they are in 
fact grammatical. The complementary distribution of se_ and Pro-m£me 
apparent in (31)-(32) therefore provides no evidence in favour of a 
transformational treatment of se, and appears to be just as easily 
stateable as a lexical redundancy rule.
The third argument against a lexical approach to non-reflexive 
clitics was based on the appearance of en from a subject NP source. 
Since verbs do not subcategorize their subjects, a transformation was 
considered a more appropriate device for accounting for such en. But 
se never corresponds to a subpart of subject noun phrases; it corre­
sponds only to objects. Thus, in (33)b, _se is understood to be core- 
ferential with amis, and not with enfants.
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(33) a, Les amis de ces enfants amusent ces enfants.
'The friends of these children entertain these children.'
b. Les amis, de ces enfants. s.'amusent.
i 3 i
'The friends of these children entertain themselves.'
C. *Les amis. s.'amusent ces enfants., 
i 3 3
Since jse then must apparently correspond to phrases which the 
verb can subcategorize, there is no reason to prefer a transformational 
over a lexical solution to the problem of _se, at least on the basis of 
the facts given above. In the following section I shall examine a 
broader range of facts for evidence relevant to the choice of one 
approach or the other in the analysis of se.
6.3 Reflexive Clitics. Lexical or Transformational Treatment?
In 6.2, evidence was presented in favour of a transformational 
approach to non-reflexive clitics. But in 6.2.1, it was shown that 
these arguments had no force when applied to reflexives. It seems 
then that for reflexive clitics, neither approach is exluded a priori, 
and that one approach or the other should be justified.
One way of making a principled choice between a lexical and a 
transformational analysis of _se is to examine the properties of the 
two types of rules. If the syntax of se_ can be more easily described 
in terms of rules defined by a certain set of properties, then the 
choice is obvious. The rule type to be avoided will be the one which 
forces us to make ad hoc accommodations or to propose otherwise 
unjustifiable structures simply to make the rules work. And if both 
rule types leave residues of unexplained fac.ts, each easily handled 
by the other rule type, then the conclusion appears to be inevitable: 
two types of rules are at work in the derivation in question.
I shall argue in this section that the syntax of reflexive 
clitics does not allow a clear choice between a lexical or a trans­
formational treatment, and that we must suppose that both rule types
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operate in the derivation of the full range of se.
Wasow's (1977) investigation of the properties of lexical and 
transformational rules contains a list of criteria which can be used 
to distinguish these rule types. In his examination of the tradi­
tional rule of Passive, Wasow clarified the differences between lexi­
cal and transformational rules, and then applied these criteria to 
active and passive verb forms. He concluded that there are two quite 
distinct systematic relations between these forms, one lexical and the 
other transformational, each with their own well-defined set of prop­
erties. It is interesting to note that in a later paper, Wasow (1980) 
reanalyzes certain bounded processes, such as 'verbal passives', 
which he had earlier considered to be transformational operations, 
as lexical rules. This reanalysis involves an enrichment of func­
tional structure with thematic information, and certain assumptions 
about the subcategorization frames of 'Raising to Object' verbs. In 
particular, verbs like persuade, which he earlier considered to be V S 
structures, are now taken to be V NP VP structures. In this way 
passives of the type Robin was persuaded to leave early, which could 
not be handled lexically in a V S analysis of persuade because the 
fronted NP was not mentioned in the subcategorization frame of the 
verb, can be treated lexically, since the 'fronting' of the NP is a 
bounded process under the V NP VP analysis.
The criteria proposed for distinguishing transformational and 
lexical rules in Wasow's 1977 paper have only been altered in one 
respect: Wasow now hypothesizes that there are no structure-preserving
transformations, while he previously held that transformations may, 
but need not, be structure-preserving. These criteria provide the 
required tests for determining which rule type is more appropriate 
to describe the syntax of se.
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6.3.1 The Criterion of Unsystematic Exceptions
Wasow points out that transformations are more productive than 
lexical rules, a feature which follows from the conception of the 
lexicon as the "receptacle of idiosyncratic information about the 
elements of the vocabulary of a language" (Wasow (1977: 330)). As it 
was largely the idiosyncracy of English nominalizations which motivated 
the lexicalist hypothesis, it is natural that lexical rules should be 
conceived of as freely allowing unsystematic exceptions. Wasow claims 
that transformations, in contrast, are exceptionless "in the sense
H
that apparent singularities are in fact systematic and predictable 
(op. cit.: 330), and believes that even if this claim is untenable, 
that lexical rules are generally far less productive than transforma­
tions. The existence then of many exceptions to a relationship is 
taken as evidence for handling the relationship in the lexicon.
There are many instances of the exceptional behaviour of se.
A good number of verbs occur exclusively with the reflexive clitic, 
and have no non-reflexive counterpart. For example the following 
verbs are reflexive only:
(34) se desister (de) (to stand down, withdraw) *desister
s T abstenir (de) (to refrain, abstain) *abstenir
se repentir (de) (to repent) *repentir
s1 arroger (to assume (without right)) *arroger
s ’ ,evanouir (to faint) *evanouir
se dedire (to recant) *dedire
se souvenir (de) (to remember) ^souvenir
s ’ imaginer (to imagine) *imaginer
In a transformational account, a postverbal source for these 
inherent _se would have to be supposed, despite the fact that the verbs 
on the right never appear with any sort of object, reflexive or non- 
reflexive.
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(35) a. *Elle ne souvient que (d')elle-meme.
’She only remembers herself.’
b . *Elle souvient de son idee.
’She remembers her idea.’
(36) *Ce n ’est pas de lui-m&me / de ses iddes / de sa negligence
qu’il repentit.
’It’s not himself / his ideas / his negligence that he is 
repenting for.’
To explain these intrinsic or inherent reflexive clitics in 
transformational terms would require the postulation of a source 
similar to the ungrammatical sentences in (35) and (36). Kayne's rule 
of Se-Placement marks a postverbal proform as [+ REFLEXIVE] and moves 
it, with appropriate morphological form, to preverbal position. The 
underlying structure for (37)a therefore would be (37)b.
(37) a. Elle se souvient de ses iddes.
’She remembers her ideas.1
b. *Elle souvient PRO+R de ses iddes.
It is then necessary to provide a plausible explanation of 
why (35) and (36) are incorrect, because if (37)b, with its postverbal 
reflexive pronoun, is a permitted deep structure, it should follow 
that strong form reflexives in -meme, and non-reflexive objects, should 
also be able to appear postverbally. In other words, the transforma­
tional approach has to explain why no object other than ae may occur 
with souvenir or evanouir, and why no indirect object other than se 
may occur with imaginer or arroger.
Ruwet’s (1972) explanation for the ungrammaticality of the 
sentences in (38)b-f is based on the obligatory coreferentiality of 
the subject and object of evanouir.
(38) a. Pierre s'est evanoui.
’Pierre fainted.’
b. *Pierre a evanoui Paul.
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c. *Pierre a evanoui a Paul.
d. *Le choc a evanoui Pierre.
e. *Pierre n ’a evanoui que (a) lui-meme.
f. *C’est (a) lui-meme que Pierre a evanoui.
Ruwet first considers the possibility of treating evanouir like 
an ordinary transitive verb, which is subject to a condition that its 
subject and object are obligatorily coreferential. Such a solution 
has been proposed for English verbs like behave and perjure, which 
only permit reflexive objects, and would explain the ungrammaticality of 
(38)b-d. But in English, direct object reflexives only appear post- 
verbally and not in preverbal clitic position as in French. Sentences
(38) e and f show that more than an obligatory coreferentiality condi­
tion is required to make them grammatical. Se Placement would have to 
apply obligatorily to any coreferential object, so that the strong 
form reflexive pronoun would never appear. Ruwet avoids this conclu­
sion by comparing (38) e and f to sentences like (39) a and b.
(39) a. C'est Marie que Pierre a embrassee.
'It's Marie that Pierre kissed.'
b. Hamlet n'a aime qu'Ophelie.
'Hamlet loved only Ophelia,'
He claims that what is presupposed in these sentences is that 
Pierre kissed someone and Hamlet loved someone, while what is asserted 
is Marie and only Ophelia. Furthermore, he claims there can be no 
presupposed/asserted distinction unless there exists a certain freedom 
in the choice of objects for the verbs embrasser and aimer. If a verb 
is specified in the lexicon as having an obligatorily coreferential 
subject and object, there can be no freedom in the choice of object, 
and therefore no presupposed/asserted distinction. The sentences
(38) e and f would therefore simply be semantically absurd, and would 
not constitute a counter-example to the claim that Pierre s'evanouit
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is derived from the underlying transitive construction *Pierre evanouit 
PRQ+R. (cf. Ruwet (1972: 100-101)).
This argument is invalid for two reasons. First, in sentences 
whose structure does not highlight a supposedly asserted element, as 
the cleft and restricted sentences in (39) do, the strong form reflexive 
pronoun is still impossible. Recall that the NP V NP structure in 
(31)a was considered marginally acceptable.
(31) a. ? Marie aime elle-meme.
A similar unmarked structure for evanouir is impossible.
(40) a. *Pierre evanouit lui-meme.
An uncliticised reflexive pronoun in indirect object position in (31)b 
was "perfect"; with evanouir no indirect object is possible.
(31) b. Marie ecrit a elle-meme.
(40) b. *Pierre evanouit a lui-meme.
So even in constructions not designed to.underscore what is 
presupposed and what is asserted, no object, not even a reflexive 
object, may occur with this verb. To maintain the presupposed/ 
asserted argument even in the light of the ungrammatical status of
(40) a and b would require equating direct objects with the semantic 
notions comment, focus, new information, etc., a position which is 
clearly untenable. Nor can the ungrammatical nature of (40) a, b 
be attributed to the non-application of an obligatory rule of Se- 
Placement, because (31) a and b have undergone no such rule and are 
nonetheless acceptable.
A second reason why the presupposed/asserted argument is wrong 
is that there are inherently reflexive verbs whose clitic is clearly 
an indirect object. For example, s 'imaginer takes the full range of 
'imaginable* direct objects, as long as a clitic coreferential with
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the subject also appears.
(41) a. Jean s ’imagine toutes sortes de choses.
'Jean imagines all sorts of things.’
b. *Jean imagine toutes sortes de choses a lui-mdme/a Pierre.
No matter how the object of imaginer is highlighted, the 
sentence will be ungrammatical unless it contains a reflexive indirect 
object. Sentence (41)b is patently not semantically absurd; it is 
ungrammatical because the verb lacks its intrinsic clitic. Ruwet then 
concludes, on the basis of this second argument, that inherently reflex­
ive verbs like s 1imaginer and s ’evanouir be entered in the lexicon as 
reflexives, and that they are not, after all, derived from verbs 
taking an obligatorily coreferential direct or indirect object.
Kayne, however, would nevertheless like to maintain the claim 
that se, even in inherent reflexives, has a postverbal source. One 
argument he uses is based on past participle agreement, which in French 
is of two types. In passives, and in intransitives whose aspectual 
auxiliary is etre, the past participle agrees with the subject. In 
verbs conjugated with avoir, agreement is with the preceding direct 
object, and is furthermore obligatory only in more carefully monitored 
registers. In conversational French, agreement is often not made. 
Reflexive,verbs, even the class of inherent reflexives, display the 
agreement pattern of avoir verbs. That is, they optionally.agree with 
the preceding pronoun, suggesting that the se in examples like (42) 
is a preposed direct object.
(42) Elle s ’est dedit(e) le lendemain.
’She recanted the following day.’
(example from Kayne (1975: 389))
Despite the fact that this verb does not otherwise take direct objects, 
the ^e of se dedire (and of other inherent reflexives) may trigger 
past participle agreement like other preceding direct objects which do
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have an obvious postverbal source. Hence, even these intrinsic se1s 
can be presumed to have a postverbal source.
This argument, however, rests on a very insecure foundation. 
Past participle agreement, in both avoir transitives and reflexive 
verbs, is subject to much confusion and indecision, even in literary 
French. Harmer (1979) cites numerous cases of non-agreement in 
reflexives, as well as many instances of agreement where no agreement 
is called for, made by even the most grammatically scrupulous authors. 
Verbs like s ’imaginer (to imagine), se jurer (to vow, promise), se 
frotter (to rub), se procurer (to obtain, to get), se donner (to give 
to oneself) may all be followed by NP direct objects, while se is 
indirect. Even with these verbs though, agreement is often made.
(43) a. Elle s ’etait imaginee que. . . .
’She had imagined that. . . .’ (Proust)
b . . . .  ils se sont frottes le museau . . .
’they rubbed noses.’ (Anouilh)
c. Ils s'etaient procures^ des chambres d'hotel.
’They had got hotel rooms.1 (Romains)
d. La fantaisie et 1'imagination de 1'auteur se sont donnees 
libre cours,
'"’■The fantasy and imagination of the author were set free.’ 
(i.e. "gave free rein to themselves’) (Pillement)
(examples from Harmer (1979: 77-78))
These examples, in fact, reflect the state of affairs with 
respect to agreement in older forms of French. Stefanini (1962) shows 
that past participle agreement with reflexive verbs in Old and Middle 
French is like agreement with passives and intransitives conjugated 
with etre. In all three cases, the participle agrees with the subject. 
He points out elsewhere that the alignment of reflexive verbs and 
transitive avoir verbs with respect to past participle agreement is an 
artificial process imposed by normative grammarians, and that dialectal 
and popular French preserve the old pattern of subject agreement. 
(Stefanini (1971: 114, n 9)).
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KayneTs example (42) can then be seen as a case of subject 
agreement, like the examples in (43), where sj2 is obviously not a direct 
object. To maintain the argument that s_e had a postverbal source in
(42) and thus triggered optional agreement would require a similar argu­
ment to account for the agreement in (43). Such an argument is not 
available, because in (43) the direct objects are noun phrases which 
follow the verb. Agreement phenomena therefore do not provide a sure 
indication of the object status of jse in inherent reflexives, since in 
many cases it is the subject which appears to trigger the agreement.
Kayne proposes another argument for the derivation of inherent 
se from a postverbal source. He observes that it is necessary to explain 
why the only object which these verbs may take is the underlying PRO-f-R 
form. No other NP, not even a strong form reflexive pronoun, may appear 
on the surface after these verbs. Kayne excludes postverbal objects 
with these verbs by positing a constraint on inherently reflexive verbs 
such that they may not occur with an accusative (i.e. direct object) NP 
or, in the case of verbs like s ’imaginer, with a dative a NP (i.e. an 
indirect object). Support for this' constraint comes from the fact that 
ordinary reflexives allow a Pro-meme form to co-occur with ae in 
sentences like (45), whereas inherently reflexive verbs do not allow 
such Pro-meme strong forms to appear after them, as (44) indicates.
(44) a. *Jean s ’imagine Paul a lui-m^me.
’Jean^ imagines Paul^ (to himself^).*
b. *Jean s ’imagine a lui-meme que tout est bon.
'Jean imagines (to himself) that all is well.’
(45) a. Quand on se parle a soi-m&me . . .
’When one talks to oneself. . . .’
b. Jean s ’£crit a lui-meme de tres longues lettres.
’Jean writes some very long letters to himself.’
(Kayne (1975: 392))
If we assume that this constraint operates at a point in the 
derivation of these sentences after Se-Placement, (44) will be
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excluded because the a NP phrases a lui-meme co-occur with _se. The 
constraint does not consider the clitic _se as a dative a NP with 
s1imaginer, or as an accusative NP with verbs like s’evanouir, because 
se in preverbal position has a "derived non-NP status." That is, it is 
placed under the V node by Se-Placement, and is no longer an NF. Since 
other clitics also have the same derived non-NP status, the constraint 
will have to operate before the rule of Clitic Placement, since (46) 
a and b are both ungrammatical.
(46) a. *Elle a evanoui Marie.
’She fainted Marie.'
b. *Elle l ’a evanouie.
'She fainted her.’
Further support for such a constraint comes from consideration 
of the semantic interpretation of verbs which can take both reflexive 
pronouns and non-reflexive direct object noun phrases. Kayne claims 
that when the direct object is non-reflexive, the verb receives a 
’literal' interpretation, as if something is being done to someone else. 
When the object is reflexive, however, the interpretation is different, 
and the literal reading is lost to a more natural one, describing a 
movement by the subject. Thus in (47), the direct objects of jeter 
(to throw) have been physically picked up and tossed out the window.
(47) a. Elle a jete le jouet par la fen^tre.
'She threw the toy out the window,’
b. Elle n ’a jete par la fenetre que lui/son frere.
’She threw only him/her brother out the window.’
But (48) is odd since the literal meaning of j eter is the only one 
available in the presence of the postverbal direct object.
(48) ? Elle n ’a jete par la fen&tre qu’elle-meme.
’She threw only herself out the window.'
In (49) however, the ’natural1 interpretation is available,
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(49) Elle s'est jetee par la fenetre.
'She threw herself out the window.’
The difference then between ordinary reflexives like se jeter and 
inherent reflexives like s 'imaginer and s ’evanouir is that only the 
natural reading is permitted for inherent reflexives, and that no ’literal' 
interpretation is available. Inherent reflexives would therefore be 
semantically peculiar in that the only reading allowed is one involving 
the subject acting on herself, and syntactically peculiar in that the 
object coreferential with the subject must appear in clitic form.
Kayne extends and adapts the constraint on the appearance of non­
clitic reflexive pronouns and other accusative/dative NP's to verbs 
whose meaning changes when they co-occur with a reflexive clitic. The 
verb plaindre, for example, means ’feel sorry for’, but se plaindre means
’to complain*. Compare the a and b examples in (50).
(50) a. Elle plaint son mari.
'She feels sorry for her husband.’
b, Elle se plaint de son mari. t
’She complains about her husband.’
Kayne would claim that the ’literal1 meaning of "feeling sorry for" dis­
appears when there is no direct object noun phrase present in the sen­
tence. (Recall that _se is not considered to be an NP in (50)b.) The 
’natural’ reading of the verb is therefore "to complain," and the 
presence of a direct object NP forces a change from a natural to a 
literal interpretation.
Kayne does not pursue his suggestion any further. If the pro­
posal he makes is examined in more detail, however, it appears to be 
untenable. The claim Kayne seems to be making is this: there is a
large number of verbs which have both transitive and reflexive forms.
Ordinary reflexives have a straightforward semantic relation to their 
transitive counterparts, in that the activity performed by the subject 
on some object in the transitive form is the same activity performed
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by the subject on the subject in the reflexive form. Thus, laver (to 
wash) and se laver (to wash oneself) both denote a process which sub­
jects can equally well direct towards themselves or something other than 
themselves. Another class of verbs, however, is associated with two 
distinct semantic interpretations. One of these is a ' literal1 reading, 
another is the 'normal' or 'natural' reading. The presence of an object 
forces the literal reading; the absence of an object along with the 
presence of brings out the normal interpretation. Hence the two 
meanings of plaindre in (50) above.
If this is a correct interpretation of Kayne's claim, then a
number of questions arise. For example, in what sense is "to feel sorry
for" a literal version of "to complain"? The verb complain may imply 
feeling sorry for oneself, but even though such a sentiment may provoke 
a complaint, much more is implied. For many verbs having both a non­
reflexive and a reflexive version, the semantic relationship between 
them is not at all transparent, and not attributable to a literal/
natural distinction. The verbs in (51) are just a few of the many such
pairs whose meaning is only tenuously linked.
mour if. ' to die' se mourir ' to be on the point of dyi
passer ' to pass' se passer 'to happen1
expliquer ' to explain' s ’expliquer ' to fight’
battre 1 to defeat' se battre 'to fight'
faire ' to do,make' se faire a 'to get used to'
connaitre 1 to know' se connaitre a 'to be an expert in'
j ouer' ' to play' se jouer de 'to enj oy’
porter ' to carry' se porter 
bien/mal
'to be in good/bad health'
trouver ' to find1 se trouver 1 to be (located)'
douter ' to doubt1 se douter de ' to suspect'
aviser 'advise, s'aviser de 'become suddenly aware'
inform,
notify’
tromper ' to cheat' se tromper ' to be wrong'
rendre 1 to give back' se rendre a ' to go to'
rire 'to laugh' se rire de ' to make light of;
se depenser
to laugh off'
depenser ' to spend' 
use ’
'to do one's utmost'
employer ' to s 'employer 'to devote oneself'
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From these few examples, it is obvious that a very flexible 
notion of ’literal' and ’natural' is going to be necessary in order to 
account for the unsystematic meaning differences between the members of 
these pairs. If the relation between these pairs is indeed transforma­
tional, and if the transformation of Se-Flacement shares the property of 
preserving meaning along with other transformations, then there will be 
a large number of verbs entered in the lexicon with two more or less 
distinct'meanings, with one or the other of these meanings suppressed 
according to whether or not an object noun phrase is present in the 
sentence.
If we accept the correctness of this view, we also accept that 
if no object noun phrase is present, the semantic reading of the verb 
will be the 'normal' or 'natural' one. Kayne attributes the differences 
in meaning between plaindre and se plaindre, not to the presence of se, 
but to the presence of the object son mari with plaindre.
But the 'literal' reading does not necessarily disappear in the 
absence of an object. Consider the sentences in (52)-(57) below, where 
both meanings are possible despite the lack of an object noun phrase.
(52) a. Je me suis explique avec cet idiot de Pierre.
'I had it out with that idiot Pierre.'
b. Je me suis explique mal.
'I explained/expressed myself badly,'
(53) a.* Je me connais en mechanique.
'I'm an expert mechanic.'
b. Je me connais tres bien.
'I know myself very well.'
(54) a. Elle se plaint de son sort.
'She complains about her fate.'
b. Elle se plaint a cause de son sort.
'She feels sorry for herself because of her fate.'
(55) a. Elies se sont rendues a Paris.
'They went to Paris.'
b. Elies se sont rendues a la police.
'They gave themselves up to the police.'
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(56) a. Paul s'emploie pour ce travail.
’Paul devotes himself to this work.’
b. Paul s' emploie comme cobaye pour cette experience.
’Paul is using himself as a guinea-pig for this experiment.1
(57) a. Je me suis trompe de chapeau. 
’I took the wrong hat.'
b. Je me suis trompe.
’I cheated myself.’
Since both meanings are apparent in these sentences, it is 
impossible to attribute the more basic or ’literal’ meaning to the 
presence of an object noun phrase. It seems then, contrary to Kayne's 
claim, that it is the presence of se, rather than the absence of an 
object NP, which causes the 'natural’ reading to emerge, and further­
more that this ’natural’ reading is not obligatory in the absence of 
an object, as the b sentences above indicate.
If we re-examine Kayne’s claim, we can see that it is based on 
slim evidence. The failure of Pro-meme pronouns to appear along with 
inherent reflexives is interpreted by Kayne as an illustration of the 
inability of such verbs to occur along with direct or indirect object 
noun phrases. Yet the same fact could have been seen as evidence that 
these intrinsic reflexive clitics do not have a postverbal source, and 
cannot therefore be associated with a postverbal Pro-meme emphatic 
pronoun. What seems more plausible is to equate the Pro-m^me pronouns 
which appear in sentences like (45) (i.e. along with _se as part of the 
clause, and not in a detachment construction) with those which appear 
as ’reduplicative’ or ’reinforcing' pronouns in sentences like (58) 
below.
(58) a. Je veux le-^  voir lui-m£mej_
’I want to see him himself (i.e. in person)
b. Paul veut que Marie lui^ parle a lui-memej[ 
'Paul wants Marie to talk to him (himself)
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c. Nous voulons voir le patron lui-meme^
’We want to see the boss in person (himself).
(examples from Couquaux (1977: 129))
In both (45) and (58), Pro-meme is part of the VP: it is not
separated from it by comma intonation. And in both cases, its 
antecedent is a noun (le patron), or a pronoun which has an obvious 
postverbal source. The fact that such Pro-meme forms fail to occur 
with inherent reflexives can perhaps be seen as a consequence of the 
lack of an obvious postverbal source with which a Pro-meme pronoun can 
be associated. Thus the ungrammatical status of (44) might be attri­
buted to the fact that ^e in inherently reflexive verbs does not have 
a postverbal source, and that no undetached Pro-meme form can there­
fore be linked with se.
The literal/natural distinction on which Kayne based his 
constraint also seems founded on slim evidence. The verbs he uses to 
shpw the distinction are jeter (to throw) and hisser (to pull/lift up), 
and he points out that the physical movements accomplished by the sub­
ject are different when directed towards some other human object than 
when directed towards the subject. Throwing or pulling someone else 
necessarily involves different physical actions from those involved in 
throwing yourself from a window or pulling yourself up on to a table, 
for example. But what Kayne claims is that the semantic interpretation 
of the verb is therefore sensitive to the presence of postverbal, non­
derived objects. I would claim, on the contrary, that it is only extra- 
linguistic knowledge that allows us to realize that different physical 
movements are required in these cases when the subject acts on herself/ 
himself. One can imagine a state of affairs in which throwing or 
pulling oneself was similar to throwing or pulling other people.
Strong, remote-controlled artificial limbs which detach rapidly like 
ski-bindings might allow people to throw themselves into the air, if 
they felt so inclined. An automatic block-and-tackle apparatus would
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allow one to pull oneself up onto a table in exactly the same manner as 
pulling other people up. In such situations then, the sentences quoted 
by Kayne as questionable because only the ’literal1 interpretation was 
available in the presence of an NP object cease to be odd in the 
least. (repeated in (59))
(59) a, Elle n ’a jete par la fenetre qu'elle-meme.
’She threw only herself out of the window.’
b. Elle n'a hisse sur la table qu’elle-meme.
’She pulled only herself up onto the table.’
Given some imagination, the oddity of the ’literal’ interpreta­
tion with a reflexive object disappears, and along with it the claim 
that the lack of a postverbal object NP permits a ’natural’ reading.
It seems instead that only our knowledge of the world allows us to know 
whether subjects’ activities will differ according to whether they are 
directed back towards themselves or towards someone else. In any case, 
as the examples in (51) demonstrate, the difference in meaning between 
verbs according to whether or not they are preceded by a reflexive 
clitic can hardly be ascribed to any meaningful distinction between 
’literal— and ’natural'.
We therefore reject Kayne’s claim that the se in inherent 
reflexives can be derived from a postverbal source by the rule of Se- 
Placement. This source is highly implausible, since the verbs in 
question are not subcategorized for any postverbal direct (or, for 
s’imaginer-type verbs, indirect) objects. We accept instead that verbs 
with intrinsic reflexive clitics are directly entered in the lexicon 
as inherently reflexive. _Se will be considered a kind of affix, one 
which changes morphologically for non-third person subjects, and which 
changes position in the presence of other clitics (se is always the 
leftmost clitic in any sequence of clitics) and of the auxiliary (se 
attaches to the auxiliary).
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Inherent jse appears then to conform with one of the character­
istics listed by Wasow as criteria for lexical rather than trans­
formational treatment. Among verbs which appear with reflexive 
clitics attached, these inherently reflexive verbs constitute an 
unsystematic exception, because they do not correspond to a transitive 
verb which can take both non-reflexive and reflexive objects. As an 
isolated,- non-productive sub-class of reflexive verbs, not linked with 
any other verb in a systematic way, they can be considered as simply 
listed in the lexicon. As Grimshaw (1980: 63, n.12) observes, they are 
not the output of any lexical rule, constituting instead separate 
lexical entries.
Furthermore, the verbs in (51) should also be treated lexi­
cally. The semantic correspondences between the non-reflexive and 
reflexive pairs are not predictable on the basis of the meaning of the 
non-reflexive verb. As Ruwet points out, these correspondences are 
rather "capricious and idiosyncratic," and not what would be expected 
if there were a transformational link between them (Ruwet (1972: 103)). 
These verbs display the characteristic of being unsystematically 
exceptional on the semantic level, and should therefore be listed as 
such in the lexicon. Grimshaw, arguing for a lexical treatment of both 
inherent reflexives like s1evanouir which lack any base evanouir, and 
reflexives like se trouver, which have a base trouver whose meaning 
does not allow an accurate prediction of the reflexive version, points 
out that such semantic drift is typical of well-established lexical 
rules such as rules of derivational morphology. We conclude, therefore, 
along with Ruwet and Grimshaw, that both inherent reflexives, and those 
reflexives whose semantic correspondence with non-reflexive counter­
parts are unpredictable, should be listed as separate lexical entries 
and not derived by a transformation.
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6.3.2 The Criterion of Structure Preservation
‘Wasow (1977: 328-331) indicates that one of the properties of 
lexical rules is that they may not deform basic structures. The 
structures produced by such rules must be generable by rules of the 
base. Transformations, however, may result in structures which the 
base rules will not produce. For example, WH-Movement may displace an 
element from a position in its own clause to a position outside that 
clause. On the other hand, transformations may be structure-preserving, 
if their output could also have been produced by phrase structure rules. 
This criterion for determining rule types might therefore help choose 
between lexical and transformational analyses of non-inherent reflexive 
clitics.
If we could show that the clitic node to which was attached 
in surface structure was not a node for which provision had to be made 
in basic structure, then we might conclude that _se had to be trans­
formationally derived. If, on the contrary, we could find evidence for 
providing such clitic nodes as expansions of the phrase structure rules, 
then the choice of a lexical or a transformational treatment of se, 
based on the property of preservation of structure, would be left open.
As indicated in the previous section, there is no plausible 
postverbal source for inherent jse, and so the phrase structure rules 
will have'to ensure that there is at least one clitic node generated 
which will dominate reflexive clitics in base structure. In addition 
to these reflexive clitics, there are other cases of idiomatic clitics 
which have no plausible source in non-clitic position. In (60)-(62) 
below, the pronouns are part of idiomatic expressions, and have no 
independent meaning.
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(60) a . y avoir 'to be'
b. y regarder 'to be choosy'
c . s'y prendre 'to manage'
d. y paraitre 'to show' (intran.)
e. y aller 'go ahead, go too far1 
(varies with context)
f. il y va de 'it's about . , . , it
y etre Tto understand'
(examples a-d from Y.C. Morin (1981: 95); 
examples e-f from LeBidois (1968: 175))
(61) a . en avoir marre de 'to be fed up with'
b. en venir de 'to resort to'
c . s'en aller 'to leave'
d. il en est de m£me 'the same goes for . . .  1
e. en venir aux mains 'to come to blows'
f. ne pas en croire les yeux 'not to believe one's eyes'
g- en vouloir a ’to hold a grudge against1
h. en Stre 'to be (homosexual, traitor, 
atheist, etc.)T 
(examples a-c from Y.C. Morin (1981: 95);
d-f
g-h
from LeBidois (1968: 167); 
from Pogacnik (1976: 142-143))
a. 1'emporter sur 'to win over'
b. 1'avoir belle 'to be at an advantage'
c . l'echapper belle 'to escape by the skin of one's 
teeth'
d. les mettre ’to leave1
e. la bailler bonne ’tell a tall tale’
f .
A
la connaitre 'know one's way around'
g- se la couler douce 'to have it easy'
(examples a-d from Y.C. Morin (1981: 95); 
e-g from LeBidois (1968: 137-138))
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There appears then to be ample justification for positing base 
rules which will generate clitic nodes in deep structure. Emonds 
(1976: 226-331) uses idiomatic clitics to justify two such clitic 
nodes; if he had considered examples like those in (62), a third would 
have been required.
It would seem, therefore, that base structures similar to those 
generated by Emonds' expansion of V_ as (PRO) (CL) V are present in 
deep structure. We cannot then use this criterion of structure-preser- 
vation vs. structure deformation to determine a lexical or a trans­
formational analysis of jse. A lexical relation between laver (to wash) 
an<^  se laver (to wash oneself), for example, will conform to the lexical 
property of 'not affecting structure' because the structure clitic + verb 
has to be generated by base rules in any case. On the other hand, if 
the relation between _se and the verb is transformational, it is also 
structure preserving, since any created structure reflects structures 
produced in the base.
Application of the criterion of structure-preservation then 
leaves open the choice of a lexical or transformational treatment of 
non-inherent reflexives.
If Wasow’s (1980) later hypothesis that no transformation is 
structure preserving can be maintained, then this rule-type criterion 
would presumably indicate a lexical treatment of s_e. But as Wasow 
points out, his hypothesis is only tentative, and requires certain 
possibly controversial assumptions to be made,
6.3.3 The Criterion of Category Changes
Another criterion which may help to determine the appropriate­
ness of a lexical or a transformational solution to the problem of £e 
is the criterion of category change. Lexical rules may relate items 
of different grammatical categories, though transformations may not.
Wasow cites a number.of studies which assume that transformations may
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not change the label on an existing node (Wasow (1977: 329-330)).
If we make the assumption then that there is a relation to be 
described between a and b in (63) below,
(63) a. Paul s’admire.
'Paul admires himself.'
b. Paul n*admire que lui-mgme.
'Paul only admires himself'
and compare the node labels in surface structure which dominate se_ and 
lui-meme, we may be able to submit this relation at least to one or the 
other of the competing analyses.
The object lui-m^me in b is obviously an NP; the ^e associated
with the non-inherent reflexive verb in a appears not to be an NP,
since it occupies a position which no NP can occupy. In clitic position, 
pronouns are dominated by the node V, as Kayne (1973: 92-102) has shown. 
This node does not dominate lui-meme in b. These facts then might sug­
gest that a lexical treatment is called for here.
But both _se and lui-meme are Pro-forms, whose immediately 
dominating node is NP. The label PRO which is frequently used to refer 
to such elements, even figuring, for example, in the structural descrip­
tion of Kayne’s rule of Clitic-Placement, is conventionally considered 
to be a feature on constituents or on syntactic nodes, and not a separate 
label. If it is a feature, then the categories immediately dominating 
both jse and lui-m£me in (63) will be NP, with se additionally marked as 
[+ clitic] to account for its preverbal position. Both se and lui-mime 
then are pronouns, with the labelled bracketing as in (63) c and d.
(63) c. NP [se]
[+ PRO]
[+ CLITIC]
d. NP [lui-meme]
[+ PRO]
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It appears then that the immediately dominating node label 
does not change: in both sentences of (63), the items to be related
are NP Pro-forms. What does change are the labels on nodes higher in 
the phrase-marker, but this is not unexpected in a transformational 
analysis. Anderson, commenting on Wasow1s criteria for distinguishing 
rule types, points out that acceptance of the inability of transforma­
tions to change category membership ’’does not entail the further claim 
that the category label associated with a phrasal node may not be 
changed as the result of a transformation" (Anderson (1977: 363)).
Again then, this criterion for determining appropriate rule 
types fails to provide a clear indication in favour of either a lexical 
or a transformational solution to the problem of non-inherent reflexive 
verbs, since neither solution is ruled out.
6.3.4 The Criteria of Rule Ordering and the ’Local’
Nature of Lexical Rules
These final two rule-type criteria do furnish evidence for one 
analysis or the other of the question of non-inherent jse. The criteria 
are explained by Wasow as separate characteristics, but as will become 
apparent, they are related when applied to se.
The criterion of rule ordering follows from the organization of 
standard theory grammar. Lexical rules relate items in the lexicon; 
transformations operate on phrase markers into which lexical items have 
been inserted. Hence, if a transformation feeds a rule, that rule 
cannot be lexical; if a rule feeds a lexical rule, that feeding rule 
cannot be transformational.
If we find therefore that _se can be cliticised to a verb only 
on condition that a transformation has applied in the sentence, then 
the association of se and the verb must have been effected by means of 
a transformation. Such a case would reinforce Kayne’s claim that se
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moved into preverbal position by the rule of Se-Placement.
The criterion of the ’local’ nature of lexical rules also 
follows from the organization of the grammar. Since lexical redundancy 
rules operate within the lexicon, they have access exclusively to 
information contained in the subcategorization frames of particular 
lexical items, and not to the sum total of information contained in the 
P-markers in which these items appear (Hoekstra, Hulst and Moortgat 
(1980: 19)). Wasow expresses this notion by observing that lexical rules 
"ought not to be able to refer to aspects of the environment in which 
the lexical items appear, other than those aspects that must for inde­
pendent reasons be included in the lexical entries anyway" (Wasow (1977: 
330)). Those aspects of the environments in which items appear which 
have to be included in the lexical entry are "those properties of an 
element's deep structure environment which condition its appearance"
(op. cit.: 330).
To make this notion precise for purposes of determining how
much syntactic information should form part of the lexical entry for an
item, Wasow puts forward the hypothesis that, for verbs, only NPs
bearing deep structure grammatical relations to it may enter into the 
*
statement of lexical redundancy rules affecting the verb. These NPs 
are the subject, the direct object and the indirect object, the NPs 
most closely associated with a verb's environment. And these NPs are 
the only ones which can form part of the statement of a lexical rule. 
Anderson emphasizes that the syntactic material which can be relevant 
to defining the frame in which an item can be inserted (i.e. its sub­
categorization features) is generally taken to be limited to other 
constituents of the same clause (Anderson (1977: 363)). Thus, lexical 
rules cannot possibly involve reference to elements outside of the 
immediate clause in which the item is inserted.
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The implication of this characteristic of lexical rules (i.e. 
that they be strictly ’local’ in the sense outlined above) is that if 
se can be shown to be related to a pronoun in a clause different from 
the one in which _se is located, it follows that the relation between se 
and this pronoun must be transformational. That is,if jse cannot be 
shown to be the direct or indirect object of the verb to which it is 
cliticised, then a lexical rule is not able to link _se with the related 
construction.
In the evaluation of lexical and transformational approaches to 
the problem of sie, there are therefore two more rule properties to be 
examined in relation to reflexive verbs. If se can be shown to corre­
spond to strictly local constituents, and if the appearance of se does 
not depend on prior application of a transformational rule, then there 
is no reason for not analyzing ^e lexically. Given the theoretical 
advantages of treating as many cases of syntactic relatedness as pos­
sible in the lexicon, as argued by Bresnan and Anderson, it would be 
most natural to do so, especially since inherent ^e must be listed as 
such in the lexicon. A lexical analysis of non-inherent cases of se 
would then result in a highly desirable unified treatment of the whole 
range of se^  data. It is this unitary approach which Grimshaw (1980) 
advocates.
On the other, hand, if se_ can be shown to correspond to constitu­
ents which are outside its own clause, and if the appearance of sje does 
indeed depend on the prior application of a transformation, then se 
may not be analyzed lexically. Despite the advantages of such an 
analysis, a transformational treatment would impose itself. The result 
would be perhaps theoretically undesirable, in the sense that some se 
would have to be listed in the lexicon while others were derived by 
means of transformational rules, but at least the dual approach would 
be in line with the syntactic facts.
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It appears that such a dual approach is in fact necessary. 
Consider first the local nature of lexical rules in connection with 
sentences like those in (64) below.
(64) a. Pierre s ’estime intelligent.
’Pierre thinks himself intelligent.’
(i.e. Pierre, thinks he. is intelligent)
I X
b . Cet homme se dit capable de tout.
'This man says himself (to be) capable of anything.’
c. Paul se sait doue pour les mathematiques.
’Paul knows himself (to be) gifted for mathematics.’
d. Paul se croit malade.
’Paul thinks himself sick.’
(i.e. Paul, thinks he. is sick.’
X I
(examples a-c from Gaatone (1975: 208-210))
The construction exemplified in (64) is further illustrated in
(65) with non-reflexive clitics and full NPs.
(65) a. On croit Jean fou.
’One-believes-Jean-crazy.’
’They think John is crazy.1
b. On le croit fou.
’They think h e ’s crazy.’
c. Elle croyait Jean un grand savant.
’She thought Jean (was) a great scientist.’
d. Elle le croyait un grand savant.
’She thought him a great scientist.’
This construction has been given various labels. Pauconnier 
(1974) refers to it in terms of Object Formation; Kayne (1975) calls it 
the Croire Construction; while Ruwet (1981) labels it the Object 
Attribute Construction, describing it as a 'verbless predicate con­
struction’ .
Kayne observes that there is evidence that the deep structure 
of these sentences contains an embedded sentence with etre, and that 
this etre is subsequently deleted. For example, the noun phrase
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following croire can be followed by a variety of elements specific to 
etre. These include past participles from certain passives, past 
participles of verbs taking etre as auxiliary, the ’possessive1 a NP, 
the expression 1en train de' and the date expression etre le n .
(66) a. Jean est aime de sa femme/poursuivi par ses creanciers.
’Jean is loved by his wife/pursued by his creditors.'
b. On croit Jean aime de sa femme/poursuivi par ses creanciers.
’They think Jean loved by his wife/pursued by his creditors.’
(67) a. Jean est deja parti.
’Jean has already left.'
b. Elle croyait Jean deja parti.
’She thought Jean already gone.’
(68) a. Ce livre est a Jean.
'This book is Jean’s (i.e. to Jean).'
b. On croyait ce livre a Jean.
’They thought this book Jean's.’
(69) a. Elle est en train de faire une betise.
'She is in the midst of doing something foolish,’
b. Tout le monde la croyait en train de faire une betise.
’Everyone thought her in the midst of doing something foolish.'
(70) a. Nous sommes le six.
'It's the sixth.'
b. Je nous croyais le six.
'I thought it was the sixth.’
(examples adapted from Kayne 1975: 303))
All of the b sentences in (66)-(70) above could presumably be 
generated directly by appropriate phrase structure rules. But if this 
lexical analysis is chosen, the similarity between the set of phrases 
which can appear after croire NP and those which co-occur with etre 
cannot be accounted for. A lexical redundancy rule is clearly excluded 
in a case like this, since such rules express relations between 
different constructions in which the same word may appear. Here we
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are dealing with different words which may appear in similar construc­
tions. To relate croire NP and etre by a lexical rule because they can 
both be followed by a certain range of complements would be analogous 
to relating any two verbs which can be followed, for example, by manner 
adverbials or that-S complements. The network of lexical rules 
required to make such connections between words would be extremely 
unwieldy and complex.
A transformational analysis accounts elegantly for the facts of
(66)— (70). Subcategorization features and selectional restrictions 
applicable to etre do not have to be repeated for croire when it is 
followed by an NP, and subsequent deletion of etre, whether an auxiliary 
of the passive or of aspect, or a main verb, explains why the items 
specific to etre in the a sentences above can also appear with croire. 
Kayne concludes that this croire construction is therefore a transformed 
structure containing an embedded S at the underlying level. He also 
notes that croire is like laisser and voir, in that it enters into both 
V-NP-S and V-S deep structures.
It is this latter structure which must provide the source of
the clitic pronouns in the following sentences.
\
(71) a. Pierre estime Paul intelligent.
'Pierre considers Paul intelligent.’
b. Pierre 1 ’estime intelligent.
'Pierre considers him intelligent.'
(72) a. Paul sait Pierre doue pour les sports.
'Paul knows Pierre (to be) gifted for sports.'
b. Paul le sait doue pour les sports.
'Paul knows him (to be) gifted for sports.'
Neither estimer nor savoir are verbs which can take human 
objects in the relevant senses, as (73) indicates.
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(73) a. *Pierre estime Paul.
'Pierre considers Paul.1
b. *Paul sait Pierre.
’Paul knows Pierre.'
These verbs will then presumably be marked in the lexicon with a 
selectional restriction on f+ human] objects. The appearance of a 
[+ human] NP in direct object position in (71)— (72) does not violate this 
selectional restriction if we consider that the deep structure of these 
sentences contains an S. The surface structure [+ human] objects escape 
the restriction because of their derived nature; in deep structure they 
are subjects of the embedded sentence. In a framework which rejects the 
use of selectional restrictions as a guide to deep structure insertion 
of lexical items, there must be some mechanism available to distinguish 
deep structure objects from derived surface structure objects and to 
account for the unacceptability of the former with verbs like estimer 
if the object is [+ human] . To express the same information, a lexical 
redundancy rule would have to indicate that verbs like estimer may only 
have [+ human] objects when certain adjectives, past participles or other 
predicate expressions follow that object. Moreover, the rule would have 
to ensure that the main verb object was understood to be the 'subject' 
of that predicate. Yet such information is in principle not accessible 
to lexical rules, since the syntactic frame of relevance to a verb is 
considered, by Wasow at least, to be limited to positions corresponding 
to subject, direct object and indirect object (i.e. positions within the 
clause). That is, lexical information about a verb may specify that it 
takes an object, but it may not select from the stock of possible 
objects only those which are followed by some predicate and are in some 
sense the subject of that predicate. A transformation, on the other 
hand, expresses these facts easily. In (71), (72) Paul and Pierre are 
deep structure subjects of etre which become surface structure objects
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of estimer and savoir through deletion of etre. Both subjects and 
objects are configurationally defined, and there is no violation of 
selectional or subcategorizational requirements. We consider therefore, 
along with Kayne (1975) and Gaatone (1975), that this construction is 
transformationally derived.
The pronouns which appear cliticised to savoir, estimer, dire, 
and croire in (64), (65) are then deep structure subjects of etre. This 
fact has important consequences for Grimshaw1s analysis of reflexive and 
reciprocal clitics.
Her approach is based on the theory of lexical rules developed 
by Bresnan. The representation of the association between grammatically 
relevant argument structure and grammatical functions is called a 
lexical form, similar to Bresnan1s mapping rules between functional 
structure and syntactic context, as in the lexical representation in (8), 
Thus a verb like voir is represented as in (74)
(74) voir ((SUBJ)(OBJ)),
where SUBJECT is the function assigned to its first argument, and OBJECT 
to its second (cf. Grimshaw (1980: 5)).
The verb se voir (to see oneself) is analyzed by Grimshaw in the 
following way. She speculates that s£ in reflexive/reciprocal verbs 
like se voir may not be grammatical arguments like accusative and 
dative pronouns, but instead grammatical reflexes of a lexical rule, 
and not pronominal arguments at all. Reflexivization is then considered 
to be an operation on predicate argument structure, whose effect is to 
bind one argument to another. Thus for any predicate argument structure 
Predicate (x, y, z), the rule forms a new Predicate[refiex*ve] derived 
from the non-reflexive predicate by binding one of its arguments to its 
first argument. From P(x, y, z:) we get P(x,x,z) or P(x, y, x) . As a
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result of reflexivization, the lexical entry for voir becomes as in (75)
(75) voirreflex.ve <(SUBJ)<0)),
where 0 indicates a null grammatical function. That is, in this 
analysis, reflexive/reciprocal se_ is never a pronominal direct or 
indirect object, but simply a marker associated with binding in predicate 
argument structure (Grimshaw (1980: 20-22)).
The aspect of this approach which is important in connection with 
t*ie croire construction is that the appearance of reflexive/reciprocal 
se is predicted to be the result of an operation on the argument structure 
of a verb with which _se appears. Th&t is, it is as a result of the 
binding operation on the argument structure of voir that jse appears 
cliticised to voir. Grimshaw thereby predicts that the null grammatical 
function 0 resulting from the binding operation must correspond to an 
object or indirect object function of the same verb voir. The function 
0 associated with a verb V cannot correspond to the object function of 
a verb W in another clause, because the lexical entry for V does not 
contain information about the predicate argument structure of W. In 
other words, ae is predicted to correspond to a complement of the verb 
to which it is cliticised, and not of any other verb.
Yet we have seen that in the croire construction, the reflexive 
clitics of (64) correspond to deep structure subjects of etre. The 
verbs estimer, dire, croire and savoir which appear here cannot have 
undergone a lexical rule of reflexivization. In the relevant sense of 
these verbs in (64), the OBJECT function cannot be filled by a [+ human] 
NP. The only object which estimer can have with the meaning ’consider1 
is a que S complement. If a lexical rule were to bind its first argu­
ment to this OBJECT function, none of the elements associated with this 
function would appear along with se_. That is, Grimshaw’s rule predicts
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a relatedness between a and b in (76), and not between a and c.
(76) a. Pierre^ estime qu'il^ est intelligent.
'Pierre^ considers that he^ is intelligent.'
b. Pierre s ’estime.
'Pierre thinks highly of himself.'
c. Pierre s'estime intelligent.
'Pierre considers himself intelligent.'
The verb in the b sentence differs in meaning from the verbs in 
a and c. In c, the adjective intelligent corresponds to part of the 
sentential object of estimer in a. Yet Grimshaw’s rule of reflexiviza­
tion would predict that no elements corresponding to the object function 
could be 'left over1 in this way, since the second argument of the 
predicate estimer is rendered null by the rule and may not receive any 
syntactic expression. Thus the lexical rule of reflexivization predicts 
that it is b which is related to a, and it cannot account for c.
Since ae in this construction corresponds to an element outside 
of the immediate clause in which the verb is inserted (or, in terms of 
lexical form, to an element within the string filling the OBJECT func­
tion) , the verbs involved cannot indicate in their lexical entry that 
se may appear as clitic complements. Such information is beyond the 
scope of lexical rules, because they are limited to information con­
tained within the clause in which the word occurs. As se in (64) can 
only correspond to the subject of an embedded clause, and not to the 
object NP of the main verb, its appearance as a result of a lexical rule 
is precluded by the criterion requiring lexical rules to be strictly 
local. Grimshaw's analysis cannot therefore in principle account for 
the sie in the c sentences above, because the type of operation required 
to relate e^^  and estimer-type verbs is beyond the power of lexical rules. 
The situation is exactly analogous to one outlined by Hoekstra, Hulst
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and Moortgat (1980: 39). They note that given a verb of the persuade- 
type, subcategorized as [V NP VP], "it would be impossible to write a 
lexical rule to the effect that it would interchange the object of the 
complement VP with the object or subject of the main verb, so that, e.g. 
John! persuaded Bill kiss Mary would mean the same as John persuaded 
Mary to kiss Bill. This type of operation is ruled out because the 
constituent make-up of the subcategorized VP is not defined by the 
contextual frame of a persuade-type verb. Lexical rules affecting a V 
of the type [V NP VP] do not have information at their disposal as to 
the internal structure of the VP; therefore, no constituent internal to 
that phrase can be affected" (op. cit»: 39). In this case, the verb 
estimer is subcategorized for an S; the _se which cliticises to estimer is 
a sub-part of this S. As the internal structure of S is not accessible 
to lexical rules, the constituent corresponding to ae internal to the S 
cannot be affected by a lexical rule. A mapping between the structures 
[NP^ PRO V [VP]] and [NP^ V [PRO VP]] is clearly impossible, because 
such a mapping would be unbounded. The bracketed elements [PRO VP] 
must, as we have argued above, be contained in an S clause, and thus the 
PRO must be inaccessible to a lexical rule.
The other characteristic of lexical rules mentioned earlier is 
also trivially applicable here. This criterion establishes that lexical 
rules must apply before any transformations. Having determined that 
sentences like (76)c result from the operation of a transformational 
rule on a structure like (76)a, in which the pronoun corresponding to 
se is cliticisable once etre is deleted, it is obvious that this clitic- 
isation, depending on prior application of a transformation, must itself 
be a transformational operation.
While Grimshaw's rule of reflexivization may well be responsible 
for se in monoclause reflexive/reciprocal structures, it cannot in
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principle account for the se which does not correspond to an object of 
the verb it occurs with.
Faced with the possibility that some instances at least of se 
cannot be accounted for in a lexical treatment because the properties of 
lexical rules themselves preclude the establishment of a relationship 
across clause boundaries, a lexicalist might attempt to save his analysis 
by broadening the scope of lexical rules in general. For example, given 
the clause-bounded nature of these rules on the one hand, and the fact 
that some sources of ^e are located beyond the clause containing the 
verb to which se_ is attached, one might argue that a particular construc­
tion assumed to be a two clause structure is in fact composed of one 
clause, generated directly by base rules. If elements which are under­
stood to have a grammatical relation with one of the verbs in this 
structure in fact occur in surface structure attached to the other verb, 
one would then require some extension of subcategorization rules so that 
the contextual restrictions of one verb could appear to be respected by 
the other. In addition, extensions to the rules of semantic interpreta­
tion would be required, so that, for example, the grammatical object of 
one verb could be interpreted as the agent of the other verb.
Just such adaptations and extensions are in fact suggested by 
some linguists for the causative faire construction. The syntax of this 
construction has been amply described in Kayne (1975), and widely com­
mented on by Radford (1977), Quicoli (1980), J.Y. Morin (1978), Rouveret 
and Vergnaud (1980), and Herschensohn (1981), among others.
Kayne argues for a transformational derivation from an under­
lying bi-sentential source, and other analysts, while disagreeing with 
Kayne in some respects, generally concur with the two clause underlying 
structure he proposes. At least two linguists, however, suggest that 
the faire construction can be base-generated, dispensing with the verb- 
raising transformation required in Kayne’s analysis.
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Hendrick (1978) proposes that subcategorization rules can be 
extended to express co-occurrence restrictions which are "broadly local" 
instead of strictly local in the sense of Chomsky (1965). He gives a 
set of phrase structure rules and subcategorization statements which he 
claims will allow sentences like (77) to be directly generated by rules 
of the base, though no rules of semantic interpretation are provided to 
allow the role of Jean in this sentence to be specified.
(77) Elle fera entendre cette symphonie a Jean.
’She will have Jean hear this symphony.’
Jean-Yves Morin (1978) proposes similar rules of phrase structure 
which generate the infinitive following faire in the same way as past 
participles following auxiliary avoir or etre are generated. And unlike 
Hendrick, who does not provide any rules of semantic interpretation,
Morin gives a rule which is designed to assign the thematic relation of 
AGENT to the first (a)NP following the infinitive after faire. His rule 
is formulated as in (78).
(78) NP ----»-[+ thematic function^ (V)3 j  j ^ £ g g er J ^ X ^
(J.Y. Morin (1978: 410))
This rule, however, makes a number of incorrect predictions.
It assigns the role of agent to inanimates, like la voiture in (79).
(79) Je ferai sortir la voiture.
’I will make the car come out.’
It is generally only animate NPs which can function as agents—  
but it may be conceded that inanimates may be agents, given sentences 
like The car nudged him with its bumper. However, sentence (79) has 
another interpretation in which the agent of sortir is not expressed, 
and in which la voiture is object of the transitive verb sortir. In 
this reading, (79) means "I will have the car brought out." But
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Morin's rule still assigns the agent function to la voiture. A trans­
formational analysis provides for these two readings by positing two 
different sources for (79) . In one, the complement of faire is some­
thing like [je sortir la voiture] (I will take the car out) and in the 
other, [la voiture sortir] (the car will come out).
Herschensohn (1981) observes that rule (78) is inadequate for 
other reasons. There are a number of sources of a NP which can follow 
faire. In (80), for example,
(80) Je ferai chanter 1'1 Internationale' a Jacques
!I will have the 'International’ sung by/to Jacques'
the phrase a Jacques can be understood as the agent of the process or as 
the goal of a process whose agent is unspecified. In (81), a NP is the 
prepositional object of obeir.
(81) La peine capitale fait obeir a la loi.
'Capital punishment ensures obedience of the law.'
And in (82), a NP corresponds to various types of what Y.C. Morin (1981: 
102) calls 'extended' datives— benefactive (a), adversative (b), ethical 
(c).
(82) a. Je fais ecrire tous ses discours au premier ministre.
'I have all her speeches written for the Prime Minister.'
b. J'ai fait boire toute sa biere a ce pauvre vieillard.
'I had all that poor man's beer drunk on him,'
c. Paul lui a fait boire deux bouteilles en dix minutes, a Marie.
’Paul had two bottles drunk in ten minutes, for Marie.'
Application of J.Y. Morin's rule to any of these five sentences 
will give the wrong results. In (80), 1'Internationale may be assigned 
the agent function if the variable X in (78) is not interpreted as null.
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If it is considered to contain 1'1nternationale, then the NP 
Jacques will be assigned that role, whether or not Jacques is understood 
to be doing the singing. As the agent of obeir is unexpressed in (81), 
J.Y. Morin's rule will ensure that la loi is given that function, as 
will be the case in (82) for the NPs premier ministre, ce pauvre 
vieillard and lui . . .  a Marie.
It is clear then that a rule of semantic interpretation like 
the one proposed by J.Y. Morin is unworkable, because the sources of
(a) NP cannot be distinguished predictably. A bi-sentential analysis 
of causatives avoids these difficulties because grammatical and thematic 
functions can be assigned within single clauses at the level of deep 
structure, Subsequent deformation of the complex base structure into 
a simplex surface structure by transformational rules allows for correct 
semantic interpretation of displaced noun phrases. We conclude there­
fore, along with Kayne (1975), Radford (1977) and Herschensohn (1981), 
that causative constructions are not base-generated but rather trans­
formationally derived.
The implications of this conclusion for the base-generation of 
se by means of lexical rules such as those argued for by Grimshaw are 
the same as those which follow from the transformational derivation of 
the croire construction. That is, if se_ appears cliticised to faire 
and at the same time corresponds to a complement of the infinitive 
with which faire is constructed, then this se cannot be the result of 
a lexical process. Since a transformation is necessary to create the 
faire-infinitive structure, another transformation will be required 
to move _se from a position in the lower clause in deep structure to the 
matrix clause in surface structure.
Sentences containing se faire + infinitive are not difficult 
to find. In (83) below, for example, the reflexive clitic is
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understood as the object of the infinitive.
(83) a. Jean se fera connaitre a Marie.
’Jean, will make Marie know him..’ 
i i
b. Jean se fera embrasser par Marie.
'Jean will get himself kissed by Marie.'
(examples from Kayne (1975: 405))
In underlying structures, these sentences would have the 
following form in Kayne's analysis,
A.
(84) a. Jean, fera f Marie connaitre Pro.].
1  is iJ
b. Jean, fera r Marie embrasser Pro.],
i is iJ
with the transformations Faire-Infinitive applying in a and Faire-Par 
applying in b. It is obvious that a rule of reflexivization such as 
the one Grimshaw advocates cannot account for _se in (83). Her rule 
assigns a null grammatical function to the second logical argument of 
the verb. In causatives like (84), this argument corresponds to the 
whole bracketed clause, whereas se_ corresponds only to an element of 
that clause. The lexical form of faire cannot in principle contain
A
information about the logical arguments of the predicates connaitre 
and embrasser, and cannot in consequence serve as the input to a lexi­
cal rule of reflexivization which would result in the sentences in (83). 
The only'output of such a rule would be (85).
(85) ? Jean se fera.
'Jean will make himself,'
which no longer has any causative sense, but indicates an act of self­
creation.
There are other cases as well of se + faire + infinitive. In
(86), se corresponds to the subject of the infinitive.
(86) a. Jean se fait passer pour un idiot.
'Jean makes himself pass as a fool.'
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b, Ils se font rire l'un l 1autre.
'They are making one another laugh.'
At the deep structure level, these sentences may be represented 
as in (87).
(87) a. Jean^ fait [ gPRCh passer pour un idiot] .
b. Ils. font [ PRO. rire . . .]
1  L s 1  J
Again, the information on which the appearance of _se depends is 
not accessible by means of a lexical rule, since the OBJECT function 
of faire is assigned to the whole clause PRCh 4- infinitive . . . , and 
a rule making the occurrence of £e depend on the non-occurrence of the 
OBJECT cannot account for the fact that this sentential object appears 
along with se.
A third instance of sse occurring with faire is given in (88).
(88) Jean s'est fait laver les mains par 1'infirmiere.
'Jean had his hands washed by the nurse.'
Here, _se corresponds to an a NP phrase indicating inalienable possession. 
Kayne (1975: 160-170) argues for an underlying structure like the one 
in (89) for sentences like these.
(89) Jean, fait f 1'infirmiere laver les roains^ [PRO.] par A]l s NP, * r J
dat
Se in this sentence then has its source as a deep structure complement 
of laver. Since it is cliticised in (88) to the matrix verb faire, only 
a transformation could ensure its correct pre-faire position, given 
the principled limitations on lexical rules outlined above.
The fact that the reflexive pronoun may appear as a clitic of 
faire indicates clearly therefore that se cannot in these cases be the 
result of a lexical rule. The source of jse is not strictly local in 
the sense required by the subcategorization features associated with
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lexical items: it may correspond to the subject, object or inalienable
complement of a different verb. And the structure to which se is 
attached as a clitic is one which is created by prior application of a 
transformation. This implies, according to the rule ordering criterion 
discussed earlier, that the rule responsible for the appearance of jse 
must be transformational as well. Grimshaw's lexical rule of reflex­
ivization would require information to which it is denied access in 
order to account for sentences like (83), (86) and (88), We conclude 
that, in the causative construction as well as the croire construction, 
the _se which is a clitic of faire and croire must be displaced from 
its base-generated position to its surface position by means of a 
transformational rule, such as Kayne's Se-Placement. Wasow’s criteria 
of rule ordering and the local nature of lexical rules exclude a lexical 
approach to structures containing a _se displaced from its original 
clause. Consequently any solution to the problem of se., in causative 
and croire constructions at least, must be transformational.
6.4 Conclusion
In earlier sections of this chapter, I outlined some of the 
reasons given by Bresnan and others for preferring, wherever possible, 
a lexical analysis over a transformational analysis for the description 
of syntactic relatedness. It was seen that such a lexical analysis is
possible for some instances of se_, made all the more compelling by the
fact that the deep structure syntactic configurations required by a 
transformational account of inherent _se are in fact never realized on
the surface. But a lexical approach to the problem of reflexive/
reciprocal _se was excluded in certain constructions with faire and 
croire because well established operations which must be transforma­
tional have to take place to create the correct environment for the 
appearance of jse. We are therefore forced to conclude that both types
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of rules are necessary in describing the syntax of the reflexive clitic 
pronoun.
In support of this conclusion, we provide a further piece of 
evidence that se has to be accounted for by both types of rules. The
predicted to be immobile. That is, as a sister to the verb, dominated 
by a V node, its position is relatively fixed: it occurs as the left­
most item in any string of clitics, and is attached to the auxiliary 
£tre. But it may not move away from the verb with which it is
formation. On the other hand, transformationally derived se is pre­
dicted to be mobile, and may well end up cliticised to a verb of which 
it is not a deep structure complement as in (64), (83), (86), and (88).
is interesting to note that those instances of s_e which were argued 
to be base-generated are precisely the ones which do not cliticise to 
faire in the causative construction. Two types of base-generated s<e 
were argued for: inherently reflexive se like the examples in (34),
and the jse whose appearance with a verb which may occur in non­
reflexive form caused an unpredictable semantic change (cf.(51)).
The attempt to cliticise _se to faire with inherently reflexive
(90) a. *Napol&on s'est fait arroger tous les pouvoirs.
’Napoleon had all the powers appropriated to himself.'
se which is part of the lexical entry for certain reflexive verbs is
generated by base rules as a result of the application of any trans-
As a test of the prediction that lexical _se is immobile, it
verbs results in the ungrammatical examples in (90
(('te.ral
b. *Je me suis fait repentir de mes p&ches.
c. *Elle s'est fait dedire le lendemain.
■She - h e f s nadt - "fe r e d a c t -  A-e. - nw t  dc*.
d. *Paul s'est fai£ souvenir de son enfance.
& ( * !  ~ hii'ivse/^yi/i - tnfcde -  4  ij ~ h h  - ch d J  ht>ob
e. *Je me ferai abstenir de faire cela.
~ Ujili - f*» S-kf>- - f o c / o - 1 ^ 6
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And when _se cliticises to faire with the second class of base­
generated reflexives, the result is grammatical, but the meaning of 
the infinitive is that of the non-reflexive instead of the reflexive 
form. In the b sentences in (91)-(94) below, the meaning of the 
infinitive is that of the non-reflexive verb. Sentence c is what the 
sentence would mean if the _se attached to the infinitive was mobile and 
could be moved by a transformational rule. The d and e sentences indi­
cate that the meaning associated with the reflexive form can only be 
conveyed if the reflexive is cliticised to the infinitive, and if the
subject of faire is not coreferen'tial with the subject of the infini­
tive, whether this subject is expressed or not.
(91) a. battre 'to defeat1 ~ se battre 'to fight.'
b. Je me suis fait battre.
'I got myself defeated.’
c. *(I made myself fight.)
d. J ’ai fait se battre Pierre et Paul.
'I made Pierre and Paul fight.'
E. *J’ai fait me battre.
(92) a. connaitre 'to know' ~ se connaitre (en) 'to be an expert in.'
A ^
b. Paul s est fait connaitre en mechanique.
'Paul got himself known in mechanics (i.e. in the field of 
mechanics).
c.' *(Paul made himself be an expert in mechanics.)
d. Ce professeur a fait se connaitre en histoire tous ses 
etudiants.
’This teacher made all his students be experts in history.’
/\
e. *Ce professeur a fait se connaitre en histoire.
'This teacher made himself an expert in history.’
(93) a. jouer ’ to play’ ~ se jouer (de) ’to enjoy.1
b. Elle s ’est fait jouer.
’She got tricked,’
c. *(She made herself enjoy. . . .)
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d. Elle a fait se jouer de la piece tous ces jeunes comediens 
’She made all these young actors enjoy the play.’
e. *Elle a fait se jouer de la piece.
’She made herself enjoy the play.’
(94) a. rire 'to laugh' se rire (de) ’to make light of.’
b. II s ’est fait rire de ses problemes.
'He got himself laughed at for his problems.’
c. *(He made himself take his problems lightly.)
d. II a fait se rire de leurs problemes plusieurs couples 
malheureux.
’He made several unhappy couples take their problems lightly.’
e. *11 a fait se rire de ses problemes.
’He made himself take his problems lightly.’
Whereas reflexive/reciprocal _se may appear with faire under 
certain conditions, these inherent ^e and the jse causing semantic dif­
ferences between reflexive and non-reflexive verbs may not be dis­
sociated from their own clause by a transformation. These facts are 
consistent with our conclusion that neither a wholly lexicalist nor a 
wholly transformationalist analysis of the syntax of _se is possible.
CHAPTER 7
7. The Preverbal Order of French Clitic Pronouns
This chapter attempts to provide an explanation for clitic 
order in French. Several explanations have already been made by 
linguists of the divergence between preverbal and postverbal ordering 
of pronouns, but these have been shown to be in some degree artificial 
or unworkable. Very general proposals governing the functioning of 
transformational rules were seen to make wrong predictions about the 
order in which underlying postverbal Pro-forms became eligible to be 
moved by the rule of Clitic Placement. More specific proposals by 
Emonds (1974),-Herschensohn (1980) and Fiengo and Gitterman (1978) 
involved questionable feature assignment, complex and ad hoc rules, and 
several predictions of incorrect order.
In this chapter I propose to align French clitics correctly 
without adding any rules to the grammar of French. In fact, the theo­
retical constructs needed for an observationally adequate description 
of French clitics are actually reduced. I claim, along with Emonds 
(1976), that no positively specified output constraints are required to 
ensure the right preverbal order of these pronouns. But unlike Emonds, 
I need no rules to reverse the order of clitics or to pick out a sub­
set of clitics to be dealt with in a different manner from the others. 
Instead, I claim that the rules already motivated to move Pro-forms 
from postverbal position need no modification at all, and that these 
rules will assign the correct order to clitics as a consequence of 
general considerations of pronoun structure and conventions on rule 
functioning.
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If this claim is upheld, the theoretical advantages are obvious. 
The reduction in the number of transformations postulated for a fragment 
of grammar serves to decrease the degree of abstractness of the grammar, 
because there are fewer steps between underlying and surface structure. 
The grammar is thereby made psychologically more real in Bresnan’s sense 
since the amount of labour assigned to the transformational component to 
achieve observational adequacy with respect to clitic order is not 
increased. If it is accepted that transformations are psychologically 
unreal as analogues of mental operations of speech production and percep 
tion, then the description of French clitic order without appeal to 
additional transformations will be seen as more ’realistic’ than descrip 
tions requiring extra work on the part of the transformational component
My proposal has the further advantage of permitting us to dis­
pense with the device of a positive output constraint, argued for by 
Perlmutter in the form of a clitic chart, and advocated by Kayne. Nega­
tive output constraints will still be necessary in the form of a single 
surface filter, but it will not be necessary to specify the order of 
those clitics which can combine with each other. The consequence of 
doing away with this device is to constrain the power of the grammar by 
eliminating a component from it. Since the analysis put forward here 
does without a positive output constraint, it can be considered as one 
small contribution to the task of constraining the class of available 
grammars for natural languages. Achievement of observational adequacy 
for a fragment of grammar through the use of rules already strongly 
motivated and a single surface filter could also be considered a step 
towards the achievement of descriptive adequacy, as discussed by 
Chomsky (1965), in the sense that it may mirror the native speaker’s 
intrinsic competence.
A final advantage of this proposal is that no parochial order­
ing constraints need to be applied to those rules which interact to
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ensure the correct preverbal order of clitics. It will be shown that 
universal principles governing applicational precedence of transforma­
tional rules make exactly the right predictions about which rules must 
apply in which order to underlying Pro-forms so that the correct pre­
verbal clitic order is guaranteed. French clitic facts then support 
the hypothesis that statements of rule ordering in the extrinsic sense 
can be eliminated from the grammar, and that universally determined 
principles of rule application govern the order of transformational 
rules.
The following sections then will deal with reflexive clitics, 
non-reflexive personal clitics, and finally ^  and en, assigning each 
of these pronouns its correct surface order.
7.1 Reflexive Clitics
In Chapter 6, I argued that both lexical and transformational 
solutions to the problem of jse were required. Preverbal positioning is 
very straightforward for this first, lexical class of reflexives, and 
just slightly less straightforward for the second, transformational 
class.
Those reflexive pronouns which accompany the verb in the lexi­
con are assured their preverbal position as a consequence of their 
lexical listing. These se are not 'placed1, because they originate as 
part of a word. They are in fact a special type of affix, which can 
be separated from the verb under certain conditions. The clitic of 
s’dvanouir, for example, attaches to the auxiliary etre in (1).
(1) Jean s'evanouit souvent; il s’est evanoui hier.
’Jean faints often; he fainted yesterday.'
This se_ also continues to occupy the leftmost position in the presence 
of other clitics. In (2), 1J_ and en intervene between the verb and the 
lexically-generated se.
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(2) a. Paul se 1*imagine.
’Paul is imagining it.1
b. II s ’en est evanoui deux.
’Two of them fainted.’
The position of j3 e in (2) might appear surprising, especially in 
light of its proposed lexical source. The non-reflexive clitics JL]_ and 
en, which have postverbal sources and are displaced by the rule of 
Clitic Placement, could have taken up a position to the left of jse in 
surface structure, unless their ’landing-site’ was specified by the rule. 
That such a specification must exist is suggested by the ungrammaticality 
of (3).
(3) a. *Paul le s ’est imagine.
b. *11 en s’est evanoui deux.
I assume that the order of the clitics in (2) is governed in the 
following way. The deep structure of sentence (2)a resembles (4), with 
se attached as a clitic under the V node.
(4)
clitic
Paul se imagine
’Paul - to himself - imagines - it.*
Application of Kayne’s Clitic Placement (Chapter 2.(2)) to le 
places this pronoun to the left of the V. Nothing more precise than 
this is specified as the target position for displaced pronouns, since 
Kayne assumes that Perlmutter’s positive output constraint will arrange 
clitics in the correct order. The assumption we make is that pronouns 
affected by Clitic Placement are not simply positioned somewhere to 
the left of the V, but immediately to the left of the V dominated by 
the leftmost V. This is the effect of our modification of Clitic
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Placement suggested in Chapter 2 ((7)b), repeated here for convenience. 
Chapter 2
(7) b. [(CL) (CL) V X PRO Y]
1 2 3 4 5 6 -- »• 1 2 5 + 3  4 0 6
Clitics which are base-generated as well as clitics already put into pre­
verbal position by this rule will be ’displaced1 leftwards by any new 
arrivals infixed by iterative application of the rule. The ’landing 
site1 for clitics is therefore the position immediately to the left of 
the first V in a V constituent. The derived constituent structure 
resulting from application of Clitic Placement to (4) will then be as in 
(5), with the ’displaced’ JLe occupying a position between s<e, already 
shown to be mobile in (1) and (2), and the verb.
(5) S
NP VP
V
clitic clitic V
I i I
Paul se 1 imagine
Thus, in a surface structure containing two clitics, one a base­
generated reflexive and the other a transformationally derived non­
reflexive, the pronoun whose position is assured by means of a rule will
always end up closer to the verb than the one which accompanies the verb
as part of its lexical entry.
In a surface structure containing two clitics, including a 
reflexive which is transformationally derived, the preverbal pronoun 
order is the same as in (2). For example, (6)b indicates that se must 
be the leftmost clitic in any sequence of clitics.
(6) a. Elle s’est achete cette nouvelle auto.
’She has bought this new car for herself.’
b. Elle se l ’est achetee.
’She has bought it for herself.1
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Assuming that the deep structure for this sentence is (7), in 
which the Pro-forms to be cliticised are in the canonical direct~ indirect 
object postverbal order, we would expect (8) to be the result of the 
application of Clitic Placement.
(7) ^lle^ - acheter - Pro [la] - a Pro^+R
(8) *Elle la s ’est achetee.
If the first Pro-form to be eligible for movement by the Clitic Placement 
rule is the one which is closest to the verb acheter, an intermediate 
stage in the derivation of (6)b would be something like (9).
(9) Elle. - la - acheter - a Pro.,,,' l l+R
\
And if Clitic Placement then applied to the coreferential form a PrOj, in
(9), the specification of the target site incorporated in the structural
change of* the rule would ensure that the reflexive would be positioned 
closest to the verb, between la. and acheter, as in (8).
But in Kayne1s analysis, reflexive pronouns are not moved by 
the transformation of Clitic Placement. They are instead subject to a 
rule of Se-Placement which, unlike its non-reflexive counterpart, 
operates cyclically. Kayne provides evidence that there are indeed two 
different rules placing clitics, and citing the interaction of Se- 
Placement with Passive, NP-Extraposition and FAIRE-Infinitive, concludes 
that this rule must operate within the cycle (cf. Kayne (1975: 375-383 
and 411)). Clitic Placement, on the other hand, is a postcyclic trans­
formation. Evidence for this claim is provided by its failure to apply 
before Fa ire-Infini t ive (op. cit.: 281) and Tough-Movement (op. cit.: 341).
Although the existence of some of these rules has been called 
into question, I consider that the arguments offered by Kayne establish­
ing Fa ire-In f init ive as a transformation are very convincing. Two 
separate movement rules for reflexive and non-reflexive clitics are
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therefore required,since reflexive clitics are positioned before Faire- 
Infinitive can apply. Herschensohn*s (1981) analysis of Faire-Infinitive 
and related rules concluded however that only one cyclic rule of Clitic 
Placement is needed, and that Se-Placement is not strongly motivated 
within her set of assumptions. She explains the different positions 
which can be occupied by the two types of clitics by presuming that 
(most) reflexives are base-generated in clitic position (Herschensohn 
(1981: 236)). If her arguments are valid (a question we will not pursue 
here), clitic order in sentences like (6)b can be accounted for in the 
same way as clitic order with inherently reflexive verbs, like s*6vanouir 
in (5). Under our assumptions, the correct reflexive~non-reflexive 
ordering follows naturally, whether there are two kinds of movement 
rules for clitics or there is only one, with the reflexives generated 
in preverbal position. Given the arguments advanced in Chapter 6 for a 
transformational derivation of at least some reflexives, we accept the 
necessity of two placement rules for clitics, with the reflexive rule 
operating within the cycle.
By virtue of its inclusion in the set of cyclic rules, there­
fore, Se-Placement must apply before Clitic Placement in any derivation. 
This intrinsic ordering follows from the organization of the trans­
formational component into cyclic and non-cyclic rules, and ensures, 
without any imposition of parochial ordering in the sense of Pullum 
(1979), that in any string of postverbal Pro-forms, the reflexive pro­
noun will be moved first. Thus the intermediate stage (9) in the 
derivation of (6)b is impossible, since this configuration could arise 
only if Clitic Placement had applied prior to Se-Placement. Since these 
transformations must apply in the opposite order, the intermediate stage 
in the derivation of (6)b must be (10).
(10) Elle - se - acheter - la.
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Application of Clitic Placement positions la to the immediate 
left of the V, between se and acheter, in the right surface order. No 
appeal needs to be made therefore to a clitic chart or any other type 
of positive output constraint to ensure the correct ordering of these 
pronouns. General principles of grammar and the requirement specifying 
that the target site for displaced pronouns is to the immediate left of 
the leftmost V in the V constituent, are sufficient for proper clitic 
alignment.
7.2 The Necessity of Two Cliticisation Rules
The analysis of French clitic order presented so far depends on 
the existence of two separate rules which move pronouns to preverbal 
position. If it were the case that French required only one cliticisa­
tion rule, then according to whether the reflexive pronoun was direct 
or indirect object, it might be moved before or after other pronoun 
complements and not always be positioned as the leftmost clitic in any 
sequence (cf. the discussion of (6)-(9) and the possible misgeneration 
of (8)). It is important therefore that there be two entirely independ­
ent cliticisation rules, with different properties, operating in dif­
ferent ways.
Radford (1979: 168) however, finds the postulation of two 
different rules to position clitics’more or less ad hoc*and undesirable, 
and proposes an alternative analysis. The main evidence for separating 
Se-Placement and Clitic Placement is the fact that non-reflexive clitics 
attach to faire in the causative construction, whereas reflexive clitics
which are not coreferential with the subject of faire attach to the
embedded infinitive, as (11)-(12).
(11) a. II a fait manger la tarte a son fils.
’He made his son eat the pie.’
b. II 1 ’a fait manger a son fils.
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(12) a. (Deep Structure) La crainte du scandale a fait
[g le jugei tuer Proi+R]
'The fear of the scandal made the judge^
kill Pro .' 
l+R
b. La crainte du scandale a fait se tuer le juge.
'The fear of the scandal made the judge kill himself.'
The non-reflexive direct object in (ll)b is cliticised to faire, 
but the reflexive direct object in (12)b remains with the lower verb 
tuer. Cyclic application of Se-Placement as opposed to postcyclic 
application of Clitic Placement ensures the different surface position 
of the pronouns in (11)b and (12)b in Kayne's analysis.
But Radford would prefer to treat clitics uniformly, and to 
account for the different surface position of non-reflexive and reflexive 
clitics in sentences like (11)-(12) without positing separate cliticisa­
tion rules. Two possible solutions are suggested. The first is that 
reflexive clitics attach to the "highest accessible verb of which they 
are dependents" (Radford (1979: 178)). In sentences like (12), the 
reflexive pronoun is an initial dependent of tuer, but is also a 
dependent of faire, since the transformation of Verb-Raising (i.e.
Faire-Infinitive) creates a monoclause structure, with both faire and 
tuer Chomsky-adjoined under a single V node in derived constituent 
structure. Thus the highest verb to which the reflexive might be 
accessible is faire. But ae will not attach to faire because the result­
ing structure would violate a filter which Radford calls the "Self- 
Control" Constraint, whose effect would be to mark as ill-formed any 
structure containing a reflexive pronoun cliticised to a verb to whose 
ultimate subject it is not coreferential (Radford (1979: 143)). Thus 
faire is not "accessible" to jse which attaches then to the next highest 
accessible verb, tuer. This solution to the question of why some 
reflexive pronouns cliticise to the infinitive in faire constructions 
is not pursued further, because a more detailed examination of the
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Accessibility Hypothesis in Radford (1978) reveals several problems 
with this approach.
The other solution proposed by Radford is that reflexive causa­
tives are not derived by a rule of Faire-Infinitive, alias Verb Raising, 
but by a rule traditionally known as the Accusative and Infinitive. In 
this construction, there are two VP nodes in surface structure, instead 
of the simplex, one-clause structure which remains after Verb Raising 
has applied. Consequently, subordinate non-subject clitics generally 
attach to the subordinate verb. Radford establishes that the Accusative 
and Infinitive analysis is plausible for certain non-reflexive causative 
constructions. In particular, it appears that this rule applies pre­
dominantly in cases where a corresponding Verb Raising construction 
would produce ungrammatical results. For example, in (13) below, Verb 
Raising results in the contiguity of two pronouns which only co-occur
when the second-person pronoun is an 'ethical dative’.
(13) a. *Je te lui ferai inviter. (Verb Raising)
'I will make him invite you.’
b, Je le ferai t'inviter. (Accusative and Infinitive)
’I will make him invite you.'
Citing Y.C. Morin and St. Amour, Radford observes that even with a full 
NP as subject of the subordinate verb, many speakers accept causative 
constructions in which the subordinate subject is not postposed and is 
not preceded by a., when the subordinate infinitive has a reflexive or 
an idiomatic clitic attached to it. Thus, both sentences in (14) are 
grammatical according to Y.C. Morin and St. Amour.
(14) a. Ce n'est pas q.a qui ferait Pierre se retourner.
b. Ce n'est pas $a qui ferait se retourner Pierre.
'It's not that which would make Pierre turn around.'
Again, a functional reason could explain why in the case of 
subordinate reflexive clitics, a transformation other than Verb Raising
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might have applied. The monoclause structure resulting from the opera­
tion of Verb Raising would require any uncliticised subordinate pronouns 
to attach to the main verb faire. Since the attachment of se to faire 
in a sentence like (14) would violate the Self-Control constraint, the 
alternative Accusative and Infinitive construction is available to make 
such sentences 'sayable’. Kayne's analysis, of course, avoids postulat­
ing that a second rule is involved in causative constructions by ensur­
ing that subordinate reflexive pronouns are already cliticised to the 
infinitive before Faire-Infinitive (Verb Raising) . As a cyclic rule, 
Se-Placement applies on the lower S in initial structure before Faire- 
Inf initive can apply on the higher cycle. Se-Placement also removes a 
noun phrase (i.e. the reflexive Pro-form) from postverbal position, so 
that the postposed infinitive subject is not marked as an indirect 
object as a result of the operation of Faire-Infinitive. This rule has 
the effect of marking the displaced infinitive subject as a direct 
object if there is not already a direct object after the verb. If there 
is one, the subject is preceded by The early removal of a post­
verbal direct object by Se-Placement ensures that Pierre in (14) or 
le juge in (12) are not indirect objects.
Radford's analysis makes the same predictions about the position 
of the reflexive clitic and the case marking of the subordinate subject. 
In the Accusative and Infinitive, or Subject-to-Qbject Raising analysis, 
all infinitive subjects become direct objects of the superordinate verb, 
and are never preceded by a_ or any other oblique marking. And the 
reflexive clitic, as a subordinate object, remains with the embedded 
verb because in this construction, "subordinate clitics generally attach 
to the subordinate infinitive" (Radford (1979: 167)). This attachment 
to the lower verb is perhaps a result of a convention which is proposed 
in Radford (1977 : 191) to the effect that "clitics attach to the 
leftmost lexical V of the minimal VP containing them." Since
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Subject-to-Qbject Raising leaves intact the lower VP, so that there 
are two VPs in surface structure, it is only natural in this analysis 
that sie should attach to the infinitive and not to faire.
Both Kayne’s and Radford's analyses account for the linear 
position of the reflexive clitic and the case-marking of the subordinate 
subject, so the question arises of which is preferable. Kayne's treat­
ment of the problem requires two cliticisation rules; Radford's requires 
two rules for causative constructions. But Radford's Accusative and 
Infinitive rule is also plausibly responsible for constructions which 
appear with laisser (to allow), and certain perception verbs like voir 
(to see), entendre (to hear), in which the subordinate subject may be 
argued to surface as main clause direct object, as in (15).
(15) a. J'ai laisse Jean partir.
'I let Jean leave.'
b. On a entendu Marie chanter.
'We heard Marie sing.1
(Kayne analyses these as V NP S constructions whose lower clause sub­
ject is deleted by Equi.)
As Se-Placement is obviously not a rule used in constructions 
other than those containing se, no argument can be made to show that 
this rule might be necessary elsewhere in the grammar, as one can for 
the Subject-to-Object Raising rule which gives the Accusative and Infini­
tive structure. .This preliminary consideration would seem then to make 
the Accusative and Infinitive analysis preferable to the one postulating 
two separate cliticisation rules, because the former solution to the 
problem of reflexive causatives uses a rule which may well be necessary 
elsewhere in the grammar. However, there are other considerations which 
I shall argue make the Se-Placement solution the more plausible.
The first piece of evidence that it is not the Accusative and 
Infinitive construction which is involved in reflexive causatives is
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provided by the position of the subordinate subject. The preferred 
order of constituents in structures resulting from Subject-to-Object 
Raising is illustrated in (15) c and d, where the infinitive subject is 
positioned before the infinitive.
(15) c. J'ai entendu Marie chanter.
'I heard Marie sing.’
d. Paul a laisse Pierre le denoncer.
'Paul let Pierre denounce him.'
Sentences exactly like (15) except for postposition of the sub­
ject are felt to be stylistically slightly more marked than their 
preposed variants.
(16) a.. J'ai entendu chanter Marie,
b. Paul a laisse le denoncer Pierre.
In contrast, reflexive causatives with a preposed infinitive 
subject are highly marked. Informants uniformly rejected sentences 
like (17)a while one informant found prepositioned infinitive subjects 
acceptable only if the infinitive was modified by adverbial complements 
as in (17)b.
(17) a'.' *J'ai fait Paul s'en aller.
'I made Paul go away.'
b. *?J'ai fait Paul s'en aller hier.
'I made Paul go away yesterday.'
Most speakers find sentence c to be the only grammatical version of 
(17).
(17) c. J'ai fait s'en aller Paul.
It appears therefore that in clear-cut cases of Subject-to- 
Qbject Raising, the resulting Accusative and Infinitive structure 
accepts postposition of the infinitive subject optionally as a stylisti 
cally marked phenomenon, while in reflexive causatives, postposition of 
the infinitive subject is obligatory for most speakers. This anomaly
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does not preclude an Accusative and Infinitive analysis for the causa­
tive construction in question, since postposition is in fact allowed 
in other cases of Subject-to-Object Raising, but it is not immediately 
obvious why some structures undergoing this rule require postposition of 
the subject while others only permit it. It is possible that faire is 
idiosyncratic in that it is subject to a version of Postal's (1974) 
Derived Object Constraint (cf. Radford (1979: 166)). This constraint 
would forbid an NP which had become an object of faire through applica­
tion of a transformational rule from appearing immediately after faire 
in canonical direct object position. If this constraint is in fact 
operating in reflexive causative constructions, then the quasi- 
obligatory postposition of the infinitive subject with faire would 
follow, and my first argument would lose some of its force. But in 
view of the theoretical disadvantages ofA derivational constraints, the 
appeal to such a device to justify an Accusative and Infinitive analysis 
of these structures would seem to weaken the case for Subj ect-to-Object 
Raising here and favour an alternative analysis.
The second piece of evidence which can be advanced to support 
my claim ...that Faire-Inf initive and Se-Placement, and not Subj ect-to- 
Obj ect Raising, must operate in the derivation of reflexive causatives, 
is based on considerations of the derived constituent structure follow­
ing the application of these rules. If two different rules are in fact 
responsible for non-reflexive and reflexive causatives, different output 
structures will be created for sentences like (18) a and b.
(18) a. Cela fera partir Jean.
'That will make Jean leave.'
b. Cela fera s'evanouir Jean.
'That will make Jean faint.1
The first sentence will contain a single VP node, and will be a single 
clause structure, whereas the second sentence will contain two separate 
VP nodes. The initial structure of (18)a is given in (19)a, to be
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converted by the rule of Fa i r e— Infmitive to the structure in (19)b.
(19) a.
VPNP
NP
VPNP
Cela fera Jean partir
VP
NP
VV
partir JeanferaCela
Subject-to-Qbject Raising applies to (20)a to yield (20)b.
(20) a.
VPNP
NP
VPNP
CL
Cela fera Jean evanouir
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If (19)b and (20)b do in fact represent two different derived 
structures which must be assigned to non-reflexive and reflexive causa­
tives by virtue of their having been affected by two different rules, 
then it might be possible to confirm this difference in structure by 
observing a systematically different reaction to syntactic rules, That 
is, if non-reflexive causatives may undergo a process which a reflexive 
causative may not, then that difference in syntactic behaviour may be 
attributed to a difference in structure.
One possible test to distintuish Verb Raising from Sub j ect-to- 
Obj ect Raising derivations is to determine whether the rule responsible 
for forming emphatic non-clitic reflexives, or alternatively the rule 
which interprets reflexive coreference, can operate down into infiniti­
val complements of faire. There does seem to be some evidence that . 
the non-reflexive class of causative constructions does permit these 
emphatic reflexives to reach down into the infinitival complement, as 
in (21).
(21) Le general a fait servir le repas d ’abord a lui-meme et
ensuite au colonel.
’The general had the meal served first to himself and then
to the colonel.’
On the other hand, (22) would seem to indicate that in reflexive causa­
tives, emphatic reflexives may not appear.
(22) J ’ai fait se mefier de moi-(*meme) le frere du juge.
’I made the judge's brother wary of me (*myself). '
Assuming that there are two different derived structures in (21) 
and (22), the first a monoclause Verb Raising structure and the second a 
two-clause Accusative and Infinitive structure, we might conjecture 
that the appearance of the emphatic reflexive here depended on a 
monoclause structure, and that its failure to appear in (22) results 
from the inability of the rule responsible for emphatic reflexives to 
operate across a verb phrase boundary. If this is the case, then the
"two-rule" approach to causatives might be justified.
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Unfortunately, however, the rules governing emphatic reflexives
are not always clear. First, there is some doubt that the rule respon­
sible for non-clitic reflexive Pro-meme forms is in fact strictly 
limited to clause-internal operation. Kayne (1975: 347) remarks that 
sentences like (23) are quite acceptable, even under declarative intona­
tion.
(23) ?Elle veut que tu paries d'elle-meme.
’She wants you to speak about herself.’
Here, the emphatic reflexive is coreferential with an element from which 
it is separated by an S-boundary. It does not seem likely therefore that
the VP-boundary which is claimed to intervene between fait and se mefier
in (22) could block the appearance of an emphatic reflexive.
The second point to be made about these emphatic reflexive Pro-
meme forms is that their occurrence is in fact possible in both non­
reflexive and reflexive causatives under certain conditions. For example, 
even in monoclause Verb-Raising structures, a contrastive context is 
necessary before the appearance of such pronouns is sanctioned. Under 
normal intonation, the pronoun eux in (24) is understood to be core­
ferential. with the subject ils; only when there is some confusion about 
the intended referent of eux can meme be attached to clarify that eux
refers to the subject of faire.
(24) Ils^ ont fait beaucoup parler d'eux. (-memes).
'They caused a lot of talk about themselves.'
On the other hand, it seems that Pro-meme emphatic reflexives 
can indeed occur in the alleged Accusative and Infinitive reflexive 
causatives. The conditions regulating the appearance of these forms 
are that the subject of faire must be of the same number and gender as 
a third-person Pro-form in the infinitival complement of faire. In
(24) for example, the third-person prepositional objects may refer to 
the subject of faire or to someone else.
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(24) a. Paulette a fait s’approcher d'elle les enfants du voisin.
’Paulette made the neighbor's children approach her.'
b. Ce journaliste a fait s'attaquer a lui ses confreres de
la presse.
’This journalist made his fellow press-men attack him.'
The attachment of m£me to elle and lui makes the referents of these 
pronouns clear. But where there can be no such confusion, addition of 
meme results in an ungrammatical sentence, even in a contrastive con­
text, as (25) indicates,
(25) *J’ai fait se mefier de moi-meme le juge et non ma soeur.
’I made the judge, and not my sister, suspicious of me.'
The appearance of these Pro-meme forms then seems to be governed 
by the requirement that the referent of the Pro-form be made clear. 
Sentences supposedly exemplifying the Accusative and Infinitive con­
struction, like (20)b, as well as one-clause structures like (19)b, both 
allow these emphatic reflexives under certain conditions. This fact 
provides no evidence therefore for the claim that reflexive verbs under 
causatives enter into different syntactic configurations as a result of 
the application of different causative rules.
i
The different derived structures proposed for causatives in
(19)b and (20)b suggest that these sentences may not display the same 
behaviour under negation. That is, the presence of a VP complement in
(20)b suggests that the lower infinitive alone may be negated in 
reflexive causatives, whereas the presence of a complex V node in (19)b 
seems to indicate that the whole verbal complex of faire + infinitive 
must be negated. The predicted distinction however does not seem to 
hold. Informants made consistent judgements on negated causatives. One 
informant accepted both sentences in (26), where both reflexive and non­
reflexive infinitival complements are negated.
(26) a. Voila ce qui a fait ne pas se preoccuper le juge de ses
affaires.
’Here’s what made the judge not concern himself with his 
business.’
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b. Voici ce qui a fait ne pas partir mon frere.
’Here’s what made my brother not leave.'
But other informants strongly rejected both a and b of (26). That is, 
they did not accept any negated complement of faire, whether it is 
reflexive or not.
The claim that there is a difference in derived structure 
between non-reflexive and reflexive causatives is therefore not sub­
stantiated by evidence from negative sentences or from the appearance 
of emphatic Pro-meme forms. A final consideration may well disconfirm 
this claim, because it can be shown to make certain incorrect predic­
tions about the position of non-reflexive clitic complements of reflexive 
infinitives in causative constructions.
Recall that one of Radford's objections to a Verb Raising (i.e. 
Faire-Infinitive) analysis of reflexive causatives was that it required 
Kayne to postulate two independent cliticisation rules, one operating 
cyclically on reflexives and the other postcyclically on non-reflexives. 
Radford contends that this splitting of the cliticisation process into 
two rules with different properties is undesirable, and in fact unneces­
sary if embedded reflexives in causatives are instances of the Accusative 
and Infinitive construction. Ironically, however, even if an Accusative 
and Infinitive analysis is adopted, two different cliticisation rules 
may be necessary anyway.
Because the Accessibility Hypothesis was dismissed as a plausible 
convention governing cliticisation in French (see Radford (1978)), I 
assume that in both the Accusative and Infinitive construction argued 
for in Radford (1979) and in the Verb Raising structure, cliticisation 
is governed by the convention that "clitics attach to the leftmost V 
of the minimal VP containing them" (cf. Radford (1977 : 191)). This 
single rule of cliticisation does indeed ensure the correct surface 
position of the clitics in (27), if the Accusative and Infinitive
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analysis is adopted.
(27) Cela l'a fait se tuer.
'That made him kill himself.'
The pronoun 1J_ corresponds to the subject of the lower clause. Applica­
tion of Subject-to-Qbject Raising makes this subject a derived object, 
dominated by the VP node of the superordinate sentence. The leftmost V 
in this constituent is the auxiliary ji, to which V_ attaches. The pro­
noun ae originates as the NP object of the subordinate sentence; applica­
tion of Subject-to-Qbject Raising leaves the lower VP node intact.
Hence, this clitic remains with the embedded infinitive.
Consider now other cases in which the subordinate reflexive is 
not the only cliticisable complement of the infinitive. In (28), for 
example, which is the deep structure corresponding to the sentence in 
(30), en is eligible for cliticisation.
(28) Sa mere a fait [gelle^ griller un-en a •
Her-mother-made-she.-light-one of them-to Pro.,_.
i i+R
'Her mother made her^ light one (i.e. a cigarette) for herself.’
Subject-to-Obj ect Raising results in the cliticisation of elle to faire, 
because.this pronoun is now dominated in derived structure by the main 
clause VP. The reflexive, which continues to be dominated by the sub­
ordinate VP, remains with the embedded infinitive in the form of se.
And since eui is likewise attached to the subordinate VP, it should remain 
with griller, and not migrate to faire, in accordance with the conven­
tion on clitic attachment mentioned earlier. The surface structure pre­
dicted by the Accusative and Infinitive analysis is therefore (29),
t
(29) *Sa mere 1 ^ a fait s'en griller un.
'Her mother made her light one up.’
But the grammatical surface structure corresponding to (28) is (30).
(30) Sa mere lui en a fait se griller un. (cf. Kayne (1975: 427))
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The implication of these facts for the Accusative and Infini­
tive analysis is undesirable: an additional rule of cliticisation will
be required to ensure that embedded non-reflexive pronouns in reflexive 
causatives attach to the superordinate verb faire, and not remain within 
the VP in which they are generated. If no such stipulation is made, 
ungrammatical sentences like (29) will result, because of the inability 
of these pronouns to leave their VP.
Whichever analysis of causative constructions is chosen then, 
two independent cliticisation rules appear to be necessary. One analy­
sis requires a separation into se-cliticisation and non-reflexive 
cliticisation. The other requires non-reflexive clitics embedded in 
reflexive causatives to be dealt with in a different way from clitics 
elsewhere. The choice then is between an analysis involving two clitic 
movement rules and one causative construction rule, and an analysis 
involving two clitic movement rules and two causative construction rules. 
From the point of view of observational adequacy, the analyses are 
equivalent, but it seems intuitively obvious that the criterion of 
descriptive adequacy is better met by the analysis having fewer rules.
We conclude therefore that Kayne’s rule of Fai re-Inf in it ive affects both 
non-reflexive and reflexive infinitive complements of faire, and that 
the rule of Se-Placement, operating cyclically, accounts for the dif­
ferent linear position of se_ in reflexive causatives. Though the 
Accusative and Infinitive construction may well be responsible for some 
instances of the causative construction, it is by no means certain that 
this analysis can be extended to all cases of reflexive infinitives 
embedded under faire.
The leftmost position of _se in any clitic sequence is therefore 
guaranteed: lexical sje is already in place, and moves to the left if
any other clitics are inserted under the V node, while transformational 
se, moved by a cyclic rule of Se-Placement, will be similarly already
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in place if other postverbal pronouns are subject to the postcyclic rule 
of Clitic Placement.
7.3 Non-Reflexive Personal Pronouns
The class of pronouns referred to here are those of Table 1 in 
Section 1.1, which includes the non-reflexive Pro NP clitics. The 
clitics which correspond to the categories PP (y_ and some instances of 
en) and N (other cases of en) will be considered later.
As was shown in 1.1, the canonical deep structure order of con­
stituents, in which direct object precedes indirect object in left-to- 
right order after the verb, is not reflected in the clitic order when 
one of the clitics in the preverbal sequence is a first- or second- 
person indirect object. These first- and second-person clitics, whether 
direct or indirect objects, are always leftmost in any string of clitics. 
Thus the symmetry of constituent order is lost when certain pronouns are 
fronted, but remains intact if none of the pronouns is first or second 
person. It was to account for this asymmetry that Perlmutter proposed 
a positive output constraint in the form of surface structure clitic 
charts. But the specification of clitic ordering is not necessary, for 
reasons to be given below.
In Chapter 3, two transformational analyses of clitic ordering 
by Emonds and Herschensohn were outlined. In both of them, the third- 
person direct object pronouns were singled out and treated as a natural 
class. In contradistinction to this claim, I suggest that these pro­
nouns do not share enough characteristics to justify their separate 
treatment, but that another group of pronouns does constitute a unitary 
class, and that by virtue of differences in structure between these pro­
nouns and the rest, the order of French clitics follows as an automatic 
consequence.
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7.3.1 The Non-Uniformity of the Pronoun System
The syntactic characteristics which all French conjunct pronouns 
share, such as their complementary distribution with respect to corre­
sponding strong forms, lack of stress, domination by the node V, and 
inability to conjoin, make it natural to treat these pronouns as a syn­
tactic class. Traditional grammars of French list the clitic forms as 
a group on the basis of their preverbal position, and deal with their 
idiosyncracies of ordering by means of clitic charts.
Emonds (1976) subdivides the clitics by singling out le, la, les 
as a group to be dealt with separately. The reasons he gives for doing 
so, however, are unconvincing. He makes four claims, none of which 
withstands scrutiny. He claims:
(i) There can be two preverbal object pronouns only if one of 
them is le, la, les.
(ii) Le, la, les are of radically different form from strong 
pronouns generated under NP, whereas the other preverbal object pronouns 
are essentially of the same form as the latter.
(iii) Le, la. les are the only preverbal object pronouns that
can be marked for grammatical gender, whereas the other preverbal
object pronouns can never be so marked.
(iv) The contrast between le, la, les and lui, leur in pre­
verbal position is the sole instance in French where one might seem to 
have a distinction in grammatical case. (Emonds (1976: 232))
Claim (i) is true only if reflexive se, en and the ethical
dative construction are all omitted from consideration as preverbal 
object pronouns. As there is no reason to exclude them, this claim is 
falsified by sentences like (31).
(31) a. Elle m ’en donne,
’She gives me some (of them).’
b. Je m ’y fie entierement.
’I trust it completely.’
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c. Tu vas me lui obeir!
’You're going to obey him!'
d. II s’y en est passe des choses ici.
'It looks like some things happened here.'
(Y.C. Morin (1981: 102))
Claim (ii) makes the point that, whereas clitic nous, vous, me, te, are 
essentially the unstressed counterparts of the strong forms nous, vous, 
moi, toi without a major morphological alternation,le, la and les are 
morphologically very different from their strong forms lui, elle and 
eux/elles. But exactly the same point can be made for lui, leur. The 
singular form, corresponding to a lui, a elle is largely unchanged, but 
the form of leur is as different from a eux and a elles as les is from 
eux.
Claim (iii) is correct only for _le and la; les is not morpho­
logically marked for gender. All direct object pronouns in French 
which precede the verb can cause gender agreement on the past participle. 
The class of pronouns able to trigger direct object verb agreement 
includes the accusatives le, la, les, me, te, se, nous, vous, but the 
class of pronouns morphologically marked for gender consists of only 
le and la.
Claim (iv) is correct, but the relevant conclusion would seem to 
be that lui and leur are the special cases here, being the only two
words in French morphologically marked as dative only.
On the basis of these questionable claims, Emonds justified 
placing le, la, les into preverbal position at a different stage in the
derivation from the other personal pronouns. The result, as has been
shown in Chapter 3, is that these are the only clitics not dominated by 
a clitic node in derived structure, and the only clitics subject to two 
different clitic movement transformations.
Herschensohn's (1980) analysis does not provide any justifica­
tion for treating le, la, les as separate class. Assigning the feature
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[*K5END] to just these pronouns, and providing a preverbal slot in the 
Clitic Placement rule which only these pronouns can fill, allow the rule 
to work. But, as indicated in Chapter 3, this feature assignment has no 
other motivation and so lacks any explanatory value.
The ad hoc nature of the analyses put forward by Emonds and 
Herschensohn can be avoided if one looks elsewhere in the French pro­
noun system for natural subclasses. I reject the claim that le, la, les
form a separate group, and maintain instead that the pronouns which
stand apart from the others are those of the first and second person.
It is reasonable that these be considered a natural group, with strong 
evidence being provided by clitic ordering restrictions. Leaving aside 
en whose source is within a direct object noun phrase, and the ethical 
dative, preverbal clitic order exactly reflects postverbal NP order 
except for first- and second-person indirect objects. It is to the 
point therefore to examine any systematic differences between these and 
third-person personal pronouns which might justify a separate treatment 
of first- and second-person pronouns.
7.3.2 Morphological, Distributional and Semantic Differences
Morphological differences between personal object pronouns 
suggest that first- and second-person pronouns (henceforth, Is, 2s), 
form a separate class. For example, there is no allomorphy between the
clitic form and the full form of 1, 2s, as the me ~moi [ms- mwa] and
te - toi [to ~twa] clitic variation is a function of stress assignment, 
and the me ~ m 1 [ms~m] and te ~ t ’ [ta»t] variation is a sandhi feature, 
the reduction being triggered by the following vowel. But the variation 
between clitic and full form of 3s is not attributable to obviously 
regular phonological or morphophonemic processes of French. The follow­
ing alternations among third-person pronouns illustrate to what extent 
this system of pronouns displays allomorphy.
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(32) Third-Person Pronouns First- and Second-Person Pronouns
Full Form Clitic Form Full Form Clitic Form
lui le moi me, moi
elle la toi te, toi
eux les nous nous
elles les vous vous
a lui les a moi me, moi
a elle lui a toi te, toi
a eux leur a nous nous
a elles leur a vous vous
There are other morphological differences as well:
(i) Third-person pronouns (henceforth abbreviated as 3s) must 
be marked for case when clitics, whereas first- and second-person pro­
nouns are undifferentiated as to case in clitic form.
(ii) Direct object 3s are marked for gender in the singular; 
no 1 or 2 is so marked morphologically,
(iii) The clitics in (32) above are all marked for number, but 
while each of the set of 3s is unambiguously singular or plural, the 
two so-called plural members of the set of Is, 2s can be used to refer 
to a singular entity. The 'polite’ vous and the ’royal' or 'editorial' 
nous may be used to designate a single individual. Les and leur have 
no such .use.
The history of clitic order in French also provides evidence for 
treating 1, 2s as a class. Wanner (1974) points out that in the 
twelfth century the ordering constraint holding among clitics was as 
in (33).
(33) [III acc] - [III dat] - II, I, se - en - y
but that between the thirteenth and sixteenth centuries, the order 
gradually changed to (34).
(34) II, I, se - [III acc] - [III dat] - y - en.
The position and order of third-person pronouns relative to each other 
did not change, but that of 1, 2s relative to 3s certainly did. Whether
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the 3s moved closer to the verb or the 1, 2s moved further away from it 
is a question for historical syntax. The point is that first- and 
second-person pronouns display similarities of positioning and ordering 
(shared with the reflexive pronoun) which make them distinct from third- 
person pronouns.
Next, a distributional difference. Yves-Charles Morin (1979a) 
makes the observation that in popular French, there are restrictions on
the co-occurrence of personal pronoun clitics with and en. In
particular la, la, les are rarely used with £  and en by speakers of
popular French, so that the sentences of (35) which are perfectly gram­
matical in standard French are not normally produced in this dialect.
(35) a. U  I'en a convaincu.
'He convinced him of it.1
b. Je l'y ai conduit.
’I drove him there.'
c. Emp§che-1'en.
'Stop her from (doing) it.
d. Emmhne - l'y.
' Take her there. ’
This co-occurence restriction is especially noticeable with the predi­
cates voici and voila; the sentences of (36) are ungrammatical in 
popular French.
(36) a. # L'en voila debarrasse; les en voila debarrassds.
'Now he/they are rid of it.'
b. L'y voila enfin arrive; les y voilh decides.
'Now he's finally arrived there; now they've decided about it.'
But 1, 2s are exempt from these restrictions; the sentences in (37), 
exactly parallel to those in (36) but for the difference in pronoun, 
are grammatical in popular French.
(37) a. M'en voila debarrasse; nous en voila debarrasses.
b. T'y voila enfin arrive; nous y voilh decides.
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Finally, a semantic difference. The interpretation of first- 
and second-person pronouns is fixed indexically, by the context, whereas 
the interpretation of third-person pronouns is determined by various 
syntactic and semantic constraints. (This observation thanks to Ruth 
Kempson (personal communication)).
7.3.3 Syntactic Similarities
The morphological, distributional, and semantic differences noted 
above, and the appearance of 1, 2s in the leftmost position in any 
cluster of clitics in the preverbal space, make it plausible to think 
that 1, 2s are processed by the grammar differently from 3s. One pos­
sibility is that 1, 2s are generated by the base rules in preverbal 
position, while 3s are generated in object NP position, and subject to 
a clitic placement rule to account for their position in front of the 
verb. However, this possibility is extremely unlikely, given the syn­
tactic parallels between Is, 2s and 3s in various environments. The 
complementary distribution between the object full forms (moi, toi, lui 
elle, nous, vous, eux, elles) and their corresponding weak forms (me, 
te, nous, vous, le, la, les,lui, leur) is the most cogent argument
against inserting 1, 2s directly into their surface position. Every­
where, except in direct object and indirect object position, the full, 
stressed, form is found, as object of a preposition (a), in a ne . . . 
que construction (b), in conjoined NPs (c), and in isolated expres­
sions (d) .
(38) a. II viendra apres elle et avant moi.
’He will come after her and before me.’
b. Elle n'aime que moi; je n ’aime qu’elle,
'She loves only m e ; I love only her.
c. Lise accompagnera Charles et toi et moi.
'Lise will come along with Charles and you and me. '
d. Qui a fait ca? - Moi. Lui. Eux.
'Who did that? - Me. Him. Them.
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Various grammatical operations can be much more simply described 
if we assume that 1, 2s have a different position in basic sentence 
structure from 3s. For example, cleft sentences in French can extract 
certain constituents like subjects or objects from a sentence and focus
them between c'est _____ que . . .  or c'est _____  qui. . . . From (39)a
we derive b and c .
(39) a. Paul voit l'eglise.
'Paul sees the church,'
b. C'est Paul qui voit l'eglise.
'It's Paul who sees the church.'
c. C'est l'eglise que Paul voit.
’It's the church that Paul sees.*
In (40) however, neither the clitic subject nor object can be extracted 
in clitic form.
(40) a. Je la vois.
'I see her.'
b. *C'est je qui la vois.
c. *C’est la que je vois.
They must appear in their strong form.
(41) a. C’est moi qui la vois.
b. C'est elle que je vois.
These facts are most easily accounted for if at the point of application 
of the extraction operation, the pronouns of (40) are represented as in
(42), with object Pro-forms in their basic postverbal position, and 
with moi and elle understood to represent NPs with the features [4-PRO] 
[4-SING] , and [4- 1 PERSON] / [+3 PERSON] .
(42) Moi - vois - elle. Elle - voit - moi.
'I see her.' 'She sees me.'
That is, because the surface form of subject and object clitics may not 
appear in this construction, a unified statement of cleft sentences in 
French is only possible if the structure on which the cleft rule
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operates does not contain clitic forms. On the other hand, a unified 
statement is possible if we assume that pronouns are occupying NP posi­
tions when the rule is applied.
Another related argument is that this cleft construction does 
not extract verbs, as (43)d shows.
(43) a. Jean vient demain.
'Jean is coming tomorrow.'
b. C'est Jean qui vient demain.
c. C'est demain que Jean vient.
d. *C'est vient que Jean demain.
Kayne (1975) demonstrates that clitics form part of the verb constituent 
in derived structure. If the cleft rule had to operate on structures 
containing clitics, the statement of the rule would be made more compli­
cated: normally prohibited from working on V constituents, it would
have to be allowed to extract a clitic from under the V-node, with some
provision built into the rule for converting clitic form to strong form,
to avoid the ungrammatical (40)b,c. No such complication would result 
if the basic form of the pronoun is assumed to occupy a normal NP position.
..Elnally, the hypothesis that 1, 2s are not moved by a clitic
placement rule, but are instead generated preverbally by the base rules,
is not consistent with clitic ordering facts in affirmative imperatives.
In sentences like (43)e, f
(43) e. Donnez - le - moi. f. Parlez - m'en.
'Give it to me.' 'Speak to me about it,’
the pronoun moi, which is a clitic here and not a strong form pronoun, 
appears after the verb, and, when phrase-final as in e, with a different 
phonological shape. The hypothesis would have to provide for a rule 
moving just 1, 2s into postverbal position only in affirmative impera­
tives. No such special rule would be necessary for imperatives if 1,
2s were already positioned after the verb in underlying structure.
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It seems obvious therefore that the morphological and posi­
tional differences between first- and second-person clitics and third- 
person clitics cannot be accounted for by generating only the former 
directly into surface position by means of the base rules. It is 
possible, however, to motivate a structural difference between 1, 2s 
and 3s, from which the clitic ordering restrictions follow.
7.4 A Single Clitic Placement Rule, without Positive Output Constraints
7,4,1 The Deep Structure of Personal Object Pronouns
Kayne's (1972) analysis of subject inversion in French inter- 
rogatives shows that the postverbal position of the subject NP in such 
sentences must be accounted for by a rule distinct from the one which 
postposes subject clitics. The apparently similar structures in (44) 
do not therefore occur as the result of applying the same rule to the 
declarative versions of these sentences.
(44) a. Quand partira ce garqon?
'When will this boy leave?'
b, Quand partira-t-il?
'When will he leave?'
Instead, two separate rules apply in (44) a and b.
Several facts point to this conclusion. Only the subject clitic 
may be inverted in yes-no questions; inversion of the clitic in pourquoi 
(why) questions is fully acceptable whereas postposition of the subject 
NP is not nearly as acceptable; the presence of certain types of post­
verbal complements and modifiers affects the productivity of NP- 
inversion but not of clitic inversion; the surface structure position 
of the clitic pronoun is not always identical to that of the inverted 
subject NP; inversion of the NP subject but not of the subject clitic 
is allowed in embedded questions and relative clauses.
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On the basis of these facts, Kayne proposes that the inversion 
of the subject pronoun clitic be construed as a simple interchange of 
the pronoun and the verbal form with which it is in contact. The post­
position of the subject NP, on the other hand, is interpreted as a dis­
placement of the subject NP rightward. Thus a rule labelled Stylistic 
Inversion is responsible for the NP postposition in (44)a, while (44)b 
is explained by a process Kayne calls Subject Clitic Inversion.
There exists in French another type of interrogative construc­
tion, involving preverbal position of the subject noun phrase, and post­
position of a subject clitic agreeing with this NP in number and gender. 
Known commonly as ’complex inversion’, this construction is exemplified 
in (44)c.
(44) c. Quand ce gar^on partira-t-il?
’When will this boy leave?’
There is extensive parallelism between complex inversion.and 
subject clitic inversion: in every case in which the former construc­
tion is possible, so is the latter. Both are found in yes-no questions 
and with pourquoi; neither is affected by following complements; both 
position -the clitic after the first tensed V; neither construction is 
possible in embedded questions or relatives.
It appears desirable therefore to reduce both complex inversion 
and subject clitic inversion to a single rule. Kayne considers two 
possibilities for accomplishing this goal. The first is to consider 
that (44)c results from a copying operation. But, as Kayne points out, 
the copying hypothesis requires ad hoc complications to account for the 
appearance of on and the singular verb agreement in sentences like (45).
(45) Pourquoi Jean et moi ne devrait-on pas partir tout de suite?
’•Why shouldn’t Jean and I leave right away?’
In addition, the copying hypothesis, which produces j-1 as the 
copy of all third-person singular subjects in complex inversion, would
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have to be complicated to account for the appearance of on and ce_ in 
postverbal position in sentences like (46).
(46) a. Nous attend-on?
'Are they waiting for us? (i.e. Is one waiting for us?)'
b. Est-ce vrai?
'Is it true?'
These postverbal ce and on would be best described by means of 
a simple inversion rule. This implies that two distinct rules are at 
work in the inversion of subject pronouns, a highly undesirable situation.
Kayne therefore rejects the copying hypothesis in favour of an 
inversion hypothesis, accounting for both (44) b and c by means of the 
same rule. Therefore sentences like (44)c must have an intermediate 
stage in their derivation in which the subject clitic associated with 
the subject NP is present preverbally, as in (47).
(47) Quand-ce gargon-il-partira?
'When - this boy - he - will leave?'
Kayne ensures that strings like (47) are made available to the 
rule of Subject Clitic Inversion by generating all NPs in French along 
with a subject clitic. That is, the base category NP will be expanded 
as NP'-SCL, where SCL stands for a subject clitic. The base rules for 
NP are given as in (48).
(48) a. NP — ^ NP' - SCL
b. NP' —  ^ Det - N - COMP
In the mixed bar notation we have been using, these rules could 
be translated as in (49).
(49) a, NP — ^ N - SCL
b . N — ► Det - N - COMP
(If the node NP was in fact a three-bar category, as suggested in 
Jackendoff (1977a), then (49)a could be rewritten as (49)c.
(49) c. NP --5- N - SCL or N — 5- N - SCL ) .
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Only the features of number and gender on the N would deter­
mine the surface form of the subject clitics, so that il, for example, 
could be the clitic corresponding to NPs as diverse as quelqu'un 
(someone), cela (that), que + S (that + S), and the nominal component 
of idioms, such as cas in faire cas de (to value) (cf. Kayne (1972: 90)).
The limited distribution of subject clitics in surface structure 
indicates that a rule is required to remove them from NPs if they have 
not already been moved by the Inversion rule. These clitics can be 
found postverbally in both 'complex' and 'simple' inversion construc­
tions, as in (50).
(50) a, Jean est-il la?
'Is Jean there?'
b. Est-il la?
'Is he there?"
Preverbally, they may only appear if no subject NP is present.
(51) II est la.
'He is there.'
The only condition under which a subject clitic and NP may co-occur pre­
verbally is the 'detachment' construction; without comma intonation,
(52) is ungrammatical.
(52) a. Jean, il est la.
b. , *Jean il est la (no comma intonation).
Kayne proposes therefore a rule of Subject Clitic Deletion, 
stated as (53), which applies to subject clitics still preceded by 
their associated NP.
(53) Subject Clitic Deletion
top’ - SCL] -- . Np [NP' —  0]
(Kayne (1972: 90))
The derivation of complex inversion sentences such as (54)a
(54) a. L ’argent est-il important?
'Is money important?1
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will therefore procede as follows. The basic structure is assumed to 
be as in (54)b,
(54) b. ^p [L1 argent - il] est important.
Application of the rule of Subject Clitic Inversion detaches the clitic 
from the NP and attaches it as a right sister of the V node (i.e. as a 
right sister of the V dominated by the leftmost V in the ’verbal com­
plex’ constituent described by Emonds (1978)). This rule is formulated 
by Kayne as (55).
(55) Subject Clitic Inversion
4  jgp [Y ~ SCL] V — ^  n p DT] V + SCL
The result of this operation is sentence (54)a, containing a postposed
subject clitic. Non-application of this rule leaves a string to which 
the obligatory rule of Subject Clitic Deletion applies, giving (56).
(56) L ’argent est important.
In order to derive a sentence whose subject is a clitic, Kayne 
assumes a similar derivational history, with an extra rule. A sentence 
like (57)a originates as (57)b, in which the subject NP is a strong
form pronoun to 'which a subject clitic is attached.
(57) a. II est important.
1 It is important.’
b. Np[lui-il] est important.
In emphatic environments, Subject Clitic Deletion may apply, so that 
lui appears as subject in surface structure, as in (58).
(58) Lui est important.
In non-emphatic environments, a rule of Strong Form Deletion (59) 
erases the NP’ constituent and leaves behind the clitic, as in (57)a.
(59) Strong Form Deletion
Np[PRO - SCL] - V N p [0 - SCL] - V.
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Kayne’s proposal to generate subject clitics as part of the NP 
constituent in French, along with his further proposal to introduce the 
subject clitics ce and on into preverbal subject position in a manner 
we will not describe here, allow the single rule of Subject Clitic 
Inversion to account for all cases of both simple and complex inversion 
of subject clitips. The rejected copying hypothesis required two rules 
to do the same work, and could not account for some cases of inversion.
We accept this analysis of Kayne’s in its essentials without 
further discussion, noting that Kayne continues to assume its validity 
in other published work (cf. Kayne (1978: 611) and (1979: 52, no. 38)). 
But we do not accept the claim that all NPs in French are accompanied by 
a base-generated subject clitic. It is not immediately obvious, for 
example,that we should want to extend this analysis to the whole range 
of personal pronouns. While the derivation of the sentence in (57) 
may well be accounted for by rules applying to pronouns as well as full 
NPs, no evidence is offered by Kayne that the base form of pronouns 
should have clitics on them in deep structure.
It would be equally plausible to assume that the phrase struc­
ture rules generate pronouns without clitics, and that the deep struc­
ture Pro-forms more closely resembles a than b in (60).
(60) a. NP[moi] NP[nous]
NP[toi] NP[vous]
NP[lui] NP[eux]
NP[elle] NP[elles]
b. NP[NP[moi] - SCL[je]] NP[NP[nous] - SCL[nous]]
NP[NP[toi] - SCL[tu]j NP[NP[vous] - SCL[vous]j
NP[NP[lui] - SCL[il]] NP[NP[eux] - SCL[ils]j
NP[NP[elle] - SCL[elle]] NP[NP[elles] - SCL[elles]]
To decide between these possibilities, syntactic evidence is 
needed to motivate one structure or the other. If sentences like (54) 
make it plausible that the NP subject here is ^p [ ^ p [1’argent] - ^[il]], 
sentences parallel to (54) with pronoun subjects would support under­
lying structures similar to (60)b. Such structures cannot, however, be
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found for first- and second-person pronouns. Sentences like (61) which 
may appear to be complex inversion sentences are in fact detached con­
structions characterized by comma intonation.
(61) Toi, viens-tu?
’You, are you coming?1
The absence of complex inversion with 1, 2s cannot be attributed to the 
fact that first- and second-person tonic pronouns cannot be subject of 
a sentence, as in (62),
(62) a. *Moi suis arrive.
’I arrived.’
b. *Toi es tres chic.
’You are very smart.1
because when qualified by seul (only), the tonic pronoun can be subject 
of a sentence.
(63) a. Toi seul as ete prevenu.
’Only you have been warned.’
b. Moi seul finirai ce travail.
’Only I will finish this work.’
Nevertheless, complex inversion is incompatible with these sentences.
(64) a. ^ Pourquoi toi seul as-tu ete prevenu?
’Why is it that only you have been warned?
b. ^Pourquoi moi seul finirai-je ce travail?
’Why is it that only I will finish this work?’
c. ^Pourquoi vous seul avez-vous ete prevenu?
(examples from Y.C. Morin (1978: 32))
Since there are no sentences with a first- or second-person strong form 
in subject position and the corresponding subject clitic inverted after 
the finite verb, it follows that there is no reason to assume that these 
pronouns have a structure like (60)b. We conclude that first- and 
second-person pronouns have the form ^p[moi], ^p[toi], etc., rather than
NP ^ NP [m°i] “ S C L ^ 6-^* NP*’NP^t0i-' “ SCL^tu^  ’ 0tC* Ka^ne would ha^e to 
account for the absence of complex inversion in (64) by imposing a
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derivational constraint on the pairs moi-je, toi-tu, vous-vous, nous- 
nous so that the clitic part of the pair will have to be deleted if for 
some reason the NP part of the pair is not deleted, as Y.C. Morin (1978) 
points out. The non-application of an otherwise regular rule is 
explained naturally if the pronoun NPs of (63) simply do not meet the 
structural description of Subject-Clitic Inversion.
On the other hand, there are sentences like (65) displaying com­
plex inversion with a third-person tonic pronoun as subject.
(65) a. Pourquoi lui seul a-t-il ete prevenu?
’Why is it that only he was warned?’
b. Pourquoi eux seuls veulent-ils partir?
’Why is it only they want to leave?’
These sentences suggest that the structure of lui, eux, and the other 
third-person pronouns, must be like the structure of (60)b, with the 
subject clitic attached to the pronoun.
Evidence from complex inversion leads to the conclusion that 
different deep structures must be posited for 1, 2s on the one hand, 
and for 3s on the other. The 1, 2s are ’bare' pronouns at the under­
lying level, while 3s are associated with a subject clitic. This deep 
structure difference is consistent with other differences already noted 
between these classes of pronouns, and also has important consequences 
for solving the problem of clitic ordering without appeal to positive 
output constraints or to a multiplicity of transformational rules.
7.4.2 An Account of Clitic Ordering
The claim I am making in this section is that the order of 
object clitics follows automatically from the order in which transforma­
tions apply to deep structures containing object pronouns. This would 
be a less interesting claim if the transformations involved in the 
derivation of clitics were parochially ordered, in the sense of Pullum 
(1979). However, no extrinsic ordering pattern needs to be imposed
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because of presumably universal constraints on the determination of rule 
precedence which ensure the correct order of application of transforma­
tions. The fact that French clitic order can be explained without 
mechanisms added to grammatical theory and without increasing the number 
of clitic movement rules provides support for the hypothesis that uni­
versal principles can account for the order of rule application.
Consider therefore the derivation of (66)a, for which we assume 
the underlying structure (66)b.
(66) a. Jean me le donne.
'Jean gives it to me,'
k* NP ^ 3can— donne ^p[^p[lui] — £^[il]l pp^p^*^
The underlying string (66)b satisfies the structural descriptions of 
three rules:
(i) Clitic Placement (Chapter 2, (7)b)
(ii) Subject Clitic Inversion (55)
(iii) Subject Clitic Deletion (53)
Without making any aprioristic assumptions about the order of 
application of one type of transformational rule relative to another 
type, and in particular about the requirement in certain versions of 
the theory of generative grammar that deletion rules as a class must 
follow transformational rules (cf. Chomsky and Lasnik (1977)), we shall 
attempt to motivate within the fragment of grammar under consideration 
an intrinsic ordering among these rules.
As a starting point, we accept Kayne's (1975) arguments that 
Clitic Placement is a postcyclic rule. The interaction of this rule 
with the cyclic rules of Faire Infinitive and Se-Placement shows that 
Clitic Placement must be postcyclic. Arguments advanced in Rouveret
ti
and Vergnaud (1980) and Herschensohn (1981) for the cyclicity of Clitic 
Placement crucially depend on generating the reflexive clitic ^e in the 
base. We have argued in Chapter 6, however, that many instances of se
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are transformationally derived, and that Se-Placement is a syntactic 
rule operating within the cycle. From the cyclicity of Se-Placement, 
the postcyclicity of Clitic Placement naturally follows.
An important characteristic of this rule is that failure to apply 
it except as noted in Chapter 1, results in ungrammatical sentences.
Clitic Placement is therefore an obligatory rule.
Subject Clitic Inversion, however, is optional, because non­
application does not leave ungrammatical strings. This rule does not 
operate in embedded sentences, but only on root sentences, in the sense 
of Emonds (1976), as (67) indicates.
(67) *Je me demande quand ce gar£on partira-t-il?
'I wonder when this boy will leave.'
The earliest point in the derivation at which this rule could apply
would be the final cycle. As Pullum (1979: 332f.) has argued convincingly
that the distinction between last-cyclic and postcyclic rules is . 
spurious, this rule too is postcyclic (cf.Kayne’s (1975: 149 n.) observa­
tion that Subject Clitic Inversion is postcyclic).
Given that both Clitic Placement and Subject Clitic Inversion 
are postcyclic rules, it is possible to determine their ordering with 
respect to each other by referring to Ringen's (1972) Obligatory 
Precedence Principle, stated in (68).'
C68) Obligatory Precedence Principle
If a phrase marker meets the structural description of both 
an optional and an obligatory rule, the obligatory rule must 
apply to that phrase marker.
According to this principle, we can establish that the obligatory
rule of Clitic Placement will be tested for applicability before the
optional rule of Subject Clitic Inversion.
The third rule under consideration, Subject Clitic Deletion
is also an obligatory rule. If it were to apply in a phrase marker
before Clitic Placement, there would be no consequences for the operation
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of this latter rule, since each operates on different terminal elements.
There would, however, be an important consequence if Subject 
Clitic Deletion operated before Subject Clitic Inversion had a chance to 
apply. Consider this order of application with respect to the string 
in (69), in which the subject clitic is attached to the NP in under­
lying form.
(69) Jean-il est parti.
'Jean has left.*
The deletion rule removes the clitic, leaving (70)a.
(70) a. Jean est parti.
And now, there is no way to derive the 'complex inversion' 
construction (70)b, because there is no source for the postposed subject 
clitic.
(70) b. Jean est-il parti?
It was to prevent the non-generation of grammatical strings 
that a principle of Counter-Bleeding Precedence was established (cf. 
Pullum (1979: 68), quoting Koutsoudas, Sanders and Noll (1974), and 
Koutsoudas (1980)). This proposal ensures that if there is a repre­
sentation which meets the structural description of two rules A and B, 
then A takes precedence over B if there is some string included in the 
inputs of both A and B, but not in the output of B. This principle,
which prevents rules from applying in an order that bleeds one of them
if an alternative non-bleeding order exists, clearly applies here. The 
two rules of Subject Clitic Inversion and Subject Clitic Deletion can 
both apply to (69), which contains the item il. The output of the 
deletion rule does not include this item, but the output of the inversion 
rule does. The optional nature of the inversion rule further ensures 
that the NP' - SCL string to which the deletion rule applies will be 
present in case inversion fails to take place. The inversion rule
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therefore takes precedence, applying before Subject Clitic Deletion.
This conclusion implies that Ringen's (1972) Obligatory Preced­
ence Principle (68) must be qualified. The optional rule of inversion 
must apply before the obligatory rule of deletion to ensure that complex 
inversion constructions can be generated. A qualification like (71) 
must therefore be added to (68).
(71) . . . unless application of the obligatory rule violates the
Principle of Counter-Bleeding Precedence.
Pullum (1975: 51) makes a similar observation with respect to another 
universal principle, called Proper Inclusion Precedence. He shows that 
any formulation of Obligatory Precedence must indicate that it is a 
subordinate principle which, other things being equal, takes second 
place to presumably universal principles of Counter-Bleeding and Proper 
Inclusion.
We have established therefore that Clitic Placement, precedes 
Subject Clitic Inversion, and that this latter rule precedes Subject 
Clitic Deletion, and that therefore these rules must apply in the 
following order:
1. Clitic Placement
2. Subject Clitic Inversion
3. Subject Clitic Deletion
We are now able to account for the order of the clitics in (66)a, 
starting from the underlying structure (66)b, repeated here for con­
venience .
(66) a. Jean me le donne.
b. N p [Jean-il] donne N P [ NP [lui] - SCL[il]] PP[P[a] NP[moi]]
The first rule able to apply to (66)b is Clitic Placement, which 
moves an NP[+PRO] to preverbal position. Two such pronominal elements 
are present in this string. The natural assumption to make is that
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the leftmost PRO in any string be considered the first target of the 
rule. In that way the variable X mentioned in the structural descrip­
tion of Clitic Placement will not contain any instance of PRO (and thus 
be an abbreviatory variable in the sense of Smith, Pullum and Wilson 
(1977)). But this natural interpretation of the variable can be over­
ridden by other factors. For example, the variable X must include more 
than one instance of V in compound tenses, as (72) indicates.
(72) a. Quand elle a eu termine son travail, . . ,
'When she had finished her work, . . .'
b. *Quand elle a eu le termine, , . .
c. *Quand elle a l'eu termini, . . .
d. Quand elle l'a eu termine, . . .
The overriding factor in determining that the variable X may 
contain V is the stipulation in the structural description of Clitic 
Placement that clitics attach to the leftmost V of the VP constituent,
with only clitics able to intervene between the VP boundary and the
target V. This rule, discussed in Chapter 2, Section 2.1, is restated 
below as (73).
(73) Clitic Placement
VP[ (CL) (CL) V X PRO Y]
1 2 3 4  5 6 — > 1 2  5 + 3 4  0 6
We must assume similarly that in the derivation of (66)a, this 
rule interprets the string (66)b in such a way that the variable X 
contains the leftmost PRO lui, so that an intermediate stage in this 
derivation is (66)c, with the bare preposition a deleted.
(66) c. NP[Jean-il] V[CL[me] V[donne]] NP[ NP[lui] - SCL[il]]
According to our interpretation of the infixing function of 
this rule, discussed in Section 2,1, a later application of Clitic 
Placement will insert the clitic version of lui between me and donne
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in this string to give the correct preverbal pronoun order me le of 
(66)a.
If lui was selected as the first pronoun to be moved by the 
rule, the intermediate stage produced by one application of the rule would 
be (66)d.
(66) d. Jean-il le donne a moi.
Subsequent application would insert me between le^  and donne, giving the 
incorrect "le me surface order.
Given that Clitic Placement could potentially select either of 
the pronouns in (66)a, we must ask whether the rule can be constrained 
so that the first-person pronoun was chosen to be moved before the 
third-person pronoun.
There is such a constraint available, in the form of the 
very general A-over-A Principle proposed by Chomsky and stated in 
Chomsky (1973: 235) as (74),
(74) A-over-A Principle
If a transformation applies to a structure of the form 
[a , . . [A . . .] . . .]
where a is a cyclic node, then it must be so interpreted 
as to apply to the maximal phrase of type A.
Chomsky makes it clear that two interpretations of the principle 
are possible. In its absolute formulation, this condition legislates 
against any rule that extracts a phrase of type A from a more inclusive 
phrase A. In the 'loose1 interpretation of the principle, the condi­
tion does not establish an absolute prohibition against transformations 
that extract a phrase of type A from a more inclusive phrase of type A. 
Rather, it states that if a transformational rule is non-specific with 
respect to the configuration defined, it will be interpreted in such a 
way as to satisfy the condition.
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Kayne has already established that of these two 'absolute' and 
’loose' interpretations of the A-over-A Principle with respect to Clitic 
Placement, the absolute interpretation is the one which predicts the 
correct results. In his discussion of sentences like (75), Kayne (1975: 
117) notes that a natural explanation of the ungrammaticality of (75)b 
follows from the absolute inability of Clitic Placement to extract the 
NP[+PRO] les from the more inclusive NP containing the pronoun modified 
by a relative,
(75) a, Elle connait ces gargons, qui sont d'ailleurs tres intelligents.
'She knows those boys, who moreover are very intelligent.'
b. *Elle les connait, qui sont d'ailleurs tres intelligents.
'She knows them, who moreover are very intelligent.’
We take the absolute interpretation of this Principle to be the 
one determining which PRO is selected as the rule target for Clitic 
Placement in strings like (66)b. The leftmost PRO here is lui, which is 
contained in the larger phrase bracketed as in (76)a, or, alternatively, 
as in (76)b.
(76) a. NP[NP1[lui] - SCL[il]]
b. N[N[lui] - SCL [il] ]
This clearly constitutes an instance of a category A contained within a 
larger phrase of category A, since the Pro-form is a noun phrase, or at 
least a nominal category with one bar less than the highest nominal node 
dominating it. Until the subject clitic is removed from within this 
phrase, the pronoun will be immobile, because movement of this form 
would violate the absolute interpretation of the A-over-A Principle.
Clitic Placement is therefore inapplicable to this constituent, 
because the NP[+PRO] mentioned in the structural description of the rule 
is located within a larger noun phrase. The NP[+PRO] moi is not con­
tained, however, within a larger noun phrase, because, as we demonstrated 
in the previous section, this pronoun is not generated by the base rules
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accompanied by a subject clitic. Clitic Placement may therefore apply 
to this Pro-form, resulting in the intermediate stage of the derivation 
illustrated in (66)c, with me preverbal and lui still postverbal.
The next rule to be tested for applicability (of the three under 
consideration) is Subject Clitic Inversion, which is optional, and does 
not feed or bleed either of the other two rules. Then Subject Clitic 
Deletion is free to apply, removing the subject clitics from Jean and 
lui, leaving the intermediate structure (66)e.
(66) e. NP[Jean] V[CL[me] V[donne]j NP[lui].
As this structure meets the structural description of Clitic 
Placement, and since such obligatory rules apply whenever their struc­
tural descriptions are met, Clitic Placement applies once again to move 
the NP[+PRO] lui to immediate preverbal position, in accordance with our 
assumptions governing the operation of this rule discussed in 2.1 of 
Chapter 2. Clitic Placement behaves therefore just as Leftward Tous 
Movement does in applying iteratively (cf. Kayne (1975: 199, 222)).
As only one PRO is mentioned in the structural index of the rule, it is 
obvious that the simplest solution to the problem of how to get two or 
more clitics into the preverbal space is to allow the rule to reapply 
every time its structural description is met. Thus, once a third-person 
pronoun has undergone the rule deleting its associated subject clitic, 
it then becomes eligible for Clitic Placement.
A further derivation will show how the interaction of Clitic 
Placement with the A-over-A Principle can account elegantly for clitic 
order in French. Sentence (77)c contains two third-person pronouns: 
its underlying structure is assumed to be (77)b corresponding to (77)a.
(77) a. J'ai donne la lettre a Georges.
’I gave the letter to George.1
b. Je ai donne NP[elle-ellej PP[a NP[lui-il]
c. Je la lui ai donnee.
’I gave it to him.1
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In (77)b, neither pronoun is able to be moved by Clitic Place­
ment: both are contained within larger phrases of the same category.
Application of Subject Clitic Deletion yields the string (77)d.
(77) d. Je ai donne elle a lui,
with both the underlined forms able to undergo the rule. The pronoun 
to be moved first will be the one satisfying the condition we assume 
to govern the interpretation of the variable X, to the effect that 
unless other factors immobilize a PRO (e.g. its confinement within a 
larger NP), the variable will be understood to contain no instance of 
a bare PRO dominated by a phrasal node. Should a PRO, however, be 
contained within a larger phrase, but belong to a category different 
from the one dominating the phrase, the variable may or may not con­
tain the PRO. We consider that the condition on variables prohibiting 
them from containing categories mentioned in the structural descrip­
tions of rules be understood to be applied absolutely to ’bare1 
pronouns exhaustively dominated by phrasal nodes, and to not apply 
absolutely to pronouns which are not bare, in the sense that the node 
dominating them also dominates other lexical material. This inter­
pretation captures the spirit of Wilkin’s Variable Interpretation 
Convention and of Smith, Pullum and Wilson’s Abbreviatory Variable 
Convention, and ensures that elle, whose clitic form is la, is moved 
first. The intermediate stage so produced is (77)e.
(77) e, Je la ai donnee a lui.
Subsequent application of Clitic Placement infixes le between la and 
donnee within the V constituent. This process of infixing does not 
itself violate the A-over-A Principle, because the affixed clitics, 
though dominated by the category V in derived structure, are not 
themselves members of the category V at the point in the derivation 
when they are affected by the rule. Moving elements of category V
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into a structure dominated by V may constitute a violation of the 
principle, but it is not obvious that moving an NP[+PRO] category 
under a V node, even when this V node dominates other clitics, 
implies a violation of the A-over-A Principle. The result therefore 
of a second application of Clitic Placement to the string (77)e is 
the sentence (77)c, with the clitics aligned in the correct order.
The advantages of this analysis of clitic order over other 
attempts to predict the surface alignment of clitics are therefore 
clear. No extensive clitic chart is needed to get the order right; 
no supplementary transformations are required to rearrange misplaced 
clitics; no dubiously motivated syntactic features are necessary.
The correct order is a natural outcome of independently motivated 
facts: a difference in deep structure between first- and second-
person personal pronouns, and third-person personal pronouns, in 
conjunction with universal principles determining applicational 
precedence among transformational rules. Perlmutter’s clitic template, 
which constitues a positive output constraint, can be abandoned, in 
view of the fact that it is simply not necessary.
The next sections investigate the preverbal position of en to 
determine whether this natural interpretation of the interaction of 
Clitic Placement and the A-over-A Principle can also account for its 
preverbal position.
7.5 The Preverbal Position of En
In Chapter 4, a case was made for considering that the pronoun 
en was not unitary in underlying structure, serving both as the pro­
nominal form of a prepositional phrase and as a pronoun in the literal 
sense of the word, dominated by the category N. Pro PP en originates 
in deep structure as a verb phrase complement and as a complement of 
a direct object noun phrase. The placement of Pro PP en which is a
VP complement will be dealt with first.
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7.5.1 Pro PP en Dominated by VP
Sentences (78) and (79) below show that in any preverbal 
sequence of clitics, en always appears as the rightmost element,
(78) a. Nous avons parle a Marie de vos problemes.
'We spoke to Marie about your problems.'
b. Nous lui en avons parle.
We-to her-about them-have-spoken
'We spoke to her about them.'
c. Je veux vous recompenser de vos peines.
'I want to repay you for your trouble.'
d. Je veux vous en recompenser.
'I want to repay you for them.'
(79) a. Thomas a retire le chat du puits.
'Thomas pulled the cat out of the well.'
b. Thomas 1 'en a retire.
'Thomas pulled it out of there.'
The mechanics already in place to ensure the ordering of other 
clitics before the verb can be naturally extended to account for the 
positioning of en in (77)-(79) above. We assume that at the point of 
application of the Clitic Placement transformation, the pronoun en is 
marked as cliticisable (as in Kayne (1975: 150)) and is present in 
deep structure postverbally, to the right of any direct and/or indirect 
object NP complements of the verb. In accordance with the conventions 
assumed to govern the operation of Clitic Placement, en will not become 
eligible to be moved in front of the verb until other verbal comple­
ments have been cliticised. As clitics are successively attached
under the V node to the left of the verb, with each "new arrival"
displacing the last, en is assured its rightmost position in any string 
of clitics by virtue of the fact that it will always be the last clitic 
to be placed. Thus the fact that en is the clitic which in surface 
structure appears closest to the verb follows directly from the deep
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structure position of its source, furthest from, the verb, to the right 
of any other cliticisable complements.
An apparent counter-example to this analysis is illustrated in
(80).
(80) a. J'ai parle de mes problemes a Marie.
TI spoke about my problems to Marie.1
b. Je lui en ai parle,
TI spoke to her about them.1
The prepositional phrase which is the source for en precedes the source 
of the indirect object clitic lui in (80)a; if Clitic Placement operated 
on the structure (80)c, the result would be ungrammatical.
(80) c. Je-ai-parle-en-lui.
b. *J’en lui ai parle.
However, this objection ceases to be a problem if Clitic Placement 
operates on structures which reflect the canonical deep-structure order 
of elements. If we make the natural assumption that direct and 
indirect objects of the verb are generated by base rules as the second 
and third constituents respectively in the expansion of the VP node, 
with any other PP complements following these, then the deep structure 
source of (80)b will be (80)e, f and not (80)a.
(80) e, Je-ai-parle-a Marie-de mes problemes. 
f. Je-ai-parle-lui-en.
The fact that the order of complements in (80)e is felt to be slightly 
more natural by native French speakers supports the claim that (80)a 
is to be derived by a stylistic rule permuting the indirect object 
with a prepositional phrase. If, as Chomsky (1980) suggests, such 
stylistic rules operate on the output of the transformational com­
ponent, then the rule responsible for rearranging the constituents of 
sentences like (80)e would apply only after the Clitic Placement
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transformation had had a chance to apply. Thus (80)a does not con­
stitute a counter-example to the proposed analysis of Pro PP en.
the verb, and therefore positioned postverbally to the right of the 
verb. If other cliticisable pronouns are present in the sentence, 
they are located in underlying structure in indirect object position 
or as the pronominal form of prepositional phrases, and so even 
further to the right of the verb than en. Structures in which en is 
the first cliticisable pronoun to the right of the verb are given in
(81)-(82). I shall assume that the subject clitic generated on all 
NPs in French is also present on the NPs which presumably form part 
of prepositional phrases which ultimately appear in pronominal form,
I further assume that the morphological rules responsible for the 
appearance of the Pro PPs convert strings of the form P NP to en and 
not strings of the form P NP-SCL. In what follows, therefore, the 
rule of Subject Clitic Deletion is understood to have applied to these 
and subsequent phrase markers.
7.5.2 Pro PP en Dominated by NP, and Pro N en
The sources of these en are NPs which are direct objects of
(81) a. S
V NP PP
Paul a donne
Paul gave a little of this wine to his children
b. £
NP VP
Paul
Paul gave a little of it to them
Paul
Paul
a donne certains livres a ses amis
gave certain books to his friends
b.
a donne 
gave
certains
certain
en 
of them
[PRO]
leur 
to them
If the convention which we assume governs the operation of 
Clitic Placement applied to these en, they would be the first Pro­
forms to be cliticised. Re-application of Clitic Placement would place 
the indirect object pronoun leur immediately to the left of the verb, 
yielding the ungrammatical examples in (83).
(83) a. *Paul en leur a donne un peu.
b."..*Paul en leur a donne certains.
But these en, like Pro PP en dominated by VP, have a fixed position as 
the rightmost in any string of clitics, so that only the sentences in
(84) are grammatical.
(84) a. Paul leur en a donne un peu.
b. Paul leur en a donne certains.
To account for the position of en in cases like these, we might 
suppose that the rule of Clitic Placement was prevented from applying 
to this Pro-form until it had moved any other pronoun in the string.
But the justification for such a late application is not readily avail­
able. It is not possible, for example, to appeal to a constraint on
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rules such as the Superiority Condition. This condition was shown in 
Chapter 2 to make false predictions about the order in which pronouns 
became eligible to be moved by Clitic Placement. In any case, the 
Superiority Condition is clearly inapplicable here. In the structure
(81)b, for example, the same two categories dominate the Pro-forms en 
and leur: en is dominated by PP, NP while leur is dominated by NP, PP.
Wilkins’ Variable Interpretation Convention does not prevent 
these en from being cliticised before other pronouns. Even if. this 
convention was reinterpreted so that the most deeply embedded consti­
tuents of the same category as other constituents in the string were 
the last to be affected by iterative application of a rule, it would 
be unlikely that we would want to consider a Pro dominated by PP, NP 
to be more deeply embedded than a Pro dominated by NP, PP. Incorrect 
outputs sanctioned by the convention would contain, for example, 
sequences in which en was the first pronoun to be cliticised, so that 
subsequent cliticisation inserted a pronoun between en and the verb, 
resulting in strings like (83).
De Haan's Minimal String Principle, incorporating the notion 
of "grossest constituent analysis" which is also central to Wilkin’s 
convention, makes similar predictions about the sequence of cliticisa­
tion in the structures underlying (84). With en and leur in (81)b at 
the same level of embedding, en will naturally be moved first, and 
leur second, again yielding (83), given the assumptions about the 
operation of Clitic Placement outlined earlier.
Finally, Koster's Locality Principle would assign the en of
(81) a different index from the en which corresponds to a PP dominated 
by VP. This principle would allow Pro N en or Pro PP en dominated by 
NP, to move before leur moves in (81)b. But in (85)b, leur would move 
first, and then en.
Jean a parle a ses amis de mes soucis.
’Jean spoke to his friends about my worries.’
b.
Jean a parle 
’Jean spoke
en
about them.’
The Locality Principle predicts that (86) is correct,
(86) Jean leur en a parle.
’Jean spoke to them about them.’
because ’closer1 constituents are moved before more remote constituents. 
But it likewise predicts that (83) contains grammatical sentences. The 
pronoun en here moves first since it is closest to the verb. Subsequent 
insertion-of leur between en and the verb gives the illicit *en leur 
order of clitics.
It appears very unlikely, therefore, that any justifiable 
"delay11 in the operation of Clitic Placement can be successfully moti­
vated for these cases of en having an NP source. Despite the fact that 
they originate postverbally in close proximity to the verb, and there­
fore are positioned prior to the cliticisation of any other pronoun, 
which implies that they give up the space to the immediate left of the 
verb node to these arriving clitics, they nonetheless occupy the pre­
verbal slot next to the verb.
In view of the various postverbal positions in which en may 
be generated, including Pro PP en dominated by VP, together with its
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fixed clitic position, we suggest that the grammar of French must con­
tain some means of blocking sentences like the ungrammatical (83), which 
will be produced if our assumptions about the operation of Clitic 
Placement are correct. Such a means is provided by a negative output 
constraint which marks as ungrammatical any string produced by the 
natural operation of transformational rules which does not conform to 
certain constraints on what constitutes acceptable surface structure.
Such devices are used by various linguists, such as Chomsky (1980, 1981), 
Chomsky and Lasnik (1977), Radford (1979), as a way of discarding 
strings which would otherwise have to be avoided through complication 
of the transformational component of the grammar. Perlmutter’s clitic 
chart, for example, is intended to be a negative output constraint as 
well as a positive output constraint. In specifying clitic order, it 
is ’positive’, and it is this appeal to a surface device to arrange 
surface order, or to approve those orders of elements which happen to 
emerge from transformational operations in conformity with the chart, 
which I argue can be dispensed with. But the chart is also ’negative’, 
in that it rejects those strings which violate co-occurrence restric­
tions which hold between certain cliti&S. Such negative filters are 
indeed necessary, since there is no plausible way to restrict the co­
occurrence of elements in deep structure which only become incompatible 
in preverbal clitic position. Some kind of filter showing that the 
direct object clitic me cannot appear next to the indirect object clitic 
te will be required. These filters may well take the following form:
Negative Output Constraint: * — [ . . .  me te . . . ]
This filter indicates that, when dominated by the node V, and therefore 
in clitic form, these pronouns may not occur together. Exactly how many 
filters must be specified in the grammar of French to block sequences 
of clitics which may not appear together is not investigated here. The 
question is complicated by the ethical dative construction, which in
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some registers of French displays clitic ordering (me lui, te me, vous 
te) which is not permitted when these pronouns are direct and indirect 
obj ects.
A simple extension to the range of negative output constraints
required in French grammar is the filter in (87),
(87) * V [. . . en Pro . . . J.
What this filter signifies is that the arrangement of clitics indicated
in (87), which would be produced, for example, by early application of 
Clitic Placement to a structure containing a Pro N en, is simply not 
sanctioned in French. In applying to phrase markers like those in (81), 
the rule of Clitic Placement is considered free to apply to either pro­
noun , en or leur. The conventions in the interpretation of the variable 
discussed in Section 7.4.2 do not prevent the rule from ’passing over' 
en, because the NP node dominating en also contains other lexical 
material. These conventions will ensure that, of two or more bare Pros 
in a postverbal string, the leftmost is the first to be affected by the 
rule. If the pronoun is not 'bare', it may be included in the variable.
Should the rule apply first to en in the structure V . . . en
. . . leur of (81), and then to leur, the result would be as in (88).
(88) V [. . . en leur . . .].
Nothing restricts the transformational operation which produces this 
output. But the surface configuration so produced is in violation of 
filter (87), and thus is marked as ungrammatical.
If in (81), leur is the first target of Clitic Placement, and en 
the second, the outcome of the rule will be (89).
(89) V[, . . leur en . , ,].
This clitic sequence violates no filter, and is grammatical.
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7.5.3 The Placement of Y
An immediate advantage of such a filter is that nothing now 
needs to be said about the surface position of _y. This pronoun is a 
Pro PP (cf. Kayne (1975)), and may originate as an indirect object or 
as a prepositional locative phrase. The only Pro-form therefore which 
may follow ^  in underlying structure is another Pro PP, i.e. en, given 
that, in the phrase structure expansion of the category VP, the direct 
object NP precedes the indirect object NP, which in turn precedes 
various possible prepositional and adverbial phrases. If en follows 
in underlying structure, it will be normally cliticised after £  and be 
placed closer to the verb than y;, so ensuring the correct y en sequence.
If en is embedded in the direct object noun phrase, and if it is cliti­
cised prior to then the output of two applications of Clitic Placement 
would be the ungrammatical en y order, which would be rejected by filter
(87). Thus the order of jy with respect to en is guaranteed by the 
filter we have proposed. When y; co-occurs with other clitics, these 
are direct or indirect objects generated by phrase structure rules in 
positions closer to the verb than y. This means that these Pro-forms 
are cliticised before y_ is, and therefore end up further to the left of 
the verb than y_ does, guaranteeing preverbal orders such as I’y V, les y V , 
vous y V, and so on.
The preverbal position of y;, as the rightmost of any sequence of 
clitics unless one of the clitics is en, follows as an automatic conse­
quence of the position of the Pro-forms in underlying structure to which 
_y corresponds and of the operation of the negative output constraint 
in (87). The simplicity of this solution to the problem of ordering y; 
with respect to the other clitics supports our conclusion that the only 
device needed in a comprehensive description of French clitic order not 
already justified elsewhere in the grammar of French is the filter 
described in (87),
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7.5,4 The Placement of Ethical Datives
There was some discussion of 'ethical datives1 in Chapter 1. It 
was pointed out that these were not compatible with a detachment construc­
tion, indicating that they were unlike any indirect object. The examples 
given are repeated below for convenience.
(90) a. Elle te parle souvent, a toi. (Indirect Object)
'She often speaks to you.’
b. *Ici, la mer te monte a une vitesse, a toi.
’Here, the sea rises at a fantastic rate.’
Their limited distribution and marked stylistic nature, together 
with the impossibility of finding a plausible postverbal source for them, 
and the fact that they flout co-occurrence restrictions which normally 
hold between clitics, suggest that these pronouns may well not be sub­
ject to the transformation of Clitic Placement.
There is some evidence that these ethical datives may be base­
generated. They share with some base-generated idioms the property of 
violating certain restrictions on constituent structure. For example, 
idioms like those in (91) contain nouns not preceded by a determiner, 
unlike non-idiomatic NPs,
(91) a. porter assistance a
b. rendre justice a
c. rendre grace a
d. faire cas de
to bring aid to 
to do (someone) justice 
to give thanks to 
to value
And ethical datives are similar to idioms in the sense that they 
may combine with other clitics to form what are normally incompatible 
sequences, such as me te, te yous, me lui. The assumption that the 
idioms of (91) are entered directly in the lexicon as separate lexical 
entries, and that ethical datives are directly attached to verbs in the 
lexicon, allows phrase structure rules and transformational rules to 
preserve their general nature, and not be adapted on an ad hoc basis 
to accommodate what are arguably marginal phenomena.
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If these ethical datives are already in clitic position in 
underlying structure, just as ’idiomatic* and inherent _se_ are generated 
in the lexicon, then their position in surface structure as the leftmost 
clitics in any sequence of clitics is assured by the normal operation of 
Clitic Placement. Any ’arriving’ clitics will displace the ethical 
datives leftward, so that these will always occur furthest from the 
verb. As a confirmation of this assumption, consider sentence (92) 
below, repeated from Chapter 1.
(92) Paul te m ’a donne une de ces gifles!
’Paul gave me a real slap!’
The pronouns me and jte are both ’datives'; me is indirect object, while 
te is ethical dative. Normally, a co-occurrence restriction prevents 
me and _te from appearing together. Here, the restriction is relaxed 
because _te is an ethical dative. If _te had had a postverbal source, 
generated to the right of the indirect object, the expected preverbal 
clitic order would have been me te. Instead, we find te m e , which is 
consistent with the notion that ethical datives are base-generated in 
the lexicon attached to the verb of which they are dependents.
7.5.5 The Order of Clitics in Affirmative Imperatives
A final advantage of positing a filter (87) to account for the 
preverbal position of en is that the order of clitics in affirmative 
imperatives follows as an automatic consequence.
As enclitics, these pronouns have the order indicated in (93).
(93) Affirmative Imperative Order
Direct Indirect
V - Object - Object y - en
Clitic Clitic
Sentences like those in (94) indicate that, with one exception, 
pronouns which are enclitic to the imperative verb occur in canonical
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deep structure order.
(94) a. Parlez-m'en.
’Talk to me about it.'
b. Montrez-la-moi.
’Show it to me,’
c. Donnez-le-lui.
’Give it to him.’
d. Donnez-m’en trois,
’Give me three of them,’
Because no V elements are crossed by these pronouns in cliticis- 
ing to the right of the verb, it appears unlikely that the rule of Clitic 
Placement operates in the derivation of these imperatives. Instead, the 
process responsible for attaching these Pro-forms seems to move them into 
position so that the surface order exactly mirrors deep structure order 
(with the exception of en which originates as part of a noun phrase).
This suggests that this rule, unlike Clitic Placement, does not conform 
to the absolute interpretation of the A-over-A Principle, and is -in this 
respect similar to detachment operations in French which may remove 
phrases of category A from containing phrases of the same category, in 
some cases. Filter (87) acts to exclude strings like (95)a which would 
have been produced if the Affirmative Imperative rule had selected en 
in (95)b as the first pronoun to be encliticised.
(95) a. *Donnez-en-moi trois, 
b. Donnez-trois-en-a moi.
This filter then is the only mechanism required to ensure the correct 
ordering of enclitics, and this fact reinforces our claim that this 
filter alone is the only device needed in a grammar of French to produce 
sequences of clitics properly aligned.
We conclude therefore that within our framework of assumptions, 
the order of French clitic pronouns follows as a natural consequence of 
the interaction of transformational rules on deep structure Pro-forms.
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